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Alternative approaches to optophonic mappings

Michael Capp

Abstract

This thesis presents a number o f  modifications to a blind aid, known as the video optophone, 

which enables a blind user to more readily interpret their local environment for enhanced 

mobility and navigation. Versions o f  this form o f  blind aid are generally both difficult to use 

and interpret, and are therefore inadequate for safe mobility. The reason for this severe 

problem lies in the complexity and excessive bandwidth o f  the optophonic output after the 

conversion from scene-to-sound.

The work herein describes a number o f  modifications that can be applied to the current 

optophonic process to make more efficient use o f  the limited bandwidth provided by the 

auditory system when converting scene images to sound. Various image processing and 

stereo techniques have been employed to artificially emulate the human visual system through 

the use o f  depth maps that successfully fade out the quantity o f  relatively unimportant image 

features, whilst emphasising the more significant regions such as nearby obstacles.

A series o f  experiments were designed to test these various modifications to the optophonic 

mapping by studying important factors o f  mobility and subject response whilst going about 

everyday life. The devised system, labelled DeLIA for the Detection, Location, 

Identification, and Avoidance (or Action) o f  obstacles, provided a means for gathering 

statistical data on users’ interpretation o f  the optophonic output. An analysis o f  this data 

demonstrated a significant improvement when using the stereo cartooning technique, 

developed as part o f  this work, over the more conventional plain image as an input to an 

optophonic mapping from scene-to-sound.

Lastly, conclusions were drawn from the results, which indicated that the use o f  a stereo depth 

map as an input to a video optophone would improve its usefulness as an aid to general 

mobility. For the purposes o f  detecting and determining text or similar detail, either a plain 

unmodified image or some form o f  edge (depth) image were found to produce the best results.
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1. Introduction

The role o f  a blind mobility aid is considered in an attempt to derive the factors necessary to 

create the ideal mobility aid for the blind individual. Topics taken into account include the 

ease o f  use, and effectiveness o f  the device to improve a blind user’s mobility.

This is followed with the aims, and justification for this research, and a brief description on 

the topics and techniques employed in an attempt to complete the described tasks. Answers 

are given to why further research was undertaken in attempt to revamp an old idea, and what 

gains could be achieved in the process.

In Britain alone, it is estim ated that there are in the region o f one million registered 

blind or partially sighted people. A large percentage o f  these are unable to read text, 

other than via Braille or the Moon system [M0 0 8 6 ], or navigate in the same way as a 

sighted person. O f course the m em bers o f  the blind com munity generally cope 

extrem ely well. They have no other choice. Hence, it is easy to see why over the last 

century there has been great interest in producing devices for the blind with the hope 

o f  at least partially solving the problem s that the blind com munity face everyday.

W hen considering blind m obility aids, various questions spring to mind about what 

they actually do. Obviously, the perfect blind aid would enable a blind person to 

regain, if  originally lost, their sight. Presently, even partial restoration o f sight for the 

m ajority o f  the blind com m unity is not possible, although this might one day be 

within our grasp. For the time being alternative solutions or com prom ises have to be 

made.

Most current m obility aids for the blind convert a visual image into either a tactile 

pattern or an audio output, which with training a blind user can learn to use to 

improve their mobility. However, these devices often fall well short o f providing the 

blind user full mobility with the same efficiency as a sighted person. Furthermore,
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most mobility aids are considered to be tiring to use due to the quantity o f  information 

they relay to the user.

This research was intended to investigate a blind mobility aid known as the 

optophone, to try with m odem  day com puters and video technology to produce a 

better, more adaptable mobility aid. The hope being to dim inish, or even, eliminate 

some o f  the more severe problem s encountered when using such a device. If 

unsuccessful, the next step would be to attempt to determ ine the reasons for failure, 

and to propose a potential alternative solution.

As a starting point the research would study past failures and successes made through 

history to blind aids. This might allow potential weaknesses to be excluded from 

future devices, in favour o f  em phasising the strengths.

The present day optophonic m apping [Mei92a] was found to be a suitable working 

frame on which to generate a new software implem entation o f  a blind mobility aid. 

Not only could this allow testing to be undertaken on a portable computer, but it 

would also provide an easy method for making rapid alterations to the algorithms 

under investigation. Once acceptable optophonic models were implemented in 

software, the efficiency o f  the algorithm s and mappings could be tested on both 

sighted and visually impaired volunteers.

Before proceeding it should be m entioned that the original goals o f  the research were 

to investigate and im plem ent a real-tim e version o f the video optophone. 

Experimental data would then be gathered through the use o f  sighted and non-sighted 

volunteers. However, the proposed research was redirected to study methods for 

im proving the optophonic scene-to-sound process, for later testing on volunteers. The 

reasons for this change were threefold.

Firstly, during the initial stages o f  the research whilst studying previous attempts at 

optophonic mappings, Peter M eijer created a real-tim e software optophone [MeiOO]. 

Secondly, while carrying out background research it became apparent that the 

optophone had a larger history than was previously believed. It was felt that a 

thorough search through the more historic devices (a detailed list can be found in
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Appendix 1) was worth pursuing, as this could help in finding ideas on how the 

optophone could be improved [CapPicOOb]. Lastly, due to rapidly changing 

technology, time was frequently spent im plem enting an aspect o f  the optophone only 

to find a new piece o f  hardware or software had been developed that did a better job.

The study o f  the optophonic mapping was separated into two areas: image processing 

prior to conversion to sound, and the m ethod o f generating sound to provide 

directional information. A third stage also exists, which is the conversion from image 

to sound. However, the optophonic m appings used for this purpose are well accepted 

and have previously been investigated in some considerable depth by Adrian O ’Hea 

[Ohe94], so were not considered in quite as much detail.

W hilst considering the image processing stage it was believed that a great deal o f time 

could be saved if  rather than testing each method on volunteers (which would 

obviously require a period o f  training and evaluation for each system) it would be 

inspected visually. Since for a sighted person it is easier to interpret a scene visually 

rather than via the sound output from the optophone (mainly due to the reduction o f  

quality and alterations caused while converting from scene to sound), the following 

conclusion was made. If  a sighted person were unable to accurately comprehend the 

m odified optophonic image prior to conversion to sound, then for most practical cases 

a non-sighted person would have even more difficulty attem pting to understand the 

equivalent sound output.

Once a suitable method for stressing im portant features within an image scene (whilst 

fading less critical features) was found through visual inspection then it could be 

applied and tested on sighted and non-sighted volunteers.
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2. An overview of the blind aid

A concise history o f  blind aids is given, with particular emphasis on optophone like devices, 

which extends back more than a century to the earliest blind aids. This section includes 

details on the various modifications made to both the reading and mobility aids over the past 

100 years, and in particular over more recent years with the rapid advancements in both 

computer and video technologies.

The blind aid known as the optophone, which has in the past been used as both a very basic 

mobility aid, and as a rather competent reading aid is described with its progress from 

Fournier d ’Albe to Peter Meijer’s present day version o f  the optophonic mapping. Included is 

a description o f  the workings o f  the m odem  day equivalent o f  the device, and its 

shortcomings that have, in the past, led to its general lack o f  use and overall obscurity from 

the public eye.

Conclusions are made upon the almost identical aspects o f  each blind aid and their respective 

image to sound or image to haptic mappings that have often led to their eventual downfall for 

large-scale public use, and how, with the m odem  day computer, they may to a greater extent 

be circumnavigated.

Aims o f  the research were thus re-evaluated, with the concept o f  stereovision being 

incorporated. It was believed that a stereo depth map would not only be successful in 

suppressing the quantity o f  less important features contained within an image o f  a real world 

scene, but that it would also provide the user with invaluable information upon the relative 

distance to possible obstacles in their immediate vicinity.

2.1. Origins o f  the electronic blind aid

Over the years there has been a wealth o f research into aiding the blind and there have 

been many devices created to convert light energy into pulses o f  electricity. Some o f 

these devices have been specifically aimed towards sensory substitution - in
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particular, reading and navigation aids for the blind [See in particular -  BenBen63, 

Beu47, BorUlr97, CapPicOOb, CooGaiNye84, Fis76, Fou24, Kay84, Kur81, Mei92a, 

Mei92b, NieMahMea87, ShoBorKor98, and WarStr85]. For a historical breakdown 

o f the more significant research into blind mobility and reading aids see Appendix 1.

Back in 1817, the element Selenium was discovered by Berzelius. In the following 

years, it became apparent that selenium was photosensitive, reacting to light in such a 

way as to vary its conductivity. Then in 1880, Graham Bell invented the Photophone, 

which conveyed speech along a beam o f light to a selenium receiver. Later, in the 

same year, Perry and Ayrton proposed the concept o f ‘electric vision’. A method by 

which they believed an array or mosaic o f  photocells (selenium) could be used to 

capture a representation o f a scene. [Fou24]

Figure (2.1) -  A blind man using the ‘Exploring 

Optophone’. Fournier d ’Albe can be seen standing on 

the left o f  the picture. [Fou24]
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It is important to realise that at that time there was no television. A num ber o f 

scientists and technologists were working on the conversion o f light into electricity. 

One such person was Dr E. E. Fournier d ’Albe who in 1910 was appointed Assistant- 

Lecturer in Physics at the University o f  Birm ingham in England. It was here that he 

set up a laboratory to look into the properties o f selenium  and where the word 

optophone was first used in 1912 [Fou24].

Although Fournier d ’Albe did not invent the first television, he did discover that it 

was possible to listen to light by attaching a telephone receiver to a cell formed o f 

Selenium. It was this discovery that led to the ‘Exploring O ptophone’. Unbeknown 

to him at the time, Fournier d ’Albe was not the first to discover this.

A few devices had already been invented as aids for the blind, such as the 

Elektroftalm  [StaKul63] and the Photophonic book [CooGaiNye84, Tur02]. The 

Elektroftalm , originally created in 1897 by Noiszewski, was a simple mobility aid for 

the blind. It used a single selenium  cell that was placed on the forehead to control the 

intensity o f  a sound output, thus allow ing a blind person to distinguish between light 

and dark. The Photophonic book on the other hand was a reading aid for the blind, 

which was created in 1902 by V. de Turine [Tur02]. This device required a specially 

prepared book that used a series o f transparent squares to represent letters o f the 

alphabet. A page from this book would be passed under a light. The light passing 

through the transparent squares would fall on a selenium cell, effectively modulating 

the electric current to a speaker.

Fournier d ’A lbe’s first optophone (figure (2.1)), the ‘Exploring O ptophone’, was very 

sim ilar to the Elektroftalm. It converted light into sound via a selenium detector, the 

sound being directly proportional to the intensity o f  the light falling on the detector. 

Fournier d ’Albe believed it would be far more useful if  the Exploring Optophone 

could detect the contrasts o f  neighbouring objects rather than trying to gauge the 

brightness o f  surfaces as they cam e into range. With this in mind, he modified his 

device so that it contained two adjoining selenium cells, which would be 

sim ultaneously exposed to the light source (object). Through the use o f  a W heatstone 

bridge it was then possible to detect an object’s boundary or edge [Fou24].
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The Exploring Optophone, intended as a mobility aid for blind people, was first 

shown in 1912 at the Optical Convention, held in the Science M useum at South 

Kensington. Although this device received a lot o f  good press coverage, it was 

criticised by Sir W ashington Ranger, a blind solicitor, who said, “The blind problem 

is not to find lights or windows, but how to earn your living.” As a result o f  this 

criticism Fournier d ’Albe turned his attention away from mobility aids, and in 1913 

invented the first Reading Optophone. This device, first viewed in action by the 

public at the Birmingham m eeting o f  the British Association on September 11, 1913, 

could be used to scan transparent letters about 8  centim etres in height. The letters, 

which were printed on a transparent material such as gelatine, were passed between 

the selenium detector and a light source, sim ilar to the Photophonic book. [Bar21]

The device itself was attached to a Reed telephone receiver, invented by Sidney G. 

Brown in 1912. This receiver was superior to the Bell telephone receiver, and was 

capable o f  detecting currents o f  less than a m illionth o f  an ampere, provided they were 

regularly interrupted. To achieve this Fournier d ’Albe used a rotating cog (spinning 

between 20 and 30rps) containing slots that allowed the light to pass through at 

regular intervals. In one such device, a line o f  eight slots was used to generate eight 

dots o f  light with frequencies set to produce a diatonic scale (the eight different 

frequencies having the following ratios -  24, 27, 30, 32, 36, 40, 45, 48) [Fou24]. In 

later devices this was reduced to rows o f  5 beams o f  light (figure (2.2)). Different 

notes being heard from the telephone receiver depending on the amount and position 

o f  the light passing through the transparent letters.

E'
D'
C 
G

Figure (2.2) -  Notes produced by Fournier d ’A lbe’s optophone. [EleRev2 1 , 

CooGaiNye84]

A fter the apparent success o f  his first reading optophone, Fournier d ’Albe set about 

building the ‘final stage’ o f the solution to blind reading, namely to bring ordinary 

printed m atter within the scope o f the blind population [EleRev21, F o u l4,
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SciAme20]. Although this problem was far more difficult than first thought. For 

instance, inaccuracies could occur due to the limited am ount o f  light reflected from 

the sm aller ink-printed text.

To overcom e this problem, Fournier d ’Albe needed to bring the detector closer to the 

printed text. For this to be achieved, the detector had to be perforated to allow the 

light source to be shone through the selenium cell from behind, whilst the cell itself 

received any reflected light from the page (figure (2.3)).

Book to be scanned 
is placed here

Nemst Filament

‘Slotted’ 
rotating disc

Motor

Figure (2.3) -  Model o f  type-reading Optophone. [Bar30, Fou24]

As can be seen in figure (2.4), a book would be placed face down on top o f the device 

upon a glass plate. The user would then be required to adjust the device until the first 

line o f  text was located. The detector would then scan each line o f  text, with the 

user’s guidance, producing higher intensity sounds for the lighter areas, and no sound 

for the black characters. This optophone used a vertical row o f  five spots o f  light. 

W hen the light passed over the page, the reflection varied according to the character, 

or lack o f character scanned. The reflected light was detected by a row o f  selenium 

cells, which modulated the sound output, each spot o f light producing a different 

musical note (figure (2.2)). The idea was that a musical ‘m o tif  would be produced



from the text, which would be far more pleasing to the ear than a set o f  unfamiliar 

sounds.

This modified optophone was first exhibited, by Fournier d ’Albe, in May and June o f 

1914. The exhibition provided the scientific community with a demonstration o f the 

‘type-reading optophone’, showing how the device could be used to read newspaper 

type only five millimetres in height.

Figure (2.4) -  Miss Mary Jameson at the Reading Optophone [Fou24].

There was an inevitable gap in the research during the First World War. However, in 

1918 the firm o f Barr & Stroud took over and developed the ‘black sounding’ 

optophone. This was accomplished by using two selenium photocells. One in 

constant view o f the light source, the other exposed to the reflected light. The outputs 

from the two cells were then balanced so that the combined signals negated when 

subjected to a blank white page. Hence, the telephone receiver would only emit 

sound when the detector passed under black text. [Bar30, Beu47]

Due to the lower ratio o f black print to blank paper on a page, the black sounding 

optophone created fewer sounds and was considered to be easier to learn. It was also 

found that the six scanning beams this device used could fairly accurately portray any 

printed character. One expert student o f the device, Miss Mary Jameson (figure
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(2.4)), attained a reading speed o f  sixty words a minute, although the average was 

generally far lower. At this stage the optophone seemed on the verge o f  success. It 

was manufactured in significant numbers, and had a great deal o f publicity, even 

appearing on the cover o f Scientific American in 1920 [SciAme20]. However, by 

1924 it had all but disappeared, apparently due to its difficulty o f use. It required 

much training, was stressful to use, reading speeds were slow, and its cost at this time 

was an expensive £100 [Beu47].

2.2. An end to the reading aid

O ver the past century many researchers have attempted, often in vain, to improve or 

perfect the principles o f the blind reading aid based upon the original optophone. 

However, the majority o f  devices have all encountered the same difficulties related to 

the repetitive nature o f the optophonic output, and thus have generally been neglected 

soon after their creation. Until ju st after the Second W orld W ar when the Veteran’s 

A ssociation in America com m issioned Haskins Laboratories [CooGaiNye84] to 

investigate the reasons for the optophone’s failure as a blind reading aid. This is 

considered to be one o f  the most significant pieces o f research yet to have been 

undertaken on any form o f  blind aid. During the 30 years in which Haskins 

Laboratories worked on the project they investigated numerous variations o f  the 

original optophone, even exploring the use o f  different optophonic outputs in an 

attem pt to mimic the nature o f  the spoken word.

W hilst attem pting to determ ine why the optophone had failed in its quest for 

widespread use they noticed a num ber o f  inherent limitations, which greatly impeded 

the success o f  a user when reading with the device:

•  It was often difficult to distinguish between certain letters in the alphabet, such as 

‘a ’, ‘e ’, ‘o ’, and ‘c ’. However, it was claimed that it would become possible for 

the user to identify an unknown letter by listening to the ‘m o tif  for the whole 

word, and with further use, to identify whole words by listening to rapidly played 

patterns o f sound [Bar21]. This was shown to be feasible when using the
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optophone at low speeds, but for greater speeds this required an enormous amount 

o f training, concentration, and effort on the part o f the listener, and in general was 

near impossible.

•  Confusions occurred through m isalignm ent o f  the text with the optophone’s 

optical reader. Even though the original type-reading optophone had an ingenious 

mechanism for aligning the book to be read, it still required a fair amount o f effort 

to correctly position the text, which had to be repeated for every page.

•  A more severe problem that revealed itself was the inherent limitations o f  the 

human auditory system. When listening to a series o f clicks or sounds with a low 

repetition rate, the human ear can readily distinguish every sound as a separate 

event. However, as the pulse rate is increased, the sound is perceived to transform 

from a buzz to a single tone o f  increasing pitch. This effect is first noticed when 

the repetition rate reaches about 20Hz. W ith the optophone there are on average 3 

different chords per character, and approxim ately 5 or 6  characters per word. The 

maxim um  speed that a human could feasibly listen to an optophone and still be 

expected to accurately interpret the sounds would be about one word per second. 

W hen considering M orse code the researchers at Haskins laboratories realised that 

even this relatively slow speed would be incredibly difficult to attain. Morse code 

is a close parallel to the optophone’s output, and has a maximum limit o f  60 words 

a minute. Most users o f  M orse have difficulty in achieving speeds above 30 

words a minute, which is far slow er than an average sighted reader.

The researchers at Haskins Laboratories soon realised that one o f the main reasons 

why people can accurately perceive speech at com paratively high speeds is due to the 

way in which the spoken word is formed. Each word is made-up of, on average, only 

3 or 4 sounds (phonemes), which are formed from a com bination o f  several letter 

sounds. By contrast, the optophone uses 3 or 4 sounds per character. With this new 

knowledge, the study concentrated on phonem es and the search for a device that could 

recognise and then synthesise sounds that would represent not ju st individual letters, 

but rather groups o f  letters (and words).

Eventually the group came to the conclusion that the ideal reading aid for the blind 

would be an optical character reader (OCR) linked to a speech synthesiser. By the



time that this conclusion had been made (1974) such devices were technologically 

possible. This was the final blow to the optophone as a reading aid for the blind. 

However, some research still continues, particularly in Japan where the reading o f  

Kanji pictograms is difficult for OCR.

2.3. Blind mobility aids

W hilst the research into Blind reading aids generally ceased during the 70’s, the 

search for an efficient Blind m obility aid continued, either in the form o f the dedicated 

researcher, or through individuals simply toying with ideas. Some o f the more 

obscure concepts and devices were doom ed to fail from the start, while others have 

continued to develop to the present day. Generally the M obility aid, or Obstacle 

detector, can generally be placed into two categories: - Those that work on the 

principles o f  echolocation, transm itting and then receiving reflected signals, or those 

that capture images directly from a video cam era and then transform the scene into 

auditory and/or tactile forms.

2.3.1. Echolocation devices

The former category actually originated pre-1950’s with echolocation devices such as 

the ‘C licker’ [Kay84], invented by R. L. Beurle, which em itted audible ‘clicks’ 

allow ing the user to locate large objects via echoes. Once a subject became proficient 

with the ‘C licker’ they were able to use their own footfalls as a suitable sound source. 

Similarly, during the 1950’s, the Long Cane was introduced, and could be used not 

only to detect objects by contact, but also by the echo generated from repeatedly 

tapping the cane.

Since the 1940s there have also been a number o f electronic mobility aids that have 

been proposed. One o f the more bizarre devices was the Radioactive Guider [Beu47]. 

This device produced a ‘beam o f  radiations’ by using a small particle o f  radioactive 

material. The radiation reflecting o ff a nearby object could be detected via a Geiger 

counter, and used as an indication o f the distance to that object.
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Since then, probably the best known o f  the transm ission and detection devices are the 

laser cane [BenAliSch73] and the binaural/trinaural Sonicguides (so called for the 

num ber o f  ultrasonic receivers they employ) [IfuSasPen91, Kay84, ShoBorKor98, 

W arStr85 -  pp. 1-12]. The Laser Cane, one version o f  which was introduced in the 

early 1970’s by Benjamin et al (see also [BenBen63] for details o f earlier work into 

radar type devices), emitted three beams o f laser light to detect objects in the user’s 

path [Fis76, Kay84]. On encountering an object any reflected rays would be detected 

and used to generate various signals to the user, to alert them o f  the object’s presence 

and approxim ate location. One beam would be directed towards the ground to search 

for any ground-based objects, resulting in the generation o f  a low-pitched tone. The 

centre beam warns o f any objects directly in front o f the user by stimulating the index 

finger o f  the hand holding the cane. The last beam generates a high-pitched tone for 

objects around head height. To gain an im pression o f their surroundings a user would 

twist the cane from side-to-side.

The Sonicguides, by L. Kay, were devised from his earlier device called the Sonic 

Torch [Bra85, Kay84, W arStr85 -  pp. 1-12], which was a small torch-like device that 

used an ultrasonic beam to identify the distance to any object in its line-of-sight in the 

same way as a bat. It was intended that the blind would use the device in the same 

way as the sighted would use a torch at night to reveal a small area o f  the scenery. 

The Sonic Torch used an audible output, with the pitch and timbre corresponding to 

the range and variation in target surface texture, respectively. Unfortunately, this 

device had two drawbacks that caused Kay to rethink his strategy. Firstly, the torch 

could not be used sim ultaneously with the more popular long cane, since the Sonic 

Torch often perceived the m ovem ent o f  the long cane in front o f  the user as an 

obstacle. Secondly, although the sonic torch could give some im pression o f object 

texture, it was not designed to search for landmarks.

K ay’s Sonicguide overcame the above limitations with a wider field o f view, using 

echolocation to present the user with a binaural audio representation o f their 

surroundings. The device, which was built around a pair o f glasses and is worn as 

such, has in the case o f the binaural aid, a central ultrasonic transm itter o f  cone 55- 

60°, and an ultrasonic receiver on either side o f  the transm itter [Kay84,
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ShoBorKor98]. The trinaural system uses the same principles as the binaural device, 

with one main exception. It uses a third, central, narrow-field receiver in a similar 

fashion to that o f  the fovea in vision, which greatly enhances spatial resolution in the 

area o f  focal attention. Trials on young blind children, from the ages o f  one upwards, 

have shown promise. Using the device they can learn to partially replace their lost 

sense o f  sight, to the extent that the subjects dem onstrated an improved spatial 

understanding and awareness. [HilDodHilFox95]

Recently, a group o f  researchers have produced the GuideCane [BorUlr97] and 

NavBelt [BorUlr97, ShoBorKor98]. Both o f these systems work on ultrasonics, 

however the two devices are used in com pletely different ways.

The GuideCane can almost be thought o f  as a robotic guide dog. Held out in front o f 

the traveller in a similar fashion to that o f  the white (long) cane, it has a series o f 

ultrasonic sensors housed in a unit at the end o f  the cane, which is supported by two 

guide wheels. This unit also contains a steering servomotor that is operated by an 

onboard computer. W hen an obstacle is detected in the traveller’s path, the com puter 

calculates a new ‘safe’ course and alters its steering servomotor. Assuming this new 

direction is at 60 degrees to the original course, then the traveller would have to push 

twice as hard (l/(cos60)=2) to overcom e the new reactive force resulting from the 

direction o f  the guide wheels. This varying force makes the GuideCane easy to 

follow, thus helping the traveller to avoid obstacles in their immediate path. Once the 

GuideCane has made an alteration to the traveller’s course, and the object has been 

passed, the traveller is realigned with their original course by means o f an onboard 

tracking system. In trials it was found that any subject could immediately follow the 

G uideCane at normal walking speeds around large numbers o f obstacles. However, 

this device is incapable o f  presenting the user with a representation o f  their 

surroundings in any form, except by the number o f alterations made to their original 

direction o f travel.

The NavBelt on the other hand, is a portable device equipped with ultrasonic sensors 

worn on a belt around the waist, and was originally conceived in 1989, and first built 

and tested in 1994. The belt contains eight sensors covering a com bined field o f view 

o f  120°. The system has three modes o f use, each giving feedback in the form o f
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binaural auditory cues, based on interaural time difference (phase difference between 

left and right ears) and amplitude difference to create a virtual direction. This is a 

very useful technique that will be described later in more detail under the heading o f 

‘Sound outputs’ -  section (3.1).

The three modes o f  use are:

G uidance Mode: In this mode it is required that the system knows the

travellers location in respect to their surroundings at all 

times, as well as their intended destination. In 1998 

the prototype system did not contain the required 

sensors to perform this task. Once operational this 

mode, using a Global Positioning System (GPS), 

should allow the traveller to select a destination and 

the N avBelt would guide them to it. The required 

travel direction will be indicated to the user by a single 

stereophonic tone, with the frequency denoting the 

recom m ended travel speed.

Im age Mode: This mode presents the user with a panoramic acoustic

image o f  their surroundings that is presented via an 

audio signal that passes from their right ear to the their 

left. An object can be located by the spatial direction 

o f  the signal, with the signal’s pitch and volume 

corresponding to the object’s distance (higher pitch 

and volume for shorter distances). It was found that in 

a cluttered environm ent this mode presented too much 

detail for the traveller to com prehend [BorUlr97], so 

the com puter unit suppresses unnecessary scene 

features [ShoBorKor98]. Only those sections o f the 

environm ent that are o f  most importance to the user, 

such as the closest objects, are signalled in the auditory 

output.
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Directional Guidance Mode: The NavBelt operates in a sim ilar manner to the

Guidance Mode explained above, however, in this case 

the user selects a temporary destination with a joystick 

(intended to be replaced with speech control at a later 

date). The destination is located 5m ahead o f  the 

traveller in the direction o f  the joystick. If  an obstacle 

is encountered, then the NavBelt tries to guide the user 

around it with as little disruption to the intended course 

as possible.

The NavBelt has been designed so that in an unfam iliar or cluttered environment the 

auditory display rate increases up to 10 signals per second. In an open environment 

with few or no obstacles the transm ission rate may be as low as one signal every three 

seconds. This way the user is inform ed when to be more cautious o f  their 

surroundings due to an increase in num ber o f  obstacles.

Tests with the prototype NavBelt have revealed promising results. Research

presented in a paper by D. D. Clark-Carter, et a l, in 1986 [ClaHeyHow86] looking

into the efficiency and walking speed o f  the visually impaired using a Sonic 

PathSounder indicated that a preview range o f 3.5m was optimal, and increased 

walking speeds by 18% over travel with the long cane. [ShoBorKor98]. Similarly, in 

trials with the NavBelt it was determ ined that the most favourable results were 

obtained with a maximum preview  range in the region o f 3m. Any shorter and the 

subjects did not have enough time to react to obstacles, any further and the ultrasonic 

detectors interfered due to crosstalk, which led to unreliable signals.

The average walking speed o f  sighted people is in the region o f  1.3 m/s. Using the 

NavBelt, after a period o f training in the region o f 40 hrs, subjects were expected to 

be suitably proficient to obtain an average walking speed o f 0.8 m/s in the Guidance 

mode, and 0.5 m/s in the Image mode. The reduced walking speed for the Image 

mode can be explained by the greater complexity o f  the auditory signal. 

[ShoBorKor98]
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2.3.2. Optophonic systems and m appings

A lthough the work into the areas o f  echolocation and sonar-like devices has been

shown to dem onstrate a reasonable am ount o f  success, they are still greatly limited in

term s o f  their application and use. Furtherm ore, they all tend to suffer from the same

difficulties:

•  M ultiple sensors (ultrasonic transm itters and detectors) can cause inaccurate 

readings due to crosstalk [ShoBorKor98]. This is especially noticeable when the 

maximum range o f the sensors are increased beyond 4 or 5 metres, which can also 

lead to loss o f resolution due to ground effects (signal reflection due to the various 

surface angles found along the ground) [BenBen63].

•  Difficulties have often been found to arise through interference from external 

sources o f  ultrasonic waves. This tended to be more o f a hindrance than a major 

problem, since this could be overcom e by modulating the outgoing signals, thus 

reducing the problem to one o f  simply finding the encoded signals in amongst 

background signals. [Hey85].

• U ltrasonic systems are incapable o f  detecting visual texture. Due to the nature o f 

echolocation, a page o f  text or a sign is perceived as a blank surface.

• Similar to the problem above, ultrasonic devices are unable to see through glass, 

representing a window as a flat surface or wall.

•  W hen approaching a wall at an angle, the wall may not register with the ultrasonic 

device due to the nature o f  reflection. A sonar device is dependent on receiving 

reflected ultrasonic waves as an indication o f a nearby object, however, if  those 

waves are being transm itted away from the receiver (i.e. if  the incident wave is not 

normal to the surface o f the wall), then the obstacle will not be located. [Mac85]

• Some m aterials are strongly reflective to certain ultrasonic frequencies, whilst 

others greatly absorb certain signals, making some objects nearly undetectable 

with ultrasonic devices.

•  Ultrasonics devices also suffer due to the conduction medium -  air. Thermal and 

convection currents can introduce refraction effects that frequently obliterate the 

signals com pletely [BenBen63].
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In order to solve the above problems, it appears necessary that a blind person have a 

good, clear representation o f  their surroundings, as provided by a video camera. The 

question that arose was whether it would be possible to extend the principle o f 

converting light to sound to that o f  navigation. A num ber o f people had already 

thought o f this and even progressed so far as patenting devices. These were essentially 

variations o f  the original travelling optophone or reading optophone, the main 

differences being in the scene-to-sound mapping and the output qualities, such as 

resolution.

The principles behind the video optophone is that a video camera o f some form 

captures images that are generally reduced in resolution and relayed to an electronic 

device for conversion into sound. This process o f conversion from scene-to-sound is 

called the optophonic mapping. Known attem pts at optophonic mappings include:

• Fish [Fis76] - 1976

Fish used frequency to map vertical position, and binaural loudness difference for 

horizontal position, where the sound heard at any instant depended on the 

brightness gradient o f  one point in the scene. The scene being represented by a 2- 

D array o f  points that was scanned in raster fashion. This form o f mapping is 

classified as a point mapping.

•  Dallas [DalEri80] - 1980

In the patent application, Dallas mapped vertical position in the scene to 

frequency, horizontal position to time, and brightness to loudness. The mapping 

segmented a 2-D image into vertical strips that were processed and displayed 

audibly, scanning from left to right. This form o f mapping is an example o f the 

piano transform, rediscovered independently by O ’Hea [Ohe87] and Meijer 

[Mei92a].
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Kurcz [Kur81] - 1981

Kurcz used another point mapping, in the form o f  a hand-held device called a 

heliotrope, which sensed the light output from only one point in the scene, that 

point being controlled by the user. The sound output being a function o f the light 

intensity.

• Deering [Dee85] and Tou & Adjouadi [TouAdj85] - 1985

Deering used a system that incorporated both a tactile display (for directional 

purposes) and synthesised speech to give an estimated description o f any obstacle 

blocking the user’s path. Tou and Adjouadi described a similar system, which 

informed the user o f  obstacles in their im mediate path, and would try to identify 

the object from an onboard database. If  a match were found the com puter would 

generate a verbal description.

Verbal descriptions o f  a scene tend to be rather slow and can severely limit the 

effectiveness o f  a device. Furtherm ore, com puter programmes are not very 

effective at visual object recognition, which often requires breaking the scene 

down to the bare minimum causing a further loss o f important features from 

within the scene.

•  Dewhurst [Dew99] - 1986 -  Present

Dewhurst proposed a patch mapping, giving prim arily a sound output, but with the 

possibility o f  tactile displays. He considered methods o f  utilising an area o f 

enhanced resolution equivalent to the fovea centralis in vision.

Areas o f particular interest would be presented via a ‘language’ constructed o f 

consonant-vowel-consonant sounds. This language, used due to the ease o f
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assimilation and retention by our short term -mem ory, contains the information 

corresponding to the structure o f the scene.

•  Nielsen, M ahowald and M ead [NieM ahM ea87] - 1987

Nielsen, M ahowald and M ead claimed they could enable the perception o f  motion. 

They accom plished this by using the time derivative o f light log-intensity in a 

two-dim ensional visual field. This was then mapped to an auditory transient 

(click) filtered so as to appear to come from the same place in a two-dimensional 

auditory field. In theory, allowing the reconstruction o f  the third spatial 

dimension.

As O ’Hea [Ohe94] pointed out, this may be so for parallax motion o f the camera, 

however, it is not clear whether the effect is suppressed during panning motion, 

and if  so what is used instead.

Two significant contributions to the study o f  optophonic mappings in recent years are 

by Adrian O ’Hea [Ohe87, Ohe94] and Peter M eijer [Mei92a, Mei92b]. O ’Hea spent 

8  years working on his PhD on optophones [Ohea94], titled ‘Optophone Design: 

Optical-to-Auditory Vision Substitution for the B lind’, at the Open University in the 

U.K. His thesis is the first m ajor study o f  optophonics, in which he tried to extract the 

best methods by com paring other attempts. One main disadvantage at that time was 

the inability to produce real-tim e sounds, and so his thesis was largely untested. 

U nfortunately he was unable to take this work further due to his untimely death 

shortly after com pleting his thesis.

The piano mapping, which was the same as in the work by Dallas, was considered to 

be unsatisfactory by O ’Hea. For example, conveying a wide light shape on a dark 

background, the mapping for which is analogous to trying to convey two notes on the 

piano (the edges o f the shape) by playing all the notes in between. A second 

simulated slot mapping was from edge orientation to musical (circular) pitch, and 

from position along the slot to interaural intensity difference. He later suggested a
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cosine, polar piano and even a free-field patch (the scene is split into segments o f 

interest that are dealt with individually) transform.

He developed a method for evaluating the mappings that he called the Theoretical 

Performance Test (TPT). This was necessary because it was impractical at that time 

to carry out trials, as he couldn’t generate real-time sounds. The TPT is made up o f 

six stages that make it possible to find flaws in prospective mappings. These stages 

are:

1. Obtain a digital image.

2. Using the trial-mapping convert the image to sound.

3. Using known inaccuracies o f human hearing, calculate an almost perceptibly 

different sound.

4. Recalculate the scene using an inverse o f the mapping.

5. Criticise the recalculated scene visually, by comparison with the original or 

otherwise.

6 . See if  any clues emerge to a better mapping.

Although there were a num ber o f  limitations with the TPT method, it did enable 

O ’Hea to make a num ber o f extensive evaluations and comparisons between 

prospective mappings that would otherwise have been impossible without further 

backing and equipment.

At the same time, Peter M eijer was developing an optophone at the Philips laboratory 

in Eindhoven. He used the piano transform in a similar way to Dallas, O ’Hea and 

even Fournier d ’Albe. Not only has M eijer created a working real-time (software) 

device, which he has called ‘the vO IC e’, but has also produced an excellent web site 

[MeiOO] that describes his work and provides links to relevant sites. To date this 

represents the furthest that anyone has gone in optophonics, but he has still to prove 

its effectiveness as a navigation aid since extensive trials have yet to be carried out.
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2.4. The video optophone

2.4.1. Introduction

As previously mentioned the optophone device was modified by a num ber o f parties 

until its final form, which was one intended for the reading o f  printed text. It 

consisted o f a row o f five selenium cells that would, when passed across a line o f 

printed text, generate different musical notes that corresponded to the shapes o f  the 

characters themselves. Using such a device, an extremely adept blind student attained 

speeds o f up to 60 words a minute. However, for most users o f the device this speed 

was far beyond their reach.

Currently, in principle the optophonic m apping still remains the same. Peter M eijer’s 

[Mei92a] modem  optophone now uses a video camera to capture a visual 

representation o f  the scene, rather than a row o f selenium cells, and the sound is 

com puted by small m icrochips rather than the more bulky circuitry o f  Fournier 

d ’A lbe’s day. Furthermore, the optophonic m apping for use in a blind mobility aid 

now processes a 64x64 pixel display rather than the one pixel o f  the original exploring 

optophone.

Peter M eijer used 64x64 pixels for his original video optophone after deriving 

equation [2 . 1 ] that corresponds to the num ber o f  bits o f information that the auditory 

system is capable o f  correctly perceiving due to limitations imposed by crosstalk from 

the signal. [Mei92a]

(M -l).N  <= (B.T)/2 [2.1]

M eijer assumed that the com m unication time, T, should be in the order o f  one or two 

seconds, since that corresponds to a period o f time that people tend to be most 

com fortable with in terms o f  m otion and speech. Since the ‘useful’ bandwidth o f the 

human auditory system, B, is only about 5 or 6 kHz (representing the frequencies most 

readily perceived by people o f  all ages), and if  it is taken that the image dimensions,
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M and N, are equal then they are o f  the order o f 50 pixels. But since computers work 

in magnitudes o f two, M and N were set to 64 pixels.

The optophone’s video camera captures a digitised graphical representation o f the 

scene, which means that it consists o f a series o f pixels each having a specific colour 

or grey level. The image is then broken down into vertical slots, with high frequency 

(maximum of 5000Hz) musical notes being generated for pixels located at the top of 

the slot and low frequency (500Hz for the lowest) notes for the bottom. This instantly 

aids recognition and comprehension o f the sounds since our auditory system naturally 

associates higher frequencies with a higher vertical position in space [Mei92a]. The 

amplitude o f the sounds generated varies proportionally to the intensity o f the light 

captured by the video camera.

w w

Figure (2.5) -  A simplified diagram of Meijer’s optophone system

The actual frequency scale used to represent the vertical scan corresponds to an 

exponential distribution, which better matches the human auditory system and is 

perceived as being approximately equidistant or linear.
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Figure (2.5) dem onstrates a simplified version o f a transformation from image to 

sound called a slot mapping or the piano transform . Aptly nam ed since it can be 

represented as a vertical piano keyboard scrolling across a 2-D image and generating 

musical notes as output. The slot is moved across the image from left to right. The 

sound output generated at any given time is a musical chord solely dependent on the 

visible portion o f the scene (through the slot).

One o f the main problem s o f this method o f converting pictures into sounds is that the 

human ear is nowhere near as good as the human eye for processing data. This means 

that the information from a picture has to be dram atically reduced. For example, if  it 

is assumed that the video image is a colour VGA image, displayed at 25 frames per 

second, the number o f  bits per second is:

640 x 480 x 24 x 25 = 184,320,000 bits per second

The total bandwidth o f  audible sounds that the human ear is capable o f assimilating is 

about 15 kHz (although this perceived range is often much less, hence the ‘useful’ 

bandwidth o f  5 or 6 kHz mentioned earlier), allowing a bit rate o f 30,000 bits per 

second. This implies that the num ber o f  bits has to be reduced by a factor o f 6144. 

One way this can be achieved is to reduce the size o f the image and to reduce the 

num ber o f  bits per pixel. For exam ple, a monochrom e image o f 64x64 pixels is used 

with 4 bits per pixel and 1 frame per second, providing a reduced bit rate o f  16,384 

bits per second, which is within the audible range.

Although the optophone may have changed its shape and appearance over the years, 

there are several factors that have rem ained the same. The role has remained the 

same, that o f  helping the blind in some form. The original optophone was also 

extrem ely tiring to use, and required an enormous amount o f training and effort from 

the user to become even close to proficient with the device. This is still the case with 

the present day optophonic mapping, since the modem versions process at least 4096 

(64x64 pixels) times the quantity o f  pixels for every scan o f  an image.
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2.4.2. M odifications

It was for the reasons described above that the original optophone faded into 

obscurity, and to a lesser extent its modem  day counterpart. Hence, the next aim o f 

the research was to investigate methods for reducing the stress on the user by fading 

out unim portant regions o f the captured images (such that after conversion to sound 

these regions would have very little em phasis/amplitude), whilst retaining the 

essential image data required for mobility and avoidance o f  obstacles.

A possible solution appeared to be available in the form o f stereovision, which would 

provide a method for em phasising important image features (nearby objects), as well 

as a superior method for indicating the relative distance to objects. In the resulting 

image, known as a depth map, range would be encoded via the pixel intensity o f the 

image, and thus by the am plitude o f the resulting sound. This means that in the 

optophonic output emphasis would be placed on nearby obstacles by the apparent lack 

o f  sound from distant objects. Since avoidance o f  nearby objects is one o f the goals 

o f a navigation aid, this would be appropriate.

Image
Processing

Optophonic
Mapping

H Image v Simplify
Image Sound

Basic video optophone process

n
H

Right
Image

Stereo 
Processing

Image
Processing

Optophonic
Mapping

S te re o \ SimplifyV
Image ?  ^ Image / Sound

Stereo video optophone process

Figure (2.6) -  Two diagrams showing the basic processes involved in capturing images and 

the respective conversions to sound for both the original optophone and the proposed stereo 

optophone.
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Figure (2.6) demonstrates the two described optophonic conversions from scene-to- 

sound. The first is a more basic system as used in the standard video optophone, 

which allows for the application o f  basic image processing techniques as a middle 

stage in an attempt to reduce the quantity o f unim portant features within the captured 

scene as shown in chapter (3). The second graphical representation incorporates 

stereovision prior to the more basic image processing stage in an attempt to further 

improve the emphasis on important image regions, as will be described in greater 

detail in chapter (4).

Prior to incorporating the proposed systems for stereovision into an optophonic device 

it was considered necessary to study the more basic forms o f  scene feature 

modification, such as edge detection. Firstly, this would help as a basis for the 

principles o f  stereo edge processing, which are generally far superior in terms o f 

frame rate than their better looking counterpart, intensity based depth maps. 

Secondly, if  a more simplistic approach proved to be more than adequate for an 

optophonic device, then there would be less o f  an urgency to investigate the effects o f 

applying stereo processing.

2.5. Sum m ary

Over the past century there have been numerous attempts at creating the ‘ideal’ blind 

aid, both in terms o f  reading, and later for mobility. The search for the perfect reading 

aid concluded when technology reached the stage at which OCR and speech synthesis 

became com mercially available. This left only the question o f w hether a suitable 

blind mobility aid could be created. O f these devices many used principles o f 

echolocation and ultrasonics, but all tended to suffer from the same complications o f 

interference and general lack o f  texture. Ultrasonic devices are not the only form o f 

mobility aid that have been built and tested in recent years. There have been a 

number o f  optophone variants tried, albeit with only limited success due to the 

excessive quantities o f  scene information they portray to the user. In an attempt to 

improve the link between real world scene and the user’s mental image, individuals
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have experimented with various image-to-sound mappings. One person in particular, 

Adrian O ’Hea, introduced several very distinct mappings. However, due to the 

limited com puter power at his disposal and restrictions on time, O ’Hea was unable to 

test the usefulness o f  all o f  his mappings in a practical sense. Instead O ’Hea managed 

to generate a theoretical method for evaluating the effectiveness o f each mapping, 

which involved encoding an image with the algorithm in question, then decoding it 

with the inverse o f the procedure. By com paring the original and modified images it 

was possible to make a prediction about the effect it would have on the user, in terms 

o f ease o f use. More recently Peter M eijer has even created a software video 

optophone that is freely available over the Internet.

Although there appears to have been a great deal o f progress with video optophone’s 

in recent years, appearances can often be deceptive. By reviewing the limited results 

from the various optophone variants one conclusion can immediately be drawn. In 

each case, the user is unable to make the most o f the aid because they cannot fully 

comprehend the device’s output due to its com plexity and high bit rate.

Computers are now sufficiently fast and small enough to be used in a pre-processing 

role, so that the scene information (i.e., captured images) can be modified prior to 

presentation to the listener. For basic mobility it can be assumed that a user only 

needs the essential information, such as the location o f obstacles that are in their 

im mediate vicinity, as well as any moving objects that could be on a collision course. 

I f  a com puter could suppress the surplus features within a scene a user would be 

provided with a greater opportunity o f  correctly interpreting the audio output from an 

optophonic device.

One possible method for suppressing the less important aspects o f  a scene image 

would be to generate stereo depth maps. This would effectively reduce the number o f 

objects perceived by the user down to only those within their immediate vicinity. 

However, before studying stereo techniques it was deemed appropriate to investigate 

slightly more simplistic forms o f image processing.
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3. A simplistic approach to information 

processing & reduction

Various techniques are described for the purpose of reducing the bandwidth of the output 

from the scene-to-sound mapping used in a software version of a modem day optophone. 

Also mentioned in some detail are methods for processing the audio output so that as the real 

world scene is relayed to the user, the location of an object can be determined from the 

apparent direction of the sound.

Methods of reducing and re-stressing image features that are illustrated in this section include 

straightforward image reduction and edge detection, as well as a number of procedures for 

tidying up cluttered images prior to conversion to sound. The techniques demonstrated in this 

section are all tried and tested methods of information processing, within the realms of sound 

generation and image processing. These methods were used to guide the research into the 

area of stereo processing and a further reduction in emphasis of relatively unimportant 

features contained within the captured images.

As indicated in the previous section some method was required to reduce the 

com plexity o f the output relayed to a blind user when using a mobility aid, whilst 

retaining the essential features to still allow the user to be comfortable in their 

surroundings. The assumption was made that the tried and tested optophonic 

mapping was sufficiently suitable and the main problem with optophonic systems was 

the quantity o f  information (bit rate) relayed to the user. Hence, there were only two 

areas that could be modified to any great extent: the sound output, and the graphical 

representation o f  the real world scene.

By modifying these two factors to fade out less important features it would be 

possible to display the output from the optophone in a more pleasing manner, as well 

as reducing the effects o f information overload that the otherwise complex output 

causes. At the same time retaining sufficient scene structure for the user to
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comfortably and easily (ideally) navigate around their local environment. (Not 

forgetting that the human brain is far superior in filtering image/sound data than any 

present day com puter -  so while it may be considered desirable to lessen the sound 

output, care must be taken not to remove any pertinent detail)

3.1. Sound outputs

An initial improvement was made to the sound output by m odifying the blind aid so 

that it directly assisted the user in locating an object. For instance, it would be much 

easier to find a real world object if  its corresponding sound appeared to come from the 

same vicinity as the object itself.

By using stereo sound effects it was possible to reintroduce the appearance o f 

direction into the output. Techniques applied include changing the amplitude between 

the left and right ears depending on the position o f the scan. As well as using dichotic 

presentation, which involves incorporating a shift in the stereo signals o f no more than 

a few milliseconds, effectively em ulating the different distance sound has to travel to 

reach the ears.

The original basic display method used by Peter M eijer’s optophone was a monaural 

sound output, with the horizontal displacem ent (across the scene) being represented as 

a function o f time and a click indicating the start o f each frame. More recently M eijer 

has improved ‘the vO IC e’ (the software version o f the optophone) to incorporate 

stereo sound, so that the left side o f  the scene generates sound to be heard (mainly) in 

the left ear, and the right side o f  the scene generates sound (mainly) in the right ear. 

The vertical dimension o f the scene being represented by the frequency o f  the sine 

waves, since the human auditory system naturally represents (to a certain degree) 

height with higher frequencies. For example, the human ear recognises (roughly) a 

logarithmic increase in frequency, as a linear increase in height o f sound source. 

[Fis76, Mei92a]
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Figure (3.1) -  Representation of dichotic presentation, where t2 > t ,  by an 

order of a few milliseconds.

Past research by E. D. Schubert [Sch56] has demonstrated encouraging results with 

the use o f dichotic presentation (or interaural phase difference) for stereo effects 

(figure (3.1)). The human brain and auditory system is most adept at ‘tuning in ’ on a 

particular sound source (i.e., a person), even when surrounded by a room full o f 

talking people. One process used to (aid) achieve this is through dichotic 

presentation. For example, if  the sound source is directly in front, then the brain 

expects the sound to reach both ears simultaneously. However, if  the sound source is 

to the left, then the sound will be heard in the left ear a few milliseconds before it 

reaches the right ear [Bri98, Hol94, Sch56, ShoBorKor98]. The two sounds are then 

fused together and used to reinforce each other.

This phase shift can easily be calculated in terms o f  time difference between the left 

and right ears [ShoBorKor98], as shown:

At = K l sin 0  [3.1]

W here K\ = 0.000666 s is the time phase constant (the distance between the listeners 

ears, divided by the speed o f sound) and # is  the angular position o f  the virtual source 

from the plane following the listeners line o f  sight (figure (3.2)).

The angular shift o f  a sound source due to interaural amplitude difference is given by 

equation [3.2]:
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< ? = /n o g  4 s- + 3 , [3.2]
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W here A r  and A l  are the amplitudes 

to the right and left ears, 

respectively, K  is the sensitivity
Listener

factor, and is a constant offset. ^ — S

Shoval, Borenstein & Koren Figure (3.2) -  Angular displacement of a virtual 

[ShoBorKor98] cite a PhD thesis by sound source.

D. Rowel [Row70] in which the

sensitivity factor is found to be equal to two for most audible frequencies. Hence, it 

can be assumed that K  = 2 and # 0 = 0. As can be seen from figure (3.1), signals from 

the virtual sound source will reach one ear before the other. In this case, it is assumed 

that the amplitude o f the sound reaching the listeners first ear is dependent on the 

distance from the sound source. Consequently, equation [3.2] can be rearranged to 

provide the amplitude o f  the sound heard at the second ear.

In this way it is possible to convey an object’s location to a listener simply by 

presenting an auditory signal through a pair o f  stereo headphones, whilst varying its 

properties in accordance with the above equations.

Research into signal compression by M. P. Beddoes [Bed6 8 ] also dem onstrated that 

modifying an optophonic output to produce physically shorter sounds enabled 

subjects to learn test signals in a much shorter span o f  time and to identify them more 

accurately than they could with the original unmodified set. These ‘physically shorter 

sounds’ were achieved by using a signal/time com pressor on the output o f  an 

optophone like reading machine.

The time com pressor takes the original signal, and splits it up into Ts (the sampling 

interval) and Td (the discard interval). The final signal is then the smoothed 

combination o f the sampling intervals, taking TS/(TS + Td) o f  the original time.
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For the purposes at hand, the method o f  signal compression used by Beddoes would 

be unsuitable. Beddoes’ research used an optophone-like device to generate sounds 

that corresponded to letters o f  the alphabet. Compressing the signal by simply 

discarding sections could work since the number o f  different tones for each letter o f 

the alphabet is rather small. However, for the video optophone under consideration 

there are 64x64 different regions, some o f  which would undoubtedly be lost if  signal 

compression were employed to remove sections o f  the signal. An alternative solution 

could be to compress the sine wave signal by finding zero-crossings, then applying 

these to a second smaller arbitrary signal.

For the work described in this project, only the stereo sound techniques were tried, 

with dichotic presentation being left for future work.

3.2. Im age processing

(Note -  Many o f the techniques discussed in the following sections on image 

processing can generally be found in the three references [BalBro82, JaiKasSch95, & 

Low91], unless otherwise specified).

Adrian O ’Hea firmly believed that the optophone was the way forward. He argued 

that an optical input supplies the device with the information available to a sighted 

person. Echolocation with ultrasonic waves cannot see anything far, through glass, or 

on paper. Also hearing seems to be able to convey a great variety o f information and 

headphones seem the least invasive form o f output device. He also noted that a 

device with an optical input should not be considered merely as a mobility aid. I f  a 

device can report shapes, it can be used for reading, for example, signs and notices in 

the street. The present research has tried to remain true to O ’H ea’s beliefs.

It was also believed that a blind user should be provided with the same type o f 

information as a sighted person. An important process that is taken for granted in the 

everyday life o f  a sighted person is depth perception. This system is a property o f 

human vision that is provided through the use o f two eyes, which supply two images
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o f  any scene, allowing accurate depth calculations to be made. A second process 

through which the brain perceives depth is via parallax motion that can successfully 

be achieved with one eye alone through m onocular stereovision. For example, by 

closing one eye and then moving the head in some form o f translational motion it is 

still possible to determine the relative distances to objects. There are other processes 

involved in the perception o f depth, such as the size o f an object providing clues about 

its distance.

The point is that depth perception plays an important role in the everyday life o f a 

sighted person. For this reason the research was directed towards the inclusion o f 

stereovision techniques prior to the scene-to-sound mapping in an optophonic device. 

Unlike M eijer’s original optophone, stereo image processing was included as part o f  

an optophonic system, which will be described later. Firstly, a refresher course was 

required in the more basic aspects o f image processing, also with the intension o f 

studying other possible methods for reducing the complexity o f  an optophonic sound 

output.

For the optophone to work as a possible vision replacement system it seems natural 

that the conversion from scene image to sound be considered in full. In this case the 

mapping not only needs to reflect the necessary bandwidth reduction when converting 

between these differing media, but should also be representative o f the image 

processing that our brain performs. Current technology remains inferior to the human 

brain in terms o f  the ability to process and filter both visual and audio signals, and 

thus, it is more reasonable to let the human brain do most o f  the work, and for the 

optophone to simply convert the important parts o f  the captured images into another 

medium -  sound. Now, all that remains to be accomplished  is to decide what features 

in an image can be classified as important, or what features in an everyday scene does 

the human brain most readily employ.

In the following sections im age-processing techniques are described that can and have 

been adopted to try to compensate for a possible lack o f sight in a user o f  an 

optophonic device.
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3.2 .1 . C olour reduction

There are a number o f methods that could be used to reduce the workload o f the user 

when attempting to understand an optophone’s output. Firstly, a simple reduction in 

the number o f colours/amplitudes that are displayed/heard. For example, a 

monochrome 256-grey scale image can always be reduced to a 16 level grey scale, 

effectively reducing the required bandwidth by a factor o f 2 from 8 -bits to 4-bits. The 

result is an image with only the greatest contrast changes remaining (figure (3.3b)), 

which can be considered similar to the human vision system in some respects, since it 

is adept at detecting edges.

Figure (3.3a) -  256x256-pixel image with 256 grey scales. Figure (3.3b) -  Example of the 

general input to the modem optophone -  64x64 pixels and 16 grey levels.

In a similar manner to that o f Dewhurst [Dew99], the workload o f the listener may be 

lessened further by reducing the number o f sound levels that can be heard at any one 

time, by limiting locally the number o f different grey levels. Consider an image that 

contains up to 16 different grey levels, then for each vertical column in the image 

(since the sound is generated column by column) the four greys o f ‘best fit’ are 

selected. This can be achieved by finding the positions o f the first-, second-, and 

third-quartiles from the cumulative frequency o f the 16 grey levels. Splitting the
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colour range into four. The colours o f ‘best fit’ are then taken as the mean (grey 

level) o f each o f the four ranges. See figures (3.3a) & (3.3b) for original images, and 

figures (3.4a) & (3.4b) for the modified images.

Figures (3.4a) & (3.4b) have been generated from figure (3.3b). Figure (3.4a) -  The 4 

colours of best fit for the whole image. Figure (3.4b) -  Still contains up to 16 grey levels; 

however, each vertical column is composed of only 4 grey levels.

Figure (3.4b), generated by finding the four grey levels o f best fit for each vertical 

column, demonstrates a greater level o f visual detail than figure (3.4a), at the cost o f 

small errors that can be seen in the way o f stripes down the image.

As seen from figures (3.4a) & (3.4b), applying the colours o f best fit does reduce the 

number o f intensities or amplitudes contained within the image and thus, the required 

bandwidth, whilst retaining enough detail to visually interpret the scene. Whether 

these images can still be interpreted once they have been converted into sound 

remains to be ascertained. Although the generated sounds should be less complex 

than those for figure (3.3b), since for every vertical strip in the image the generated 

sound would contain only 4 different amplitudes rather than 16.
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3.2.2. Noise reduction

Later sections reference various methods o f  image smoothing commonly used to 

reduce noise. The reasons for their use will become apparent later in the relevant 

sections, however, before venturing o ff into the realms o f edge detection and stereo 

depth maps an endeavour shall be made to briefly discuss some o f  the more basic 

methods o f noise reduction.

3.2.2.I. Mean filter

One o f  the simplest low pass filters is called the mean fi lte r , equation [3.3]. This 

works by averaging the pixel intensities, given by j[k , /], from a small square window 

and replacing the central pixel with the result.

= 7 7  Z - / W ]  [3-3]
M  ( k J ) e N

W here M  is the number o f  pixels in the region N, and g[i, j]  is the average for the 

whole window.

For example, equation [3.4] corresponds to a 3x3 mean filter.

Si*../] = i  I  £ / [ * , / ]  [3-4]

Although this type o f filter is effective at removing high-frequency components, and 

hence, removing noise, it results in the loss o f much fine detail (figures (3.5c) & 

(3.5d), page 40).
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3.2.2.2. Gaussian filter

The symmetrical 2-D Gaussian Filter  is very effective at removing noise, and uses a 

lobe or peak to give weight to the centre o f  the mask. This central lobe is an 

improvement over the basic mean filter since it lends more weight to the areas o f fine 

detail, producing a cleaner image (figure (3.5e), page 41).

Equation [3.5] is the two-dimensional Gaussian function. However, there are a 

number o f different approximations to the Gaussian filter, such as the coefficients o f  

the Binomial expansion.

G [iJ ]  = e [3.5]

W here cr determines the spread, or width, o f the Gaussian filter. For example, a 5x5 

Gaussian filter with a  = 2 is given in table (3.1), and shown graphically in figure 

(3.6).

\i,j\ -2 -1 0 1 2

-2 1 2 3 2 1

-1 2 4 5 4 2

0 3 5 7 5 3

1 2 4 5 4 2

2 1 2 3 2 1

Table (3.1) -  The above table is the result of applying the Gaussian function, from 

equation [3.5], with / & j  in the range [-2,2] and a 2 = 2, followed by multiplying out and 

rounding to the nearest integer. See figure (3.6) for a graphical representation.
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Intensity

Figure (3.6) -  A graphical representation of the 5x5 Gaussian filter with cr2 = 2, as defined in 

table (3.1).

Once the convolution mask has been calculated, as in table (3.1), the image is filtered 

using equation [3.6].

* & ./ ] “ 7 7  Z / [ * . / ] .G [ * , / ]  [3.6]
M  (k%N

Where g[i, j ] is the smoothed pixel value, J[k, /] is the image window and G[k, /] the 

Gaussian convolution mask, both o f size N  pixels, and M  is the sum o f all integer 

weights in the Gaussian mask. For the mask defined in table (3.1), M  is 75.

3.2 .2 .3 . M edian  filter

The median filter is one o f the most effective filters for removing random or impulse 

noise. A square window o f pixels is taken from the original image about the point to
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be filtered. These are then sorted into order in terms o f their grey level intensities, 

and the middle value chosen (hence the name ‘m edian’ filter) for substitution into the 

output image. The process is repeated for each set o f  pixels until the whole image has 

been scanned, as illustrated by figure (3.7).

V  1 2 2 2 2 3 8 9 9
I  ^ ____________ Median Value

Figure (3.7) -  3x3 neighbourhood median filter. If a mean 

filter had been used, the outcome would have been 4, the 

result being a blurring of the edge (the vertical 9 8 9 down the 

right-hand-side of the neighbourhood, assuming an intensity 

range of 0-9).

Although the median filter may be very good at removing noise (figures (3.5g) & 

(3.5h)), it does come at a price. To find the median value, at most («/2)+l values 

from the neighbourhood must be sorted, where n is the number o f pixels in the 

neighbourhood. This needs to be com pleted for every pixel in the image, which, for 

large images, can be very time consuming, even on a powerful computer.

It can be seen that the central peak in the Gaussian filter (figure (3.5e)), when 

com pared to the mean filter (figure (3.5c)), leaves more o f  the strong edges (detail) 

apparently unaffected, while still removing some unwanted fine detail.

Figure (3.5g) & (3.5h) demonstrates just how effective the median filter is at 

rem oving fine detail from an image. In some respects the 5x5 median filter may be 

too effective, and a 3x3 neighbourhood filter would be more suitable. Figure (3.5h) 

reveals how successful this type o f filter is at removing random noise, which is where 

the median filter excels.
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Figure (3.5a) -  Office scene. 320x240 pixels 

and 255 grey levels.

Figure (3.5b) -  Figure (3.5a) with 10% added 

random (pseudo) noise.

L

Figure (3.5c) -  The result of applying a 5x5 

mean filter to figure (3.5a).

Figure (3.5d) -  The result of applying a 5x5 

mean filter to figure (3.5b).
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Figure (3.5g) -  5x5 median filter applied to 

figure (3.5a).

Figure (3.5h) -  Median filter applied to a 

noisy image (figure (3.5b)).

Figure (3.5e) -  5x5 Gaussian filter, as 

defined in table (3.1), applied to figure (3.5a).

Figure (3.50 ~ The same Gaussian filter as 

used for figure (3.5e), applied to figure 

(3.5b).

There are many other forms o f low pass filter, but those described are some o f the 

most common techniques frequently employed. For the following sections any 

reference to a low pass filter corresponds to a Gaussian filter due to its speed and 

capability, although any equivalent low pass filter would generally suffice.
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3.2.3. Edge & line detection

A more extreme method for reducing the emphasis on unimportant areas o f the 

auditory display would be to incorporate an edge detection routine. The “image” 

would then consist o f cartoon-like images showing the outline o f objects. Again this 

would seem to correspond to the human vision system in its ability to pick out regions 

o f high contrast, or edges.

There are many methods for locating edges in an image, however they can generally 

be placed into the following categories:

• Edge detectors

• Line detectors

• Contour tracers

Most edge detectors locate pixels that lie on an edge by looking for gradient changes 

in pixel intensity over a localised region o f the image. The gradient, first derivative, 

is then used as a representation o f the edge strength.

Line detectors on the other hand, often incorporate an edge detector, but utilise a 

m ethod o f storing edge information to represent the image in terms o f straight lines. 

The Hough technique [DudHar72, Pic84, Wal85] for instance uses edge angles to 

transform the image into ‘Hough Space’, whereby all pixels that lie on the same line 

in (x, y )  space are represented by lines that pass through a single point in (m , c) space. 

W here the equation o f a line is given by: y  = mx + c.

Most contour tracers attempt to locate an edge point then proceed to follow it until 

either it returns to the starting position, or a predetermined stage has been reached 

(such as a time limit). The system may proceed with several iterations until the 

majority o f  edge points have been traversed. This particular topic shall not be 

discussed in any depth since these techniques often require a great deal o f 

computation time and the resulting images generally consist o f  edges o f a single pixel
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in width, which are unsuitable for the required application (which involves reducing 

the image dimensions down to 64x64 pixels).

3.2.3.1. Edge detectors

3.2.3.1.1. Gradient operator

Edge detection is the task o f finding significant local changes in an image, or rather, 

finding peak values in the first derivative. If  the image is considered as a two- 

dimensional array o f intensity values with function j{ x ,y ) ,  then the gradient is defined 

as the vector (equation [3.7]):

G  \ f ( x , y ) ]  =
Gx ~ c f ~

ex
Gy v.cy

[3.7]

The gradient is therefore given, and approximated, by equation [3.8].

G [ f ( x , y ) ] = j G 2t + G 2v * |G.| + |G ,|* max(|G,|,|G,|) [3.8]

Therefore, for images, a simple gradient approximation is given by equation [3.9].

G , s f [ i , j  + \ ] - f [ i j ]  [3.9]

G , = f [ i , j ] - f [ i  + l j ]

W here j  corresponds to the x-direction and i corresponds to the negative y-direction.

Note -  Using the approximations in equation [3.9], Gx is actually the approximation to 

the gradient at the interpolated point [/, y+1/2] and Gy at [/+1/2, j].  Therefore 2x2 

differences are usually used, with the calculated point lying in the centre o f the four 

pixels, as shown in equation [3.10].
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Gx — , Gy =
- \  1 -  ! -1

Allowing the computation o f  the gradient o f  the array f [ i , j ]  in terms o f  two arrays 

P[i , j]  and Q[i, j]  (equation [3 .11 ]) for the jc an d y  partial derivatives (Gx & Gv).

A = ( / [ '•  j + ■ ] - / [ ; ,  j ] + /[> + 1,7 + 1] -  /[<’+ i,y ] ) / 2  [3 .i i ]

£?[', j ]  * ( / [ ' ,  j ]  -  f[> + 1, j ]  + / [ ' ,  j  + 1] -  / [ '  + 1, j  + 1 ] ) /2

The magnitude ( C [ / ( / ,y ) ] ) and orientation o f the gradient is then defined as:

M [ i j } = M j Y + W j Y  [ 3 . 1 2 ]

6{i, j]  = arctan(g[z, j \  P[i, y ])

This technique is a simple edge gradient detector, with the gradient magnitude being 

used as an indication o f the edge strength. A drawback being that the resulting edge 

information does not correspond to any pixel in the original image. Instead, the edge 

magnitude relates to an im aginary point lying between the four pixels o f the filters in 

equation [3.10]. To avoid this problem  the Sobel Operator is often used.

3.2.3.1.2. Sobel & Prewitt operators

The Sobel operator uses a 3x3 neighbourhood to calculate the gradient with 

subsequent edge information corresponding to the centre pixel and not an interpolated 

point.

The Sobel and Prewitt operators are given by the magnitude o f  the gradient computed 

by equation [3.13].

M  = ^ + s l  [3.13]
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Consider the arrangement o f pixels about the pixel [ i , j |, shown in figure (3.8).

a0 A, a2

a 7 1 0 1 A 3

a6 A 5 A 4

Figure (3.8) -  The arrangement of pixels 

under consideration when using the 3x3 

Sobel operator.

Then the partial derivatives can be defined as:

S.x = (Si2 + C3.3 + 34) - (ao + ca7 + 36)
[3.14]

Sy = (ao + cai + 32) - (a6 + cas + a4)

With the constant c = 2 for the Sobel operator, or 1 for the Prewitt. Convolution 

masks for the Sobel gradient operators are shown in figure (3.9).

-1 0 1

-2 0 2

-1 0 1

1 2 1

0 0 0

-1 -2 -1

SX Sy

Figure (3.9) -  Convolution masks for the Sobel edge operator.

The above edge operators all compute the first derivative, and if  above a certain 

threshold, the corresponding pixel is assumed to be part o f an edge (figure (3.10b)). 

Hence, they usually generate wide edges, which can be a failing when pixel accuracy 

is required.
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3.2.3.I.3. Laplacian operator

To rectify this problem, the second derivative can be taken, and an edge point set 

when a zero crossing is encountered. Since the zero crossing does not rely on any 

threshold values for edge classification, it can produce very thin and accurate lines 

(figures (3.10c) & (3.11)).

The Laplacian is the 2-D equivalent o f the second derivative given by equation [3.15].

v 7 ( ^ )  = ^ t  + - | t  t3-15]ox oy

From equation [3.9] the following difference equations can be obtained, which are 

used to approximate the second derivatives along the x and y directions:

dlL J -^ =gO[/J+i]-/M)=/[(. .+2]_2/[. .+1]+f[. .j
n  ib i

g z  = 3C ± = d ( f [ i j ] - f [ i  + \ , j ])  = f [ . + 2>;]_ 2 f [ . + J A + / [ ( . j }
dy oy Oy

These approximations are centred about [z.y+l] and [z+l,y], respectively. Therefore, 

they can be re-centred giving:

7 T  = / [ ' •  J  + '] “  2f \ i ' J 1 + /['"> J  ~  '1dx

~ T  = /[< + 1,7']- 2 /[ i ,  j ]  + f [ i  -1 , y]
dy

[3.17]

Combining these two equations gives the operator shown in equation [3.18]:

0 1 0 

1 - 4  1

0  1 0

[3.18]
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threshold

Figure (3.10) -  (a) Edge in the image function j{x, y). (b) First derivative 

of the image function. Wide edges are formed in the region above a pre-set 

threshold between Xi and x2. (c) The zero crossing of the second derivative 

provides distinct edge maxima.

As demonstrated in figures (3.10c) & (3.11), the Laplacian operator identifies an edge 

when the output makes a transition through zero.

3 3

(The output is given by: F  = PiJCij , where F  is the filtered value o f the
1=1 j = i

target pixel, P  is a pixel in the 2-D grid, and C  is a coefficient in the 2-D Laplacian 

matrix)

2 2 2 2 8 8 8 8

2 2 2 2 8 8 8 8 0 0 6 - 6  0 0

2 2 2 2 8 8 8 8 ----- ---------------- ► 0 0 6 - 6  0 0

2 2 2 2 8 8 8 8 0 0 6 - 6  0 0

2 2 2 2 8 8 8 8 Edge „

Image pixels location Output pixels

Figure (3.11) -  Application of the Laplacian operator to an image edge. 

Once a result has been obtained, interpolation is used to find the location of 

the true zero crossing.
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However, the second derivative compounds a number o f problems over the first 

derivative. For instance, the first derivative is inclined to introduce a certain amount 

o f noise, so undoubtedly, the second derivative only adds to the problem. In fact, 

since it is difficult to incorporate a threshold into the Laplacian operator, even the 

smallest peak in the first derivative will cause a zero crossing in the second. Another 

drawback o f the operator comes from the lack o f directional edge information, the 

usefulness o f  which will be made apparent later in the section on stereo edge detection 

(section 4.2.2).

The most significant problem was realised when considering the application for which 

the Laplacian operator was intended. The edge operator would be applied to a 

relatively large image, and then reduced in size to 64x64 pixels. Any thin edges 

would tend to vanish in the image reduction stage, indicating the need for an edge 

operator that generated thick edges, rather than one that created thin (one pixel wide) 

edges, albeit highly accurate.

It is possible to limit the effect o f some o f these problems. For example, a simple 

method o f reducing noise in an edge image is to apply a low pass filter prior to edge 

detection. The Laplacian o f  Gaussian (LoG) does just that [Hil82, MarHil80]. It 

incorporates a Gaussian low pass filter in the process o f edge detection, indicating the 

presence o f an edge when a large peak is found in the first derivative, and a zero 

crossing in the second. Similarly, directional information can be obtained by using 

the second directional derivative , which is the second derivative computed in the 

direction o f  the gradient. However, the problem o f significant loss o f  detail during 

image reduction still remains.

It is possible to solve the problem o f narrow edges prior to image reduction by using 

an edge thickening routine. However, it seemed pointless to waste more computation 

time on that form o f procedure when edge operators already exist, such as the Sobel 

operator, that readily provide thicker edges.

As can been seen from figures (3.12c) & (3.12e), the 3x3 Sobel operator is less 

susceptible to noise than the 2x2 gradient operator. In general, the larger the filter
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used, the less susceptible it is to noise, but the greater the quantity o f fine detail that is 

lost and the higher the price in terms o f computation time. Conversely, the smaller 

the filter used, the greater the noise, but the better the detail and speed o f operation.

An alternative approach is through the application o f a low pass filter, such as the 5x5 

Gaussian filter used for figure (3.12b), which has much the same effect as increasing 

the size o f the edge operator. A low pass filter effectively smoothes out the rapid 

intensity changes that often correspond to noise, whilst leaving the stronger edges. 

However, some fine detail is often lost, as is the case with the background text in 

figures (3.12b), (3.12d) & (3.12f), and especially figure (3.12h).

The Laplacian filter produces very fine and accurate edges, however without any pre

filtering the quantity o f unwanted detail is too great (figure (3.12g)), and with filtering 

too much o f the required detail is removed (figure (3.12h)).

Thus, the Sobel operator appears to be a suitable algorithm for the generation o f edges 

for the application at hand. It can not only provide thick edges ready for the image 

reduction stage o f the optophone (prior to conversion to sound), but it also provides 

more accurate edge information [Pic84, Pic89] than many detectors, such as the edge 

orientation, which is useful for generating stereo edge depth maps -  section (4.2.2).

Figure (3.12a) -  Office scene. Note - In the 

background fine detail exists in the form of 

text.
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Figure (3.12c) -  Gradient edge operator 

(equation [3.11] & [3.12]). For clarity and 

for the sake of comparison all edges above 

threshold (of 10) were set to white (255).

Figure (3.12d) -  Gradient operator applied to 

figure (3.12b).

I

Figure (3.12e) -  Sobel edge operator 

(equation [3.13] & [3.14]) with properties as 

for figure (3.12c).

Figure (3.12f) -  Sobel operator applied to 

figure (3.12b).
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Figure (3.12g) -  Laplacian filter, equation Figure (3.12h) -  Laplacian filter applied to

[3.18], with edge threshold set to 10. figure (3.12b).

3.2 .3 .2 . L ine d etectors

There are numerous techniques currently used for detecting and storing line data 

[BurHanRis86, DudHar72, Pic84, Wal85]. One o f the most commonly used is the 

Hough Transform [DudHar72, Pic84, Wal85], which works by transforming edge/line 

data obtained from the equation o f a line, into a two-dimensional space that groups 

pixels lying on the same line into peaks. Consequently, strong lines from the original 

image can be located by performing peak detection within the Hough space.

For example, the general equation for a line is, y  = mx + c ,  thus it follows that every

line passing through a point (xn y t ) must obey, m = (y i - c ) l x i . All points in the

Hough domain that obey this equation will be incremented, and so any peaks found in 

the Hough domain correspond to a line in the initial image (figures (3.13a) &



X

Figure (3.13a)

Figure (3.13c)

2

3

Figure (3.13b)

Figure (3.13d)

Figure (3.13a) -  Image line passing through three defined image points. Figure (3.13b) -  

Classical Hough transform into m-c space, representing image line of figure (3.13a) as a 

convergence of points. Figure (3.13c) -  Transformation of edge coordinates into p  — 9

coordinates with the range, -Image_Size < p<  ImageSize and 0 < 9< n. Figure (3.13d) -  

Modified Hough space; whereby real world edges are represented by convergence of lines 

formed by edge points after transformation into p - 9  coordinates. Labels 1, 2, & 3, 

define edge points in figures (3.13a) & (3.13c) and correspond to respective lines in figures 

(3.13b) & (3.13d), after transformation.

However, a problem presents itself when applying this technique to a computer. The 

values o f m and c can exist anywhere within the range o f minus to plus infinity. Thus, 

Duda & Hart [DudHar72, see also Pic84] solved the problem by utilising a different 

set o f parameters that have a restricted range: /?(the orthogonal distance between the 

line and the origin) and #(the  angle o f  the slope minus x/2). See equation [3.19] and 

figures (3.13a) & (3.13c).

p  =Xi co s9  + yj s in 9. [3.19]
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A common technique for limiting the quantity o f detected peaks in the Hough space is 

through the use o f a predefined edge threshold to remove weak edges. Predefined 

thresholds are often found to be rather inconvenient and restrictive. An alternative is 

to use the edge strength when incrementing cells in the Hough domain. Rather than 

incrementing a cell by one each time an edge pixel is located, the cell is incremented 

by a value that is proportional to the p ixel’s edge strength. Thus a strong edge or line 

will generate a very strong peak in the Hough domain, whereas a weak edge will 

produce almost no peak. [Pic84]

xiyi

x
Figure (3.14) -  Modified Hough 

domain, similar to the Muff 

domain proposed by Wallace.

To speedup the computation time (and to reduce the array sizes to conserve memory 

space) a possible quantisation that could be imposed with the /? -# transform  would be 

to take lines at every k  degrees. However, if  a feature were to lie on a slope between 

the quantised angles, then a cluster would form in the Hough domain, which would be 

flat-topped rather than peaked. This would only be acceptable for purposes o f 

approximation or if  a sophisticated cluster detector were used to find the centre o f 

gravity.

A slightly different parameterisation was proposed by Picton [Pic84], and later a 

similar technique known as the M uff transform by W allace [Wal85], both o f which 

defined a line by the points at which it intersected the perim eter o f the image. This o f
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course means that four parameters are needed to characterise a line -  the x and y  

values for the two perimeter points. Although this can be reduced to two if  the points 

are converted to the distance from the origin to the points o f intersection, which are 

represented as Di & D 2 in figure (3.14). This technique is more accurate at 

positioning lines since its coordinates are defined by the perim eter o f  the image. 

Whereas the previous techniques are dependent on an angle or gradient, consequently 

the positioning o f  coordinates and lines become less accurate further from the origin.

A drawback with the Hough technique for generating edge images comes from its 

inability to correctly classify two separate edges that lie along the same image line. 

Unless care is taken, a single peak is formed in the Hough domain resulting in one 

line rather than two individuals (figures (3.15a) & (3.15b)).

 1/
. /

Figure (3.15b)

Figure (3.15a) -  Simple scene with two objects. Figure (3.15b) -  

Expected result o f  the Hough transform to figure (3.15a). Two o f  the 

edges o f  the cubes lie along the same image scanline; consequently 

the Hough transform links the edges.

Techniques such as the Hough transform tend to provide very little information about 

the lines that they attempt to describe. The best one can expect are parameters such as 

the start and end points o f  the line, the number o f pixels in the line, and occasionally 

contrast information. Consequently, the Hough transform appears limited in its scope 

for expansion (for example -  its role for stereo matching). Thus, Bums et al. 

developed a technique that attempts to group and build line support regions, providing 

line information including the average intensity, number o f pixels, orientation, 

average width, contrast, steepness and straightness o f the line.

Figure (3.15a)
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In its simplest form the process o f building line support regions contains only a few 

steps. Firstly, an edge detection routine is used to locate strong edges, and to 

determine the corresponding edge orientation. Secondly, a partitioning scheme is 

chosen to quantise the angles into similar regions (i.e., 45-degree segments). Edge 

pixels are then labelled depending on the partition in which their orientation lies. 

Finally, a connected-components algorithm is employed to link the support regions 

that are identically labelled, and to allow for the calculation o f a line that best fits the 

connected region. To further improve the accuracy o f  building the line-support 

regions, and to prevent fragmentation o f line regions, Bums et a l., suggested the use 

o f two overlapping partition schemes, offset by half a region (i.e., 22.5-degrees). The 

chosen line would consist o f the pixels that provided the longest support region 

obtained from the two partition schemes. This solved the problem o f edge pixels that 

were visually part o f a line, but consisted o f angles that crossed partition boundaries, 

and consequently, would not be linked.

Techniques such as those described here for generating representations o f a scene in 

terms o f straight lines are generally very effective. However, they often take 

considerable amounts o f processing time making them impractical for a near real-time 

system, as required for the video optophone. Much important detail can also be lost, 

such as text in a scene, due to errors or inefficiencies in the edge pixel linking process 

(figures (3.16b) & (3.16d)). M ethods do exist that try to improve accuracy, although 

these greatly increase computation time. Furthermore, the edges generated by the 

Hough line detector are too thin for use as input to an optophonic mapping without 

performing edge thickening, requiring further processing.

One possible use for the Hough line detector that was considered later on in the 

research was for use in a stereovision algorithm that employed a single camera -  

monocular stereovision (section 6.4.3).
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Figure (3.16a) -  Image with dimensions 

320x240 pixels, and an intensity level 

ranging from 0-255.

Figure (3.16b) -  Hough lines formed from 

figure (3.16a). Edge thinning and Hough 

space peak thinning employed to limit 

detected lines. A line was declared valid if it 

had at least three edge pixels supporting it.

Figure (3.16c) -  Office scene.

3 .2 .4 . T im e vary in g  ed ge detection

Another important aspect o f the human vision system is its ability to perceive moving 

objects, such as a bird flying past. For this reason it was considered important that the 

role o f motion detection for use in an optophonic blind mobility aid be investigated. 

Motion detection would, in most cases, greatly reduce the complexity o f the
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optophone’s output since sound would only be relayed to the user when there was 

something occurring (moving) in the scene.

A basic method for finding moving objects is to simply take the difference in intensity 

o f corresponding pixels between two consecutive frames, or alternatively, by 

subtracting the images [JaiKasSch95, Low91] (figure (3.17c)). Although, as indicated 

by this image, it is sometimes difficult to correctly identify a moving object from the 

resulting motion image due to blending as has occurred with the screen o f  the laptop. 

In figure (3.17c) the screen o f the laptop appears transparent, revealing the wall 

behind. To avoid this problem a more common approach locates moving edges, 

displaying a moving object by its outline alone. This form o f detector is known as a 

‘time varying edge detector’, since it locates edges that have changed positions during 

the time frame that corresponds to the two captured images. [HayJai83, JaiKasSch95, 

Pic89]

A generally accepted technique uses the product o f the Sobel edge operator and the 

intensity difference between frames [HayJai83, Pic89]. A moving edge being 

characterised by an edge that is both bold and moving rapidly with respect to time, as 

given by equation [3.20].

Strength o f moving edge = D(frame2, frame 1). S(frame2) [3.20]

W here S  corresponds to the Sobel edge operator, and D  represents the absolute 

intensity difference between corresponding pixels from two consecutive frames. 

Finally, a threshold is set so that only the boldest edges remain (figure (3.17d)).

There is an obvious drawback with this approach when applied to a blind mobility 

aid. The user, whilst motionless, will only perceive moving objects in the scene. To 

detect other objects, the user would have to move the camera, which would result in 

every edge in the captured images being perceived as moving. The result o f  which is 

analogous to that o f a standard edge detector, as shown in figure (3 .17g).
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Figure (3.17a) -  Frame 1 of a pair showing a 

laptop computer and a mobile phone.

Figure (3.17b) -  Frame 2 that shows the same 

laptop and mobile phone after some obvious 

movement.

Figure (3.17c) -  The result of subtracting the 

two frames shown above.

Figure (3.17d) -  Moving edges as found by 

the detector in equation [3.20].
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Figure (3.17e) -  Image one o f  a pair with Figure (3.17f) -  Image two o f  a pair with 

dimensions 320x240 pixels, and an intensity properties as for figure (3.17e). 

level ranging from 0-255.

Figure (3.17g) -  Time-varying edge detector applied to frames (3.17e) & (3.17f). All edges 

are visible since a horizontal camera displacement occurred between image frames.

3 .3 . S u m m a r y

As has been demonstrated, many o f the techniques described can be employed to 

reduce or re-emphasise features within an image in an attempt to make the output 

easier to comprehend. However, none o f these procedures preserve depth information 

that would readily enable a person, blind or otherwise, to gauge the relative distance 

to any object in the local environment. Furthermore, many o f the above techniques 

actually appear to remove or conceal an excessive amount o f  important detail that is 

necessary for basic mobility. For example, many of the methods o f calculating edge
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boundaries are insufficient for visually determining the true nature o f objects in the 

scenes with which they are attempting to portray. Thus, if  it is visually demanding to 

comprehend the modified images, then it cannot be expected that the task be any less 

difficult for an optophone user after the alterations caused by the optophonic 

conversion from scene-to-sound.

Although the individual techniques described in this section may be insufficient for 

use with an optophonic mapping, when used as a basis for stereo processing they 

could still provide adequate results.
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4. Stereo processing of images

Multiple frames of a scene enable the generation of stereo depth maps that present an image 

such that important regions are emphasised, whilst retaining depth information. Distance 

to an object is thus encoded via the brightness of image pixels, and similarly, through the 

amplitude of the sound output.

Techniques discussed include intensity and edge based depth maps using multiple cameras. 

Due to limitations encountered during the research into these methods of stereo processing the 

discussion not only presents the most common techniques, but also continues by 

demonstrating two original concepts for generating depth maps. These concepts revolve 

around the principles of generating superior approaches to the presentation of images. The 

first is a new approach for generating extremely fast edge depth maps, whilst the other 

demonstrates a new display form for a depth map by incorporating a technique known as 

cartooning. This method of stereo cartooning, unlike most intensity based depth maps, is fast 

enough to process frames at real-time speeds whilst retaining areas of shading unlike edge 

based depth maps.

In the previous section multiple frames were used to demonstrate how to detect time- 

varying edges. Multiple frames can also be employed in the creation o f stereo depth 

maps, which could be used to provide a blind optophone user with the perception o f 

range information. Also mentioned in the last chapter (section (3.2)) was Adrian 

O ’H ea’s belief that the image-to-sound mapping employed by the optophone should 

mimic the human vision system as closely as possible in terms o f visual perception. 

Since the optophone attempts to partially replace a person’s lost sense o f vision then a 

suitable way in which to do this is by replicating the visual abilities o f the human 

vision system. An important factor that seems to have been overlooked on many 

occasions during past research into optophonic devices was the human vision 

system ’s ability to perceive depth. By incorporating depth into the image processing 

stage o f the optophone two important goals were achievable. The emulation o f  the
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human vision system, and a vast reduction in the complexity o f the optophone’s 

output.

Before considering the use o f a stereo algorithm to generate an image ready for 

conversion to sound, it was necessary to determine what image or sound property 

should be sacrificed to make way for the depth information. As with most depth maps 

it seemed reasonable to relate distance in the real world scene to the relative pixel 

intensity in the depth map, and to the amplitude o f the generated sound, since with the 

standard video optophone, amplitude corresponds to texture or colour (neither o f 

which are vital to basic mobility). Thus, a distant object beyond the range o f a blind 

user, and o f no immediate importance for basic mobility, would be discarded from the 

output. Alternatively, the distant object would simply produce a much fainter sound 

than one closer at hand. This substitution o f qualities deprived the system (and user) 

o f the ability to detect texture. But this limitation was put aside in favour o f the more 

desirable qualities o f the depth map.

It is important to realise that the purpose for investigating various stereo techniques 

during this research was not to invent new and more advanced stereo algorithms, but 

rather to study ways in which previous procedures could be moulded to suit the 

information processing stage prior to the application o f the optophonic mapping. A 

suitable stereo algorithm would not need to generate a perfect depth map, and its 

resolution could remain quite low considering the final image prior to conversion to 

sound would only be 64x64 pixels in size. Thus, an ideal stereo algorithm should be 

capable o f  generating reasonable depth maps at high frame rates. More importantly, it 

should be able to represent the scene in such a way so as to strengthen regions o f 

significant interest (objects that are in the user’s immediate path), at the same time 

minimising the distraction to the user from relatively unimportant regions o f the 

scene.

This same principle has also been used when deciding upon the best procedures for 

use with the optophonic mapping. If the depth maps resulting from a stereo algorithm 

do not visually portray scene information that can be considered relevant for 

improved mobility, then that algorithm should not be used. In many cases the 

simplest and oldest techniques best suit the required criteria.
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4.1. Background to stereovision

Stereo depth maps are commonly generated from two or more image frames o f a 

scene, which demonstrate a translational displacement between each frame, as would 

be provided if  a line o f cameras were used. This displacement provides a perspective 

with which to determine object distances within the images. For two cameras with 

optical axes aligned and a baseline oriented in the horizontal direction with the world 

origin located midway between the cameras, then the 3-D co-ordinates may be 

computed directly from the disparity o f corresponding image points (equations [4.1]- 

[4.3]):

x  = b i x 'l ± x1 >/2- [4.1]
X I  -  X  r

y m b ^ y m
X  l -  X  r

z = b ^ - ^  [4.3]
X I  -  X  r

W here b is the baseline length, /  is the focal length, and x\ and x r are the x-co- 

ordinates in the left and right images respectively, where the disparity is equal to: 

(* ; -* ; ) •

From this it is possible to calculate an object’s real-world distance with respect to the 

cameras, as long as corresponding image points can be located. The process o f pixel 

or region matching is achieved by finding a distinct set o f features in one image, 

which can be used to identify likely candidate matches in the second. This process 

would take a considerable amount o f time if  the line o f displacement (epipolar line) 

between the cameras were unknown, since the process o f finding a match for a feature 

in the first image would necessitate a search o f every feature in the second image. 

Fortunately, if  the epipolar line is known the task becomes much simpler.
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If the cameras are correctly aligned (with camera scan-lines lying along identical 

horizontal rows) then the epipolar lines for both cameras will be along corresponding 

image rows (figure (4.1)). This is known as the epipolar constraint, which is useful 

for two reasons. Not only does it indicate what image line to search on in the second 

image for a match, but also in what direction to proceed, demonstrated in figure (4.1). 

Consequently, the number o f candidate matches is greatly reduced, with the whole 

task being completed more accurately and efficiently.

Assuming there are n features to be matched with an upper disparity limit o f d  pixels,
7 7

then without the epipolar constraint there are n(2d) or 4n(d) comparisons that must 

be made to find the best match. Using the epipolar constraint as described above, the 

search region can be reduced to a line containing just nd  pixels.

Object Point

Epipolar Line

Left Image Plane Righf Image Plaj

Left Camera Baseline Right Camera

Figure (4.1) -  Epipolar constraint for a pair of stereo cameras.

Once a match is found and believed correct, then the disparity is taken and converted 

into its corresponding pixel intensity using the relation given in equation [4.3]. This 

range value is then entered into the subsequent location in the final depth map. 

Equation [4.3] indicates that the disparity is inversely proportional to z , depth in the
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real world, and hence, the pixel intensity. However, a linear relation between 

disparity and pixel intensity appears to provide a more suitable range o f depths for use 

with the optophonic mapping.

4.2. Stereo techniques

Over the past couple o f  decades many stereo techniques have been derived that can 

generate a depth map from a sequence o f images [Ber97, Fua93, GenMor76, 

JaiKasSch95, MarDurCha85, MciMut88, Mor96, PolMayFri85]. Amongst these 

techniques there are generally only two categories o f depth maps, intensity based and 

edge based.

However, a few techniques exist that do not fit into these two categories, such as 

depth from defocusing or refocusing one or more images o f a scene taken with 

differing lens settings. For example, a frame is captured o f  a scene with the focus set 

so that only the nearest objects are clear. The range o f real-world objects can then be 

determined by gauging the amount by which they are out o f focus. [GeiKla94, 

KlaGeiBov95, RajCha97]. For more information see section (6.4.4).

A few methods have also been developed that are aimed at enhancing the output 

quality o f the depth map. These usually incorporate different constraints into the 

matching process, such as the PMF algorithm [PolMayFri85] that uses the cyclopean 

disparity gradient (section (4.2.3)).

4.2.1. Intensity depth maps

Intensity depth maps are created using an area-based approach. Correspondences are 

found by searching the stereo images for regions o f identical or similar texture. An 

ideal intensity depth map would be completely filled with varying pixel shades, with 

the pixel intensity being proportional to real-world depth. However, perfect depth 

maps are rarely generated due to occlusions (caused by overlapping objects) or a lack
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of texture for matching. Some techniques try to estimate these areas by comparing 

with adjacent disparities; alternatively uncertain areas may be marked as unknown 

[Fua93].

A common approach, when generating intensity based depth maps, is to pass a 

correlation mask or filter over a pair o f stereo images looking for the best match 

[Fua93, GenMor76, JaiKasSch95, Mor96]. This can be achieved by first selecting a 

point in one image, then for all candidate matches in the second image, the regions, 

known as windows, surrounding the two chosen points are compared. For instance, 

this may consist o f finding the sum o f the squared differences o f the intensity values 

between corresponding points in the two windows, as in equation [4.4].

T ( f - g Y  [4.4]
[Ut*

Where R is the region o f the window, and f [ i , j ]  and g[i , j ]  are the stereo images. 

This can be expanded to give equation [4.5].

I ( / -g )2 = Z / 2+ Yg2-iYfg [4-5]
[ i J ^ R  [ i J ^ R  [i j

If  the light intensity o f both images is alike, then it may be assumed that both the sum 

o f f 2 and g 2 are nearly constant. In this case the sum o f f g  (used in generating 

figures (4.2c) & (4.2d), page 72) will provide a suitable value for the mismatch 

between candidate points, with a maximum indicating a likely match. However, there 

are a number o f drawbacks with this technique, including the inability to locate 

matches if  any rotation occurred between image frames, and inaccuracies due to the 

two stereo images having differing average light intensities. Hence, Gennery & 

Moravec [GenMor76] suggested two different approaches -  normalised correlation 

and pseudo-normalised correlation.
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• Normalised correlation

The RMS average displacement o f co-ordinate pairs (A[ i , j ] , B[ i , j ] )  from a least

squares regression line, relating image A to image B. Let a[i, j] = A[i , j] -  A and

b[i, j] = B[i, j] -  B , where A and B are the means over the entire window, which has 

dimensions z=0 to n, and j =0 to n. The normalised correlation coefficient can then be 

defined as shown in equation [4.6] [Fua93],

With a =  1 for a perfect match between the two windows. Unlike the sum o f squared 

errors, normalised correlation is unaffected by linear variations in illumination 

between the two windows, although special care must be taken with uniformly shaded 

regions o f an image, since cr will tend to infinity as a[i, j]  or b[i, j] tends to zero.

• Pseudo-normalised correlation

Gennery & Moravec [GenMor76] proposed a second, improved correlation method 

(equation [4.7]).

Although the pseudo-normalised correlation method is more efficient in terms o f 

computation time since it does away with calculating the square root, there tends to be 

little difference in terms o f correct correspondences between the techniques o f

n n

a  -
1=0 j =0 [4.6]

n n

i=0 j =0 [4.7]

/=0 y=0 /=0 7=0
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equations [4.6] & [4.7]. Figures (4.2e) & (4.2f), page 73, demonstrate the use o f the 

pseudo-normalised correlation method for two different window sizes.

Once a suitable stereo technique has been decided upon, methods can be employed in 

an attempt to help reduce the number o f  mismatches encountered. One such 

procedure utilises a two-way correlation search [Fua93, MciMut88]. This process can 

greatly reduce the number o f incorrect matches since the same false match is rarely 

made in both directions when performing a two-way search between stereo images. 

The process finds all possible correspondences between a pair o f stereo images, A and 

B, firstly from image A to image B, then from B to A. The depth map is generated 

based on the criteria that a true match exists if  and only if  a correspondence appears in 

both lists. By ignoring uncertain matches, the depth map itself becomes an indication 

o f the reliability o f the matches. If  all isolated matches are also rejected then the 

likelihood is that all remaining matches will be correct. Consequently, a dense depth 

map suggests that the disparities are reliable, whereas a sparse depth map implies the 

opposite. However, the im provement this approach affords comes with an overall 

reduction in speed.

The final depth map may also be improved by increasing the number o f  input stereo 

images -  whenever possible three or more images should be used. In this case, the 

first image o f a sequence, the reference image, is processed with all other images in 

turn. When finished, the resulting disparity maps are combined so that matches are 

reinforced, and uncertain matches are ignored. The combined depth map that this 

generates is often purer than any individual stereo image. Alternatively, the stereo 

algorithm can be employed on two images, and then when any candidate match is

encountered it can be verified in a third (nth) image.

Some researchers (e.g., Pascal Fua [Fua93]) have taken the approach o f combining the 

results from several different sized correlators, which are individually passed over 

pre-Gaussian smoothed stereo images. The separate depth maps are then combined, 

in the same manner as above, providing an improvement in quality. Likewise, Marr 

& Hildreth [MarHil80] used a similar approach to accurately determine the location o f 

image edges. The process they employed used an edge operator with a range o f

varying filter sizes to generate a superior edge image. Edges would only be accepted
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as valid if  at least two filters agreed on their location. However, even though the 

improvement can be quite noticeable, the processes involved are rather 

computationally expensive. For this reason, a pyramidal approach [Fua93, 

JaiKasSch95] can be employed to produce similar results in a shorter computation 

time. Instead o f increasing the filter size at each stage, the image dimensions are 

reduced, producing the desired outcome and reducing the computation time. 

Nevertheless, if  a correlation filter is being repeatedly passed over the stereo images, 

the whole process cannot be expected to run in real-time on a standard computer 

(unless the system is being applied to very low-resolution images).

Similarly, it is possible to visually enhance a depth map by combining the outputs 

generated from slightly misaligned stereo images [Fua93]. Due to the finite resolution 

o f  captured images, real-world features are often positioned at slightly differing 

coordinates than those expected. For instance, between a pair o f horizontally aligned 

cameras, a feature’s vertical placement may differ by one or two pixels between the 

captured images. An improved depth map can therefore be obtained by combining 

the results given by scans that correspond to the correct image alignment, and those 

given by a vertical misalignment o f one or two pixels. This method also helps correct 

errors caused by camera misalignment or poorly calibrated stereo images [Fua93].

4.2.2. Edge depth maps

Using any o f the stereo procedures previously described it is possible with only two 

adjacent image frames o f an area and a known epipolar line, to obtain a good 

graphical representation o f the scene, whereby pixel intensity is proportional to object 

distance.

The limitation o f this form o f depth map comes as a result o f its quality. An intensity 

based depth map can provide a reasonable estimate on the distance o f an object from 

the observing cameras as long as sufficient textural information is available. In most 

cases this means that the whole image will be processed in the search for similar 

regions o f texture (candidate matches). Indicating the relationship between depth map 

quality and computation time. The higher the quality, the greater the computation
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time, often in excess o f  several minutes on a standard computer for large high 

resolution depth maps. Which, considering the need for rapid processing from image- 

to-sound, is inadequate.

At the loss o f some image detail a considerable speed increase can be achieved by 

altering the search parameters from every pixel in the image to only those o f 

particular interest, such as those on an edge boundary or com er [GenMor76, 

HarSte88, JaiKasSch95, KorZim86, Mor96]. For example, if edge detection is 

incorporated prior to the correlation process, then only edge points need be compared, 

so considerably reducing the number o f comparisons [Ber97, JaiKasSch95, 

MciMut88]. For this reason, the investigation was directed towards the possible use 

o f some form o f stereo edge depth map. Although these can often be visually inferior 

due to their restriction to regions o f  rapidly changing contrast, or edge boundaries, 

they have the advantage that they can be processed at fairly high frame rates (multiple 

frames per second).

Typically, correspondences for stereo edge detection are made by the comparison o f 

edge pixel properties, such as edge magnitude, orientation and changes in contrast 

(positive or negative). The Sobel edge detector is often used for these purposes due to 

its accuracy in determining edge orientation.

As an example, edge features can be determined by applying the Canny edge detector 

as shown in the following algorithm:

1. Smooth the image with a Gaussian filter. (To reduce the number o f weak edges 

before edge detection)

2. Compute the gradient magnitude and orientation using finite-difference  

approximations fo r  the partia l derivatives.

3. Apply non-maxima suppression to the gradient magnitude.

4. Use the double thresholding algorithm to detect and link edges.
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Both steps 1 & 2 were described earlier (section 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.3.1.1 respectively). 

The simple gradient edge operator used in step 2 can quite easily be replaced with the 

Sobel edge operator for greater accuracy o f  edge features. Step four is o f course 

unnecessary, since it relates to locating and expanding edges to form edge contours. 

Similarly, step three is only necessary if  edge thinning is required prior to edge 

matching. The process o f edge thinning, or non-maxima suppression, is a simple case 

o f locating the true edges in the magnitude array. This is accomplished by thinning 

the broad edges in the magnitude array so that only the magnitudes at the points o f 

greatest local change remain.

The depth map resulting from the use o f step 3 would consist o f lines mainly o f one 

pixel in width, which for the purposes o f image reduction prior to sound generation 

would be unsuitable. However, the process o f  applying non-maxima suppression is 

quite a simple one and does have a couple o f  advantages. Firstly, since the correlation 

stage o f  stereo processing is normally very computationally expensive, having fewer 

edges for matching lowers the burden o f calculating correspondences. Secondly, if 

there are fewer edge pixels, then there are generally fewer incorrect matches made 

during the matching process.

A second form o f stereo edge depth map, or rather line depth map, that can be 

generated uses a line detector, such as the Hough technique, to locate and then match 

lines. However, there are a number o f  problems with this method o f stereo matching. 

These include the long computation time that line detectors generally have, as well as 

the difficulties that can occur when many lines in the stereo images have similar 

orientations, since they all become likely candidates for each other, and so mistakes 

are often made.

For more information on line matching see section (6.4.3).
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Figure (4.2a) -  Image one of stereo pair. 

Dimensions 320x240 pixels, and a pixel 

intensity of 0-255.

Figure (4.2b) -  Image two of stereo pair.

Figure (4.2c) -  Intensity based depth map 

generated using sum of squared differences 

(equation [4.4]) with a 5x5-pixel search 

window and a disparity range of 14-30 pixels.

Figure (4.2d) -  Sum of squared differences 

with a 9x9-pixel correlation window.
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Figure (4.2e) -  Pseudo-normalised

correlation given by equation [4.7], using a 

5x5-pixel correlation window.

Figure (4.2f) -  Pseudo-normalised correlation 

using a 9x9-pixel correlation window.

.  ■

Figure (4.2g) -  A 9x9 pseudo-normalised 

correlation performed upon 160x120 pixel 

input images.

Figure (4.2h) -  9x9 pseudo-normalised 

correlation performed upon 80x60 pixel input 

images.
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Figure (4.2i) -  Edge depth map derived from Sobel edge images o f  figures (4.2a) & (4.2b). A 

pixel was declared an edge if  its edge magnitude was ten or greater.

The sum of squared differences (equation [4.4]), used when generating figures (4.2c) 

& (4.2d), suffers greatly when searching for correspondences between areas o f little 

texture. In these instances the resulting pixel intensities, which represent the depth, 

are often inaccurate. For example, part o f the filing cabinet at the bottom right of 

figures (4.2c) & (4.2d) is displayed in black, implying a nearness to the camera that is 

not the case. It should also be noted that the increase in correlation window size does 

little to remedy this problem. This is not the case for the pseudo-normalised 

correlation (equation [4.7]) demonstrated in figures (4.2e) & (4.2f). Although the 

problem caused by lack o f texture is still apparent as speckled areas that lack any 

uniform intensity, increasing the filter size greatly reduces the problem (figure (4.2f)).

Figures (4.2g) & (4.2h) demonstrate the effect that using smaller input images has on 

the resulting depth images. Figure (4.2h) is approximately the same size as that used 

for input to the video optophone. It can be seen that although much o f the fine detail 

has been lost, it is still possible to perceive objects within the scene, including their 

approximate depth. Due to the reduction in image size the overall computation time is 

greatly reduced, unfortunately it is still insufficient (with current computers/PC’s) to 

process more than one frame every couple o f seconds when applying the optophonic 

mapping.
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The edge depth map shown in figure (4.2i) maybe far from perfect, but the technique 

is capable o f processing numerous frames per second on a standard PC, unlike the 

intensity based depth maps previously described. Using this form o f edge depth map 

it is also possible to identify object boundaries, and to determine some aspect o f their 

distance from the viewing cameras. Unfortunately there are obvious errors, such as 

the black vertical lines around the filing cabinet. This is due to the stereo correlation 

routine matching image edges incorrectly. The black lines in question result from the 

correlator incorrectly selecting the first match it finds as correct, where the true match 

lies further apart.

4.2.3. Matching constraints

A common method for improving the depth maps obtained from a particular stereo 

technique is to incorporate additional matching constraints. In the stereo edge 

algorithm described in section (4.2.2) the only constraints used were the edge 

magnitude, orientation and contrast. I f  the edge pixels being compared differed 

greatly in terms o f those three criteria, then the pixels would be deemed an unsuitable 

match. Although these three simple conditions often work, they are still very basic 

and fail in some circumstances.

A well-known technique used to enhance the quality o f a depth map is the PMF 

algorithm [PolMayFri85]. This uses a value defined as the disparity gradient, which 

for the correct fusion o f two stereo scenes should not exceed a certain limit for all 

matching points. The PMF algorithm makes the assumption that the disparity 

gradients between correct matches will be small almost everywhere. Pollard, 

Mayhew and Frisby [PolMayFri85] found that with a camera geometry approximating 

the arrangement o f the human eyes, a disparity gradient limit o f  1 would almost 

always be satisfied between correct matches arising from a large class o f the surfaces 

forming the visual world. This is not true o f incorrect matches.

Consider figure (4.3), a simple stereogram made up o f two dots (A and B) in each 

field (left and right). When A l  is matched to A r , and similarly for B, the disparity 

gradient between them is the difference in their disparities divided by their cyclopean
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separations. The cyclopean separation, as defined in equation [4.8], is given by the 

distance between the midpoints o f  the two pairs o f dots (located at Ac and Bc 

respectively).

S = h ( x  + x')]2 + / } ' [4.8]

As the change in disparity between the two matches is x'  - x ,  then the cyclopean 

disparity gradient between Ac and Bc is given by equation [4.9].

For both dots to be binocularly fused simultaneously by the human visual system, or 

similar camera arrangement, the ratio o f the disparity differences between the dots to 

their cyclopean separation must not exceed a limit o f 1.

Figure (4.3) -  Determining the cyclopean separation for two matching points within a 

stereogram.

One apparent drawback o f using this technique is that it can fail to find matches when 

a rapid change in depth occurs across the scene. In this situation the cyclopean 

disparity gradient may exceed the chosen limit and no correct matches found. 

Fortunately, incorrect matches are rarely made since these also exceed the limit.

[4.9]

0  Cyclopean Image
B r

#  Right Image
A

y

Cyclopean 
separation, S
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4.3. Developm ent o f stereo techniques

As can be seen from figures (4.2a)-(4.2i), by using various methods o f stereo 

processing it is possible to reduce the apparent complexity o f the optophonic output 

by fading out distant objects within a captured scene, whilst emphasising those points 

that lie within the observer’s immediate vicinity, and hence those that can be 

considered o f greater significance.

The following section details the equipment, systems and algorithms used for 

generating real-time stereo images, along with the developments and modifications 

implemented to the techniques previously described.

4 .3 .1 . T ric lo p s ca m era  sy stem

The camera system used for testing the stereo algorithms was the Triclops system 

from Point Grey Research in Canada [PGROO], which consists o f three cameras in an 

L-shape configuration. The captured images are then fed directly into a Matrox 

Meteor Frame Grabber for processing. Each o f the three cameras returns image data 

via a separate colour channel (Red, Green, and Blue). In this way it is possible to 

capture images at very high frame rates. By combining the high frame rate from the 

Triclops cameras with efficient pre-processing techniques and stereo algorithms it is 

possible to generate intensity based depth maps and edge based depth maps at speeds 

o f up to 15 frames per second on a 450M Hz PC. (See appendix 3 for information on 

the hardware and software used, as well as problems encountered during the research 

and various methods o f software optimisation).

The Triclops system incorporates its own software library, which provides suitable 

functions for the processing o f  intensity based depth maps. However, modifications 

have been made during the application o f new stereo techniques [CapPicOOb], whilst 

attempting to find the most suitable image representations for the required feature 

reduction prior to the scene-to-sound mapping.
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4.3.2. Stereo depth maps

The intensity based depth maps that are an innate part o f the Triclops software library 

employ the Sum o f Absolute Differences, similar to equation [4.4] described earlier, 

to locate correspondences. For example:

mm £  £  + + I k A XJri  +  d 'b ’ + i \ t4-10!

Where dm\n and dmax are the minimum and maximum disparities, m is the correlation 

mask size, and /right and /ief\ are the right and left images.

The third camera is applied to verify the existence o f a possible match, greatly 

reducing the quantity o f  incorrect correspondences with very little extra overhead in 

terms o f computation time.

The Triclops software library is split into two processing blocks that consist o f pre

processing and stereo processing. The pre-processing allows for low-pass filtering to 

help prevent aliasing whilst applying rectification to the raw camera images. The 

rectification compensates for any camera lens distortions and misalignments that 

might otherwise cause inaccuracies. A further option is the use o f edge detection, 

which allows matching on the changes in brightness rather than the absolute values o f 

image pixels. This option tends to be useful only when the auto gains o f the 

individual cameras do not change simultaneously by an identical amount, which can 

cause some mismatches due to variations in the brightness o f like regions between the 

stereo images.

The stereo processing stage also accommodates for texture and uniqueness validation 

whilst searching for correspondences. Texture validation simply determines whether 

the correlation window under consideration contains enough texture to provide a 

reliable feature match. Similarly, uniqueness validation can be applied to ascertain
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whether the best match for a particular pixel is significantly better than the 

alternatives. If  not, it is likely that the true match is not visible due to an occlusion. If 

either o f these validation methods fail, then the pixel is declared invalid.

Figure (4.4b) -  Intensity based depth map 

generated from Triclops images (figures 

(4.2a), (4.2b), & (4.4a)). Triclops correlation 

sum of absolute differences (equation

[4.10]) -  with 5x5-pixel search window and 

disparity range of 14-30 pixels.

Figure (4.4c) -  Intensity based depth map 

with a 9x9-pixel correlation window.

Figure (4.4a) -  Top Triclops image of a set of three. Figures (4.2a) & (4.2b) are the left and 

right images, respectively, which makeup the remaining two images. Image dimensions - 

320x240.
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As can be observed from figures (4.4b) & (4.4c) the Triclops system produces 

adequate results, and at a sufficiently high frame rate. It is also clear that if  the 

disparity range was chosen correctly it would be possible to reduce the complexity o f 

the optophonic output by fading out distant objects within the captured images, which 

after conversion to sound would be portrayed with a less distracting lower amplitude. 

In most cases this would be advantageous since distant objects generally have less 

influence on the blind traveller. However, it is not currently possible to create a fast 

system that would automatically calibrate the disparity range to suit all environments, 

without additional assistance from the user. This means that the depth map may not, 

for many real-world scenes, sufficiently reduce the complexity o f the final output. 

For this reason, research continued by studying ways in which the various types o f 

depth map, such as edge based depth maps, could be used to further emphasise 

important features within a real world scene whilst fading out unwanted detail. A 

secondary target, and a further reason for investigating edge depth maps, was to 

include some textural and similarly textual information in the optophonic system. For 

example, providing the blind user with the ability to perceive and hopefully recognise 

large text (as in the form o f signposts or warning signs -  ‘EX IT’ signs), which is not 

possible with standard intensity depth maps.

4 .3 .3 . S tereo  ed ge d ep th  m ap s

The stereo edge algorithm described earlier utilises the pre-processing stage o f the 

Triclops software library, with the addition o f a feature detection routine that provides 

edge pixel information such as orientation and magnitude. This is accomplished with 

the Canny or Sobel edge operator. [JaiKasSch95]

The second stage, stereo processing, uses a separate set o f functions that analyses the 

edge data from two cameras, searching for possible matches. This is accomplished by 

searching for candidates between the image pair that have near identical edge 

properties within a given disparity range. Another constraint that has been employed 

to further reduce the number o f incorrect matches is by analysing previously found 

disparities [CapPicOOb]. During matching, numerous edge pixels can often be located 

from the same real world object. In this case, if  two or more likely candidates are
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found, then priority is given to the one that most closely matches the previous 

disparity that was correctly located. Figure (4.5) shows an example where ‘A ’ 

indicates a positive match between a pair o f  stereo images. Arrows ‘B ’ & ‘C ’ 

represent possible matches found while searching for the next correspondence. By 

considering the previous match ( ‘A ’), it can be assumed that ‘B ’ is incorrect and that 

‘C ’ is valid and belongs to the same real world object as ‘A ’. Figure (4.6a) portrays a 

depth map generated using this technique. This simple matching constraint was used 

instead o f the PMF algorithm (section (4.2.3)) since it provided similar results in 

terms o f quality o f depth map, but at superior speeds, as shown later in section (5.1.3).

I\ (Image 1)

/2 (Image 2)

Figure (4.5) -  Stereo matching.

During this process the third camera can be used to verify the integrity o f any possible 

match by simply searching for similar edge properties in the location that corresponds 

to the current pixel disparity. If  the match is not corroborated, it is assumed to be 

erroneous, and the search is resumed until either a match is located, or the maximum 

search range is reached and the pixel is deemed invalid, possibly due to an occlusion. 

An example o f an edge depth map generated in this way is shown in figure (4.6b). 

Comparing figures (4.6a) & (4.6b) it is apparent that using a third camera for 

verification o f matches greatly improves the accuracy over standard two camera 

techniques.
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Figure (4.6a) -  Standard edge depth map 

generated from figures (4.2a) & (4.2b), using 

a disparity range o f 14-30 pixels.

Figure (4.6b) -  Standard edge depth map 

generated from the three stereo images o f 

figures (4.2a) & (4.2b), and figure (4.4a), 

with a disparity range o f 14-30 pixels.

4.3.4. Fast stereo edge depth  m aps

Whilst studying methods for increasing the frame rate o f stereo techniques, an original 

technique was developed that generates a depth map consisting o f edges that vary in 

width depending on the distance o f objects in the scene. The closer an object to the 

camera, the wider the resulting edge. The limitation o f this technique is that the stereo 

images used must consist o f only small disparities. However, since the stereo 

algorithm consists o f only binary operations, the depth maps can be processed at rates 

that are over an order o f magnitude faster than most standard techniques. Trials on 

images with dimensions o f 320x240 pixels demonstrated processing times o f 8ms and 

lower to generate the edge depth maps.

It should be noted that the investigation into stereo techniques was not directly 

intended to invent new methods o f stereo processing, but rather to modify existing 

methods in the hope o f creating a more advantageous form o f presentation. The 

technique described below was a new, albeit simple, procedure for generating stereo 

depth maps, but it does not compare with the generally accepted interpretation o f a 

depth map. The resulting resolution is quite low, and would generally be considered 

too inferior for use in many applications (with the exception o f tasks that require
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extreme frame rates). However, as an input to the optophonic scene-to-sound 

mapping, with which the purpose is to provide a blind user with information 

necessary for enhanced mobility, it is considered more than adequate.

4 .3 .4 .I . A lgorith m

The proposed method [CapPicOOa], founded upon a time-varying edge detector 

[HayJai83, Pic89], generates a very fast, low-resolution edge depth map. The 

technique was based in part, on a stereo-optical edge detector that was proposed by 

Avery Johnson [Joh63] in 1963, who believed it would be possible to use a small 

mosaic o f photosensitive elements to locate nearby objects (contrast boundaries). The 

system, whilst moving with a translational motion, would detect only the closest 

objects in the scene. As the device containing the array o f photosensitive cells 

moved, nearby objects would be observed as moving with a greater velocity than 

distant objects. Consequently, the light from the closest objects would cross the 

greatest number o f the device’s array elements, whereas distant objects would not 

cross any cells in the mosaic, hence not registering.

Assume that a pair o f stereo images, labelled Frame 1 and Frame2, both have a size in 

the region o f 320x240 pixels or less. A low pass filter is passed over the two images, 

followed by a large Prewitt or Sobel edge operator. While performing the edge 

detection, all edge pixels above a minimum threshold value are set to 1; all others are 

set to zero. Finally the depth map is generated from a series o f l ’s and 0 ’s. This is 

achieved by setting each pixel in the output image to one if  the equivalent pixels in 

Frame 1 and Frame2 are equal to zero and one, respectively. Otherwise, the output is 

set to zero. In summary:
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If (S^framel) > m in th resh o ld ) then S^framel) = 1 

Else S^framel) = 0

If (5(fram e2) > min threshold) then 5(fram e2) = 1 

Else S(fram e2) = 0

If (5'(frame2) =  1 and S'(framel) == 0) then Result = 1 

Else Result = 0

Where S  represents a 5x5 (or larger for thicker edges) edge operator, or any other 

suitable edge detector that is capable o f producing relatively ‘thick’ edges. In the 

resulting image depth is (generally) proportional to the thickness o f the edges, where a 

one signifies an edge.

The concept behind this technique is that a distant object generates a line that lies in 

approximately the same position in both frames. Therefore, if  the two images were 

overlaid, a large or complete overlap o f the two lines would be observed. The 

procedure would either reveal a set o f  zeroes, or a very thin line along the region 

where the two edges did not overlap. This effect reveals wider edges for objects 

nearer to the camera(s), since the greater the disparity between the edges, the less they 

overlap.

This procedure makes use o f frames taken from a two-camera system, or alternatively, 

two consecutive frames captured from a monocular device that has undergone some 

form o f translational motion.

4.3.4.2. Limitations and possible remedies

There are a number o f restrictions and considerations to be taken into account when 

using this algorithm, but for use with a mobility aid, these are minor in comparison to 

its advantages, such as the speed o f computation. Nonetheless, these limitations still 

exist.
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An obvious drawback in the resulting depth maps is the loss o f edges lying parallel to 

the epipolar line. However, this is a failing o f many stereo depth maps, and is similar 

in nature to the aperture problem o f cameras. For example, consider a scene with a 

long horizontal line that more than fills the view o f an observing camera. Without 

texture in the scene it would be hard to identify any horizontal motion o f the line. 

With the technique presented, if it encounters an edge parallel to the epipolar line, 

then it cannot determine the line’s disparity, so the line will not be shown in the final 

image. This can be considered an advantage, since many stereo algorithms produce a 

large number o f errors whilst attempting to find correspondences lying upon an edge 

that is parallel to the epipolar line. This form o f error can be observed with the ‘A BC’ 

sign in figures (4.7c) & (4.7e) on page 88 that represent a modified version o f  the 

technique described here and the standard stereo edge technique previously illustrated. 

In figure (4.7d) the top and bottom edges o f the sign are almost parallel to the epipolar 

line, and so are barely visible. In figure (4.7e) these same edges are portrayed as dark 

lines that incorrectly indicate a close proxim ity to the observing cameras.

Another problem with this and other stereo systems arises from repetitive patterns in 

the scenery. If two or more parallel lines are encountered in close proximity, this 

technique usually removes a line, or part o f a line (depending on the disparity at that 

location), whilst displaying the rest. This only happens when the disparity is great 

enough to cause adjacent lines in the stereo image pair to overlap.

Not so much o f a limitation, but a consideration, are the maximum recognisable 

disparities that this procedure exhibits. The maximum disparity correctly registered 

by this technique, in terms o f  pixels, is equivalent to the width o f the edges in the 

image after applying the edge operator. (Note -  any disparities greater than the edge 

widths, i.e. from objects lying very close to the cameras, will have the same disparity 

as indicated by the line widths themselves). Consequently, the stereo cameras are 

restricted to being positioned very close together so the maximum stereo disparity 

encountered is kept small. In the case o f a single camera for a monocular system, 

scenes have to be sampled at high frame rates, taking consecutive frames as the stereo 

pair o f images. This limits the maximum possible movement o f any object in the
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scene between frames. Fortunately, with the speed o f  operation o f this algorithm, 

computation at a high frame rate is acceptable.

The use o f a low pass filter before applying the edge detector to the images can lessen 

the effect o f the above restriction. This is achieved by a widening o f the edges in the 

images, as well as aiding in the removal o f  excess texture. Alternatively, advantages 

can be made by reducing the size o f the initial images (prior to edge detection), for 

instance from 320x240 to 160x120 pixels, by taking the mean value o f every 2x2 

image block. This helps by performing a very effective low pass filter, and by further 

reducing the necessary computation time for the remainder o f the procedure. In 

addition, the resulting depth map is visually more acceptable due to the ratio o f  the 

maximum line width to image size. As the image is reduced in size, the thickest lines 

(those depicting the greatest disparities) are represented more clearly. For example, a 

line o f 10 pixels in width would be more noticeable in an image o f size 160x120 

pixels than in one o f 320x240 pixels. This assumes that the image lines demonstrate a 

near constant thickness before and after the process o f image reduction, which is 

generally the case, since the process o f  mean value reduction effectively spreads the 

majority o f edges. W hether the image is 320x240 or 160x120 pixels in size, the 

maximum edge thickness obtained depends on the size o f  the edge operator (a 5x5 

operator forming an edge with a maximum width o f about 5 pixels), or on any 

additional methods o f  edge thickening that are employed.

An additional limitation that only arises when using a monocular camera system is the 

need to restrict camera motion to purely translational movement. This is a common 

failing o f monocular camera systems, which can often result in a reversed depth map, 

or worse. If  the camera undergoes a rotation along the horizontal (such as the holder 

o f the camera turning round), then distant objects will appear to have a greater 

disparity than those closer at hand.

4.3.4.3. Results

The maximum line width generated by an enlarged (5x5) Prewitt operator in the 

example images was six pixels. This means that the depth map in figure (4.7c) has six
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(seven if  the lack o f a line is included -  white) possible ranges or depths that 

correspond to the six line widths, which for the purposes o f developing a blind 

mobility aid, is more than adequate.

Most stereo edge depth maps consist o f lines o f varying intensity, whereby the 

intensity is directly proportional to the distance o f a real world object, instead o f 

varying edge thickness. Consequently, it was felt necessary to include some sort o f 

comparison. To accomplish this a simple automated system has been incorporated 

that rapidly converts the line width into a corresponding intensity scale (figure (4.7d)). 

Since there are seven different line widths (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 pixels) in the depth 

map, the corresponding pixel intensities range from 0 to 255: 0 (foreground), 42, 85, 

127 (middle distance), 170, 212, 255 (background). Where an intensity o f zero 

corresponds to a black line six pixels in diameter, and an intensity o f 255 represents a 

white pixel, or the lack o f a line.

As a guide, the depth map obtained from a simple stereo edge detector has been 

included (figure (4.7e)). This detector used the Sobel (or Prewitt) edge operator to 

obtain the local edge magnitudes and orientations from the stereo image pair and then 

performs matching by searching for candidates that have near identical edge 

properties within a given disparity range, as explained in section (4.3.3). A candidate 

match for this stereo procedure between the two images is one in which the difference 

in edge orientation is less than 30 degrees, and the magnitudes vary by no more than 

30 (from an intensity range o f 0-255).
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Figure (4.7a) -  Left frame of a stereo pair. Figure (4.7b) -  Right frame of a stereo pair.

'  ;

Figure (4.7c) -  Rapid stereo depth map. 

Depth portrayed by relative width of edges in 

scene. Main errors caused by edges lying 

parallel to camera baseline.

Figure (4.7d) -  Rapid depth map converted 

into intensity edge depth map, allowing 

comparison with edge depth map of figure 

(4.7e).

\

Figure (4.7e) -  Simple stereo edge image for visual comparison with figure (4.7d). Errors 

occur with edges lying parallel to camera baseline.



The depth map resulting from this technique is quite suitable for conversion into 

sound for a number o f reasons. Objects close to the observing camera(s) are 

represented with thicker edges, and after conversion into sound, they generate a tone 

for a longer time period. If the intensity modification is incorporated as well, then the 

closest objects (those o f greatest significance for immediate mobility) will generate 

louder tones and more effectively capture the user’s attention. Distant objects, which 

are represented by light thin edges and are generally o f less significance, will be 

portrayed with short quiet tones and will not distract the user from more important 

features.

4.3.5. Stereo cartooning

An edge depth map is one solution to the task o f improving the output o f an 

optophonic blind aid by placing emphasis on regions o f  high interest, such as object 

boundaries that lie close to the observing cameras. Realistically an edge image is not 

the ideal solution. It can often be very difficult to interpret even relatively simple 

scenes when portrayed in the form o f  an edge depth map (figures (4.6a) & (4.6b) and 

(4.7c), (4.7d) & (4.7e)). For example, objects can become hard to recognise purely 

from their outlines alone, especially if  parts o f  that outline are missing. Pearson & 

Robinson [PeaRob85], and more recently M anoranjan [Man98], encountered a similar 

problem whilst attempting deaf sign communication over the phone network via real

time low-resolution video. Due to necessary bandwidth reductions, normal low- 

resolution video images occupied too much space in terms o f data, and could not be 

displayed at fast enough frame rates for accurate perception o f hand signing. While 

edge images could be compressed quite adequately to allow for in excess o f 8 frames 

per second, which was sufficient to capture movement or signing. The loss o f image 

detail due to edge detection made the accurate perception o f signing very laborious 

and generally near impossible.



The proposed solution used two-tone cartoon images (figures (4.8a) & (4.8e)) that 

contained sufficient detail to allow for accurate interpretation o f the hand signs, whilst 

suppressing enough unwanted scene information to relay the video at a comfortable 

frame rate for perception o f movement.

The next method presented was not intended as a new stereo technique. It was 

designed for incorporation and use with any current stereo algorithm, to enhance 

depth maps ready for conversion into sound via the optophonic mapping. The process 

achieves this by attempting to restore lost texture (such as text) and shading back into 

the final disparity image, by combining an edge depth map with the two-tone cartoon 

technique. The result is a cartoon-like edge depth map [CapPicOOc, CapPicOOd] that 

greatly reduces the emphasis on unnecessary features within the scene, whilst 

retaining object and region structure.

The cartoon image technique simply applied a threshold to an image. Any pixel 

intensities darker than the threshold were replaced with black pixels, all others were 

set to white. This, when combined with an edge detection routine, resulted in a two- 

tone cartoon filled image.

The threshold is determined using a method proposed by Manoranjan, whereby the 

absolute threshold is determined, via histogram, using a fraction o f  the cumulative 

sum o f pixel intensities in the image scene. Although this technique is not ideal, it 

does provide an adequate solution for most real world scenes. (Appendix 3 -  section 

(A3.3.3), shows how the histogram thresholding can be optimised for faster 

processing).

The cartooning method was adapted to stereo images, so that edges and some surfaces 

would be displayed with a pixel intensity that was approximately proportional to the 

distance from the cameras (figures (4.8b) & (4.80)* First, the original cartoon 

technique is applied to the left stereo image, producing an image with edges and 

surfaces (figures (4.8a) & (4.8e)). It is advantageous to set a third tone (other than 

black or white) in the cartoon that corresponds to object edges, used in preventing 

region filling beyond object boundaries. Secondly, an edge operator is applied to the 

right stereo image. A match is then found between an edge pixel in the left and right
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stereo images, and an estimate made o f  the depth from the camera. The equivalent 

pixel in the edge depth map is then encoded with a brightness corresponding to its 

depth. Using the cartoon image (the left stereo image) any surface that has been 

coded black can be re-coded using the same pixel intensity as the edge that has just 

been found, since it is assumed that the edge and the surface are o f the same depth. 

This ceases when another match is found between the stereo images, which is 

assumed to be the opposite end o f the surface.

For example:

Assume that the cartoon and depth map images are represented by the two-dimensional arrays 

cartoon_image[vertical][horizontal] and depth_image[vertical][horizontal], respectively, and 

that black, when considering the depth image, indicates the lack of any currently discovered 

disparity. Whilst in terms of the cartoon image, a black pixel represents part of a filled area. 

A third pixel tone being used in the cartoon image to correspond to object edges, which is 

used to prevent region filling beyond object boundaries.

while (cartoon_im age[vertl[l_horz]=black  & depth_im age[vertH c_horzl=black) 

depth_image[vert] [c_horz]=intens 

l_horz=l_horz-l 

c_horz=c_horz-l

In the above routine, pixel filling ceases in the depth image when either an edge boundary is 

encountered, or the current pixel in the cartoon image is unfilled. This generally indicates the 

start or end of an object, and a possible change in depth.

The depth map that this technique generates represents the scene in the form o f a 

cartoon, with objects being displayed in various shades o f grey that correspond to 

their distance from the observing cameras (figures (4.8b) & (4.8f)). This aids in 

visually identifying scene objects, by defining regions o f similar shading within the 

image. Similarly, the sound output generated from the resulting cartoon depth map 

produces a fuller sound for close ‘filled’ objects, than that from the equivalent edge 

depth map. This depth map is a cross between an edge depth map and an intensity 

depth map, having the advantages o f presenting text, whilst retaining areas o f filled 

regions that effectively portray objects.
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The stereo cartoon system described is simple enough to work at speeds in excess o f 

15 frames per second, with adaptive cartoon thresholding. Once generated, this 

cartoon depth map is converted into sound via a standard optophonic mapping, for 

interpretation by the listener/user. This method successfully reduces the quantity o f 

relatively nonessential features within the scene, such as texture, whilst providing the 

user with depth and object information via shading.

This method for presenting images makes use o f any stereo algorithm and so accurate 

depth information could be obtained using more up-to-date stereo techniques. 

However, with technology at its current level, even a high specification PC would be 

unable to process the images, generate the depth maps, and perform the scene-to- 

sound mapping at sufficiently high speeds using a more complex stereo algorithm. 

Using the stereo edge algorithm (section 4.3.3) with this form o f presentation 

(cartooning) and the inclusion o f  the scene-to-sound mapping, speeds o f 12-15 frames 

per second are obtainable (image dimensions o f 320x240).

It should be noted that the cartooning algorithm has been unable to correctly classify 

the foreground (the table at the very front/bottom o f the image) in figure (4.8f), which 

rather than being portrayed as close to the camera (which for reasons o f visual clarity 

white pixels represent close objects) it has been represented as distant (black pixels). 

This has occurred due to the lack o f  detected stereo edges in this region o f  the scene. 

If  insufficient object boundaries are detected then the stereo cartooning technique 

does not perform region filling since in the majority o f cases this implies that no 

object exists in that region. However, this is not so in the example shown in figure 

(4.8f), which is caused by an object being very close to the observing cameras (thus 

filling a large region o f the captured image with very few edge boundaries). 

Fortunately in these circumstances the user would be so close to the object that they 

would most likely already be in contact with it, after previously being alerted to its 

presence whilst at a distance.
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Figure (4.8a) -  Two-tone cartoon edge image 

generated from figure (4.2a) on page 72. 

Three tones have been used for clarity. Filled 

regions are black (intensity 0), and Sobel 

edges are grey (128). All other regions are 

white (intensity 255).

Figure (4.8c) -  Left stereo image of a simple 

scene.

Figure (4.8b) -  Cartoon-edge depth map 

generated from edge depth map, figure (4.6a) 

on page 82, and the cartoon image, figure 

(4.8a). Closest objects are displayed in white 

for reasons of clarity.

1 it

Figure (4.8d) -  Right stereo image for the 

scene shown in figure (4.8c).
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Figure (4.8e) -  Another example o f  a cartoon 

image generated from figure (4.8c).

Figure (4.8f) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from figures (4.8c), (4.8d), & (4.8e). Closest 

objects are displayed in white for reasons o f 

clarity.

4.4. Sum m ary

Before considering the use o f a stereo algorithm to generate an image ready for 

conversion to sound, it was necessary to determine what image or sound properties 

should be sacrificed to make way for the depth information. If the relative pixel 

intensity in the depth map (and consequently the amplitude o f the generated sound) 

were related to distance, such that a distant object would produce a much fainter 

sound than an object closer at hand, then this would not allow this parameter to 

convey textural detail. This limitation (the lack o f textural detail) was accepted for 

the more desirable qualities o f a depth map.

The first stereo techniques examined were the standard intensity based depth maps. 

Using any one o f these procedures it is possible with only two adjacent image frames 

o f a scene, with a known epipolar line, to obtain a good graphical representation, 

whereby pixel intensity is proportional to object distance. However, it was shown 

that this form o f depth map has a limitation that results from its quality. The greater 

the quality, the greater the computation time, often in excess o f several minutes on a 

standard computer for a high-resolution image.



Consequently, the investigation was directed towards the possible use o f the faster 

stereo edge depth map. A lthough often visually inferior due to their restriction to 

regions o f rapidly changing contrast, or edge boundaries, edge depth maps have the 

advantage that they can be processed at fairly high frame rates (multiple frames per 

second).

Whilst studying methods o f  increasing stereo frame rates, an original technique was 

developed. The depth map generated by this new method was shown to consist o f 

edges varying in width depending on the distance o f  objects in the scene. The closer 

an object to the camera, the w ider the resulting edge. This stereo algorithm consisted 

o f only binary operations, so could be processed at rates o f over an order o f 

magnitude faster than most standard techniques.

Although a great deal o f  progress was made with stereo edge processing, the resulting 

images were generally considered to be inadequate for easy recognition o f the scene. 

With conversion to sound the problem  would only be worsened. To contend with this 

problem the work o f  Pearson & Robinson [PeaRob85] was considered, bringing about 

a new method for m odifying the appearance o f  stereo depth maps by utilising a 

cartoon image. This m ethod attem pted to replace the lost regions o f texture in the 

scene by shading areas with a pixel intensity corresponding to the relative distance 

from the camera. The final depth map is a cartoon that is a combination o f  an edge 

depth map and an intensity depth map. Not only does the method provide a visually 

acceptable result, but also the com putation time is comparable to that o f a standard 

stereo edge technique, processing m ultiple frames every second.
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5. Optophonic performance -  

Stereo versus monocular vision

Due to the difficulties encountered whilst evaluating the effectiveness of a stereo depth map, 

which may involve comparisons with a hand-generated stereo image, an automated method 

was derived that provided accurate guidelines to the most suitable depth algorithm in terms of 

speed and efficiency. This method for evaluating the effectiveness of a stereo algorithm was 

later found to be similar to a technique called the False-Positive-Fraction. Using this 

technique it was possible to decide on the most suitable stereo algorithm for use with the 

optophonic mapping.

A series of experiments were devised that utilise a number of volunteers to gauge the 

effectiveness of the techniques outlined in previous sections compared to the standard 

optophone mapping. The tests, partially based upon a system of examination labelled DeLIA 

(Detection, Location, Identification, & Avoidance) that identifies key stages in the process of 

detecting the presence of possible obstacles, were designed so that an indication could be 

provided as to whether the listener more readily perceived a particular form of image. Data 

gathered would then indicate the usefulness of the proposed techniques and provide a deeper 

understanding of the requirements necessary to create a suitable mobility aid for the blind.

Conclusions drawn from the results give an indication as to what parts of an image the blind 

user could possibly manage without, and the regions that should be emphasised for easier 

recognition.

5.1. Evaluation o f  depth m aps

There are few techniques used for evaluating the effectiveness o f a stereo depth map, 

mainly because they are difficult to assess. A method o f evaluation may work well 

when assessing one particular stereo algorithm , however, it may fail to successfully 

evaluate another. Intensity depth maps can be judged in a different way to an edge 

depth map, since for the latter an indication o f accuracy is provided by the quantity o f
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complete edges. Any break-up o f  the lines within the depth map signifies probable 

errors in matching. On the other hand an intensity depth map should generally consist 

o f large regions o f  sim ilar intensities, thus a speckled depth map may imply the 

presence o f inaccuracies.

One method o f evaluation that seems to be more universal, albeit somewhat less 

analytical, is that o f  visual inspection. A nother factor considered in the determination 

o f a stereo algorithm ’s perform ance is its speed. An ideal algorithm would produce a 

high quality depth map as quickly as possible. Alternative methods o f evaluating 

stereo algorithms do exist, but these tend to be time consuming, involving a great deal 

o f manual work, such as the determ ination o f  correspondences by hand [Fua93]. 

These selected matches are com pared with results obtained from the stereo algorithm 

under trial and used to gauge its perform ance. The accuracy and reliability o f this 

form o f evaluation is proportional to the sample o f handpicked matches taken.

5.1.1. False Positive Fraction

A faster, more suitable and autom ated m ethod for determining the best procedure for 

detecting and generating an edge depth map was developed during the research, and 

was later found to be sim ilar to a technique called the False Positive Fraction (FPF) 

[MetPan99, SkuConGor99]. FPF corresponds, in this case, to the fraction o f positive 

matches made by the stereo algorithm  that are actually falsely classified.

The method used to evaluate the quality o f  a stereo edge algorithm requires a pair o f 

stereo images in which the largest disparity in pixels is known, or can be determined. 

For example, the greatest disparity o f  any object clearly visible in both figures (5.1a) 

& (5.1b) (page 129), belongs to the head o f  the lamp, and is 30 pixels. Similarly, the 

smallest disparity between the two figures was found to be 15 pixels. Next the edge 

depth map is generated using the chosen algorithm. For the evaluation technique to 

work, the disparity range used m ust be from the lowest disparity (in this case, 15 

pixels), or lower, to one that exceeds the m axim um  disparity found between the stereo 

image pair (for exam ple - 40 pixels). The algorithm is then applied so that the final 

edge depth map consists o f  edges with pixel intensities varying from black through to
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light grey. W hite being used to represent areas where no edge matches are located. 

Finally a histogram o f pixel intensities is taken from the edge depth map.

From the histogram, all pixel intensities that correspond to matches that exceed a 

disparity o f 30 pixels are known to be incorrect (the FPF). Also, the total number o f 

pixels corresponding to edges in the depth map is known. From these a ratio can be 

obtained o f the total m inus the incorrect m atches to the total matches alone over the 

given range o f  disparities. D uring this procedure a number o f assumptions and 

observations were made. For exam ple, as the maximum disparity increases, the 

number o f false matches generally increases. Furthermore, by setting the lowest 

allowable disparity below any that exist between the stereo pair more false matches 

may have been encountered. This quantity was generally very low since the stereo 

techniques tested were designed so that in situations where several equally likely 

matches were found they w ould either be ignored or the one that provided the greatest 

disparity chosen. The im portant factor to rem em ber is that the FPF is only used as a 

guide to the ideal technique. Consequently, as long as all stereo algorithms under 

evaluation are tested using the same properties, a good indication o f the algorithm’s 

performance is obtained, with a perfect algorithm  receiving a ratio o f 1.

For example, consider the simple stereo algorithm (section 4.3.3), which uses 

previous disparities as a guide as well as rem oving previously matched pixels from 

future searches. This algorithm , labelled A1R1C0S0T0, when tested both visually 

(figure (5.1w) -  page 131) and via the FPF method (table (5.1)) provided some o f the 

best results in the shortest com putation time. From the FPF results it is shown that 

only 4% o f the matches are known to be incorrect, giving a ratio o f (12348 - 

4 9 6 )/l2348 = 0.96, or 96% for the ‘Assum ed Correct M atches’ value. This method 

has been applied to a num ber o f  im ages with a variety o f  content, texture, and 

illumination, and the FPF results obtained were accurate to within a few percent o f the 

figure quoted. Two sets o f  sam ple data can be seen in tables (5.2) & (5.3) on pages 

104 & 105, which correspond to the im ages shown in figures (5.1c)-(5.1z) & (5.2c)- 

(5.2z) (pages 129-136), respectively.
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Disparity

Range

Number of 

Pixels

Pixel Type

0 64452 Blank pixels

15-30 11852 Other matches

31-40 496 False matches

15-40 12348 Total matches

Table (5.1) -  The results of applying the described method for evaluating stereo edge 

depth maps to the procedure labelled A1R1C0S0T0, shown in figure (5.1w).

Finding the num ber o f edge pixels in the stereo edge images provides a further 

refinement to the method o f  assessing perform ance. For figures (5.1a) & (5.1b) (page 

129) the num ber o f  edge pixels found after applying an edge operator was 

approximately 18200 pixels. The edge depth map (A1R1C0S0T0) contained 11852 

pixels (table (5.1)) that corresponded to m atched edges (assumed correct), which is 

only 65% o f the original edge pixels. This is explained by the fact that the extreme 

left and right borders o f  both im ages cannot be used for stereo matching due to lack o f 

image overlap. Excluding these borders from the count, the percentage o f edges that 

appear in the edge depth map is over 70%. This value ( ‘Matched Edge Pixels’) 

provides an estimate as to the percentage o f  edge pixels that are correctly matched 

during the stereo process, w hereas the percentage o f matches assumed to be correct 

gives a fairly accurate indication to the quantity o f  correct matches in the depth map.

5.1.2. Stereo algorithm s

Tables (5.2) & (5.3) (pages 104 & 105) illustrates results o f using the FPF as a gauge 

for assessing the accuracy o f  stereo edge algorithms. The five techniques that were 

tested individually and in com bination with each other are:

(A) - Advanced Search -  Using previously found disparities as a guide for future matching.
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(C) - Contrast M atching -  As well as matching edge magnitude and orientation, use the 

change in contrast.

(R) - Remove M atched Pixels -  Once a likely match has been made, remove the matched 

edge pixels from future searches.

(S) - Select Best Fit -  Not used in conjunction with (A). Rather than taking the first likely 

match, or using previous disparities as a guide, find all candidate matches within the given 

disparity range and select the best fit with respect to edge orientation and magnitude.

(T) - Twin Search -  Search from image A to B, then verify matches with those found by 

searching from B to A. If not verified in both searches then remove the match.

The basic stereo algorithm  used the edge orientation and magnitude obtained from a 

Sobel edge operator and is represented in the tables as A0R0C0S0T0, where the zeros 

represent the lack o f use o f  a particular option.

From the tables, the False Positive value corresponds to the quantity o f known false 

matches (lying outside the m axim um  disparity that exists between the stereo images) 

made by the stereo algorithm.

The Assumed Correct M atches value corresponds to the number o f pixels that have 

been matched within the known correct disparity range as a percentage o f the total 

matches made.

Regions that cannot be 
matched due to lack of 
stereo overlap.

Figure (5.3) -  Diagram showing the regions that cannot be 

matched due to lack of stereo overlap.

The value for M atched Edge Pixels relates to the number o f pixels that are assumed 

correct as a percentage o f  the num ber o f  edge pixels in the original images. A more 

accurate (and favourable) value w ould be provided by using the number o f edges in 

the modified edge image, w hich takes into account the areas o f  the images that cannot
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be matched due to the stereo disparity (figure (5.3)). However, this change would not 

alter the ranking o f  the stereo algorithm s in terms o f  performance.

5.1.3. Stereo perform ance

The described algorithm s were evaluated with numerous images consisting o f various 

objects, shading and lighting, texture, and other factors. In each case the order o f 

performance (indicated by the algorithm  order in tables (5.2) & (5.3)) varied little 

with only marginal variation in percentage scores, with the overall best algorithm 

combination being A1R1C0S0T0 (advanced search and matched pixel removal only). 

This method produces reasonably fast and accurate edge depth maps.

The speeds shown for the algorithm s in tables (5.2) & (5.3) correspond to 320x240 

pixels images and were obtained by perform ing the testing on a 366MHz AMD 

processor PC. The final set-up used for generating the optophonic signal captured via 

the Triclops cam era system consisted o f  a P3 450M Hz PC, giving a speed increase o f 

50-75%.

Although the results for the tw o-w ay search do not look promising in terms o f the 

number o f  edge pixels m atched in relation to the total that it is possible to match, 

nearly all correspondences found are correct. In some circumstances this situation is 

advantageous -  finding a small percentage o f  the pixels, but having the almost certain 

guarantee that they are all correct. However, for use with a blind mobility aid the 

requirement is for fast depth maps that portray large numbers o f pixels with a 

reasonable am ount o f  accuracy, as provided by the algorithms that use previous 

disparities as a search guide. This is analogous to a stereo technique that 

demonstrates a high percentage for the ‘Assumed Correct M atches’ (matched pixels 

assumed correct) and ‘M atched Edge P ixels’ (all edge pixels correctly matched), as 

well as a high frame rate. As an exam ple tables (5.2) & (5.3) have been sorted under 

the column that portrays the percentage o f  edge pixels correctly matched (labelled ‘% 

- M atched Edge P ixels’).
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The method labelled ‘S ’, which searches for all possible candidates within the given 

disparity range and then selects the m ost likely, was found to be rather slow (3 or 4 

frames per second) and had extrem e difficulties interpreting disparities for lines lying 

parallel to the epipolar line. The lack o f  speed is understandable when considering 

that the algorithm scans every pixel w ithin the disparity range, rather than searching 

until the first likely candidate is located. Similarly, the rather drastic errors 

encountered with lines close to the epipolar direction are caused by the similarity o f 

every pixel within the line. W ithout the use o f previous disparities as a guide it 

becomes difficult to determ ine the correct match.

Incorporating contrast checking (labelled ‘C ’) was found to speed up the stereo 

process by about 10-15% merely by using the direction o f  contrast change o f edge 

pixels as an initial guide. Using this technique it was observed that the percentage o f 

False Positives decreased by a fraction o f  a percent, however, the converse was 

observed to occur with the percentage o f  total edge pixels correctly matched. The 

reason for this appears to be that during an occlusion the contrast change at the edge 

o f the foremost object can alter due to the differing background. Thus, the edge pixels 

may not pass the contrast check and so will not be matched.

/, (Image 1) | i

/2 (Image 2)

Figure (5.4) -  Stereo matching (indicated by 

arrows) without the removal of previously matched 

edge pixels (edge pixels marked in grey).

The removal o f  successfully m atched pixels (labelled ‘R ’) improves the quality o f the 

depth map by preventing some incorrect m atching o f future edge pixels, especially 

those along an edge parallel to the epipolar line. W ithout this removal, consecutive 

edge pixels would be m atched with the first pixel o f  the edge in the second image 

(figure (5.4)). This diagram  represents the matching process for lines parallel to the
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epipolar line when previously matched pixels are not removed. Assuming a minimum 

allowed disparity o f one pixel, each edge pixel would be matched as indicated by the 

arrows in the diagram.

The most useful technique that was tested, labelled ‘A ’ (section (4.3.3)), used 

previous disparities to find possible alternative matches. This was used as a faster 

alternative to the PMF algorithm  (section (4.2.3)), using the concept that edge pixels 

belonging to the same region or object would all have similar disparities. The 

algorithm, which dem onstrated some o f  the best results in terms o f speed, accuracy, 

and visual performance, avoided a num ber o f  the limitations o f  the PMF technique, 

such as m ism atching caused by rapid changes in depth within the real world scene. 

For comparison, the PMF algorithm  was tested and found to provide little or no 

improvement over the more sim plistic approach.

The PMF can be seen to fail in some areas with the A and B shown in figure (5.5b) -  

page 137, (mainly on the left side o f  the B) due to the severe changes in depth. 

However, in the lamp exam ple (figure (5.5a), page 137) the opposite is observed with 

a marginal im provem ent in quality (albeit extremely slight -  a fraction o f a percent 

when assessed using False Positives as shown in table (5.2)). Another drawback with 

this technique is the reduction in frame rate (a decrease in speed in excess o f 15% as 

shown in tables (5.2) & (5.3)). Consequently, due to the limited improvement in 

quality, difficulties in perceiving rapid changes in depth, and the loss o f frame rate, 

this technique was discarded in favour o f  the one described for checking previous 

disparities.
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Table (5.2) - Lamp-Office-ABC Image Set - Stereo Algorithm Test

Disparity Range 0 15-30 31-40 15-40 % % Time Speed

Combination
Number

Algorithm
Combination

Algorithm Characteristics

Blank
Pixels

Other
Matches

Known False 
Matches -  

False Positive
Total

Matches
Assumed
Correct
Matches

Matched
Edge
Pixels

Seconds to 
process 200 

images

Frames per 
second 

(320x240 
images)

(A) - Advanced 
Search - Use 

previous disparities 
as a guide

(R) - Remove 
matched pixels 

from search

(Q -
Contrast
matching

(S) - Select best 
fit from all 
candidate 
matches

(T) - Twin 
search - 

Search from A 
to B, then B to 

A

Left Edge 
Imaqe

Left ed g e  im age consists of 58598 blank pixels and 18202 e d g e  pixels -> 58598 18202

Modified Left 
Edqe Imaqe

Modified ed g e  im age (accounting for stereo  overlap w here pixels cannot be m atched) consists of 54868 
blank pixels and 17132 ed q e  pixels ->

54868 17132

Im aqe Pixels Total num ber of pixels in im aqe is 320x240 -> 76800

2 A 0R0C0S0T1 0 0 0 0 1 73194 3175 431 3606 88.05% 17.44% 54 3.70
6 A0R0C1S0T1 0 0 1 0 1 72956 3372 472 3844 87.72% 18.53% 49 4.08

18 A1R0C0S0T1 1 0 0 0 1 72708 3707 385 4092 90.59% 20.37% 57 3.51

20 A1R0C1S0T1 1 0 1 0 1 72522 3858 420 4278 90.18% 21.20% 50 4.00
11 A0R1C0S1T0 0 1 0 1 0 66700 5976 4124 10100 59.17% 32.83% 40 5.00
15 A0R1C1S1T0 0 1 1 1 0 66799 6009 3992 10001 60.08% 33.01% 37 5.41

3 A0R0C0S1T0 0 0 0 1 0 65733 6488 4579 11067 58.62% 35.64% 44 4.55

7 A0R0C1S1T0 0 0 1 1 0 65847 6527 4426 10953 59.59% 35.86% 40 5.00

16 A0R1C1S1T1 0 1 1 1 1 68828 7340 632 7972 92.07% 40.33% 91 2.20

12 A0R1C0S1T1 0 1 0 1 1 68685 7458 657 8115 91.90% 40.97% 108 1.85

8 A0R0C1S1T1 0 0 1 1 1 67478 8412 910 9322 90.24% 46.21% 102 1.96
4 A0R0C0S1T1 0 0 0 1 1 67406 8463 931 9394 90.09% 46.49% 121 1.65
22 A1R1C0S0T1 1 1 0 0 1 67535 8678 587 9265 93.66% 47.68% 62 3.23
24 A1R1C1S0T1 1 1 1 0 1 67463 8763 574 9337 93.85% 48.14% 56 3.57
10 A0R1C0S0T1 0 1 0 0 1 67206 8898 696 9594 92.75% 48.88% 62 3.23
14 A0R1C1S0T1 0 1 1 0 1 66935 9156 709 9865 92.81% 50.30% 56 3.57
5 A0ROC1S0T0 0 0 1 0 0 67141 9411 248 9659 97.43% 51.70% 21 9.52
1 A0R0C0S0T0 0 0 0 0 0 67111 9463 226 9689 97.67% 51.99% 22 9.09
13 A0R1C1S0T0 0 1 1 0 0 66014 10303 483 10786 95.52% 56.60% 21 9.52
9 A0R1C0S0T0 0 1 0 0 0 65950 10369 481 10850 95.57% 56.97% 22 9.09
19 A1R0C1S0T0 1 0 1 0 0 65121 11396 283 11679 97.58% 62.61% 22 9.09
17 A1R0C0S0T0 1 0 0 0 0 65007 11550 243 11793 97.94% 63.45% 23 8.70
23 A1R1C1S0T0 1 1 1 0 0 64600 11667 533 12200 95.63% 64.10% 22 9.09
21 A1R1C0S0T0 1 1 0 0 0 64452 11852 496 12348 95.98% 65.11% 23 8.70

PMF A1R1C0S0T0 1 1 0 0 0 64343 12011 446 12457 96.42% 65.99% 27 7.41
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Table (5.3) - A150cm_l-B75cm_r Image Set - Stereo Algorithm Test

Disparity Range -> 0 11-36 37-46 11-46 % % Time Speed

Combination
Number

Algorithm
Combination

Algorithm Characteristics

Blank
Pixels

Other
Matches

Known False 
Matches -  

False Positive
Total

Matches
Assumed
Correct
Matches

Matched
Edge
Pixels

Seconds to 
process 200 

images

Frames per 
second 

(320x240 
images)

(A) • Advanced 
siearch - Use 

previous disparities 
as a guide

(R) - Remove 
matched 

pixels from 
search

(C)-
Contrast
matching

(S) - Select best 
fit from all 
candidate 
matches

(T) - Twin 
search - 

Search from A 
to B, then B to 

A

Left Edge 
Imaqe

Left ed g e  im age consists of 58276 blank pixels and 18524 ed g e  pixels -> 58276 18524

Modified Left 
Edqe Imaqe

Modified edge  im age (accounting for stereo  overlap w here pixels cannot be m atched) consists of 56016 
blank pixels and 17424 ed g e  pixels ->

56016 17424

Imaqe Pixels Total num ber of pixels in im age is 320x240 -> 76800

6 A0R0C1S0T1 0 0 1 0 1 72929 2707 1164 3871 69.93% 14.61% 47 4.26
2 A 0R0C0S0T1 0 0 0 0 1 73019 2975 806 3781 78.68% 16.06% 54 3.70
18 A1R0C0S0T1 1 0 0 0 1 72545 3056 1199 4255 71.82% 16.50% 56 3.57

20 A1R0C1S0T1 1 0 1 0 1 72391 3214 1195 4409 72.90% 17.35% 50 4.00
11 A0R1C0S1T0 0 1 0 1 0 67455 5238 4107 9345 56.05% 28.28% 45 4.44

15 A0R1C1S1T0 0 1 1 1 0 67518 5255 4027 9282 56.61% 28.37% 41 4.88
3 A0R0C0S1T0 0 0 0 1 0 65474 6186 5140 11326 54.62% 33.39% 52 3.85
7 A0R0C1S1T0 0 0 1 1 0 65534 6213 5053 11266 55.15% 33.54% 48 4.17

16 A0R1C1S1T1 0 1 1 1 1 69788 6426 586 7012 91.64% 34.69% 93 2.15

12 A0R1C0S1T1 0 1 0 1 1 69749 6467 584 7051 91.72% 34.91% 109 1.83
8 A0R0C1S1T1 0 0 1 1 1 68411 7407 982 8389 88.29% 39.99% 105 1.90
4 A0R0C0S1T1 0 0 0 1 1 68387 7430 983 8413 88.32% 40.11% 123 1.63
5 A0R0C1S0T0 0 0 1 0 0 68608 8104 88 8192 98.93% 43.75% 22 9.09
1 A0R0C0S0T0 0 0 0 0 0 68557 8152 91 8243 98.90% 44.01% 24 8.33

22 A1R1C0S0T1 1 1 0 0 1 67034 9410 356 9766 96.35% 50.80% 64 3.13
10 A0R1C0S0T1 0 1 0 0 1 66905 9441 454 9895 95.41% 50.97% 64 3.13
24 A1R1C1S0T1 1 1 1 0 1 66969 9456 375 9831 96.19% 51.05% 57 3.51
14 A0R1C1S0T1 0 1 1 0 1 66876 9489 435 9924 95.62% 51.23% 57 3.51
13 A0R1C1S0T0 0 1 1 0 0 66082 10574 144 10718 98.66% 57.08% 23 8.70
9 A0R1C0S0T0 0 1 0 0 0 65996 10656 148 10804 98.63% 57.53% 24 8.33
19 A1ROC1SOTO 1 0 1 0 0 65724 10965 111 11076 99.00% 59.19% 24 8.33
17 A1R0C0S0T0 1 0 0 0 0 65641 11034 125 11159 98.88% 59.57% 25 8.00
23 A1R1C1S0T0 1 1 1 0 0 64064 12564 172 12736 98.65% 67.83% 24 8.33
21 A1R1C0S0T0 1 1 0 0 0 63958 12660 182 12842 98.58% 68.34% 25 8.00

PMF A1R1C0S0T0 1 1 0 I 0 0 65002 | 11612 186 | 11798 98.42% 62.69% 30 6.67
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5.2. Optophonic testing

After determining the most suitable stereo edge algorithm in terms o f  both visual 

appearance and speed, as well as with the previously described method for evaluating 

the efficiency o f stereo processes, the technique was combined with the cartoon depth 

map. This method, due to the quality o f  the results obtained, was used for further 

testing with volunteers.

To determine how to assess the various modifications to the optophonic system and to 

decide upon what form prelim inary tests should take, the various aspects and thought 

processes that are required for general mobility were broken down into categories. 

These stages include:

• Detection -  The first stage involves recognising that there is an object in the immediate 

vicinity.

• Location -  Once it is known there is a nearby obstacle or object, determine its location.

• Identification -  Next it is important to determine what the object is.

• Action/Avoidance -  After determining the identity of the object, action may need to be taken 

such as the avoidance of an obstruction.

The proposed method o f  evaluation was labelled DeLIA for the Detection, Location, 

Identification and Avoidance o f  obstacles, representative o f  the process with which a 

blind user might attem pt to navigate through an unfamiliar environment using a 

mobility aid. Hence, a series o f  tests were created using volunteers in an effort to 

assess each o f  the stages involved in DeLIA.

5.2.1. Initial experim ents

The first two tests described in this section are rather subjective and were carried out 

with 3 volunteers to gain insight into the optophone. The first was used to establish 

whether stereo sound was indeed useful and to get a feel for how accurately frequency 

could be used to judge vertical position. The second test was used to obtain an 

impression o f  what it is like to navigate with the optophone. Neither test is used to 

establish the overall effectiveness o f  the optophone, but helps to provide clues as to 

what further work could be undertaken.
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5.2.1.1. Testl -  Frame rate

Optophonic devices are commonly set to a display time o f one frame every 2 seconds, 

which provides the listener with enough time to perceive prominent features within a 

simple image scene. However, it was observed that similar results could be obtained 

with a slightly faster scan rate o f 1 or 2 frames per second after a longer training 

period (in the region o f twenty minutes). When using stereo depth maps with the 

optophonic mapping, faster display rates sometimes appeared to provide enhanced 

depth clues over the longer two second scan, probably due to changes in depth 

appearing to have a greater emphasis with the faster scan.

At an early stage in the research the frame rate was considered an important aspect. It 

was unknown whether the human brain could be trained to perceive a rapid frame 

rate, when played as sound, in a similar fashion to that o f television. For example, 

beyond ten frames per second the human visual system starts to perceive fluid motion 

(the Gestalt effect). However, even using the stereo techniques and the other 

processing methods described, four frames per second appeared to be the maximum 

rate readily comprehendible without excessive training.
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Figure (5.6) -  Screenshot of the programme used to test a subject’s ability to perceive the 

location of two moveable dots by sound alone at high frame rates.
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Even after this apparent ceiling for intelligibility was found for real-time optophonic 

processing, it was believed im portant to study the effects o f increasing frame rates for 

basic images. For this reason an optophone program m e was written to play sound 

that corresponded to an image consisting o f  two small black dots (4x4 pixels in size 

within an image o f  64x64 pixels) that could be manoeuvred around a white 

background (a screenshot o f  this program m e is shown in figure (5.6)). The image 

scene was hidden from view, with the two dots being randomly positioned within the 

image. Listening to only the sound relating to the hidden image the subject was asked 

to move the second dot over the first using keyboard controls for the vertical and 

horizontal directions. Once the subject believed they had accomplished the task the 

image would be displayed on the screen.

With respect to the horizontal location even at speeds o f  16 and 32 frames per second 

subjects were able to accurately align the dots. The vertical positioning on the other 

hand appeared to be slightly m ore random  at these high frame rates. The only way the 

height could accurately be determ ined was by shifting the moveable dot between the 

extremes (high frequency to low frequency, top to bottom, respectively) and then 

gauging the difference.

Although this test was not com pletely successful, it did show that the human brain 

appears to be capable o f  perceiving extrem e frame rates o f sound (albeit o f simplistic 

images).

5.2.1.2. Test2 -  O bstacle avoidance

Although not monitored as rigorously as later experiments using DeLIA, a further test 

was performed that allowed the sim ple com parison o f  the effectiveness o f the various 

optophonic m odifications proposed and applied when it came to the last aspect o f 

DeLIA (namely obstacle avoidance). Tables and chairs were arranged in the form o f 

a basic obstacle course, which the test subjects had to navigate using only the sound 

output from the optophone system. The subjects were not allowed to reach out and 

feel for the location o f  an object. W ithin the arrangement o f furniture there existed a
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gap between two tables o f  approxim ately one metre, which the subjects were required 

to locate and manoeuvre through.

This experiment was designed to provide an insight into whether the proposed 

optophonic m odifications could be used as an aid to recognition and avoidance o f 

everyday items that pose a threat to the user’s safety. Four different types o f 

optophonic system were tested, nam ely the standard video optophone with its plain 

unmodified images, an edge depth map, the Triclops systems innate depth map, and 

the cartoon depth map. O f these mappings, subjects found that the plain images and 

the edge depth map provided almost no additional help. The reasons for this apparent 

lack o f  assistance can be found in the similarity in colour o f the tables, chairs, and the 

carpet o f the room used, all o f  which were o f various tones o f brown (represented as a 

fairly dark grey by the m onochrom e cam eras used). This rendered recognition more 

difficult when using the plain im ages, and would presumably be remedied if  all 

objects within the scene were o f  significantly different colours.

The edge depth map, although providing accurate depth information, supplied 

insufficient image detail to correctly determ ine the location o f an object. The image 

edges enabled the user to find object boundaries, but without touching the object it 

was not possible to decide on which side o f  the detected edge the object lay. The only 

solution to this appeared to be that o f  moving towards and reaching out for the 

object’s edge, or to spend time tracing out the outline o f  the object with the video 

optophone.

A noticeable im provem ent occurred when using the cartoon depth map as input to the 

optophonic system, with subjects able to navigate more quickly and easily. However, 

some difficulties were encountered as the user shifted their gaze. Although the 

adaptive thresholding worked well in m ost situations, problems arose when the 

subject transferred their view from a cluttered scene to one consisting o f large areas o f 

limited texture, such as the plain brown carpet. The result appeared to be that the 

adaptive thresholding would occasionally select the critical value such that some 

comparatively unrem arkable areas w ithin the scene would form filled regions. These 

filled regions, generally correct in depth, would have the appearance to the user of 

being an object in their im m ediate path. Hence, the subject could be confident about
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their route between two objects, and then suddenly find a nonexistent obstacle 

appearing directly ahead. W ork is continuing in an attempt to find a more suitable 

alternative for the adaptive thresholding used in the stereo cartooning to remedy this 

problem.

Using the intensity based depth m ap subjects appeared to have few difficulties 

locating and m anoeuvring around the arrangem ent o f  obstacles. A fter a short period 

o f practice with this system subjects w ere able to decide with some confidence when 

they came into range o f  an object, and approxim ately what distance they were from 

the object.

5.2.2. Further assessm ent

The following two tests were used to determ ine if  there is a significant improvement

when using the cartoon depth m ap over the conventional optophonic system.

5.2.2.1. Test3 -  Prelim inary optophonic evaluation

To further assess w hether applying stereo image processing to an optophonic mapping 

would be beneficial for blind m obility, it was necessary to derive some form o f test 

for use on volunteers. The results o f  w hich could be used to refine the system ready 

for extended evaluation.

5.2.2.1.1. M ethod

The initial tests consisted o f  a series o f  stereo images (figures (5.7a)-(5.7p), pages 

138-140) o f two large painted letters, A and B, which were placed on the floor o f a 

room at two different distances (0.75m  and 1.50m to provide contrasting depths). In 

total eight sets o f  stereo im ages were taken corresponding to the different letter 

positions (i.e., A -  left, B -  right, or B -  left, A -  right, along with the different letter 

distances), allowing a com parison between user performance with the standard image- 

to-sound video optophone and any one o f  the stereo modifications previously
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described. Initially the depth map that provided the best visual results, the cartoon 

depth map, was used for testing. Finally, groups o f  volunteers were asked, after a ten- 

minute training period, to identify the position o f  the letters from the corresponding 

optophonic sounds. This was designed to test the first three aspects o f DeLIA -  

object detection, location, and identification.

The ten minute training period began with a b rief explanation o f what each person 

would hear and what they w ould be expected to do. They were also told the basics o f 

how the system worked. This included:

• Whilst wearing a pair of headphones, the sounds would appear to travel from their left ear to 

their right. Consequently, sounds heard mainly in their left ear would be on the left of the 

image, and vice versa.

• Amplitude (loudness) corresponds to pixel intensity. In other words, for a standard image the 

darker the image object the louder the sound heard, however, for the depth map, the louder the 

sound the nearer the object.

• The higher the frequency o f the sound heard, the higher position of the corresponding object 

within the image scene.

• Objects that are distant can be distinguished from closer objects since they appear to have a 

smaller sound due to the shorter span of time for which they are heard.

It was believed appropriate to assess the perform ance o f  the methods under trial on 

sighted volunteers first. The training session proceeded by displaying the 16 test 

images (8 displayed both unm odified and as cartoon depth maps -  figures (5.7a)- 

(5.7p)) to the subjects one by one. Each time an image was displayed the equivalent 

optophonic sound was played three tim es with an individual run time o f two seconds. 

Between each sound presentation there was a small delay to provide the listener with 

a period o f time to gather their thoughts. Similarly, after the completion o f each set o f 

sounds (each image) there was another slightly longer pause before continuing with 

the next image.

This first stage was found to take ju st over five minutes, providing sufficient time for 

the subjects to run through the im ages again in the order o f  their choosing so that they 

could compare and listen for subtle differences. Once the ten minute period was 

complete they were allow ed a short period o f time (no more than a minute) to prepare 

themselves prior to the assessm ent.
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For the test itself the sounds were presented (without the images) in a random order. 

The subjects were allowed to listen to each sound as many times as they wished until 

they felt confident about their choice. However, they were not permitted to review 

previous selections, and they w ere not allow ed to repeat a previously heard scene. 

Each subject was asked to identify w hich type o f  image he or she was listening to 

(plain or cartoon depth map) and the location o f  the letters (i.e., ‘A ’ near left, ‘B ’ far 

right).

The results o f these tests are included in Appendix 2 -  section (A2.1) and summarised 

in table (5.4). Table (5.4) lists the subject number and the number o f  sample 

repetitions each subject required to com plete the test (column heading ‘Reps’). Other 

columns in the table are headed ‘C har’ for the total num ber o f  characters correctly 

determined (whether the subject positioned the ‘A ’ and ‘B ’ in the right location) and 

‘Depth’ for the total num ber o f  character distances determined, as well as ‘Total’ for 

the number o f images correctly recognised. A num ber o f  the volunteers appeared to 

tire about three-quarters o f  the way through the test, and three people commented that 

they found the continuous sw itching o f  sounds between the two techniques (plain 

image and cartoon depth map) rather trying. Consequently, future tests were devised 

that used ten samples (random ly repeating two o f  the eight original images) o f only 

one technique (plain im age or depth map) per subject. The programme used in these 

later tests was standalone (not requiring any additional input other than that provided 

by the subject), random ly choosing im ages and recording responses to file.

It should be noted that some errors are visible w ithin the cartoon depth maps found in 

figures (5.7a)-(5.7p). For instance, obvious errors can be seen in figure (5.7n) to the 

left o f  the ‘B ’. A lbeit a problem  with the cartoon depth map, after conversion to 

sound both figure (5.7n) and the original im age (figure (5.7m)) portray the same dark 

region as an area o f high am plitude sound. Thus, any errors or artefacts that may 

appear to occur with the cartoon depth map are no different than that perceived via the 

unmodified image due to excessively dark regions. This type o f error would not have 

occurred if  the region to the left o f  the ‘B ’ in the original image (figure (5.7m)) was 

lighter, since cartoon filling only takes place in areas with a dark pixel intensity.
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Subject

2.10 S ec

Plain Im age Cartoon Depth Map

R eps Char Depth Total R eps Char Depth Total
Out o f 16 Out o f 8 Out o f 16 Out of 8

1 39 8 10 2 36 12 16 6
2 23 12 7 1 21 12 15 5
3 21 8 9 1 17 6 14 3
4 27 16 11 4 23 14 16 7
5 17 6 9 2 15 8 12 2
6 27 10 10 2 24 10 14 4
7 20 10 14 3 16 12 14 5

Sum 174 70 70 15 152 74 101 32
Average 24.9 10.0 10.0 2.1 21.7 10.6 14.4 4.6

Table (5.4) -  Results obtained during initial testing on several volunteer subjects using 

the images shown in figures (5.7a)-(5.7p).

5.2.2.1.2. Results & analysis

From table (5.4) it can be seen that there is a small reduction in required sample 

repetition when using cartoon depth maps rather than unmodified images. This 

implies the cartoon technique is easier and quicker to learn since the recognition rate 

is faster. There is also an increase in accuracy o f  depth perception. However, the 

recognition rate o f  characters appears alm ost identical between the two methods used. 

Overall, when using stereo cartooning, there is an average improvement in accuracy 

o f around 31% (= average increase in image recognition / total number o f images = 

2.5/8).

Figures (5.8a)-(5.8d) dem onstrate the perform ance o f the test subjects with both the 

cartoon depth maps and the plain, unm odified images. From these figures it can be 

seen that im provements are made when using cartoon depth maps rather than plain 

images, with slightly fewer repetitions required for each test and an overall increase in 

recognition rate for the images due to the enhanced depth perception. However, from 

figure (5.8b) the recognition rate for the characters (determining which way round 

they are) reveals no noticeable im provement, and in some cases the cartoon depth 

map dem onstrates a reduction in the number o f correctly identified characters in 

relation to plain images.
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Figure (5.8a) -  Graph representing the number o f repetitions required by each subject to 

complete the optophone test with the plain unmodified images and the cartoon depth 

images.
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Figure (5.8b) -  Graph representing the number of characters correctly identified (out of 

16) by each subject during the optophone test with the plain unmodified images and the 

cartoon depth images.
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Figure (5.8c) -  Graph representing the num ber o f  times subjects correctly determined a 

character’s distance from the observing cam era (out o f  16) during the optophone test 

with the plain unm odified im ages and the cartoon depth images.
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Figure (5.8d) -  Graph show ing the num ber o f  images correctly identified (out o f 8) by 

each subject during the optophone test with the plain unmodified images and the 

cartoon depth images.
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From figures (5.8a)-(5.8d) a general increase can be seen in the recognition rate o f  test 

images when using a cartoon depth map rather than a plain image. W hether this 

difference is statistically significant requires the application o f the ‘paired two sample 

fo r  means t-test' [Cle98, KenCok92]. The F-test must be applied to check for 

homogeneity o f  the variances o f  the two samples, which is a prerequisite for the t-test. 

The F-test consists o f  finding the variances o f  the two sets o f  data and then dividing 

the greater by the lesser as shown in equation [5.1].

„  Variance\ S  1
F  = ----------------= —— [5.1]

Variance2 S  i

Where Variance\> Variance!, w ith the Variance being defined as given in equation

[5.2].

id,-*)2)
S \ = - ^ -----------------  [5.2]

N

In the case portrayed here, where a sam ple size o f  less than 30 values has been used, it 

is usual to use B essel’s correction using N -\  instead o f Adequation [5.3]). However, 

this alteration changes nothing w hen calculating the F-value since the N -\ cancels 

during the division.

i d , - * ) 2)
S 2, = - ^ ---------    [5.3]

N - 1

If the calculated F value is less than the F-Distribution value (obtained from the F- 

Distribution table for a predeterm ined confidence value, i.e., 95%) then the null 

hypothesis (H0) that the variances are sim ilar is valid, implying that a parametric test 

like the t-test can be applied to the data sets. If  the data is also shown to have a 

distribution that is approxim ately normal in nature, as obeyed by the test data (table

(5.4)), then another prerequisite o f  the t-test is fulfilled and it can be applied (equation

[5.4]).
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X - Y
t = [5.4]

N ( N - \ )

Where X  is the mean o f  the first list o f  data, and Y the second. D  is the difference 

between each pair o f X  and Y scores, with N  representing the number o f samples. In 

equation [5.4] the denom inator is som etim es referred to as the ‘Standard Error o f the 

Difference’.

O f the different forms o f  t-test available the one shown in equation [5.4], the ‘paired  

two sample fo r  means t- te s t\  should be used since each subject provides two items o f 

data for each test perform ed (indicating that the data is matched/related rather than 

unrelated). If  the absolute (ignoring plus or minus signs) t-value calculated from 

equation [5.4] for the given data is greater than the critical value determined from a 

lookup table (again at the predeterm ined level o f confidence with N -\ degrees o f 

freedom), then the null hypothesis (Ho) is not accepted, which indicates that there is 

significant difference between the m eans o f  the two sets o f data. Otherwise the null 

hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the data sets is accepted.

For instance, consider the num ber o f  repetitions required during the tests for both the 

plain and cartoon depth im ages given in table (5.4), and shown again in table (5.5). 

Placing the values obtained from table (5.5) into equations [5.1] & [5.4] reveals the 

values o f  F  and t as shown in equations [5.5] & [5.6], respectively.

[5.5]
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Subject

Plain Im age Cartoon Depth Map D D*D

R eps R eps (x,  -  x f f c - r )2 (X-Y) (X-Y)*(X-Y)

X Y

1 39 36 200.020 204.082 3 9
2 23 21 3.449 0.510 2 4
3 21 17 14.878 22.224 4 16
4 27 23 4.592 1.653 4 16
5 17 15 61.735 45.082 2 4
6 27 24 4.592 5.224 3 9

N = 7 20 16 23.592 32.653 4 16

Sum 174 152 312.857 311.429 22 74

Average X  = 24.857 Y = 21.714

Table (5.5) -  Data extracted from table (5.4), indicating the number o f repetitions 

required by seven subjects to complete the optophone test, in readiness for performing 

the t-test. The difference ‘D ’ and difference squared ‘D*D’ is provided.

In this case the calculated F-value equals 1.005 to three decimal places, which given 

the critical value o f  z=4.28 obtained from the F-tables with 6df (N- 1 degrees o f 

freedom) at a 95% confidence level (.F(z)=0.95), implies that H 0 is valid. Thus, the 

data allows the use o f  a param etric test like the t-test.

>-124 j 8 5 7 - 2 1.714[ _ 3 :14 3 _ q ^

0.340

With everything taken to three decim al places (3dp), including X  and Y  in table

(5.5). However, using a software package such as M icrosoft Excel to perform the 

calculations provides an answ er o f  ^=9.242 (3dp). To determine whether or not this 

indicates a significant difference betw een the means o f  the two values representing 

the number o f  repetitions requires a com parison with the relative t-value. For 6df (N- 

1) at a significance level o f  95% (with the distribution function F(z)=0.95) then 

z=2.447 (for a tw o-tailed test). Therefore, H 0 can be rejected since \t\>z, and so there 

is a significant difference betw een the mean number o f repetitions required for the 

plain images and cartoon depth maps used during the optophone tests.
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Using M icrosoft Excel to calculate and display the results for the t-test upon the data 

shown in table (5.4), the values shown in table (5.6) were produced.

t -T est:  P a ired  T w o  S a m p le  fo r  M e a n s

Re ps Char De pth Total
X y X y X y X y

Mean 24.857 21.714 10.000 10.571 10.000 14.429 2.143 4.571
Variance 52.143 51.905 10.667 7.619 4.667 1.952 1.143 2.952
F value 1.005 1.400 2.390 2.583
F Critical value (95%) 4.284 4.284 4.284 4.284
O bservations (N) 7 7 7 7
H ypothesised  Mean D ifference 
(Ho -  No sign ificant difference) 0 0 0 0

Df 6 6 6 6
t value 9.242 -0.679 -4.673 -4.599
P(T<=t) two-tail (%) 99.991 47.776 99.658 99.630

t Critical value two-tail (95%) 2.447 2.447 2.447 2.447

F value Ho a ccep ted  (can u se  
parametric test, F<z) TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
t value Ho rejected (sign ificant 
difference, |t|>z) TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE

Table (5.6) -  Results obtained after applying both the F-test & t-test to the data shown 

in table (5.4), which was gathered during preliminary tests with the optophone 

programme.

From table (5.6), all aspects, apart from character recognition, show a significant 

difference at a 95% confidence level between the mean values acquired for the 

optophone test when using cartoon depth maps and plain images. In fact the 

percentage values given in the table corresponding to ‘P(T<=t) tw o-tail’ represent the 

maximum confidence level at which the results reveal a significant difference.

Now that a statistical difference has been shown it is important to determine with 

which technique an im provem ent is dem onstrated (i.e., whether subjects perform 

better with plain images or cartoon depth maps). This is achieved by looking at the 

mean values for pairs o f  data from table (5.4), revealing that the cartoon depth maps
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demonstrate an im provem ent over the plain images in all three o f the cases in which 

the t-test indicates a significant difference.

Although this experim ent cannot adequately supply information as to the subjectively 

perceived effects on the user, such as how tiresome the particular techniques were, all 

subjects commented that the sounds resulting from the cartoon images were easier to 

listen to since they appeared quieter and less penetrating. This is due to the depth 

maps having large blank areas caused by the adaptive cartoon thresholding that has 

been designed to fill no more than a specific quantity o f the image. For the test 

images, the adaptive threshold was set so that the algorithm chose a pixel intensity 

limit corresponding to 30% or less o f the image being filled (>70% blank -  white 

pixels). W hen generating the optophonic sound these blank areas are noiseless, 

whereas with the unm odified im ages all frequencies are usually present to varying 

degrees. Further im provements to the often-overwhelming sound are also brought 

about by the cartoon depth map through the varying amplitude caused by the differing 

distance o f  objects. The m ore distant the detected object, the quieter the 

corresponding optophonic sound.

5.2.2.2. Test4 -  Further optophonic testing

The results obtained for the prelim inary testing, as shown in the previous section, 

were very encouraging. Before proceeding to a larger test sample it was necessary to 

calculate the sample size that w ould detect a specified difference (if  it existed) with an 

appropriate level o f  confidence. The com parison o f matched pairs for means tests the 

null hypothesis (Ho) that the m ean difference between matched pairs is equal to zero 

versus the alternative tw o-tailed hypothesis (HA) that the mean difference does not 

equal zero. Thus, to estim ate the sample size required to conclude that the mean 

difference is significantly different from zero with a probability o f type I error, the 

formula given by equation [5.7] can be used, which is similar to that for the 

confidence interval for the mean. [DesRag90]

(SD ) 2 x za lpha2 r _
np = --------------- ;------------------  [5.7J

m d iff2
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The total sample size for a two-tailed test is then defined in equation [5.8].

N  = 2 x n p  [5.8]

Where np is the num ber o f matched pairs; N  is the total sample size; SD  is the 

standard deviation o f the differences; and m diff the mean difference between matched 

pairs. With alpha being the probability o f a type I error, which in this case 

corresponds to 0.050 (for a 95% confidence level or 5% error), and zalpha being the 

corresponding z-score for alpha o f  1.960.

Setting m d iff equal to 1.000, which implies an expected mean difference o f  at least 

one between the performance o f  subjects with the plain images and cartoon depth 

images with all aspects tested. W ith a standard deviation o f the differences o f 0.900 

for the number o f  repetitions (estimated from the preliminary test data), then np 

equals 3.112 and the total num ber o f  samples required to determine whether the mean 

difference is significant is N  = 6.223 3dp. Thus, only 7 samples are required (N  

rounded up to the nearest integer).

Performing the same tests on the data for the characters recognised (SD  = 2.225), 

depth correctly determined (SD = 2.507), and the total images recognised (SD = 

1.397) gives N  equal to 38.037, 48.289, and 14.995, respectively. However, for the 

characters recognised and the depth correctly determined (which have a possible score 

out o f 16) it would be expected that the calculations be performed using a mean 

difference twice as high as that for the number o f images correctly determined, which 

only has a score out o f  8. Taking m d iff  as equal to 2 provides a sample size N  o f 

9.509 and 12.072 for the characters and depth recognition, respectively.

From the reasoning described above, the test was modified and performed on another 

larger group o f 20 subjects (since this quantity o f test subjects exceeded the required 

sample sizes derived from equations [5.7] & [5.8]), the results o f which can be found 

in Appendix 2 -  section (2.2) and summarised in table (5.7).

The programme used for testing (screenshots shown in Appendix 3 -  section 

(A3.2.2.2)) was redesigned to provide the subject with a two-minute practice period
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followed by the test. The test consisted o f two parts: first the subject’s performance 

was evaluated with one type o f image, then after a suitable break the subject was 

tested with the second class o f  image. Each new subject performed the test in reverse 

order to the previous in an attempt to be non-biased to any particular type o f image.

In each session the subject heard a random set o f ten different sounds, the eight test 

images o f the particular type being tested with two additional repeats. The results 

obtained from these tests are shown in table (5.7), and represented graphically in 

figures (5.9a)-(5.9d).

Subject Test
order

2.10 S ec

Plain im ages P) Cartoon depth map (C)

R eps Char Depth Total Reps Char Depth Total

Out o f 20 Out of 10 Out of 20 Out of 10

1 CP 25 14 9 1 24 12 19 6
2 PC 24 12 13 2 21 10 20 5
3 CP 49 16 16 7 42 14 17 5
4 PC 16 20 17 7 13 18 20 8
5 CP 28 10 14 2 23 12 18 6
6 PC 27 14 11 3 24 16 14 4
7 CP 31 10 10 1 31 8 16 3
8 PC 14 8 12 1 11 16 15 5
9 CP 13 10 12 2 12 8 14 3
10 PC 24 12 8 1 18 10 17 4
11 CP 18 10 9 0 17 12 19 5
12 PC 31 14 10 2 25 6 15 1
13 CP 17 12 10 2 18 6 14 2
14 PC 25 10 10 1 25 8 16 2
15 CP 33 18 12 3 43 10 15 4
16 PC 50 12 8 1 31 10 16 4
17 CP 53 6 10 0 36 12 15 3
18 PC 48 10 10 2 26 6 16 1
19 CP 29 10 10 1 32 10 14 1
20 PC 32 14 13 2 25 14 17 4

Sum 587 242 224 41 497 218 327 76

Average 29.35 12.10 11.20 2.05 24.85 10.90 16.35 3.80

Table (5.7) -  Results obtained during testing on twenty volunteer subjects using the images 

shown in figures (5.7a)-(5.7p).
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Figure (5.9a) -  Graph representing the number o f repetitions required by each of the 

twenty subjects to complete the optophone test with the plain unmodified images and 

the cartoon depth images.
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Figure (5.9b) -  Graph representing the number o f characters correctly identified (out 

of 20) by each subject during the optophone test with the plain unmodified images 

and the cartoon depth images.
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Figure (5.9c) -  Graph representing the number o f times subjects correctly determined 

a character’s distance from the observing camera (out of 20) during the optophone test 

with the plain unmodified images and the cartoon depth images.
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Figure (5.9d) -  Graph showing the number o f images correctly identified (out of 10) 

by each subject during the optophone test with the plain unmodified images and the 

cartoon depth images.

As with the first test o f  this nature (section 5.2.2.1), from figures (5.9a)-(5.9d) it is 

possible to see a general improvement in recognition o f test images when using a 

cartoon depth map rather than a plain image. The only feature that the cartoon depth
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map demonstrates no improvement with is character identification. In this case the 

difference, albeit very small, appears to favour the plain images on more occasions 

than the depth maps. However, whether there is actually a significant difference in 

obtainable performance between the two types o f image can only be shown by the 

application o f the ‘pa ired  two sample fo r  means t-test' , described in section

(5.2.2.1.2). Calculating the F-value and t-value for the data shown in table (5.7) 

provides the results given in table (5.8).

t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
R eps Char De pth Total

X Y X Y X Y X Y

Mean 29.350 24.850 12.100 10.900 11.200 16.350 2.050 3.800
Variance 147.924 81.503 11.147 11.989 5.958 3.924 3.524 3.432
F value 1.815 1.076 1.518 1.027
F Critical value (95%) 2.168 2.168 2.168 2.168
O bservations (N) 20 20 20 20
H ypothesised Mean Difference 
(HO -  No significant d ifference) 0 0 0 0

Df 19 19 19 19
t value 2.678 1.352 -8.924 -3.920
P(T<=t) two-tail (%) 98.512 80.786 100.000 99.908
t Critical value two-tail (95%) 2.093 2.093 2.093 2.093

F value Ho accep ted  (can u se  
parametric test, F<z) TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
t value Ho rejected (significant 
difference, |t|>z) TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE

Table (5.8) -  Results obtained after applying both the F-test & t-test to the data shown 

in table (5.7), which was gathered during the second set of tests with the optophone 

programme. Calculated values are shown to three decimal places.

As before with the prelim inary results (table (5.6)) it can be seen from table (5.8) that 

all aspects, apart from the character recognition, show a significant difference at a 

95% confidence level (and higher, as indicated by the percentage value *P(T<=t) two- 

ta il’ in the table) between the mean values acquired for the optophone test when using 

cartoon depth maps and plain images.
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From the results in table (5.8) the direction o f significant difference can be ascertained 

by comparing the mean values for each o f the four aspects tested and found to have a 

true difference by the t-test. This reveals that the cartoon depth maps demonstrate an 

improvement over the plain images with respect to the quantity o f repetitions per test, 

and the number o f  correctly determined depth estimates as well as the image 

recognition rate.
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Figure (5.10) -  A scatter graph comparing the number o f required repetitions to 

complete the optophone test with the unmodified images along the x-axis with 

those for the cartoon depth images along the y-axis.

It may be noticed that the m axim um  confidence level for the t-test at which the 

quantity o f repetitions shows a significant difference between the two types o f image 

has deteriorated slightly in com parison to the results obtained for the initial seven test 

subjects (table (5.6)). The original calculation gave a maximum limit o f 99.991% 

(3dp), whereas the later test provided a value o f 98.512% (3dp). By looking at a 

scatter graph o f the results (figure (5.10)) for the twenty test subjects the reason for 

this drop in value can be seen. Several outliers exist (situated about the line x=50, 

where x corresponds to the unm odified images), which although in favour o f the 

cartoon depth map, reduce what would otherwise be a highly correlated set o f results. 

Consequently a reduction is observed in the maximum confidence level o f the t-test.
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5.3. Summary

During the research into various m ethods o f  stereo processing it appeared that no 

suitable autom ated system  existed  for the evaluation o f  depth m aps, other than that 

provided by visual inspection. The techniques that do exist for these purposes 

generally involve com paring  the results o f  a com puter generated depth m ap with one 

created by hand. A jo b  that is both  laborious and tim e consum ing, often requiring a 

great deal o f  patience. H ence, a system  w as derived that, although not perfect, could 

provide a reliable m easure as to the efficiency  o f  a stereo algorithm . The m ethod sets 

a disparity range greater than  required  for the chosen evaluation im ages, then 

com pares know n false m atches w ith assum ed correct m atches. A lthough an 

assum ption is m ade, the test is rela tively  reliable since the same assum ption is m ade 

for each algorithm  under test. B earing  in m ind that the results obtained are not m eant 

as an accurate ratio o f  correct to incorrect m atches, but rather as a gauge o f  the 

likelihood o f  the stereo algorithm  to m ake incorrect m atches. In other words, it is a 

gauge o f  the num ber o f  po in ts know n to have been incorrectly m atched within a 

certain predefined d isparity  range, or the FPF (False Positive Fraction).

The m ost suitable stereo edge algorithm , w hich was com bined with the stereo 

cartooning technique, w as determ ined  both v ia visual m eans and w ith the FPF m ethod 

for evaluating the efficiency  o f  stereo processes. Tests w ere then derived to assess 

w hether stereo cartooning  w ould  be beneficial to an optophonic m apping.

The proposed m ethod o f  evaluation  w as labelled D eLIA  for the Detection, Location, 

Identification and A voidance (or A ction) o f  obstacles, representative o f  the process 

that a b lind user m ight use to navigate through an unfam iliar environm ent using a 

m obility aid. Tests w ere form ed using volunteers in an effort to assess each o f  the 

stages involved in D eLIA .

An experim ent w as perform ed, w hich although subjective in nature, dem onstrated that 

subjects could perceive basic im ages at extrem e fram e rates (32 fram es per second),
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implying that with training the brain might adapt to process greater quantities o f 

information via sound.

Using the optophone with various stereo depth maps it was shown that subjects could 

locate and manoeuvre around potential obstacles. Although the cartoon depth map 

showed promise with respect to this task, minor problems with the adaptive 

thresholding caused some spurious results. This occurred mainly whilst moving the 

view field around areas o f limited texture, such as a plain carpet.

The intensity depth map provided by the Triclops system, albeit unable to display 

text, was found to provide suitable image detail to allow subjects to perceive objects 

placed within a basic obstacle course designed to assess the final stage o f  DeLIA 

(obstacle Avoidance).

Further, more rigorous tests consisted o f a series o f images o f two large painted 

letters, A and B, which were placed on the floor o f a room at two different distances. 

In total eight images were taken corresponding to the different combinations o f letter 

position. The equivalent cartoon depth maps were generated from these images, 

allowing a comparison between the two techniques. Finally, groups o f volunteers 

were asked, after a short training period, to identify the position o f the letters from the 

corresponding optophonic sounds. The experiments revealed that pre-processing the 

optophonic input with the method o f stereo cartooning improved the perception o f 

depth, and lessened both the number o f repetitions required to recognise the samples 

and the stress with which the user perceived the sounds.

The experiments also indicated that the ideal input to the optophonic mapping is one 

that is capable o f providing the user with similar scene information as to that 

perceived by a sighted person (through the visual system), but with a considerable 

reduction in emphasis o f  unim portant features (in this case, provided by objects that 

are beyond the range o f the user).
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Figure (5.1a)-(5.1z) - Lam p-O ffice-A BC Im age Set - S tereo A lgorithm  Test

A set o f depth maps generated from the various stereo algorithms that were tested 

whilst searching for the technique that provides the best performance in terms o f 

speed, accuracy, and visual appearance. The values provided in the figure captions 

correspond to results obtained using the FPF evaluation technique described in section 

(5.1.1) and listed in table (5.2), page 104.

Figure (5.1a) -  Left stereo image. One of 

the stereo samples used to evaluate the 

performance of various stereo algorithms 

via the quantity of False Positives.

Figure (5.1b) -  Right stereo image of an 

office lamp. Figures (5.1a) & (5.1b) have 

dimensions 320x240 pixels.

Figure (5.1c) -  Combination 

1 -  A0R0C0S0T0 -  52% of 

edges assumed to be 

correctly matched at 9.1 

frames/second.

Figure (5.Id) -  Combination 

2 -  A0R0C0S0T1 -

Matched 17% of edges at

3.7 frames/second.

Figure (5.1e) -  Combination 

3 -  A0R0C0S1T0 -

Matched 36% of edges 3.6 

frames/second.
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Figure (5 .If) -  Combination 

4 -  A0R0C0S1T1 -  46% at

1.7 frames/sec.

T

Figure (5 .lg ) — Combination 

5 -  A0R0C1S0T0 -  52% at

9.5 frames/sec.
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Figure (5. lh ) — Combination 

6 -  A0R0C1S0T1 -  19% at

4.1 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.1 i) — Combination 

7 -  A0R0C1S1T0 -  36% at

5.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5. lj) -  Combination 

8 -  A0R0C1S1T1 -  46% at

2.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1k) -  Combination 

9 -  A0R1C0S0T0 -  57% at

9.1 frames/sec.

> I) , v  V-

__ I
Figure (5.11) -  Combination 

10 -  A0R1C0S0T1 -  49%  at

3.2 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1m) -  Combination 

11 - A 0 R lC 0 S lT 0 - 3 3 % a t

5.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5 .In) -  Combination 

12 -  A0R1C0S1T1 -4 1 %  at

1.9 frames/sec.
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I
Figure (5.1o) -  Combination 

13 -  AOR1C 1 SOTO -  57% at

9.5 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1 p) — Combination 

14 -  A0R1C1S0T1 -  50% at

3.6 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1 q) -  Combination 

15 -  A0R1C1S1T0 -  33% at

5.4 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.1r) -  Combination 

16 -  A0R1C1S1T1 -  40% at

2.2 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1s) -  Combination 

17 -  A1R0C0S0T0 -  63% at

8.7 frames/sec.

Figure (5.It) -  Combination 

18 -  A 1R0C0S0T1 -  20% at

3.5 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.1 u) — Combination 

19 -  A 1 ROC 1 SOTO -  63% at

9.1 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1v) -  Combination 

20 -  A1R0C1S0T1 -  21% at

4.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5.1w) -  Combination 

21 -  AlRlCOSOTO-65% at

8.7 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.1x) -  Combination 

22 -  A1R1C0S0T1 -  48% at

3.2 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.ly) — Combination 

23 -  A 1R1C1 SOTO -  64% at

9.1 frames/sec.

i___ ML

Figure (5.1z) -  Combination 

24 -  A1R1C1S0T1 -  48% at

3.6 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2a)-(5.2z) - A150cm_l-B75cm r  Im age Set - Stereo A lgorithm  Test

A second set o f figures corresponding to the various stereo algorithms tested whilst 

searching for the technique that provides the best performance in terms o f speed, 

accuracy, and visual appearance. The values provided correspond to results obtained 

using the FPF technique described in section (5.1.1) and listed in table (5.3), page 

105.

Figure (5.2c) -  Combination 

1 -  AOROCOSOTO -  44% o f  

edges assumed to be 

correctly matched at 8.3 

frames/second.

Figure (5.2d) -  Combination 

2 -  A0R0C0S0T1

Matched 16% o f edges at

3.7 frames/second.

Figure (5.2e) -  Combination 

3 -  A0R0C0S1T0 -

Matched 33% o f edges 3.9 

frames/second.

Figure (5.2a) -  Left stereo image. Another 

one o f the stereo samples used in evaluating 

the performance o f  various stereo 

algorithms via the quantity o f  False 

Positives. Both this and figure (5.2b) have 

dimensions o f  320x240 pixels.

Figure (5.2b) -  Right stereo image. In the 

above scene the ‘A ’ is 1.50 metres from the 

camera, and the ‘B ’ is 0.75 metres. The 

greatest disparity (from the ‘B ’) was found 

to be 36 pixels, and the smallest was 11 

pixels.
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Figure (5.2f) -  Combination 

4 -  A0R0C0S1T1 -  40% at

1.6 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2g) -  Combination 

5 -  AOROC1 SOTO -  44% at

9.1 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2h) -  Combination 

6 -  AOROC 1 SOT 1 -  15% at 

4.3 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2i) -  Combination 

7 -  AOROC 1S1 TO -  34% at

4.2 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2j) -  Combination 

8 -  A0R0C1S1T1 -4 0 %  at

1.9 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2k) -  Combination 

9 -  A0R1C0S0T0 -  58% at

8.3 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.21) -  Combination 

10 - A0R1C0S0T1 -  51% at

3.1 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2m) -  Combination 

11 -  A 0R lC 0S lT 0-28% at

4.4 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2n) -  Combination 

12 -  A0R1C0S1T1 -  35% at

1.8 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2o) -  Combination 

13 -  A0R1C1S0T0 -  57% at

8.7 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2p) -  Combination 

14 -  A0R1C1S0T1 -  51% at

3.5 frames/sec.

r T-r

Figure (5.2q) -  Combination 

15 -  A0R1C1S1T0 -  28% at

4.9 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2r) -  Combination 

16 -  A0R1C1S1T1 -  35% at

2.2 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2s) -  Combination 

17 -  A 1ROCOSOTO -  60% at

8.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2t) -  Combination 

18 -  A 1R0C0S0T1 -  17% at

3.6 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2u) -  Combination 

19 -  A1 ROC 1 SOTO -  59% at

8.3 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2v) -  Combination 

20 -  A1R0C1S0T1 -  17% at

4.0 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2w) -  Combination 

21 -  A1R1C0S0T0 -  68% at

8.0 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2x) -  Combination 

22 -  A1R1C0S0T1 -  51% at

3.1 frames/sec.

Figure (5.2y) -  Combination 

23 -  A1R1C1S0T0 -  68% at

8.3 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.2z) -  Combination 

24 -  A1R1C1S0T1 -  51% at

3.5 frames/sec.
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Figure (5.5a)-(5.5b) -P M F  a lgorithm  - S tereo A lgorithm  Test

The PMF constraint used in conjunction with the stereo technique labelled 

‘A1R1C0S0T0’ (indicating the A dvanced search using previous disparities as a guide 

and the Rem oval o f previously matched pixels from future searches).

Figure (5.5a) -  The PMF algorithm applied to 

figures (5.1a) & (5.1b), page 129.

Figure (5.5b) -  The PMF algorithm applied 

to figures (5.2a) & (5.2b), page 133.
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Figure (5.7a)-(5.7p) -  Sam ple im ages used for evaluating optophonic techniques 

with DeLIA.

Set o f figures consisting o f eight images showing two letters (‘A ’ & ‘B ’) painted onto 

two large upright boards. Each image represents one photo taken from a stereo set o f 

three. The other eight images shown correspond to cartoon depth maps generated 

form the stereo sets. The letter boards shown have been positioned corresponding to 

distances o f 0.75m and 1.50m, as well as differing positions such as ‘A ’ left and ‘B ’ 

right, or vice versa. All figures portraying cartoon depth maps have been generated 

using an adaptive cartoon-filling threshold o f 30%, whereby the algorithm determines 

and uses a critical value that generates a depth map that is at most 30% filled.

Figure (5 .7 a )- ‘A’ 1.50m & ‘B’ 1.50m. Figure (5.7b) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7a).

Figure (5.7d) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7c).

Figure (5 .7 c )- ‘A’ 1.50m & ‘B’ 0.75m.
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Figure (5.7e) -  ‘A’ 0.75m & ‘B’ 1.50m. Figure (5.7f) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7e).

Figure (5.7g) -  ‘A’ 0.75m & ‘B’ 0.75m. Figure (5.7h) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7g).

.

Figure (5 .7 i) - ‘B’ 1.50m & ‘A ’ 1.50m. Figure (5.7j) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7i).
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Figure (5.7k) -  ‘B’ 1.50m & ‘A’ 0.75m.

Figure (5.7m) -  ‘B’ 0.75m & ‘A’ 1.50m.

s

Figure (5.7o) -  ‘B’ 0.75m & ‘A’ 0.75m.

Figure (5.71) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7k).

Figure (5.7n) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7m). Some obvious 

errors have occurred in this image to the left 

o f the ‘B \

«

Figure (5.7p) -  Cartoon depth map generated 

from image set figure (5.7o).
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6. Other approaches

This section describes numerous areas that were provisionally investigated, and that hopefully 

will be scrutinised more thoroughly in future work, but were deemed to be of a lesser 

importance at the time. Amongst the topics discussed is the fundamental matrix for 

calculating the stereo epipolar line, and the use of 3-D soundscapes to provide a listener with 

a better representation of an object’s location. Other ideas considered include the use of a 

single fixed focused camera to provide images of a scene that are subsequently filtered with a 

number of different sized edge operators. Object distances being determined by the quantity 

of edge blurring.

During the research there were m any topics, which although partially investigated, 

were left for future developm ent due to inevitable constraints. Some o f these lines of 

investigation may, if  pursued, produce prom ising results, as indicated by the findings 

o f the preliminary research. In following sections the more interesting and promising 

topics are discussed.

6.1. 3-D soundscapes

Although relatively untouched during the research in favour o f methods o f image 

processing, 3-D soundscapes are one such area that could significantly aid in the 

representation o f  a depth map. In a three-dimensional soundscape each object in the 

real world scene generates a constant individual sound. Each encoded so the listener 

perceives the sound as originating from the object itself. This area o f research, used 

in conjunction with stereo depth maps, could constitute a major advancement in 

mobility aids requiring a separate research project.
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6.2. The N europhone

Whilst considering possible difficulties encountered by an optophone user it was 

realised that although partial success may be made in compensating for loss o f sight, 

it would be made at a cost. The optophone’s output considered during the research 

was stereo sound, presented to the user via headphones. Unfortunately, for the blind, 

auditory information is one o f  the most important factors for safety during mobility, 

since not only can it be used to provide echolocation clues (footfalls echoing o f 

nearby walls), it also indicates the presence o f nearby hazards (noise from a busy 

road). When using the optophone many o f these important details gained through the 

auditory channel are lost.

During the initial stages o f  research a possible solution was found that provided an 

alternative and novel m ethod for presenting sound to the user. Preliminary tests were 

carried out on a device, called the Neurophone, which it was claimed presented sound 

to a listener by channels other than the auditory system.

It must be noted that no reference has been provided for the discussion on the 

Neurophone because various ‘changing’ sources from the internet were originally 

used prior to purchase. However, a search performed on the internet for the keyword 

‘Neurophone’ produces m any relevant links. It has also been reported that Harry 

Stine, scientist and author, wrote a book called The Silicon Gods (Bantam Books) 

about the potential o f  the Neurophone as a brain-to-computer connecting interface 

device.

In 1958, while only 14 years old, Patrick Flanagan invented the device known as the 

Neurophone. The device has met a great deal o f scepticism and until fairly recently 

was relatively unheard of. It is even reported (from sources on the internet) that the 

device has worked on some deaf subjects who volunteered to test the device.

The Neurophone has an audio input that can come from a microphone, radio, etc., and 

an output that leads to two transducers worn as a headband. The transducer disks are 

made from Zirconium Titanate em bedded in acrylic plastic tiles possessing the same
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dielectric constant as hum an skin. It is believed that due to the skin’s piezoelectric 

and optoelectric nature, the Neurophone signals enter the body through certain nerve 

endings, travelling up these nerves into the brain.

After only a few m inutes o f  use with the Neurophone the brain appears to tune into 

the previously undetectable sounds em anating from the device, and consequently, 

from that point on it can be used with no further difficulties. Although the description 

seems rather bizarre it appears that only the person holding the electrodes can 

perceive the sound, and whilst doing so it is possible to readily perceive sounds via 

normal means. The sound perceived from the Neurophone is best described as a 

background noise loud enough to be interpreted whilst not interfering with external 

sounds, analogous to playing background music whilst having a conversation with a 

group o f people. The sound appears to originate from within the centre o f the head.

Using a device such as the N europhone it would be possible to relay the sound output 

o f the optophone to a blind user w ithout interfering with their auditory perception o f 

the surroundings. A lthough useful, this device was left in the initial stages o f research 

with respect to com bining w ith the optophonic output, since it was believed more 

important to search for an optophonic system that worked sufficiently well before 

investigating alternative means for presenting the sound output to the user. 

Furthermore, the sound heard from the Neurophone is mono rather than stereo, which 

severely limits the ability to perceive direction with an optophone. An area o f future 

development would be to extend the capabilities to stereo sound, possibly through the 

use o f two separate Neurophones.

6.3. Foveated im ages

The human vision system has a visual field that is approximately 180 degrees wide 

and 120 degrees high, w ith a narrow er central field o f binocular vision. This region of 

high resolution (m acula lutea) at the centre o f gaze is roughly oval in shape, covering 

a field o f view o f about 12 degrees w ide and 4 degrees high. W ithin the macula lutea
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there is a circular region o f  even higher resolution (fovea centralis) occupying about 

one degree o f  view. [Dew99]

Knowing this it is possible to 

modify images so they consist o f 

fewer intensity changes (regions 

having a lower com plexity), whilst 

providing an observer with the 

same detail as obtained from an 

unmodified image. Foveated 

imaging systems accom plish this 

reduction in transm ission 

bandwidth o f images by attem pting 

to map them to the spatial 

resolution o f  the human eye. These 

procedures are based on the fact 

that the spatial resolution o f  the 

human eye is space variant, 

decreasing with increasing 

eccentricity from the point o f  gaze.

In this way it is possible to generate an image that to the human eye is perceptually 

indistinguishable from a constant resolution image, but requires a fraction o f the 

bandwidth. [Dew99, GeiPer98, GeiPer99, KorGei96, Ohe94]

Researchers, such as Geisler, Kortum, & Perry [GeiPer98, GeiPer99, KorGei96], 

found that by using foveated systems it was possible to process 256x256 pixel images 

at rates o f 20-30 frames per second on standard computers, with at least a 15 fold 

reduction in bandwidth. The technique used employs a pyramidal approach that 

sequentially performs a low pass filter followed by a down sampling by a factor o f 2 

in all directions on duplicates o f  previous images. After a few iterations o f this 

process the modified im ages are recom bined, building a foveated image centred about 

the region o f user interest. For instance, a window is selected at the fovea and filled 

with pixels from the highest resolution image (layer 1). Next, a region around the 

first is chosen and filled with pixels from the second slightly lower resolution image

Figure (6.1) -  A possible resolution setting for 

image foveation with central fixation. SuperPixels 

double in size away from the fovea fixation point.
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(layer 2). This process is repeated until all layers have been combined (figures (6.1) 

& (6.2)). During recombination interpolation can be employed to reduce the jagged 

appearance apparent in figure (6.2).

Foveated imageFoveated pyramid

Foveated pyramid layers

Figure (6.2) -  Simplified graphical representation o f the process using foveated pyramids to 

create foveated images.

Figures (6.3b) & (6.3d) dem onstrate examples o f centrally foveated images that have 

used four layers each with a resolution half that o f the previous. The quantity of 

pixels in these images is 256x256, whereas the number o f SuperPixels [KorGei96] 

obeys a similar layout to that shown in figure (6.1) and is equal to 5824 (central 

region, layer 1, consisting o f  1024=32x32x1 SuperPixels, layer 2 with 

3072=12x16x16, layer 3 with 1280=20x8x8, and layer 4, the outer ring, with 

448=28x4x4). With a SuperPixel corresponding to the size o f a group o f pixels 

determined by the layer or resolution used at a particular image location. Assuming 

that for figures (6.3a) & (6.3c) the size o f a SuperPixel throughout the images is equal 

to one standard pixel, then there has been a reduction in SuperPixels by about a factor 

o f 11 (65536/5824) between the foveated images and the originals.
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Although this technique reduces the number o f  differing intensities encountered in 

any one region other than the fovea, consequently reducing the overall bandwidth of 

the images, it does cause some problems. Firstly, with the current optophonic system 

the whole captured image (the 64x64 pixel display) can be considered as the fovea, so 

further reducing the resolution o f the outer regions appears unnecessary, resulting in 

further distortion o f  an already downgraded image. Secondly, no information is 

provided about depth within the scene, which was felt an important factor in everyday 

mobility.

Figure (6.3a) -  Simple scene with dim ensions 

256x256 pixels, consisting o f  letter boards

Figure (6.3b) -  A 4 layer centrally foveated 

version o f  figure (6.3a) with each layer 

having a resolution half that o f  the previous.
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Figure (6.3c) -  Office scene with dim ensions Figure (6.3d) -  A 4 layer centrally foveated 

256x256 pixels. version o f  figure (6.3c) with each layer

having a resolution half that o f  the previous.

6.4. M onocular stereovision

6.4.1. T ran sla tio n a l fu n d am en ta l m atrix

The stereo techniques described in previous sections work well with two cameras, and 

very well with three cameras. However, the use o f a multi-camera unit is not always 

feasible due to equipment bulk, expense, etc. For this reason investigations were 

undertaken to consider methods for generating stereo depth maps from a monocular 

system.

Problems exist when considering monocular camera systems for generating depth 

maps. For instance, it is difficult to calculate range information from one image 

frame. Two or more frames must be taken whilst the camera is moving, preferably in 

a translational fashion. If  this is the case, the frames can be treated as normal stereo 

images using methods for generating stereo depth maps. However, there still remains 

the problem o f determining the direction o f motion between frames before the depth 

map is generated.
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The method proposed for creating edge depth maps from a sequence o f images, after 

undergoing translational motion, is based upon the Translational Fundamental Matrix 

[Arm96]. Once com puted, this enables the calculation o f the epipolar lines for 

matching any features in the respective image pair. The epipolar line corresponding 

to the line along which features in the two stereo images lie due to camera motion. 

Prior to this, a system is required for detecting accurate and distinctive features in the 

chosen images, which can be used to find correspondences. These features are used 

for initial matching, and m ust be distinct to be readily matched, and sparse to save on 

computation time. These criteria generally discount edge features as a suitable first 

match, since any point on an edge can usually be m atched with any other point on that 

same edge. Instead effective features are found in the form o f comers, or in small 

regions o f the image that vary rapidly in intensity in at least one direction, since these 

are generally fewer and farther between and com paratively easy to match.

There are many different feature detectors [GenM or76, HarSte88, JaiKasSch95, 

KorZim86, Mor96], but the one chosen was the Moravec Interest operator 

[GenMor76, JaiKasSch95, M or96] that detects the latter type o f feature described 

above. This operator can be used quickly and effectively to locate candidate features 

by taking measures o f  the intensity change over successive regions within the image. 

Peak values are then selected, and a m inim um  threshold imposed to give a distinct set 

o f features.

This is achieved in the following way:

• For every pixel in the image (of a pre-smoothed image), calculate the sums of the squares 

of pixel differences in the four directions (horizontally, vertically, and diagonally) over an 

n x n window (where n is an odd number of pixels; 3, 5, 7, 9, ...).

• Take the smallest value from the four calculated and use it as a measure of interest. The 

larger the value, the greater the interest point. At this point a threshold can be applied.

• Suppress all non-maxima values.

Since edge points are not sufficiently distinct, w henever possible they should be 

avoided for the purposes o f  initial correlation. For this reason the system devised 

utilised an additional constraint to the m axim a thinning routine to further reduce the 

number o f detected features, and to improve the likelihood o f  making good
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correspondences. To find ‘strong’ features, it is necessary to look for points that, 

when applied to the M oravec interest operator, give minimum and maximum values 

that are nearly identical. For example, a bold edge would result in a large difference 

between minimum and m axim um  variances, however, only distinctive image features 

would have nearly the same variance in all directions.

This initial stage o f the process looks for a few strong correspondences to enable the 

calculation o f the translational fundamental matrix to proceed. Consequently, the 

operation is made more efficient, or faster, by reducing the dimensions o f the stereo 

images prior to feature detection. For example, if  the original images have 

dimensions o f 320x240 pixels, then good results are still attainable from a set o f 

reduced images o f  size 80x60 pixels. This has an added bonus o f lowering the 

computation time by decreasing the maximum search range, or disparity. For 

instance, the 320x240 pixel im ages shown in figures (6.4a) & (6.4b) were captured 

through a m onochrom e cam era whilst undergoing a horizontal displacement. Figures 

(6.4c) & (6.4d) are the respective images after reduction (to 80x60 pixels), followed 

by a 9x9 Moravec interest operator and thinning routine.

After finding the two sets o f  im age features, a few strong/likely matches are found by 

performing an initial correlation routine. Classically, correlation can be used to 

search an image for a known shape or template, which can be rather time consuming. 

This is one reason for the necessity o f  a small quantity o f distinct features for 

matching; otherwise this procedure is too lengthy to successfully run in real-time.

For every feature in the first image, a small window o f pixels is taken as a template 

and compared with the pixels located around the equivalent position in the second 

image. As it is rare that an exact match will be found due to inconsistencies in 

lighting, a measure o f  dissim ilarity can be used to try and compensate. An effective 

measure that can be used is the pseudo-norm alised correlation, equation [4.7] section 

(4.2.1), with a match being given by the correlation value closest to one.

In figures (6.4e) & (6.4h), portraying matched correspondences that indicate a specific 

camera displacement (horizontal), some obvious errors are found to occur. Also a 

number o f correspondences are made that almost, but not quite fit the expected. For
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example, the correspondences made are one or two pixels away from that expected for 

a perfect match. In figure (6.4e) two such near horizontal matches are apparent, and 

six lie very close to the horizontal in figure (6.4h). These are fairly reliable matches 

and do not adversely effect the results due to any minor deviation from the true 

camera displacement. These inaccuracies arise through the process o f averaging 

whilst performing image reduction and through an additional stage o f pre-filtering 

with a low pass Gaussian approxim ation. This, in combination with the interest 

thinning routine and the finite resolution o f  an image, can shift interest points, causing 

correspondences to sporadically drift away from the ideal.

Figure (6.4e) shows the correspondences found by applying the 9x9 pseudo

normalised correlation to figures (6.4a) & (6.4b), about the Moravec interest points 

denoted in figures (6.4c) & (6.4d). The correspondences themselves are portrayed 

with lines joining the respective im age coordinates. In this example, nine apparently 

ideal correspondences are m ade out o f  the 12 found. O f the remaining 3 

correspondences, two have near horizontal gradients and can be taken as reliable since 

they result from slight inaccuracies due to image averaging. Hence, 92% o f all 

matches are reliable, indicating a horizontal cam era displacement between the image 

frames (figures (6.4a) & (6.4b)), enabling the generation o f a stereo depth map.

Similarly, figure (6.4h) represents the same procedure as described for figure (6.4e), 

however, rather than using im age dim ensions o f  80x60 pixels, figure (6.4h) represents 

correspondences found from 160x120 pixel versions o f  figures (6.4a) & (6.4b). In this 

case, o f the 29 lines shown, 14 dem onstrate ideal correspondences, whilst six others 

are one pixel out o f place due to averaging errors. Hence, 69% o f all matches suggest 

a horizontal displacem ent betw een the stereo images, figures (6.4a) & (6.4b).

Due to the speed o f operation o f  the algorithm , which is near real-time, image frames 

from a moving cam era can be processed several times a second, so keeping the 

maximum disparity betw een im ages small. This further speeds up the process by 

allowing the selection o f  a sm aller search range for correct matches, resulting in a 

more favourable ratio o f  correct to incorrect matches.
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Although the use o f  thresholding is often frowned upon due to its tendency to limit 

the capabilities o f the technique in question, in trials it was found that restricting the 

maximum disparity prior to the correlation search improves the results. If  it is known 

that there will be a wide range o f disparities encountered from a set o f images, then 

the ratio o f correct to incorrect matches will increase as the maximum allowable 

disparity is decreased, as dem onstrated in figures (6.4e) & (6.4h). This relationship 

whereby an increase in accuracy is achieved by a decrease in search range is 

explained by considering that there is only one true match for each pixel/feature in the 

images. The implication o f  this is that if  the maximum allowable disparity is 

increased, then there are a greater number o f pixels to compare within the search 

range, and thus, a greater quantity o f likely (but false) candidates, which has a 

detrimental effect on the overall performance. For this reason, when searching for 

correspondences it is often advantageous to perform a fast search with the maximum 

disparity range set to some fraction o f  the image width (for example, a 10th). If  the 

number o f good matches encountered are fewer than that required to deduce the 

translational fundamental matrix, i.e. no support is given to parallel epipolar lines or 

an epipolar crossing point, then the maximum search range is doubled. However, it is 

rare that this second search is required.

Figure (6.4a) -  Image one of stereo pair. 

Dimensions 320x240 pixels, and a pixel 

intensity of 0-255.

Figure (6.4b) -  Image two of stereo pair.
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Figure (6.4c) -  9x9 Moravec interest operator 

and thinning routine applied to figure (6.4a) 

after reducing its dimensions to 80x60 pixels.

Figure (6.4d) -  Moravec interest operator and 

thinning routine applied to figure (6.4b) after 

image reduction to 80x60 pixels.
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Figure (6.4e) -  Correspondences found by applying pseudo-normalised correlation to figures 

(6.4a) & (6.4b), about interest points denoted in figures (6.4c) & (6.4d).
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Figure (6.4f) -  Interest points derived, as 

described for figure (6.4c), from a 160x120- 

pixel version of figure (6.4a).

Figure (6.4g) -  Interest points derived from a 

160x120-pixel version of figure (6.4b).

" V -  v —

Figure (6.4h) -  As with figure (6.4e), the above 160x120-pixel image indicates possible 

correspondences by lines joining the respective image coordinates.

6.4.2. Derivation o f the translational fundamental matrix

As seen from figures (6.4e) & (6.4h), if  the camera motion under consideration was 

purely sideways, then there is little or no problem in calculating the epipolar line. 

Taking the median (or m ean) angle or gradient o f  the matches would reveal a 

horizontal direction o f  optical flow, which then enables the generation o f a depth map 

via any one o f a multitude o f  stereo algorithms. To extend the described method to 

include the possibility o f translational motion into and out o f the scene (as o f a person
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walking along a corridor), the translational fundamental matrix must be calculated 

[Arm96] as defined by equation [6.1].

'  0 Fn F  \13
F  = - F ,2 0 ^23 [6.1]

{ - F , y - F n 0 J
Therefore, for a cam era undergoing translational motion between two frames, with a 

set o f homogenous image points {x/} in the first view, which are transformed to the 

set o f points | x ’/} in the second, then the 3x3 matrix, F, satisfies the epipolar 

constraint given by equation [6.2].

= 0  Vi [6.2]

Equation [6.3] can be derived for a pair o f  image points (x, y)  and (*’, y ’), obtained 

from the first and second images, respectively, after translational camera motion.

{yx -  xy ')Fn + (* ' -  x)Fl3 + (y'  -  y )F23 = 0 [6.3]

Which, assuming that Sc = (x' -  * ) and Sy = ( y ' ~  y )  represent small changes in the x 

and y direction, respectively, can be rewritten as shown in equation [6.4].

(ySc -  x8y)FX2 + SxFu + 8yF23 = 0 [6.4]

As the gradient o f  the epipolar line tends to zero, so will dy. Conversely, as the 

gradient tends to infinity, Sx will tend to zero. Hence, the crossing point o f all 

epipolar lines between the two images, when considering camera motion into or out o f 

the scene, is defined as in equations [6.5].
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For the case shown in figures (6.5a) & (6.5b), a good estimate for the translation 

fundamental matrix is given by using the equation o f a line to find epipolar crossing 

points lying within the im age frame. Every time a crossing point is found within the 

image frame, a cell w ithin a 2-D array is incremented. A fairly reliable estimate is 

then found by searching for the greatest local maxima.

To take into account situations where the crossing point lies outside the image frame a 

different method is used, applying a pyramidal approach that initially finds the range 

o f all values in the x and y directions. Since it is often impractical to use large arrays 

on a computer, the range o f coordinates is initially broken down into a smaller low- 

resolution array (i.e. 10x10, or 100x100 cells). The relevant cells are incremented 

according to the epipolar crossing points encountered, and the array scanned for the 

greatest local maxima. This process is repeated, each time refining the search about 

the region containing the local maxima, until a suitable approximation is obtained for 

the epipolar crossing point.

Figure (6.5e) represents correspondences found using the correlation process on two 

80x60 pixel image frames (figures (6.5a) & (6.5b)) that demonstrate some form of 

translational motion. From  this ten out o f  thirteen (77%) o f the matches obtained 

indicate the existence o f  an epipolar crossing point within the image frame, implying 

the camera undertook a translational motion into or out o f  the scene between figures 

(6.5a) & (6.5b). Using the m ethod o f  peak detection described, an epipolar crossing 

point can be obtained that corresponds to coordinates (140, 108), represented as the 

black dot just below and left o f  the crossed white lines pictured in figures (6.5a) & 

(6.5b).

Likewise, figure (6.5h) corresponds to matches found between two 160x120 pixel 

versions o f figures (6.5a) & (6.5b). In this figure, approximately 40 good 

correspondences appear to have been made out o f the 69 shown, all o f which



converge left o f centre o f the scene. Hence, 58% o f all matches obtained indicate the 

existence o f an epipolar crossing point within the image frame, implying that the 

camera undertook a translational motion into or out o f the scene between figures 

(6.5a) & (6.5b). The rem aining correspondences either support the epipolar crossing 

point to a lesser extent, or are fairly random and tend not to support any form o f 

acceptable epipolar lines. In this case the epipolar crossing point corresponds to 

coordinates (122, 116), pictured as the black dot left o f the actual crossing point, 

represented by the intersection o f  the white lines in figures (6.5a) & (6.5b).

It can be seen that the sm aller input images (figures (6.5c) & (6.5d) rather than figures 

(6.5f) & (6.5g)) generate few er m atches, but o f  those found a more favourable ratio o f 

correct to incorrect correspondences is obtained.

Using either o f the estim ates for the epipolar crossing points (obtained from the 

correspondences in figure (6.5e) or (6.5h)) it is possible to calculate the translational 

fundamental matrix (F), and generate a depth map. If  it is assumed that F 23 = 1, using 

the coordinates obtained from figure (6.5e) and equations [6.5], then a reasonable 

estimate for F is given by equation [6.6].

F =

A 0 0.00714 0.77143^

-0 .0 0 7 1 4  0 1

v-0 .7 7 1 4 3  - 1  0 j

[6.6]

Once the fundamental m atrix has been calculated, it is possible to determine the 

epipolar lines at any point, and then a simple stereo edge detector can be applied to 

generate an edge depth map (figure (6.5i)), albeit slightly distorted due to the nature 

o f translational motion into and out o f  the scene.
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Figure (6.5a) -  Frame 1 -  Office scene 

320x240 pixels. The crossed white lines, 

calculated by visual inspection and 

intersecting at (145, 117), represent the scene 

point at which the camera is withdrawing 

from with respect to frame 2 (figure (6.5b)).

Figure (6.5b) -  Frame 2 -  Camera motion 

between this and the previous frame is away 

from the intersecting white lines pictured 

near the centre of the scene.

Figure (6.5c) -  Interest points generated from 

an 80x60 pixel version of figure (6.5a).

Figure (6.5d) -  Interest points generated from 

an 80x60 pixel version of figure (6.5b).
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Figure (6.5e) -  Correspondences found using pseudo-normalised correlation on figures (6.5a) 

& (6.5b) about the points shown in figures (6.5c) & (6.5d).

Figure (6.5f) -  Interest points generated from 

a 160x120 pixel version of the image shown 

in figure (6.5a).

Figure (6.5g) -  Interest points generated from 

a 160x120 pixel version of the image shown 

in figure (6.5b).

/
%

Figure (6.5h) -  Correspondences found from figures (6.5a) & (6.5b), using pseudo

normalised correlation about the points shown in figures (6.5f) & (6.5g).
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Figure (6.5i) -  A simple stereo edge detector applied to figures (6.5a) & (6.5b), with the 

assumed intersection of all epipolar lines at coordinates (140, 108). The second intersection 

point derived for figure (6.5h) can also be used to generate the above image with almost no 

difference in result. Similarly, the true intersection (145, 117) harbours almost no further 

improvement.

Using the method described with images reduced from 320x240 to 80x60 pixels, an 

accuracy of about 75-90% was achieved in all tests, whereas with images that were 

only reduced to 160x120 pixels an accuracy o f  about 60-70% was obtained. Applying 

this process to the reduced images, along with a suitable stereo algorithm utilising the 

calculated epipolar lines, and the subsequent image-to-sound mapping, it was possible 

to process several frames per second. To process larger frames, or to calculate the full 

fundamental matrix requires a much greater length o f time, consequently it was 

concluded that it was unsuitable for use with a software-driven optophonic blind aid.

The translational fundamental matrix, although proven to work with simple camera 

motion, was found to be limited in its usefulness. It is rare that a person, while 

walking, moves with perfect translational movement. The method described would 

fail, or produce spurious results, at the slightest deviation from perfect translational 

motion, such as the user varying their angle o f movement. Furthermore, as a person
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walks, their gait produces a complex motion that would hinder accurate calculation o f 

the epipolar lines between consecutive images, thus worsening the problem.

6.4.3. The Hough solution

A slightly different approach to stereo processing that was investigated uses a line 

detector prior to matching [M arDurCha85, MciM ut88]. Using this method it is also 

possible to use multiple images from a monocular camera system whilst undertaking 

some form o f motion between frames. A method for detecting lines that is suitable 

for this form o f m atching is the Hough transform.

An edge operator that is capable o f  accurately providing edge orientation is used to 

locate edge pixels prior to placing into the Hough space. Once complete the edge 

pixels are mapped into the Hough domain to form lines that are categorised under 

their orientation in the image plane. In this technique, edge points vote (in Hough 

space) for all o f the straight lines, to which they could belong. Line parameters that 

receive sufficient votes correspond to lines in the image. The two Hough domains 

(one for each o f the stereo im ages) are then scanned looking for lines that have near 

identical orientations and length. I f  a match is found, then a line can be placed in the 

depth map that corresponds to the location and range o f the matched edges.

Ideally, when complete, a depth m ap is formed that consists o f  real-world object lines 

o f varying intensity depending on their distance from the observing cameras. 

Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Figure (6.6e) shows an example o f a line 

depth map generated from a com puter algorithm (albeit a very rudimentary algorithm) 

using the Hough technique. M any lines have been excluded from the depth map and 

some have been incorrectly matched. These errors often occur due to differences in 

the lengths o f the detected lines between the two images. For instance, a line may not 

be matched correctly if  it differs by more than a couple o f pixels between the two 

images.

Improvements may be made to this system by enhancing the use o f the Hough domain 

to better detect lines o f  edges in the stereo images. The problem with this idea is that
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the depth maps (figure (6.6e)) require at least one second to compute one frame. With 

further enhancement o f  the algorithm to improve the resulting depth map, 

computation time will also be found to increase considerably.

Further limitations o f this form o f stereo system come from the fact that the Hough 

transform revolves around edge orientation. W ithin the standard Hough domain all 

edges are classified by their orientation in the image. If  any form o f rotation occurs 

between the stereo images, then m atching lines between the two Hough spaces will 

have differing angles and will be categorised differently. Thus, correct 

correspondences becom e nearly im possible to make.

Even without any form o f  rotation between the stereo images, using the Hough 

domain any line is a possible candidate for any other line within the images as long as 

they have similar orientations. In this case it is sometimes possible for clearly 

incorrect matches to be m ade from opposite sides o f the images.

McIntosh & M utch [M ciM ut88] professed a solution to the problem o f quality o f 

depth map by involving a line detector that provided a greater quantity o f  information 

for each line detected. W ith this extra inform ation it was possible to discount a large 

number o f  false candidate matches. The technique proposed used a method o f 

forming straight-line segments developed by Bums, Hanson, & Riseman 

[BurHanRis86]. Eight descriptive features for each line were used for the purposes o f 

matching. These features included the line end points, angle, and length, as well as 

the line width, contrast, steepness, and light and dark edges.

In the paper by M cIntosh & M utch [M ciM ut88] it is stated that straight line matching 

has a considerable advantage over point matching. They claimed that a line segment 

generally has fewer candidate m atches since there are fewer lines in an image than 

points, and they are usually m ore distinctive. Secondly, due to the lesser number o f 

lines to match, the com putation time should be lower than matching points. However, 

during research for this thesis, w hilst investigating the Hough technique for use with 

stereo images, the contrary was observed. It was found that the time required in 

generating a pair o f line im ages prior to stereo matching far outweighed the period 

necessary for simple edge detection and point matching combined.
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Assuming that the above problems do not occur and a correct match has been made, 

there still remains one further difficulty. Accurately determining the depth o f a pair o f 

matching lines obtained from a pair o f  images representing some form o f unknown 

translational camera motion necessitates the identification o f their true end points. 

However, the end points o f object lines within the images are often obscured by other 

objects or are simply incorrectly identified due to the process o f edge detection or 

thresholding when applying the Hough transform. Without knowing the true location 

of the end points o f  the two lines the epipolar line cannot be calculated with any 

certainty. The implication o f  this is that lines are often misrepresented in the final 

depth map.

Figure (6.6b) -  Right image of a stereo pair.Figure (6.6a) -  Left image of a stereo pair 

showing cardboard letters ‘A ’ & ‘B’.
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Figure (6 .6 c) -  Hough image o f  figure (6 .6 a). 

Edge and peak thinning has been em ployed to 

generate a very basic edge/line image.

Figure (6 .6 d) -  Hough image o f figure (6 .6 b).

Figure (6 .6 e) -  A very basic line depth map formed from the information provided by figures 

(6 .6 c) & (6 .6 d). Distance is indicated by the intensity o f  the lines -  light is near, dark is far.

6.4.4. D epth from  defocus

As mentioned in section (4.2), there is another non-standard method for determining 

the depth o f objects within a real-world scene. The process uses a selection of images 

of a scene taken from a fixed camera. Each captured image should be taken with the 

lens o f the camera focused at a different range. By applying a series of 

computationally intensive calculations it is possible to obtain an estimate for the depth 

of different regions within the scene. [GeiKla94, KlaGeiBov95, RajCha97]
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A quicker, more basic alternative 

that was attempted in this research 

was to use a single image taken 

from a camera that had been 

focused on, or about, the closest 

object in the scene. All objects 

viewed beyond this range would 

appear with varying degrees o f 

blurring depending on their 

distance relative to the observing 

camera. The more out o f  focus the image region, the less high frequency image detail 

that is present. Using this principle a high-pass filter (edge filter) could be applied to 

provide some indication as to the distance o f  object edges within the image, such that 

the edge width increased with range (blurring), as demonstrated in figure (6.7).

The detection o f wide edges is not difficult, for example, one solution is to simply 

apply a larger edge operator. This means that the larger the edge filter applied to an 

unfocused image, the m ore edges detected. By applying a range o f varying sized 

Laplacian filters to the unfocused image, with each edge map corresponding to a 

different range or distance, a depth map is created. For instance, if  three different 

filter sizes were used, the generated edge maps would be encoded so that the first 

consisted o f black edges, the second with grey edges, and the last with light grey 

edges (background o f white). The depth map would be formed by a combination o f 

the three edge images, in each case taking the darkest pixel. The reason for this 

method o f com bination is explained by remembering that a large edge filter detects 

both clear and blurred edges, whereas a small edge filter only detects the thinner, 

clearer edges (figure (6.8a)-(6.8d)). I f  at the same location within an image both dark 

and light pixels are detected with a small and large filter, respectively, then an object 

exists close to the cam era in the equivalent position in the real world. However, if 

only a light pixel is found, then this implies the object is further away from the 

observing camera, and is undetectable by a smaller edge filter because it is blurred to 

a greater extent.

Clear edge - nearPixel
Intensity

Blurred edge - far

Edge
Width

Figure (6.7) -  Simplified representation o f the 

effect that blurring has on image edges.
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The different edges (due to blurring) that are detected by edge filters o f  differing sizes 

are apparent in figures (6.8b) & (6.8c). In particular the top two photos o f figure 

(6.8c) reveal several regions o f  background detail (plants) that are blurred beyond the 

point detectable by the 5x5 filter used to generate figure (6.8b), indicating the greater 

distance o f these features w ithin the scene.

The depth map shown in figure (6.8d) consists o f a combination o f five images that 

were created with edge filter sizes o f 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9, & 11x11, such as in figures 

(6.8b) & (6.8c). After, or during edge detection, all edge pixels are converted to a 

predefined intensity, and all blank areas are set to white (intensity o f 255). The edge 

intensity is determined by the num ber o f  filter sizes being used and whether a linear 

scale, or otherwise, is going to be used. In the case o f figure (6.8d), the pixel 

intensities were determ ined as shown in Table (6.1).

A = Index

(filter size)

1

(3x3)

2

(5x5)

3

(7x7)

4

(9x9)

5

( 11x 11)

B = A*A 1 4 9 16 25

Find pixel intensity multiplier: 10.2 = 255 / 25 = max intensity/max B

C = 

B*multiplier
10 41 92 163 255

Pixel 

Intensity = 

C-multiplier

0 31 82 153 245

Table (6.1) -  Pixel intensities for figure (6 .8 d).
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Figure (6 .8 a) -  Three photos all o f  which are focused on the foreground, leaving the 

background out o f  focus (blurred).
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Figure (6.8b) -  The result of applying a 5x5 

binary Laplacian filter to figure (6.8a). All 

edges above threshold were set to a pixel 

intensity of 31 (out of 0-255).

-------------- —
-W ' .v x $*v- /: >' ~ •. . \

Figure (6.8c) -  The result of applying a 9x9 

binary Laplacian filter to figure (6.8a). All 

edges above threshold were set to a pixel 

intensity of 153 (out of 0-255).
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Figure (6 .8 d) -  The depth map formed by the combination o f figures (6 .8 b) & (6 .8 c), as well 

as three others that correspond to filter sizes o f  3x3, 7x7, & 1 l x l l ,  and pixel intensities o f 0, 

82, & 245 respectively (0 corresponds to black).

Applying a series o f increasingly sized edge operators to an image is rather time 

consuming, to the extent that only 1 or 2 frames per second are processed for 

reasonably high-resolution images (about 640x480). However, a pyramidal approach 

[Fua93, JaiKasSch95] can be used to decrease processing time, by reducing the image 

size at each stage, whilst retaining a constant sized edge filter.

The problem with this form o f edge depth map is its accuracy, which is often flawed, 

to the extent that it may becom e unreliable.

6.5 . S u m m a r y

Preliminary research studied the methods by which images could be modified to 

better mimic the workings o f the human vision system. In this way it was envisioned
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that a blind user could adapt more readily to the generated sound that corresponded to 

the modified images.

The first step towards m odelling images on the human vision system was to use 

foveated images, which used a central high-resolution area (fovea). The images were 

coded so that their resolution approxim ately m atched the spatial resolution o f the 

human eye, decreasing in quality tow ards the periphery. Ideally, images created using 

this method would be perceptually indistinguishable from the original unaltered image 

consisting o f a constant resolution.

The advantage o f foveated im ages are the m assive reductions in bandwidth that result 

from the downgrade in peripheral quality, thus reducing the amount o f image data 

portrayed in the optophonic sound output. Nonetheless a number o f disadvantages o f 

this form o f image became apparent. Firstly, there was a lack o f any depth 

information that is an essential part o f  the human visual system that enables 

competent mobility, and secondly, the reduced image (64x64 pixels) already used 

with the optophonic system is, for all intense and purposes, a fovea. The angle 

commonly displayed by the optophone (although partially dependent on the video 

input device) is relatively small in com parison to the visual system ’s view field, and is 

in a sense already com parable to the fovea encountered in human vision.

Whilst investigating stereo depth maps some initial work was undertaken studying 

aspects o f the fundamental m atrix and its use in generating stereo depth maps. The 

fundamental matrix can be calculated from a set o f  matching points taken from a pair 

o f images o f a particular scene, assum ing some form o f cam era displacement between 

frames. Once calculated the fundam ental matrix allows the determination o f the 

epipolar lines, which connect m atching points between the image pair, for any point 

within the two images. W ith this, a depth map, albeit sometimes slightly distorted, 

can be generated.

The preliminary work into this area studied the translational fundamental matrix for 

use with a monocular system, assum ing an unknown camera motion between frames 

in the x-, y-, or z-planes. A lthough the translational fundamental matrix has the 

limitation o f only allow ing translational motion between image frames, it does have
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the advantage o f speed over the full fundamental matrix due to the requirement o f 

only three values to com plete the matrix. To determine the full matrix, due to the 

quantity o f unknown values, requires a great deal o f processing time. Consequently, 

research into this area ceased in favour o f  a more rapid solution.

Further work into the use o f  m onocular cam era systems investigated the Hough

transform as a method o f  storing inform ation pertaining to the location and orientation 

o f edges within the image scenes. From this, possible matches could be obtained by 

searching in Hough space for like edge orientation. Difficulties with this method 

present themselves when considering cam era motion between frames in any form 

other than translational. In such an event, information upon the edge direction 

becomes ineffectual for detecting stereo matches, and consequently almost any edge 

is a possible candidate for any other.

Methods were considered that enabled the generation o f low quality monocular depth 

maps through the use o f  a fixed near-focus camera. Images captured from such a 

device would appear sharp in the foreground, but progressively indistinct with 

increasing distance. This variation with range provided several possibilities for

determining the depth o f  objects within the scene. For instance, the use o f

successively larger edge filters provided an indication as to the depth o f  object edges 

within the scene, albeit rather lim ited in quality and accuracy.

Unfortunately, with this m ethod o f  depth from lack o f focus, or defocus, it tends to be 

too unreliable in terms o f  accuracy, and can often require fairly long periods o f time 

to process the image with a series o f  progressively larger filters.
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7. Conclusions

During the course o f  the research into m odifications to the optophonic system  a num ber o f 

alterations were developed and then tested, as well as num erous other techniques that were 

investigated to varying degrees. As m ight have been expected a com plete solution to the 

blind mobility and reading problem  was not forthcom ing, how ever a few o f the techniques 

investigated did improve som e aspects o f  the task. An analysis was perform ed on the data 

received from a num ber o f  tests, in each case supporting the already presumed improvements.

A number o f experim ents were carried out in an attem pt to test various theories about certain 

features o f the optophonic process. These are described along with the corresponding areas 

for future development.

7.1. In the b eg in n in g ...

From the start it would have been nice to know that whilst researching various aids 

for the blind, a solution to the general blind problem  would be forthcoming, however 

that is not realistic, and certainly not w ithin the scope o f  the research. The work 

carried out investigating the optophone was intended to help in terms o f progressing 

one area o f work related to aids for the blind. It should be realised from the numerous 

previous attempts that if  any possible solution were to work it would entail a great 

deal o f time and effort from  both the researcher and the intended user. For this 

reason, from the outset the goal o f  this research was not to create the ‘perfect blind 

solution’, but rather to make im provem ents to an existing system -  nam ely the video 

optophone.
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7.2. The approach

It was decided from the outset that the best approach was to first investigate previous 

attempts at optophone-like devices. The main aim o f  this look at the past being to 

gather information as to why previous devices failed. It seemed reasonable to assume 

that these past devices had failed, otherwise why were they not in common use today.

Consequently, it was realised that the majority o f past blind aids were unsuccessful 

due to the quantity o f visual inform ation they relayed to the user in the form o f tactile 

or auditory signals. M any devices did not take account o f the bandwidth reduction 

required when converting between these forms o f  medium.

It was decided that the next step should be to note the failings o f other blind aids by 

studying various forms o f  data reduction and methods for re-stressing features within 

the captured images, followed by their application to an optophonic mapping from 

scene-to-sound. The first decision upon this task was to concentrate on the image side 

o f the optophonic process since that was considered the phase that could best be 

reduced. Thus, only m inor changes were made to the sound output, such as the work 

into stereo positioning.

Work into various im age-processing techniques, with emphasis on methods o f data 

reduction and modification, were carried out and incorporated into software versions 

o f the video optophone. It becam e apparent that a sighted person should first be used 

to assess the effectiveness o f  any im age processing perform ed during the optophonic 

mapping. The idea being, that if  a sighted person could not successfully navigate 

using the modified images, then a visually im paired person could not be expected to 

correctly interpret the equivalent optophonic sound.

After the application o f  various im age-processing techniques a belief o f Adrian 

O ’H ea’s was re-exam ined and further developed. He believed that the blind should 

be provided with the same type o f  inform ation as the human visual system is designed 

to supply. One aspect that had not been considered in a video optophone was that o f 

depth. Not only could range inform ation be used to improve the emphasis on
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important features within an image, lessening the burden on the listener, it could also 

provide much needed knowledge about the distance to objects within their vicinity.

Stereovision systems were developed and incorporated into the already written video 

optophone software for testing. Tests were devised to assess the efficiency o f any 

form o f stereo algorithm utilised and applied to the final optophone system.

After the creation o f  a new stereo processing technique as well as a new form o f depth 

map known as stereo cartooning, a m ethod o f  categorising the process o f testing the 

optophone system was devised and labelled DeLIA (for obstacle Detection, Location, 

Identification & A voidance/Action).

Using DeLIA a series o f  tests w ere form ed to assess the important aspects o f blind 

mobility. Results obtained from prelim inary tests with the optophonic stereo 

techniques showed great prom ise, and analysis o f further data revealed improvements 

with many o f the facets o f  DeLIA. Initial experiments were designed to test the 

Detection, Location, and Identification o f  objects within a visual scene (leaving the 

Avoidance stage for later evaluation).

7.3. D evelopm ents

O f the techniques tested, one that showed significant benefits was that o f stereovision, 

which had been largely untested with an optophonic system. Software was designed 

and written to work in conjunction w ith a three-cam era capturing device that provided 

a suitable basis to test future developm ents and to perform experimentation with 

volunteers.

Whilst studying the various forms o f  stereo depth map and algorithms two new 

methods for representing a depth m ap were attempted and found to work, in the sense 

that they could both portray the depth to an object whilst successfully lessening the 

burden on the listener by fading out less im portant features from within the scene 

image. One o f these techniques, described in section (4.3.4), was a completely new
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form o f edge depth map, and although basic in concept and similarly in display, could 

be generated at extreme frame rates. However, this algorithm was found to produce 

depth maps, which albeit accurate and recognisable, were edge based in nature 

making it on occasion difficult even by sight to comprehend the scene. Since this 

difficulty made the recognition o f a scene often impossible by a sighted person it was 

presumed too difficult to be correctly perceived by a user via sound. This is not 

meant as a reflection upon the listener, but rather an acknowledgement that after the 

conversion to sound even a simple scene can become taxing to decipher.

The second technique m entioned above, and described in section (4.3.5), gained the 

label o f  a ‘cartoon depth m ap’ or ‘stereo cartooning’ since it was the combination o f a 

method known as cartooning and any suitable stereo edge algorithm available. The 

stereo edge algorithm used for the purposes o f  testing, and described in section 

(4.3.3), was chosen after evaluating the algorithm ’s results via both visual inspection 

and with a technique developed to provide a ratio value o f performance, detailed in 

section (5.1.1), later found to be sim ilar to a method known as the FPF (False Positive 

Fraction).

The advantages o f  stereo cartooning are only realised when considering its application 

and incorporation into the optophonic process. As with other depth maps, range is 

portrayed by the intensity o f  the image pixels, and similarly by the sound amplitude 

generated by the optophonic conversion. Unlike either an intensity or edge depth map 

the quantity o f  filling can be controlled by an adaptive threshold system, whereby the 

user selects a percentage threshold, w hich the algorithm uses in combination with an 

image histogram to fill the relative proportion o f the depth image. Consequently, the 

user can select what proportion o f  the scene to leave unfilled, creating anything from a 

pure edge depth map to one that closely approxim ates an intensity depth map.

After com pleting the final stages o f  the stereo cartooning technique a method o f 

evaluating subject perform ance with the m odified stereo optophone was required. By 

considering the different aspects o f  general mobility and response, such as the almost 

completely innate reaction (identification followed by some form o f response) to an 

obstacle in a subject’s path, a m ethod o f  categorising the process was formed (labelled 

DeLIA). This system, which as previously mentioned, pigeonholes the mobility
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problem (or rather the problem  o f  avoiding obstructions) into four classes, which are 

the Detection, Location, Identification, and Action or Avoidance o f obstacles, 

provided the basis for further experim entation and evaluation o f the optophonic 

modifications.

7.4. E xperim entation & analysis

Suitable modifications to the optophonic process were developed and implemented 

(such as stereo depth maps), along with a method other than visual inspection for 

evaluating their accuracy and efficiency with respect to error, and an appropriate way 

in which to m onitor or categorise a subject’s performance with the subsequent 

optophonic output (using DeLIA).

7.4.1. Initial experim entation

Before progressing with m ore rigorous tests it was decided to begin with two rather 

subjective experim ents on three volunteer subjects. These provided an insight into 

various features o f  the optophonic process, with emphasis on the maximum 

com prehensible frame rate and the u ser’s ability to resolve the vertical and horizontal 

position o f  an object.

7.4.1.1. Test 1 -  Fram e rate

The first test was designed to assess a subject’s performance and reaction when 

presented with a high frame rate optophonic sound. It had previously been noted that 

the maximum speed at w hich a user could be expected to successfully identify 

features from within an optophonic im age (such as the test images shown in figures 

(5.7a)-(5.7p), pages 138-140) was approxim ately four frames per second. If  the 

presented scene consisted o f  only two small moveable dots, then the frame rate could 

be increased to over 16 fram es per second.
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An experiment was created in which two dots were randomly placed upon a virtual 

scene (black dots on a white background), whereby the user was asked, by use o f 

controls on the keyboard, to move one o f  the dots onto the second by listening to the 

sound alone. This test was used to provide information as to the efficiency o f the 

sound display after one or two subjects commented on difficulties that they had 

encountered whilst attem pting to judge vertical placement during earlier trials. 

Although no numerical data was offered by this test, it did provide a suitable 

indication as to the validity o f  the previous comment.

The experiment showed that at these high frame rates subjects were able to quickly 

and correctly position the second dot over the first in terms o f horizontal location with 

almost no error. However, when it came to the vertical position (signified by the 

frequency) most subjects had great difficulty and often could not obtain the correct 

location, unless they could successfully gauge vertical distance by sweeping through 

the full range o f  frequencies (generally taking a great deal o f time).

Although the error in the vertical positioning tended to be fairly small, it still suggests 

that using the frequency alone to provide information upon height within the real 

world is not enough. A lternatively, the range o f frequencies used during the 

optophonic conversion from scene-to-sound may be better adjusted to provide a 

greater definition.

7.4.I.2. Test 2 -  O bstacle avoidance

To test the usefulness o f  stereo depth maps a second test was performed to study the 

last aspect o f DeLIA (obstacle avoidance). Using different optophonic modifications 

(stereo image algorithm s) subjects were asked to manoeuvre through a room that 

contained a num ber o f  items o f  furniture. The original test consisted o f an 

arrangement o f  chairs and tables the user was required to navigate through, using only 

the sound output from the optophone.
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This experiment was designed to provide an insight into whether the proposed 

optophonic modifications could be used to aid a user in the recognition and avoidance 

o f everyday items o f  furniture. Four different types o f optophonic system were tested, 

namely the plain unm odified images, an edge depth map, the Triclops systems innate 

depth map, and the cartoon depth map. O f these mappings, subjects found that the 

plain images and the edge depth map provided almost no additional help. The reasons 

for this apparent lack o f assistance can be placed upon the similarity in colour o f the 

tables, chairs, and the carpet o f  the room used, all o f which were shades o f brown. 

This hindered recognition when using the plain images. The edge depth map, 

although providing accurate depth information, supplied insufficient image structure 

to correctly determ ine the location o f  an object. The edge information enabled the 

user to find object boundaries, but without touching the object it was not possible to 

decide on which side o f  the detected edge the object lay.

Using the cartoon depth map as input to the optophonic mapping subjects were able to 

quickly and accurately locate the gaps between the different obstacles. Although the 

adaptive thresholding w orked well in m ost situations, problems arose when the 

subject transferred from looking at a cluttered scene to one consisting o f large areas o f 

limited texture, such as the plain carpet. In this case the adaptive thresholding went 

from displaying a w ell-presented cartoon depth map to one where, although having 

the correct depth, unrem arkable regions were filled giving the illusion that an object 

lay in the user’s path. Hence, the subject could be confident about their route between 

two objects, and then suddenly find a nonexistent obstacle appearing directly ahead.

Work is continuing in an attem pt to find a more suitable alternative for the adaptive 

thresholding used in the stereo cartooning to remedy this problem.

O f the entire range o f  stereo im aging techniques incorporated into the optophonic 

process, which also em ployed the various stereo sound effects discussed in earlier 

chapters, the Triclops intensity depth map appeared to be the most useful for this form 

o f experiment. By selecting an appropriate disparity subjects rapidly located the 

different objects in their local environm ent and found safe routes between them.
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7.4.2. Further assessment

The next step was to device experiments to use in conjunction with DeLIA to provide 

numerical data, and consequently evidence either for or against the proposed stereo 

techniques (stereo cartooning) when com pared to the standard video optophone using 

unmodified images.

7.4.2.1. Test 3 -  Prelim inary optophonic evaluation

This test, shown in section (5.2.2.1), was designed to assess and compare subjects’ 

performance between a chosen optophonic modification (in this case -  stereo 

cartooning) and plain unm odified images with respect to the first three stages o f 

DeLIA (that o f  Detection, Location, and Identification). The test achieved this by 

using a series o f  images captured with a three-camera stereo system, portraying two 

large letter boards with the characters ‘A ’ and ‘B ’. These boards were positioned in 

different locations within the scene. Subjects were asked to identify the order o f the 

characters in the scene, and the distance from the observing cameras. Also recorded 

during the tests was the num ber o f  repetitions required by each subject before they 

believed they had correctly identified an optophonic sound.

Using the ‘pa ired  two sam ple fo r  m eans t- te s f  with the data recorded (shown in 

Appendix A2 -  section (A2.1)) from the experiments it was found that the method o f 

stereo cartooning provided a significant im provement in all but one aspect. Nearly all 

subjects found the depth maps easier to interpret than the plain images, requiring 

fewer repetitions and dem onstrating a higher performance in terms o f correct 

responses for both the character depth and consequently the whole scene. The only 

category that showed no significant increase in accuracy was the identification o f 

characters.

It is interesting to note that three o f  the best overall results (in terms o f images 

correctly identified) were obtained from subjects with whom it could be said are 

musically minded, since they are all musicians. The results o f which can be seen in 

Appendix 2 -  section (A2.1), subjects 2, 4, & 7. This is an area to be studied further
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to see whether certain people are naturally better at perceiving optophonic sounds 

than others.

7.4.2.2. Test 4 -  Further optophonic testing

The second experim ent (section (5.2.2.2)), as with the first, was designed to test the 

effectiveness o f various optophonic modifications over the original video optophone. 

The modification again being the use o f stereo cartooning prior to applying the 

optophonic scene-to-sound mapping.

An automated programm e was written to test and record a subject’s ability to 

recognise an optophonic sound, which corresponded to one o f a set o f known images, 

after only two minutes o f practice with the test images/sounds. H alf o f all subjects 

tested were first presented with only cartoon depth images, followed by a second test 

with only plain images, whereas the second half were assessed in reverse order with 

the plain images first. The different order was used to prevent any bias towards one 

particular form o f image.

Subjects were given the same instructions on the basic principles involved with both 

the video optophone and the test itself, and were then left, after the two-minute 

practice, to com plete the test. Results obtained during the test can be found in 

Appendix A2 -  section (A2.2). The experim ent was performed on a larger group o f 

subjects after perform ing sample size calculations on the preliminary results (section 

(5.2.2.2), pp. 120-121), which showed that a group size o f twenty was sufficient to 

test for significance between test data sets at a 95% confidence level.

Performing the ‘pa ired  two sample fo r  means t-test’ on the data gathered, as for the 

previous experiment, dem onstrated that there was a significant improvement with 

respect to three o f  the four aspects. Using the cartoon depth images subjects required 

fewer repetitions to com plete the tests, as well as exhibiting a greater accuracy with 

judgem ent o f depth and consequently the total number o f images, when compared to 

subject performance with the plain images.
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The only aspect that showed no significant difference was the subjects’ ability to 

correctly determine the characters (left-right location). Actually, although the t-test 

revealed no difference, by taking the mean values it was apparent that character 

recognition was sometimes slightly easier with the plain images, the average showing 

a difference o f approxim ately one in sixteen. The range o f intensities, and thus sound 

amplitudes, is one explanation for this. With the cartoon depth maps, if  one character 

was near in relation to the camera, while the other was far, then the subject’s attention 

often appeared to be fixated on the louder (closer) o f the two. Consequently subjects 

could easily recognise the depth, but sometimes had difficulty in identifying the single 

(most noticeable) character. W hereas, with the equivalent scene in the form o f a plain 

image, although one character (the distant one) would be smaller, both letters would 

be heard with sim ilar am plitude, thus providing the subject with two chances to 

recognise the characters.

The above problem o f  identifying the characters did not appear to occur with the first 

experiment. Although the t-test still showed no significant difference between the 

character recognition, the mean values favoured the cartoon depth map. This can be 

explained by the length o f  the training period. With only two minutes practice the 

subjects had a greater difficulty recognising the order o f characters from hearing only 

one significant letter (as in the depth map problem described above). However, with 

ten minutes practice there was a sm aller difference between the rates o f recognition, 

indicating that subjects were more adept at identifying characters.

7.5. Future developm ent

The video optophone may not be perfect with respect to enabling a blind user to ‘see’ 

their surroundings. However, by applying the techniques described within this thesis 

to a video optophone it was shown possible to locate and sometimes recognise 

features and obstacles. Further more, a number o f additional areas have been 

described during the course o f  the research that could be employed to increase the 

usability o f the optophonic device, as well as mentioning several aspects that still
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have room for improvement. Chapter (6) details a number o f these areas o f interest. 

As to the future developm ent and investigation o f these topics, some ideas are 

described below.

Neurophone

Stereo cartooning

Vertical coding

3-D soundscapes

A further examination o f the Neurophone (and its 

ability to pass sound to a listener by means other than 

the normal auditory channel, the ears) to assess the 

capabilities, bandwidth, and perceptible frequency range 

when using the device. If  the sound output from an 

optophonic device could fully be transferred to the 

Neurophone, then a blind user would not effectively lose 

their sense o f sound and so should still be able to hear 

auditory clues as to the various moving objects within 

their local environm ent (i.e., a car, or person).

The adaptive thresholding used with the stereo 

cartooning technique failed to produce an adequate 

depth map in some circumstances where little or no 

texture existed within the captured scene. I f  a more 

suitable m ethod o f  thresholding could be employed in 

those situations the cartoon depth map would provide an 

ideal input to the optophonic mapping.

Study the use o f  either a different or additional property 

to encode height information, or examine the range o f 

frequencies used in an attempt to provide a better spatial 

definition.

If  the output o f the optophonic process could be encoded 

to form a three-dimensional soundscape, then assuming 

the application o f a stereo depth map, any object within 

the viewed scene would appear to generate a sound 

originating from its location.
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Optophonic applications In the past the optophone has generally only been

considered as a blind aid. However, there may be a 

num ber o f non-blind applications that could benefit 

through the use o f  such a device. Such an application 

could consist o f  situations where a user might need to 

keep track o f  a moving object as well as a number of 

instruments. In this case the optophone could easily 

provide inform ation about the location o f the moving 

object, whilst the subject visually studied the 

instrum ents or controls. For instance, a pilot could keep 

track o f  another unseen plane when in close proximity 

through the use o f  a 3-D optophonic system (working 

m uch like a radar, scanning 360 degrees).

Optophonic input Exam ples o f  images used as an input consist o f  plain

unm odified images, edge images, foveated images, as 

well as various form o f stereo depth maps. O f these the 

best form for reading appears to be an edge image, and 

similarly, the best for navigation seems to be intensity 

based depth maps. Thus, a further study o f systems that 

com bine various modes o f  view, either by user control, 

or by overlapping images, such as an edge image placed 

over an intensity depth map.

7.6. Sum m ary

In final conclusion the techniques described in this thesis have been shown to 

significantly aid in the identification and comprehension o f range information within

a real world scene. The use o f  stereo im aging has also been found to reduce the stress

encountered by the user when listening to the resulting optophonic sounds, which was

commented on by a num ber o f  test subjects and demonstrated by the reduced

repetition rate in the experim ents with the stereo cartooning technique. Although it
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was noticed that the stereo depth maps did seem to slightly reduce the recognition rate 

o f characters and other such textural detail. This reduction appears to be related to the 

amount o f training the user receives, with greater practice providing almost no 

difference in character recognition rate between the unm odified and depth images.

Consequently, the results indicate that a video optophone would benefit through the 

use o f a stereo depth map as input for general mobility, and either a plain unmodified 

image or an edge image (or edge depth map) when trying to determine text or similar 

detail.

For many years people have tried to develop systems to ‘solve’ the blind mobility and 

reading problem, and although a solution may still not be forthcoming, it is hoped that 

the work detailed herein may in some way help future research towards those ends.
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Appendix 1. Timeline of devices for the blind

The following table lists some o f the major developments, in terms o f inventions and systems for the blind, which have occurred over the last two 

centuries. The name corresponds to the inventors and/or association (company) behind the device described. Thc year  shown corresponds to the 

time at which it was believed that the system being described was first revealed according to the sources available. The column labelled device 

corresponds to the name o f  the system being described, and the use, which uses the keywords shown below, represents what the system developed 

was intended for. Finally a b rief description o f the system is given and any other relevant information.

It should be noted that the information contained within the table is only as reliable as the papers used, and thus the reader must bear in mind that 

a great number o f these devices appear to have been long forgotten and so were found only in very early papers that have been found on 

numerous occasions to contradict each other.

Keywords:

Mobility

Obstacle

Reading

Writing

Generates a 2-D sound or tactile map of a simplified image o f the users view. 

Detects obstacles in the users path -  clear path indicators.

Reading aid for the blind.

Writing aid for the blind.

I f  the year is followed by either a *<’ or *>’ then the device was invented or released to the public after or before the year specified. 

I f  the year precedes ‘o ’ then the device was invented or made public around the year specified.
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Name Year Device(s) Use Description o f the device, and its proven/possible capabilities

Moonwriter Writing Allows a blind user to type and print a page of Moon text. [M0 0 8 6 ]
TAM Obstacle A device that is worn like a watch, with a thin wire connecting to a small device/box that clips onto your jumper. 

When a car approaches, the noise level increases, and so the watchband starts to vibrate. (See web page 
www.s55wilma.demon.co.uk/info-db.html, accessed May 1999)

Braille, Louis 1824 Braille
System

Reading Uses a process of six dots to represent 63 different characters and symbols. Grade 2 Braille uses a type of shorthand, 
allowing reading speeds between 100-200 words per minute. Requires substantial sense of touch in the users fingers. 
An alternative to Braille is the Moon system, which tends to be easier to feel and read. (See web page 
http://www.s55wilma.demon.co.uk/braille.html accessed May 1999). In 1819 Louis Braille learnt of a system called
‘night writing’, invented by Captain Charles Barbier earlier in the same year. The system used 12 dots to allow 
nighttime battlefield communications. The Braille system was first published in 1929.
(Information widely available from the internet) [Dew99, M0 0 8 6 ]

Moon, William 1845 Moon
System of
Embossed
Reading

Reading The system consists of nine (originally 9 -  later 14 characters, including sequences of dots) curves and lines, which 
have different meanings depending on which way round they are presented. The majority of the characters in the 
Moon alphabet, in some way represent the letters of the normal English alphabet. Requires less feeling in a user’s 
finger than Braille, but requires more space (book). Reading occurs from left to right, then right to left, and so forth, so 
that reading is continuous. The blind user need not remove their fingers from the page to locate the star of a new line. 
(Information widely available from the internet) [M0 0 8 6 I

Hall, Frank H. 1892 Hall Braille 
Writer

Writing The device is like a typewriter, but with only six keys that make up the dots in the Braille cell.

Noiszewski 1897 Elektroftalm Obstacle/
Mobility

Possibly the first mobility aid for the blind. The device uses the photosensitive properties of Selenium to enable the 
blind to recognise simple objects in their surroundings. The elektroftalm consisted of a Selenium photocell placed on 
the forehead of a blind person, and a device that transforms light into sound. Using the device it would be possible for 
a blind person to detect the light from a window, lamp, and so forth.
This device was later (1963) modified and converted into an 80-channel (points) vision-to-tactile device by W. 
Starkiewicz & T. Kuliszewski. Using the modified versions of the Elektroftalm, after two weeks of practise with the 
device, a blind user was able to identify very simple objects.
TStaKul63, WarStr85 -  pp. 1-121

Turine, V. de 1902 Photophonic
Book

Reading A reading machine that used specially prepared texts. Each letter on a page would be represented by a series of small 
transparent squares. By shining light at the page a series of flashes are detected and used to modulate an electric 
current. Thus producing a distinct sound for each letter of the alphabet. [CooGaiNye84]
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Name Year Device(s) Use Description o f the device, and its proven/possible capabilities

Fournier d ’Albe, 
E. E.

1912 Optophone Reading/
Obstacle

He created the first optophone in 1912, the ‘Exploring Optophone’, which created various tones depending on the 
amount of light falling on a single Selenium cell. By 1914 he had created the ‘White sounding’ optophone which 
could be used to ‘slowly’ read print from a book. [Bar21, Bar30, Bed6 8 , Beu47, CapPicOOb, Cof63, CooGaiNye84, 
EleRev21, Foul4, Fou24, Nye70, SciAme20, WarStr85]

Brown, Prof. F. 
C.

1915 Phonopticon
or
Phonoptikon

Reading Uses a system of three or four selenium crystals, instead of cells, due to the higher light-sensitivity. But relied upon 
the ‘full effect’ of the selenium crystals, instead of the ‘flash effect’ of the original optophone, so information loss can 
occur due to blending of the output signal. (Similar to the problem of human sight when moving from light to 
darkness -  the eye requires a period of readjustment, as does the selenium crystal). [Bar30, Beu47, Fou24]

Messrs. Barr & 
Stroud, Ltd.

1918-
1921

Optophone Reading In 1918, after the war, Barr & Stroud continued to improve the Optophone created by Fournier d’Albe, mainly by 
converting it to a ‘black sounding’ device. This was accomplished by adding a second selenium cell that is used as a 
balancer. One cell is continually exposed to the light, so that when white paper is in view of the second cell, the two 
opposing currents are equal in magnitude. Therefore no sound is heard, until a character is scanned and the current 
balance is broken. [Bar21, Bar30, Beu47, CapPicOOb, CooGaiNye84, EleRev21, Fou24]

1920-
1930

Guide Dog Obstacle First used in Austria as a guide for the blind. 
[Kay841

Naumberg, 
Robert E.

1928 Visagraph Reading This device is a direct translating, non-integrating device employing a tactile output. The machine produced an 
enlarged, raised replica of the printed material by embossing aluminium foil. A page of text would be scanned by the 
machine in a similar fashion to the optophone (using Selenium detectors), which would directly control a series of 
embossing plungers that would move over the aluminium foil. However, to complete one page of text required in the 
region of 30 minutes, which was considered too long to be of use. (Improved in 1947 under sponsorship from the 
Committee on Sensory Devices). [Beu47, Cof63]

Haskins 
Laboratories’ -  
Radio
Corporation of 
America (RCA)

1944 RCA
Recognition
Machine

Reading Scans a printed letter and compares its pattern with those stored in a matrix. When a match is found, a recording of 
that letter is played. Averaging about one letter per second.
Later (1968>) Mauch Laboratories also created a ‘Recognition Machine’ [Lau6 8 ], which was the size of a typewriter, 
and could audibly spell out the scanned words, or display then using a Braille output. The machine could allow 
reading speeds of up to 90 words a minute. [CooGaiNye84]

Long, A. G 1944 Iconoscope Reading Prov. Patent Specification No. 2423 of 9th February 1944 -  ‘Apparatus for enabling Blind Persons to Read and the 
Like’. A cathode ray tube with the normal fluorescent screen replaced by a mosaic of electrodes, each of which is 
connected to the corresponding electrode in a second mosaic, placed on the skin. An image is displayed on the first 
mosaic of electrodes, which then passes the signal onto the skin, via the second set of electrodes. (This was also 
suggested by Joseph Morgan Ward from South Africa, in Prov. Patent Specification No. 7816 of 17th December 1946). 
[Beu47]
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Name Year Device(s) Use Description o f the device, and its proven/possible capabilities

Radio
Corporation of 
America (RCA)

1946 RCA Type 
A-2 machine

Reading The Radio Corporation of America (RCA) created a direct translating, non-integrating device called the RCA Type A- 
2 machine which worked in a similar way to the original Optophone, but additionally employed a vertical sweeping 
spot of light and a variable frequency oscillator. The spot of light would scan a vertical section of a character, and if 
the light encountered a letter contour, a frequency would be generated. The frequency being determined by the vertical 
height of the beam when the contour was first encountered. [Cof63]

1946> Photoelectro
graph

Reading Similar to the Visagraph, in which a 42-element mosaic of plungers received each letter in turn from a scanned page of 
text. [Beu47]

Messrs. 
Tunnicliffe & 
Wilkins

1947 Radioactive
Guider

Obstacle A suggestion was made for a guiding device that produced a ‘beam of radiations’ by using a ‘small particle of 
radioactive material’. The radiation reflecting of nearby objects could be detected via a Geiger counter, and used as an 
indication of the object’s distance. (How far they managed to get with these rather perilous trials can only be 
speculated upon!). [Beu47]

Cashin, J. A 1947> Cashin
Reading
Machine

Reading Unaware of the existence of the Optophone, this device was created as a ‘black sounding’ machine, with an output 
consisting of five musical notes. As with the ‘black sounding’ optophone, a type of balancer is used so that no sound 
is heard when viewing a blank white page. Using the device a speed of 15 words per minute could be obtained by Mr. 
Cashin himself. [Beu47]

Quentin, Prof. St. 19 4 7 » St. Quentin
Viewing
Machine

Reading The device compares a number of masks of negatives of each letter of the alphabet with the characters on a page of 
text. When the correct mask is found, a minimum amount of light will pass through to a photocell, and so the relevant 
sound is played. (A Berlin engineer, Georg Schutkowski, patented a similar idea in 1922). [Beu47]

1950-
1960

Long Cane 
(Typhlocane)

(Further 
development 
of the long 
cane)

Obstacle During the 1950’s a group of enthusiasts were directed towards the use of a non-electronic aid. By 1960 a university 
Master’s level course was introduced at Boston College to train peripatologists (orientation and mobility specialists), 
who would then teach blind persons on a one-to-one basis to be independent travellers through the use of a ‘long-cane 
travel technique’.
The user continually moves the cane in an arc in their path, repeatedly tapping the ground or nearby objects, such as a 
fence. The user is then alerted to the presence of an object either by contact, or by the echo generated from the sound 
of the tapping cane.
[ClaHeyHow8 6 , Dod85, Kay84, Kay85]

Benham, T. A. 
Benjamin, J. M.

1951> Optical
Obstacle
Detector

Obstacle Pursuing the concept of the US Army Signal Corps for an optical obstacle detector, Benham and Benjamin created a 
device that used two narrow interacting pulsed ultraviolet beams and a sensor, which received the reflections from 
objects. [BenBen631

Beurle, R. L. 1951> Clicker Obstacle Produces audible ‘clicks’ that echo off any nearby obstacles. The subject can learn to interpret the echoes and 
determine their immediate surroundings. However, once a blind user became familiar with audible echoes resulting 
from the clicks, it became easier for them to use their own sounds, for example, to tap their feet, or a cane as they 
walked. [Kay84]
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Kallman, H. E. 1954> Optar Obstacle Used as a range finder. Sends out electromagnetic radiation in the infrared and visible spectrum. Detects range to an 
object by automatically calculating the distance behind a lens at which the image is in sharp focus. The pitch of the 
tone of sound produced was proportional to the distance to the nearest detected object. The tone of the sound output 
was generally considered to be too difficult to comprehend adequately, and the device couldn’t detect curbs. 
[BenBen63, Jac63a]

Flanagan, Patrick 1958 Neurophone While only 14 years old, Patrick Flanagan created the Neurophone (similar to a later device called the Grokbox), which 
converts sound waves into signals that approximately match those understood by the human brain. It is believed that 
these signals travel to the brain via the nerve pathways throughout the human body. In this way, the user (only) can 
hear sound through the device, such as music, by simply placing two electrodes from the device onto the skin.
The use of this device for the blind is in its ability to present sounds to a listener without the need for headphones. 
Blind aids that utilise a sound output often prevent users from hearing sounds from the local environment (such as a 
nearby moving car). However, with the Neurophone a user could hear both the output from such a blind aid, as well as 
noise from the local environment.
[Numerous references can be found on the internet for the Neurophone]

1958> Battelle
(Optophone)
Reader

Reading Variation of the original optophone that allows for reading speeds between 10 and 15 words per minute. [Cof63, 
Fis76, Lip58]

Lipton, Arthur 
Prepared by 
Lipton for 
Veterans 
Administration.

1958> Optophone Reading Variations of the original Optophone device, such as ‘saw-tooth’ and ‘stair-step’ devices. Devices using about eleven 
photocells appeared to be much more accurate than the five used in the original Optophone. The greater number of 
possible tones (i.e. 11 tones for 11 photocells) apparently aided in the training of new users. One problem noted with 
the device came from the varying conductivity of the photocells due to the heat emanating from the device itself.
[Lip58]

Benham, T. A., 
Benjamin, J. M

1960> Benham-
Benjamin
Infrared
detector

Obstacle Infrared obstacle and curb detector similar to the Optar. 
[BenBen63, Jac63a]
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Benjamin, J. M., 
& Benham, T. A.

1962 Laser Cane
(Nurion
Cane)

Obstacle A sensory aid, introduced by Benjamin, J. M. (amongst others), that received a great deal of support (financially 
speaking) from the Veterans Administration over a period of almost 30 years. A similar cane was also developed in 
Sweden a number of years later (about 1974).
Pre-1960s ultraviolet beams were used, however this was changed to three lasers. These three lasers pointed down, 
ahead, and up and would provide information about any nearby obstacles. A rasping 200Hz tone indicated a possible 
step-down ahead. A vibrating stimulator against the index finger warned of objects 1.5m to 3.6m ahead. A high- 
pitched tone of 2600Hz indicated the presence of an object ahead of or well above the cane. By twisting the cane 
while walking information could be gathered about the user’s surroundings.
[BenAliSch73, BenBen63, Bra85, ClaHeyHow8 6 , Fis76, Kay84, Spu85, WarStr85]

Johnson, Avery 
R.

1963 Stereo- 
Optical Edge 
Detector

Mobility (Proposed device -  completion unknown) Uses a stereo camera system, with a mosaic of photosensitive elements in 
place of the camera film, to locate difference boundaries. The device only locates objects that are ‘relevant’, near, to 
the user. But the device can only detect those edges that have a non-zero vertical component, unless the device is 
tilted. The device could be used to detect pathways, windows, doors, lights, and so on.
[Joh63]

1963> Electrical
Cane

Obstacle Electrical canes were produced that emitted electromagnetic radiation, which enables a user to detect a curb without 
tapping the ground. But this doesn’t supply a very effective early warning system, since the range is limited to a few 
inches farther than the length of the cane. [BenBen63j

1963> Gyro
Compass

More accurate than the magnetic and radio compass, but its complexity makes it difficult for the blind to use. The 
device is intended to help guide a blind user to a known destination by allowing them to keep to a fixed direction. 
fJac63bl

1963> Horn Obstacle Would be used by a newly blind person who had not yet achieved the required level of perception with their hearing to 
simply understand the echoes caused by a cane or footfall. The horn would then be used to produce a short, high 
frequency sound that would enable better judgement of nearby objects. Unfortunately, this method does not provide a 
sufficiently narrow beam for frequencies in the human audible range. [BenBen63]

1963> Radio
Compass

Requires the use of a radio, tuned into a local radio station. The user holds the radio so that either a null, or a 
maximum is reached in the signal. Then by walking while keeping the radio signal at a constant it is possible to walk 
in an approximately straight line. (Later a device was created that produced a continual beat that grew in intensity as 
the radio station became clearer). [Jac63b]
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Foster, David 
Blythe

1963> Aural-Visual
Devices

Mobility/
Obstacle

A device was developed that could be incorporated into a handheld system or spectacles. The device captured images 
from a camera and produced sound in a similar manner to the optophone. One interesting feature was the use of 
coloured filters positioned in front of various photocells that allowed the user to identify colours from the scene by 
listening for different frequencies and musical notes.
[Fos64]

Jacobson, Bertil 1963> Ambient-
Light
Obstacle
Detector

Obstacle Similar to the Kallmann Optar device. The system uses a lens or concave mirror to focus a sharp image of an object. 
Once accomplished, the distance between the lens and the location of the ‘sharp’ image is a direct function to that of 
the distance from the lens and the object. The device uses a system of automatic ranging over a range of distances 
from 0.5 to 10.0 metres, and has a tactile display as an output. The device is inferior to the Benham-Benjamin infrared 
detector in the sense that it cannot identify objects, like walls, that have an even surface with little or no variations in 
contrast. But it does allow for a wider search area than the infrared device.
[Jac63a]

Jacobson, Bertil 1963> Magnetic 
Compass & 
Straight 
Course 
Indicator

The system allows a beam of light to shine onto a photoconductive cadmium sulphide cell when the compass needle is 
in the direction of the intended course. The resulting current is amplified and made to operate a relay-like mechanism 
causing a peg to protrude from the top of the box. Major distortions can occur when close to large metal objects, such 
as cars or steel girders.
[Jac63b]

Starkiewicz, 
Witold & 
Kuliszewski, 
Tadeusz

1963> Elektroftalm Obstacle/
Mobility

This later device, based on Noiszewski’s 1897 original, converted light energy into tactile stimuli. The device uses a 
system of semiconductor photoelements that receives light, and produces an electrical pulse for each photoelement. 
The electrical pulses are then converted into mechanical energy via a mosaic of tactile elements placed on the skin, 
equal in number to that of the array of photoelements. The intensity of the tactile stimulation being a function of the 
intensity of the incident light. The forehead was used for the tactile display, originally having 80 photoelectronic 
channels, but later using 120. The maximum resolution of the device being in the order of 2 degrees, with a field of 
view of 28 degrees. 
rStaKul63]

Kay, L. 1965 Sonic torch Obstacle The first ultrasonic blind aid developed by Kay. Hand-held device with an audible display presented through a single 
hearing aid-type earphone. The output is a pulsed tonal complex in which pitch rises linearly with distance. The sonic 
torch transmitted a wide-bandwidth (40-80 kHz), frequency-modulated, ultrasonic energy wave. Reflected signals 
would be converted to the audible region by multiplication with the transmitted signal. The pitch and timbre 
corresponding to the range and variation in target surface texture, respectively. The latter enabling some degree of 
target identification. This device was the first spatial sensor for the blind to become commercially available, and by 
1968 there were approximately 10 0 0  of these devices in use.
[Bra85, Kay84, WarStr85 -  pp. 1-12]
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Kay, L. 1965 Sonicguide 
(Binaural 
sensory aid)

Obstacle Kay’s original sonic devices were introduced in early 1965 and used microprocessors and ultrasonic units. The system 
works by using a downswept FM ultrasound signal that is emitted from a transmitting array with broad directional 
characteristics in order to detect obstacles. A two-channel receiver picks up the reflected signals. The frequency of the 
ultrasound being swept from 70 to 40kHz within 1ms. So having similar characteristics to that of a bats echolocation 
system. The detected signals are then converted to a binaural audio signal. The device has a very good resolution, 
being able to detect objects such as a wire 1mm in diameter, or discriminate between several adjacent objects. The 
FM-downsweep was found to be superior to the upsweep method for locating small objects, and that the sweeping 
ultrasound signal allowed for a greater accuracy than a constant frequency signal when determining distances and 
object sizes.

It was found that the device could not easily be used with the long cane. So the device was designed into the originally 
planned spectacle frames (see - Ultrasonic Spectacles). The new device, which used a wider scan range in the order of 
55-60°, could be used to detect complex objects in the user’s surroundings. It was also demonstrated that with training 
a user could focus their auditory attention to one individual object out of many in the local environment.

See also the ‘Ultrasonic Spectacles’ by L. Kay (1965).
[Bra85, Kay84, Kay85, ShoBorKor98, WarStr85 -  pp. 1-12]

Kay, L. 1965 Ultrasonic
Spectacles
(See
Sonicguide)

Obstacle Derived as an improvement to L. Kay’s original Sonicguide (1965). Radiates ultrasonic energy, which is reflected off 
obstacles. A binaural system is used, with the left-right directions coded primarily by the intensities of the signals in 
the two ears. The output frequency is varied according to the relative distance to a detected object, and the amplitude 
and pattern of the sound is varied by the objects reflective properties. The sound is presented to the ears via small 
plastic tubes, which do not touch any part of the ears. In this way, sounds appear to originate from a location in or 
around the head, which in conjunction with the intensity of the sound heard, can give the approximate location of any 
obstacles. [BenAliSch73, Bra85, Fis76, Kay84]

Russell, Lindsay 1965<> Russell
Pathsounder

Obstacle One of the earliest ultrasonic travel aids. The device uses a 30-degree ultrasonic beam transmitted from two ultrasonic 
transducers on a chest-level unit suspended from the user’s neck. The unit gives three levels of feedback in the form of 
tactile or auditory (clicks) warning of objects up to six feet ahead allowing for limited range estimation.
[BenAliSch73, Bra85, WarStr85]
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Bliss, J. C., 
Linvill, J. G.

Manufactured by 
Telesensory 
Systems, Inc.

1966> Optacon Reading The Optacon reached the market in the early 1970’s, and could read printed material, or even text from a computer 
screen. The device is a form of TVSS (Tactile Vision Substitution System).
The device produces the shape of printed letters, appearing under a camera, on an array of 6x24 vibrating pins. The 
camera is manually moved over the text, while the other hand is placed with the index finger in a groove over the 
vibrating pins allowing the user to read the text.
Training time is normally in the region of two weeks. The device can be used to read almost any printed material. 
Reading speeds of 80 words per minute can be obtained, but 40 is average. The Optacon is fairly difficult to leam to 
use, with most people setting it on a par with learning a new language.
Note -  the output of the Optacon is not Braille, rather it is the approximate tactile image of what is scanned. The 
device ‘sees’ contrasts on the page being scanned, and produces a vibrating pattern to match. This implies that the 
device is a ‘direct-translation’ reading aid.
[BacHug85, Fis76, Kay84, Lau89, M0 0 8 6 I

Collins, C. C., & 
Bach-Y-Rita, P.

1968 Tactile
television

Obstacle/
Mobility

A matrix of 256 electrodes built into a body belt was constructed together with a waistcoat containing the electronics 
and battery power supply coupled to a solid-state camera mounted in spectacle frames for wearing on the head. The 
idea of electrocutaneous stimulation didn’t seem to hold the answer to the blind mobility problem since the useful field 
of view was either too limited or the discrimination of objects against the distant background over a wide arc was 
inadequate. Other problems being caused by the occasional lack of electrical contact, which could occasionally lead to 
slight burning, giving rise to the need of a dead man’s switch allowing for a rapid shut-off of the system.
It was originally believed that electrocutaneous stimulation could provide a grey scale that couldn’t be achieved with 
normal tactile systems, but the idea didn’t work well in practise due to the above problems.
[BacColScaHolHar70, Col851

Mauch
Laboratories

1968 Visotactor Reading Uses eight photocells generating signals to activate eight tactile stimulators. Two stimulators on each finger of one 
hand. Allowing a reading speed in the order of 15 words per minute. [Fis76, Lau6 8 ]
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Dobelle, W. H., 
Quest, D. 0 ., 
Antunes, J. L., 
Roberts, T. S., 
Girvin, J. P. G.

(Many others 
have investigated 
this area from the 
late 1960s 
onwards)

1968< Electrical 
stimulation 
of the visual 
cortex

Mobility Originally pioneered by Giles Brindley, and later by William Dobelle et al. An image on the camera retina is 
transferred to an array of electrodes implanted on the surface of the visual cortex. Each electrode, when energised, 
generates a phosphene. When several electrodes are generated, a pattern is perceived. But before this pattern has 
spatial meaning, however, the cortex has to be mapped so that a direct translation from ‘retinal’ image to perceived 
pattern takes place. The prospects seem limited though, since the mapping is a tedious and difficult process, which 
appears to be a serious obstacle to overcome. The advantages currently don’t justify the trauma of the implants, and 
the apparently difficult learning process (although this may change with continuing advancements in both technology 
and medical techniques).
[Kay84, MeiOO]

Similarly, around 1977 research was undertaken investigating the implantation of electrodes inside the cranium of 
several sightless volunteers, to stimulate the visual cortex. The subjects were able to perceive simple black and white 
pictures.
[Smi77]

1968> Talking
books

Reading Cassette recordings of a sighted reader reading aloud text. [Bed6 8 ]

Beddoes, 
Michael, P.

1968> Optophone Reading A number of improvements were made in the ‘new’ optophone. For example, using time-compressed signals to 
improve the comprehension and learning of sounds generated by the device that correspond to letters and words from 
the page of text being scanned. It was also believed that the musical tones were generally less strenuous than 
multidimensional and multimodal coding schemes.
TBed681

Mauch
Laboratories

1968> Visotoner Reading Allows for reading speeds between 10 and 15 words per minute. Later redesigned, encoding signals in a similar 
manner to the Battelle Optophone (Battelle Reader), with an average reading speed of 40 words per minute. Uses a 
column of nine photocells, producing a different audible tone for each photocell while it is ‘seeing’ black. [Fis76, 
Lau6 8 , Nye701
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Bach-Y-Rita, P. 
Collins, C. C.

1969<> TVSS
(Tactile
Vision
Substitution
System)

Obstacle/
Mobility

Tactile Vision Substitution uses a two-dimensional 400-point matrix of stimulators (commonly placed over the 
abdomen) to present spatial information. Unfortunately, due to the low resolution obtainable, the devices generally 
cannot be used as a mobility aid. But the devices can aid recognition of simple objects.
Although the original TVSS could be used to detect and recognise simple objects, like a telephone or toy horse, the 
objects had to be against a plain high-contrast background. The other limiting factors were the 5-degree scanning field 
of the camera, and the overall size of the device, which was generally considered to be too bulky. But Bach-Y-Rita & 
Collins, along with Linvill and Bliss with their reading machine, which lead to a marketable device called the Optacon, 
became some of the main pioneers of the vibrotactile display.
The Optacon itself was later modified to combine both auditory and tactile outputs to improve its usability. 
[BacColScaHolHar70, BacHug85, FriBacTomWeb87, KacWebBacTom91, MeiOO, WarStr85-pp.l-12]

1970> Cognodictor Reading Uses a method of letter recognition in a similar way to that of the Lexiphone, generating a different sound for each 
letter scanned.
[Fis761

1970-
1991

Sonospec Obstacle The Sonospec is a ‘clear path indicator’ or ‘obstacle detector’ and alerts the user to the presence of a nearby obstacle, 
such as the Sonic-torch, Pathsounder, Mowat Sensor, Nottingham Obstacle Detector, or Laser-Cane. It works in much 
the same way as a torch is used in the dark, with a narrow beam that provides information on one point only. 
[IfuSasPen91]

Beddoes, M. P., 
(Suen, C. Y.)

1971 > Lexiphone Reading Printed text is scanned using a column of 54 photodiodes. Each letter of the alphabet having its own distinctive sound. 
Dichotic presentation was incorporated in the device output, resulting in much quicker reading speeds with the general 
rate being in excess of 30 words per minute.
[BedSue71, Fis76]

Fish, Raymond 
M.

1972 Audio
display

Mobility/
Obstacle

By 1976 four types of machine had been created, two of which used an array of photocells, the others utilising a video 
camera, to produce a series of pulses of sound. The systems worked only as edge detectors, so in principle, two levels 
of sound. All edges producing a sound, elsewhere nothing is heard. The method used for coding the images employed 
the principles of psychoacoustics in that high pitched tones naturally seem to come from a high location, and amplitude 
differences in the sound presented to the ears make it seem that sounds are coming from certain positions from left to 
right. Test subjects could rapidly detect and recognise objects and shapes. One drawback of the device came from the 
difficulty in accurately determining distances to objects that are over five feet away from the device. 
fFis73, Fis76, Ohe94j
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1972> Stereotoner Reading/
Mobility

Variation of the original optophone, using a system of ten photocells to convert light into electric current. This is then 
converted into musical notes with (originally) a frequency range of 440-3520Hz. Lower tones are generated by the 
lower parts of letters and heard through the left earphone; higher tones are generated by the top half of the letter and 
heard in the right ear. The device can also be used as a simple mobility aid. The Stereotoner can be used to reach 
speeds equal to that of the Optacon (40+ words per minute), but people tend to find this device harder to learn. 
Although, in practise the Stereotoner is more versatile and can be used to a slightly greater extent than the Optacon. 
[Lau89, VerWan85]

Lauer, Harvey 1973-
1989

(Prob.
Mid-
1980s

Optaudicon Reading After evaluating the Optacon and the Stereotoner, it was found that the Stereotoner had a superior optical system. But 
the Stereotoner’s photosensitive elements and vertical resolution were very much inferior. The Stereotoner could 
greatly be improved by increasing the 10-tone code to a 20-tone code. By combining this new tonal output with the 
Optacon, and re-christening the device, the ‘Optaudicon’, it was found that the combination of auditory and tactile 
outputs could be used in conjunction to aid recognition of printed material. While some people would prefer to use 
only one particular output, it was demonstrated that the bimodal approach would have a complimentary effect. For 
example, tactile code has a wider window for tracking; it is also better for vertical resolution; but the finger loses 
sensitivity (feels numb) more quickly than the ear. The tonal code is better for reading dense horizontal data and 
descenders, etc. Hearing is not as susceptible to such loss of sensitivity or negative adaptation as is touch.
[Lau891

Kurzweil 
Computer 
Products Inc.

1975 Kurzweil
Reading
Machine
(KRM)

Reading Several versions of the KRM (at the time costing - $20000 to $30000) were created, followed by a more advanced 
device called the Kurzweil Personal Reader (cost - approx. $10000). The Kurzweil reading machine, which is or was 
found in some libraries, could be wheeled round to a table, then the book to be read would be placed face down on the 
camera unit. The machine could then read (speak) the book, with various keys to control the operation of the machine. 
The machine had three stages in converting print to speech. Recognition and analysis of the printed material. 
Conversion of the character strings to phonics. Generation of the speech. If a word was not recognised, and so could 
not be spoken, the machine would pronounce the individual letters.
[Lau89, Kay84, M0 0 8 6 ]

Wormald Sensory 
Aids International 
Ltd.

1977> Mowat
Sensor

Obstacle Hand-held ultrasonic torch, which is normally carried in a pocket or purse, and used to locate objects that are out of 
reach of the long cane. It radiates short ultrasonic pulses and operates on the ‘sing around’ method of determining 
distances. An echo from the nearest object within a maximum range of 4m and which exceeds a set threshold re
triggers the transmitter. Vibration of the torch indicates the presence of an object in its elliptical beam of 15 degrees 
azimuth and 30 degrees elevation. A slow vibration of 10 Hz for an object at 4m increases inversely proportional to 
distance up to 40 Hz for an object at lm. The device is fairly cheap, and very easy to use.
This device was designed to be a secondary aid to be used in conjunction with the long cane or a guide dog.
[Bra85, Kay84]
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Kay, L. 
Strelow, E. R.

1979> Canterbury 
babies’ aid

Obstacle A modified version of L. Kay’s Binaural Sonicguide. After testing the device on a blind baby from the age of 9 
months, through to the age of three and a half years, it was found that the child had learnt to use the device in such a 
way that they could behave more like a normal sighted child in the sense that they had gained spatial awareness that is 
often lacking in people who have been blind from birth.
[HilDodHilFox95, Kay841

Kay, L. 
Strelow, E. R.

1979> Canterbury 
child’s aid

Obstacle Similar to the Canterbury babies’ aid, but with different settings for the range, and resolution, and so on. The device 
was a form of binaural sonic guide.
[HilDodHilFox95, Kay84]

Dallas, Stanley 
A., Jr.

Thales Resources 
Inc., US

1980 Sound
Pattern
Generator

Mobility/
Obstacle/
Reading

In Dallas’ device, vertical position in the scene was mapped to frequency, horizontal position to time, and brightness to 
loudness. The mapping segmented a 2-D image into vertical strips that were processed and displayed audibly, 
scanning from left to right. This form of mapping is an example of the piano transform.
[DalEri80, Ohe94]]

1 9 8 0 o Nottingham
Obstacle
Detector

Obstacle Hand-held ultrasonic torch, similar to the Mowat sensor, which radiates short pulses of ultrasonic energy in a narrow 
beam. The nearest object in the beam to produce an echo, which exceeds a threshold, is indicated by one of eight 
possible tones from a miniature loudspeaker, the tones corresponding to notes of the major musical scale. The 
maximum range is 210cm, with the musical note increasing in 30cm steps. (The device was still not commercially 
available in 1984).
[Bra85, Hey85, Kay841

Brabyn, J. A., 
Collins, C. C., 
Kay, L.

1981 > Wide
bandwidth
scanning
sonar

Obstacle/
Mobility

Wide bandwidth scanning sonar with tactile and acoustic display for persons with impaired vision (the blind, divers in 
dark murky water, etc.). The device used a wide-bandwidth variable-speed electronically scanned air sonar, based 
upon a system by Kay, coupled to a vibrotactile display. The spatial information, presented as a plan position 
indication of objects up to 5m, allowed for better mobility. Unfortunately at the time the scanning sonar and tactile 
display was too cumbersome and technologically over-sophisticated for commercial application to the blind.
[Col85, Kay841

Kurcz, E. 1981> Heliotrope Mobility Kurcz developed a hand-held device that utilised a point mapping, which sensed the light output from only one point in 
the scene. The sound output of the device is a function of the light intensity captured.
[Ohe94]

1982> Polaroid 
ultrasonic 
travel aid

Obstacle Similar to the Mowat sensor and Nottingham obstacle detector.
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Kay, L 1983> Trinaural 
sensory aid 
or Trisensor 
(KASPA)

Obstacle The Trisensor, also known as the KASPA system (Kay’s Advanced Spatial Perception Aid), is based on the 
Canterbury devices. Has the same ability as the binaural devices, but adds a narrow high-resolution central beam over 
the left and right binaural channels to gain information to greatly improve object identification. The device 
demonstrated a threefold improvement in resolution over the binaural device. It became apparent that if the device 
were given to a blind baby or infant, allowing them to use the device over a period of some months or even years, they 
could learn to use the device to a greater extent than most adults could. In fact, even to the point that they could use 
the device and accomplish some tasks (in terms of spatial location and awareness) that were comparable to a person 
with partial sight.
[BriGra87, Kay84, MeiOOl

Heyes, Tony 1984 Sonic
Pathfinder

Obstacle A modification of the Nottingham Obstacle Detector. Similar to Kay’s Trinaural sensory aid, it uses a head-mounted 
pulse-echo sonar system comprising three receivers and two transmitters. Unlike Kay’s device, the auditory output 
tends to only provide information on the nearest object, and it does not provide information about surface texture. 
[ClaHeyHow8 6 , Dod85, Hey85, MeiOO, WarStr85-pp.29-341

1984> Paperless
Brailler

Reading/
Writing

A form of word-processor for the blind. Storage medium, at the time, being C60 cassette tapes. The device uses a row 
of electromechanical Braille character cells acting as a line of text. The line of Braille text can be scanned with the 
fingers, allowing both writing and reading of whole pages of text.
[Kay84]

1984> Perkins
Brailler

Writing Typewriter for Braille. 
[Kay84]

Televaid Systems 
Ltd.

1984> Closed- 
circuit TV 
systems

Reading TV camera is used to magnify and display text or pictures on a television screen. The system is used as a low vision 
aid for people whose visual acuity is deteriorating.
[Kay84]

Triformation 
Systems Inc. 
(Amongst others)

1984> Braille
Printer

Writing The machine prints sheets of Braille writing from punched paper tape, containing Braille code, obtained from a special 
typewriter or from a digital signal.
[Kay84]

Wormald Sensory 
Aids International 
Ltd.

1984> Viewscan Reading A line of 45 optical fibres mounted in a hand-held camera is scanned across the print in a continuous motion. The 
motion of the camera over the page is transferred electrically to the machine, like a ‘mouse’ with a computer. Two 
microcomputers would then process the image signals received from the fibre-optic cable, and produce the picture on a 
flat, thin, 45 x 115 matrix, low-resolution plasma display. The device can display the text with a number of different 
magnifications, and is specifically aimed towards those with poor visual acuity. Unfortunately it is generally 
considered that the orange appearance of the letters makes for difficult reading for many users.
[Kay84]
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Name Year Device(s) Use Description o f the device, and its proven/possible capabilities

Nielson, Lars.
Mahowald,
Misha.
Mead, Carver

1987> SeeHear Mobility The SeeHear device calculates the position of light sources in 2-D, and the light intensity information. Synthesising a 
sound having the appropriate psycho-physiologically determined cues for a sound source at the specified location. 
Since the device emphasises changes in light, if a bird were to fly past, a sound would be generated that would 
correspond to the location, brightness and motion of that bird. The device has been created to encode the audio signals 
with 3-D information, so that the bird in the above example could be located in space due to its movement. 
[NieMahMea87]

1988 Optacon II Reading The Optacon device repackaged in a modular fashion, with a computer interface. The device has been built into a 
larger reading machine providing slightly superior performance over the original Optacon.
[Lau891

Borenstein, J., et 
al.

1994 NavBelt Mobility/
Obstacle

The NavBelt is a portable device equipped with ultrasonic sensors worn on a belt around the waist, and was originally 
conceived of in 1989, and first built and tested in 1994. The belt contains eight sensors covering a combined field of 
view of 120°. The system provides feedback about the location of either obstacles in the users path or the direction of 
a clear path in the form of binaural auditory cues, based on interaural time difference (phase difference between left 
and right ears) and amplitude difference.
[BorUlr97, ShoBorKor98]

Meijer, Peter 1996 The vOICe Mobility/
Obstacle/
Reading

In 1991 ‘the vOICe’ was created in the form of a hardware device, and then later in 1996 a software version of this 
video optophone was developed. Images are captured via a video camera and relayed to a computer. The captured 
image is then reduced to 64x64 pixels and converted to sound using stereo effects (left part of image is heard in left 
ear, and so on). The resulting sound is also encoded so that it uses 16 different amplitudes for different pixel 
intensities, and uses low frequency sounds to represent the bottom of the image, and high frequency sounds for the top. 
(Note -  ‘the vOICe’ can be downloaded from Peter Meijer’s website [MeiOO])
[MeiOOl

ThaleScope Ltd. 1997 ThaleScope Mobility/
Obstacle/
Reading

Testing has begun on a device called the ThalesScope, which is supposed to convert sight into sound. The device 
appears to be almost identical to Peter Meijer’s ‘the vOICe’, however, as of yet little information is known.
[MeiOOl

Borenstein, J., et 
al.

1997> GuideCane Obstacle The GuideCane can almost be thought of as a robotic guide dog. It is held out in front of the traveller in a similar 
fashion to that of the white (long) cane, but it has a series of ultrasonic sensors housed in a unit at the end of the cane, 
which is supported by two guide wheels. This unit also contains a steering servomotor that is operated by an onboard 
computer. When an obstacle is detected the device calculates a new course that manoeuvres the user around the 
obstruction.
[BorUlr971
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Name Year Device(s) Use Description o f the device, and its proven/possible capabilities

Querelle, Paul

Anglia
Polytechnic
University

1998 Camsight Mobility/
Obstacle/
Reading

Work began in 1998 at Anglia Polytechnic University in Cambridge England with a device known as Camsight. Areas 
of interest in the research involve: aspects of vision to sound, extracting shape information from images, extracting 
depth information from multiple images, locating a mouse pointer using sound to facilitate menu navigation, use of the 
inverse Fourier transform with windowing to construct complex soundscapes, determination of texture in an image to 
facilitate OCR and the use of reverberation and other filters to enhance auditory aesthetics.
[MeiOOl

Reid, Harry 1998 Sonic Eye Mobility/
Obstacle/
Reading

The system appears to work in a similar manner to Peter Meijer’s ‘the vOICe’ converting images into sound. 
[MeiOO]

Rohrhuber, Julian 
& Wittchow, 
Oliver

University of 
Hamburg

1999 NanoVoice A combination of Peter Meijer’s ‘the vOICe’ with a Nintendo GameBoy. 
[MeiOO]
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Appendix 2. Test data

A2.1. Test 3 -  Prelim inary test data

The results that follow were obtained from the first 7 subjects during the preliminary 

tests comparing the cartoon depth map with plain unmodified images looking for 

accuracy in the subjects’ ability to perceive depth and to determine the location o f  two 

large letters ( ‘A ’ & ‘B ’) within a scene.

All seven subjects had a ten minute training period followed by the test, consisting o f  

16 images -  8 plain unmodified, and 8 showing the same scenes in the form o f 

cartoon depth maps. The tests were supervised and all comments noted.
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The data file for each subject has the following appearance:

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 aB N NY NN ba 5

2 bA N NN NY AB 7

3 bA N NY NN ab 6

4 ba Y C YY YY 3

5 AB N Y N Y Y aB 3

6 aB Y C YY YY 6 3-^ Far Near

7 Ab Y YY YY 6 5 -> Letters correct

8 AB N C NY NY BA 5 3->Near Near

9 ab N NN NY Ba 4 1 ->Decided far far

10 ab Y C YY YY 4 2->Far Far

11 Ab N C NY NY Ba 4 2->Near Far.

12 bA N Y N Y Y BA 4 l-> Letters correct

13 bA Y C YY YY 2 1 ->Far Near

14 Ab Y C YY YY 4

15 bA Y YY YY 4 2-> Letters correct

16 AB Y C YY YY 8 3->Near Near

Subject’s
choice

Image
type

No. of 
repetitions

Correct
image
(Y/N)

Actual
image

Correct
feature
(Y/N)

Comments
and

observations

The first column displayed represents the frame number. The second is the subject’s 

choice for that particular frame, w ith a lowercase character indicating a distant letter 

and an uppercase character representing a near letter within the scene. Similarly, the 

left and right positions o f  the characters in the scene are denoted by the order o f the 

letters shown in the second colum n (i.e., aB ‘A ’ left and far, B right and near). 

The image type represents w hat kind o f  image was used ( ‘C ’ for cartoon, otherwise a 

plain image). ‘LD L D ’ is used to represent whether the subject correctly determined 

the left Letter (L) and D epth (D) and similarly for the right Letter (L) and Depth (D).
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If the subject’s choice was incorrect then the correct letter positions (labelled the 

‘Actual im age’) are listed in the notation described above (i.e., aB). Finally, the 

number o f  repetitions required for the subject to determine the scenes are listed along 

with any com m ents that the subject made or any observations made by a supervisor. 

For instance, in the exam ple above the com ment for frame 6 is ‘3->Far N ear’, which 

implies that the subject believed after three repetitions that the left letter was far and 

the right character near. The subject was unable to decide on the order o f the 

characters until the sixth repetition, whereupon they chose ‘aB ’, which happened to be 

correct.
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Subject 1

After 10 minutes practice listening to the 2 second scans/frames.

L=Letter, D=Depth, C=Cartoon, Depth Map, P=Plain image, Y=Yes, N=No

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 aB N NY NN ba 5

2 bA N NN NY AB 7

3 bA N NY NN ab 6

4 ba Y C YY YY 3

5 AB N Y NY Y aB 3

6 aB Y C YY YY 6 3-^ Far Near

7 Ab Y YY YY 6 5 -> Letters correct

8 AB N C NY NY BA 5 3->Near Near

9 ab N NN NY Ba 4 l-> Decided far far

10 ab Y C YY YY 4 2-^Far Far

11 Ab N C NY NY Ba 4 2-^Near Far.

12 bA N Y N Y Y BA 4 1 Letters correct

13 bA Y C YY YY 2 l->Far Near

14 Ab Y C YY YY 4

15 bA Y YY YY 4 2 ->Letters correct

16 AB Y C YY YY 8 3->Near Near

Cartoon 6 out of 8 correct 

Depth 16 out of 16 

Character 12 out o f 16

3+6+5+4+4-1-2+4+8=36 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 2 out of 8 correct 

Depth 10 out o f 16 

Character 8 out of 16

5 + 7+ 6 + 3 + 6 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 3 9  re p e a ts  to  re c o g n ise  8 fram es.
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Subject 2

After 10 minutes practice listening to the 2 second scans/frames.

Subject is a musician.

L=Letter, D=Depth, C=Cartoon, Depth Map, P=Plain image, Y=Yes, N=No

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 Ba N C YY YN BA 3 (l->  letters correct 2-> Cartoon)

2 Ab N NY NY Ba 6 (3->AB +3-^Changed to Ab)

3 ab N YN YN AB 2 (2->ab parallel)

4 BA N C NY NY AB 4 (2->parallel)

5 ba Y c YY YY 3 (2->far far)

6 BA Y YY YY 3 (l->  near near)

7 AB N YN YN ab 2 (1 ->parallel, thought near near)

8 ab N NY NY ba 4 (2->far far)

9 Ba Y c YY YY 2 (2->Ba)

10 ab Y c YY YY 2 (l->far far)

11 Ab Y c YY YY 2

12 aB Y c YY YY 3

13 aB N c NY NY bA 2

14 Ba N YN YN bA 2 (1 Thought Near for left)

15 AB N YY YN Ab 2

16 Ab N YN YN aB 2

Cartoon 5 out of 8 correct 

Depth 15 out of 16 

Character 12 out of 16

3+4+3+2+2+2+3+2=21 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 1 out of 8 correct

Depth 7 out of 16

Character 12 out of 16

6+ 2+ 3+ 2+ 4+ 2+ 2+ 2= 23  rep ea ts  to reco g n ise  8 fram es.
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Subject 3

A fter 10 m inu tes p rac tice  lis ten ing  to the 2 second scans/fram es.

L=L etter, D = D epth , O C a r to o n ,  D ep th  M ap , P=P lain  im age, Y =Y es, N =N o

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 bA N C NY NY aB 2

2 AB N NY NY BA 2

3 BA N NN NY aB 4

4 Ab N C NY NY Ba 2

5 AB N YN YN ab 3

6 AB N YY YN Ab 2

7 AB Y YY YY 4

8 ab Y c YY YY 2

9 Ab Y c YY YY 2

10 aB N c NY NY bA 1

11 ab N c NN NN BA 4

12 AB Y c YY YY 2

13 AB N NN NN ba 2

14 Ab N NY NY Ba 2

15 BA N YNYY bA 2

16 ab N c NY NY ba 2

4-> Thought was cartoon.

->Said sounds same as previous. 

->Said sounds same as previous.

-^Thought was Plain image

Cartoon 3 out of 8 correct 

Depth 14 out of 16 

Character 6 out of 16

2+2+2+2+1+4+2+2=17 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 1 out of 8 correct

Depth 9 out of 16

Character 8 out of 16

2+ 4+3+ 2+4+ 2+2+ 2=21 rep ea ts  to reco g n ise  8 fram es.
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Subject 4

After 10 minutes practice listening to the 2 second scas/frames.

Musician.

L=Letter, D=Depth, C=Cartoon, Depth Map, P=Plain image, Y=Yes, N=No

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 ba Y C YY YY 5 (2->far far 4->ab 5->ba)

2 Ab Y C YY YY 2 (1 -^ab“̂ C)

3 AB Y C YY YY 2

4 Ab Y YY YY 3 (2-^ab-^Near ???)

5 ba N YY YN bA 4 (1 ->ba)

6 ab Y YY YY 3 (2->ab)

7 bA Y C YY YY 3 (2-»ba)

8 AB N YNYY aB 4 (2->ab Thought P, C, P, then finally C)

9 BA Y C YY YY 5 (1->C 3->ba)

10 ba Y YY YY 6 (5 ^ b a )

11 bA N C NY NY aB 1 (Started to struggle from this point on)

12 ab N YN YN AB 3 ( l ^ a b  3-»P)

13 ba N Y NY Y Ba 2 (2->ba)

14 ab Y C YN YN 2 (1-^far far)

15 BA Y YY YY 2 (l->ba->P)

16 Ba Y C YN YN 3 (l->near far->C)

Cartoon 7 out of 8 correct 

Depth 16 out of 16 

Character 14 out of 16

5+2+2+3+5+1+2+3=23 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 4 out of 8 correct 

Depth 11 out of 16 

Character 16 out of 16

3 + 4+ 3+ 4+ 6+ 3+ 2+ 2= 27  re p e a ts  to  reco g n ise  8 fram es.
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Subject 5

A fter 10 m inu tes p rac tice  lis ten in g  to the  2 second  scans/fram es.

L =L etter, D = D epth , C = C arto o n , D ep th  M ap , P= P la in  im age, Y =Y es, N =N o

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 b A N  C NY NY aB 2 (l->far near)

2 ab Y C YY YY 3 (2->ab->C)

3 AB Y YY YY 1

4 BA Y YY YY 2 (l->ab)

5 ba N C NN NY Ab 3 (1-^ba-^C-^said ‘b

6 b A N  C YNY Y BA 2

7 AB N NN NY bA 2 (l->near near)

8 BA N C YN YN Ba 1

9 aB N C NY NY bA 1

10 ba Y C YY YY 2 (l->far far)

(Said starting to get confused

11 Ba N C NY NN AB 1

12 BA N NY NN Ab 2 (1 ^ n ea r  near->P)

13 BA N NN NN ab 2

14 BA N NN NY aB 2 (Was unsure on type

15 BA N YN YN ba 3

16 Ab N NY NY Ba 3 (l-»A b 3 ^ P )

Comments: Said that the cartoon images where easier to listen to.

Cartooni 2 out of 8 correct

Depth 12 out of 16

Character 8 out of 16

2+3+3+2+1 + 1+2+1 = 15 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 2 out of 8 correct

Depth 9 out of 16

Character 6 out of 16

1+2+2+2+2+2+3+3=17 repeats to recognise 8 frames.
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Subject 6

A fter 10 m inu tes p rac tice  lis ten ing  to the 2 second scans/fram es.

L=L etter, D = D epth , C = C artoon , D ep th  M ap, P=P lain  im age, Y =Y es, N =N o

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 BA N YY YN Ba 3 Thought was Cartoon.

2 ab N YN YN AB 4 Thought was Cartoon.

3 Ab N NY NN BA 6 5->ab.

4 bA N C YNYY BA 2 1->C

5 Ba Y C YY YY 3

6 Ba N C NY NN AB 4 4-> Thought was plain image

7 ab Y YY YY 3

8 bA N C NY NY aB 4

9 Ab Y C YY YY 3

10 ab Y C YY YY 3

11 AB N NN NY bA 3

12 ab N C NY NY ba 3

13 Ab Y YY YY 2

14 ab N NY NY ba 3

15 AB N YNYY aB 3

16 bA Y C YY YY 2

Cartoon 4 out of 8 correct 

Depth 14 out of 16 

Character 10 out of 16

2+3+4+4+3+3+3+2=24 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 2 out of 8 correct

Depth 10 out of 16

Character 10 out o f 16

3+ 4+6+ 3+ 3+ 2+ 3+ 3= 27  rep ea ts  to recogn ise  8 fram es.



Subject 7

After 10 minutes practice listening to the 2 second scans/frames. 

Musician.

L=Letter, D=Depth, C==Cartoon, Depth Map, P=Plain image, Y=Yes, N=No

Y/N Type LD LD Repeats required

1 aB N YNYY AB 2 1-^ab

2 ab N C NY NY ba 1

3 Ab Y C YY YY 2 1->C

4 bA Y C YY YY 2 1->C

5 aB Y YY YY 3 1-^P far far, 2-^far close

6 AB N NY NY BA 2 l ^ P

7 bA N C NY NY aB 2 1*^C far close

8 AB Y C YY YY 3 l->C,2-»(ab)

9 ab Y YY YY 3 1-»P, far far

10 ab N NY NY ba 3 l-»P ,2 -» (ab )

11 ab Y C YY YY 1

12 Ba Y C YY YY 2 1->C near far

13 bA Y YY YY 3 1->P, 2-> (ba)

14 Ab N NY NY Ba 3 1->P, 2-> (ab)

15 ab N YNY Y Ab 1

16 ba N C YN YN BA 3 1-^C far near

Cartoon 5 out of 8 correct 

Depth 14 out of 16 

Character 12 out of 16

1+2+2+2+3+1+2+3=16 repeats to recognise 8 frames.

Plain 3 out of 8 correct

Depth 14 out of 16

Character 10 out of 16

2+ 3+ 2+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 1= 20  re p e a ts  to  reco g n ise  8 fram es.
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A2.2. Test 4 -  Test data

The results that follow w ere obtained from 20 new subjects during the second stage o f 

testing, com paring the cartoon depth map with plain unmodified images looking for 

accuracy in the subjects’ ability to perceive depth and to determine the location o f two 

large letters ( ‘A ’ & ‘B ’) w ithin a scene.

Each test consisted o f  two parts. First the subject would be trained (during a two 

minute training period) and tested with one particular type o f image before 

proceeding, after a break, to the next type o f  image. H alf o f  the subjects were tested 

with the cartoon depth im ages first, w hilst the other half were trained and tested with 

the plain images first.

The same images as before were used, consisting o f the letters ‘A ’ & ‘B ’ in the eight 

possible locations corresponding to near and fa r , and the different combinations o f 

left and right. The test program m e was fully automated, displaying the optophonic 

sounds (corresponding to the eight images) in a random order, with two randomly 

chosen repeats to provide a total o f  ten frames. On completion o f the test, the 

programme wrote the data to an output file.

In the following lists o f  recorded data each frame is listed by number and then by the 

name o f the file (indicating the characters location within the scene by the order o f the 

letters and their respective distance from the camera in centimetres -  75cm or 150cm). 

Next the subject’s selection is presented in the same form as previously described 

(i.e., ‘A b’ -  ‘A ’ near left & ‘B ’ far right), as well as the number or repetitions required 

by the subject.

Finally, the results are presented in a tabular form to provide a quick and easy way o f 

perceiving the subject’s success rate.
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Subject 1 -  Test 1

2 m in practice . C arto o n  dep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 6 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

2 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 5

3 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 3

4 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 5

5 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

7 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

8 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

9 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 24.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 1

2 YY YY Y 5

3 NY NY 3

4 NY NN 5

5 YY YY Y 2

6 YY YY Y 2

7 NY NY 1

8 YY YY Y 2

9 YY YY Y 2

10 YY YY Y 1

Tot 6 10 6 9 6 24
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Subject 1 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  6 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r b a Repetitions = 3

2 A150cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

4 A75cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 2

5 B75cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 4

6 B150cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 2

7 A150cm_l - B75_r B A Repetitions = 2

8 B75cm_l - A75_r b a Repetitions = 4

9 A150cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 2

10 A75cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 25.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YN 3

2 NY NY 2

3 YN YY 2

4 NN NY 2

5 YN YN 4

6 YN YN 2

7 NN NY 2

8 YN YN 4

9 YN YY 2

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 7 3 7 6 1 25
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Subject 2 -  Test 1

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2  seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 8 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 2

2 B150cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 3

3 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 3

4 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 3

5 A75cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 3

7 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

8 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

9 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 2

10 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 24.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 2

2 YY YN 3

3 NN NY 3

4 YY YY Y 3

5 NN NY 2

6 YY YN 3

7 YN YY 2

8 YY YY Y 2

9 NY NN 2

10 YN YY 2

Tot 6 6 6 7 2 24
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Subject 2 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . C artoon  d ep th  im ages. 2 second scan. T im e for test = 6 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 2

2 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 2

3 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

4 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

5 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

6 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 3

7 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

9 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 1

10 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 21.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 YY YY Y 2

3 YY YY Y 2

4 NY NY 1

5 NY NY 3

6 NY NY 3

7 NY NY 3

8 YY YY Y 2

9 NY NY 1

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 5 10 5 10 5 21
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Subject 3 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 8 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 4

2 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions =10

3 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 8

4 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 3

5 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 4

6 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

7 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

8 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

9 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 42.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 4

2 YN YN 10

3 NY NY 8

4 YY YY Y 3

5 YY YY Y 4

6 YY YY Y 2

7 NY NY 3

8 NY NY 2

9 YN YY 3

10 YY YY Y 3

Tot 7 8 7 9 5 42
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Subject 3 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan . T im e fo r tes t =  9 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r b a Repetitions = 6

2 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 6

3 A150cm_l - B150_r a b Repetitions = 4

4 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 6

5 B75cm_l - A75_r B A Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A150_r B a Repetitions = 4

7 A150cm_l - B150_r B a Repetitions = 5

8 B150cm_l - A150_r b a Repetitions = 6

9 B150cm_l - A75_r B A Repetitions = 7

10 A75cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 49.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NN NN 6

2 YY YY Y 6

3 YY YY Y 4

4 YY YY Y 6

5 YY YY Y 2

6 YY YY Y 4

7 NN NY 5

8 YY YY Y 6

9 YN YY 7

10 YY YY Y 3

Tot 8 7 8 9 7 49
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Subject 4 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test =  3 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r A B Repetitions = 2

2 B75cm_l - A150_r B a Repetitions = 1

3 B150cm_l - A75_r b a Repetitions = 2

4 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

5 B150cm_l - A150_r b a Repetitions = 2

6 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 1

7 B75cm_l - A75_r B a Repetitions = 1

8 A75cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 1

9 B 150cm_l - A75_r b a Repetitions = 2

10 A150cm_l - B150_r a b Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 16.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 YY YY Y 1

3 YY YN 2

4 YY YY Y 2

5 YY YY Y 2

6 YY YY Y 1

7 YY YN 1

8 YY YY Y 1

9 YY YN 2

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 10 10 10 7 7 16
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Subject 4 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e fo r test =  3 m in.

1 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 1

2 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

3 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

4 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

5 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 1

6 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

7 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

8 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 1

9 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 1

10 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 13.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 1

2 YY YY Y 1

3 YY YY Y 1

4 YY YY Y 2

5 YY YY Y 1

6 NY NY 2

7 YY YY Y 2

8 YY YY Y 1

9 YY YY Y 1

10 YY YY Y 1

Tot 9 10 9 10 8 13
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Subject 5 -  Test 1

2 m in p rac tice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 4 m in.

1 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

2 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 2

4 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

5 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

6 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

8 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 3

9 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

10 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 23.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 3

2 NY NY 2

3 YY YY Y 2

4 YY YY Y 2

5 NY NY 2

6 NN NN 3

7 YY YY Y 2

8 YY YY Y 3

9 YY YY Y 2

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 6 9 6 9 6 23 reps
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Subject 5 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 4 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A150_r b a Repetitions = 4

2 A75cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 3

3 B150cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 3

4 A75cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 3

5 A150cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 2

6 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

7 B75cm_l - A150_r b a Repetitions = 4

8 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 4

9 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 2

10 B150cm_l - A75_r a b Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 28.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 4

2 NN NY 3

3 NY NY 3

4 NN NY 3

5 NY NY 2

6 YY YY Y 2

7 YN YY 4

8 YN YY 4

9 YY YN 2

10 NY NN 1

Tot 5 6 5 8 2 28
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Subject 6 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan . T im e fo r tes t =  6 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 4

2 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 2

3 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 3

4 A150cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 4

5 A75cm_l - B75_r A B Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 2

7 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 3

9 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 2

10 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 27.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YN 4

2 YY YN 2

3 YY YY Y 3

4 YN YN 4

5 YY YY Y 2

6 NN NN 2

7 YY YY Y 3

8 YY YN 3

9 NY NN 2

10 NN NY 2

Tot 7 7 7 4 3 27
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Subject 6 -  Test 2

2 m in practice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  5 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

2 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

4 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

5 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 3

6 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

8 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

9 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

10 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 24.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YN YN 2

2 YY YY Y 2

3 YN YY 3

4 YY YY Y 2

5 YY YN 3

6 YY YY Y 3

7 NY NY 1

8 YN YY 3

9 NY NN 3

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 8 7 8 7 4 24
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Subject 7 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e fo r test =  6 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 4

2 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

3 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

4 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

5 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 4

7 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

9 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 3

10 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 31.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 4

2 NY NN 2

3 YY YY Y 3

4 NY NN 3

5 NY NY 2

6 NY NY 4

7 YN YY 3

8 NY NN 4

9 YY YY Y 3

10 YY YY Y 3

Tot 4 9  4 7 3 31
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Subject 7 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test =  6 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

2 B75cm_l - A75_r A b Repetitions = 3

3 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 3

4 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 3

5 B75cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 4

6 A150cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 3

7 A75cm_l - B150_r a b Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B75_r B a Repetitions = 3

9 A150cm_l - B75_r B A Repetitions = 3

10 B150cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 4

Total number of repetitions is 31.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 NY NN 3

3 YN YN 3

4 YY YN 3

5 NN NY 4

6 YN YY 3

7 YN YY 3

8 NY NN 3

9 NN NY 3

10 NN NY 4

Tot 5 4 5 6 1 31
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Subject 8 -  Test 1

2 m in practice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e  for tes t =  5 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 3

2 B150cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 1

3 B150cm_l - A150_r B a Repetitions = 1

4 A150cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 1

5 B75cm_l - A75_r A b Repetitions = 1

6 A75cm_l - B75_r a b Repetitions = 1

7 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

8 B75cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 2

9 B150cm_l - A75_r B a Repetitions = 1

10 A75cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 14.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NN 3

2 NY NY 1

3 YN YY 1

4 NY NY 1

5 NY NN 1

6 YN YN 1

7 YY YY Y 2

8 NY NY 2

9 YN YN 1

10 NN NY 1

Tot 4 6 4 6 1 14 reps
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Subject 8 -T e s t  2

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for tes t = 4 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions =

2 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions =

3 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions =

4 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions =

5 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions =

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions =

7 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions =

8 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions =

9 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions =

10 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions =

Total number of repetitions is 11.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 1

2 YN YY 1

3 YY YY Y 1

4 NY NN 1

5 YY YY Y

6 YY YN 1

7 YN YN 1

8 YY YY Y 1

9 YY YY Y 1

10 YY YY Y 1

Tot 8 8 8 7 5 11 reps
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Subject 9 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 1

2 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 3

3 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

4 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 1

5 B150cm_l - A75__r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 1

6 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

7 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

8 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

9 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 1

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 12.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YN 1

2 NY NY 3

3 NN NY 1

4 YY YY Y 1

5 NN NY 1

6 NY NY 1

7 YY YY Y 1

8 YY YY Y 1

9 NY NN 1

10 NN NN 1

Tot 4 7 4 7 3 12 reps
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Subject 9 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e fo r test =  5 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B150_r a b Repetitions = 1

2 B75cm_l - A150_r B a Repetitions = 1

3 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 2

4 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 1

5 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

7 A150cm_l - B75_r B a Repetitions = 1

8 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 1

9 A75cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 1

10 B75cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 1

Total number of repetitions is 13.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YN YY 1

2 YY YY Y 1

3 NY NN 2

4 YN YY 1

5 YY YY Y 2

6 YN YY 2

7 NN NN 1

8 NY NN 1

9 NN NY 1

10 NY NY 1

Tot 5 5 5 7 2 13 reps
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Subject 10 -  Test 1

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for tes t =  6 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r a b Repetitions = 2

2 B75cm_l - A75_r A B Repetitions = 3

3 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 2

4 A75cm_l-B150_r aB Repetitions = 5

5 B75cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 2

6 B150cm_l - A75_r A B Repetitions = 2

7 B150cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 2

8 A150cm_l - B75_r a b Repetitions = 2

9 A150cm_l - B150_r a b Repetitions = 2

10 A75cm_l - B75_r b a Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 24.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YN YN 2

2 NY NY 3

3 YY YN 2

4 YN YN 5

5 NN NY 2

6 NN NY 2

7 YN YN 2

8 YY YN 2

9 YY YY Y 2

10 NN NN 2

Tot 6 4 6 4 1 24 reps
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Subject 10 -  Test 2

2 min p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

2 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

4 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

8 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 1

9 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

10 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 18.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 NY NY 2

3 NN NY 2

4 NY NY 2

5 NN NY 2

6 YN YY 3

7 NY NY 1

8 YY YY Y 1

9 YY YY Y 1

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 5 7 5 10 4 18 reps
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Subject 11 -  Test 1

2 m in prac tice . C artoon  dep th  im ages. 2  second  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

2 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

3 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

4 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

7 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

8 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

9 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 17.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 NY NY 2

3 NY NY 2

4 NY NY 1

5 YY YN 2

6 YY YY Y 2

7 YY YY Y 1

8 YY YY Y 2

9 NY NY 1

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 6 10 6 9 5 17 reps
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Subject 11 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 2

2 B75cm_l - A150_r A B Repetitions = 1

3 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 2

4 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 2

5 B75cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 3

6 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 1

7 B150cm_l - A75_r A b Repetitions = 2

8 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

9 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 1

10 A150cm_l - B75_r a b Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 18.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NN 2

2 NY NN 1

3 YY YN 2

4 YY YN 2

5 YY YN 3

6 NN NY 1

7 NN NN 2

8 YN YY 2

9 NY NN 1

10 YY YN 2

Tot 5 7 5 2 0 18 reps
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Subject 12 -  Test 1

2 m in p rac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for tes t = 8 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 4

2 B150cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 3

3 A150cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 3

4 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 4

5 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 3

6 B75cm J - A75_r A b Repetitions = 2

7 A75cm__l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 3

8 B 75cm J-A 150_r B A Repetitions = 3

9 B150cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 3

10 A75cmjl - B75_r b A Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 31.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 4

2 YN YN 3

3 YN YN 3

4 YY YY Y 4

5 YN YN 3

6 NY NN 2

7 YN YY 3

8 YY YN 3

9 NY NY 3

10 NN NY 3

Tot 7 5 7 5 2 31 reps
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Subject 12 -  Test 2

2 m in  prac tice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

2 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

3 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

4 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

6 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

7 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

8 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

9 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

10 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 25.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 3

2 YN YY 2

3 NY NY 2

4 NY NY 3

5 NN NY 2

6 NN NN 2

7 NY NY 3

8 YN YY 3

9 NY NY 3

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 3 6 3 9 1 25 reps
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Subject 13 -  Test 1

2 m in p rac tice . C artoon  d e p th  im ag es . 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 4 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 1

2 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

4 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

5 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

6 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

9 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 1

10 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 18.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 1

2 NN NY 2

3 NY NY 2

4 YY YY Y 2

5 NY NY 2

6 YN YN 3

7 NN NY 2

8 NY NN 1

9 YY YY Y 1

10 NY NN 2

Tot 3 7 3 7 2 18 reps
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Subject 13 -  Test 2

2 m in p rac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 se c o n d  scan. T im e for test =  5 m in.

1 A 75cm _l-B150 r B A Repetitions = 1

2 B75cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A75 r b A Repetitions = 2

4 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 2

5 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 3

6 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 1

7 B150cm_l - A150 r b A Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 1

9 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 1

10 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 1

Total number o f repetitions is 17.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NN 1

2 NN NN 2

3 YN YY 2

4 NN NY 2

5 YY YY Y 3

6 NY NN 1

7 YY YN 3

8 YN YN 1

9 YY YY Y 1

10 YN YY 1

Tot 6 5 6 5 2 17 reps
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Subject 14 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  7 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 4

2 B150cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 3

3 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 4

4 A150cm_l - B75_r A b Repetitions = 2

5 A75cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 1

7 A75cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 2

8 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

9 B75cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 2

10 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 25.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NN NY 4

2 NY NY 3

3 YN YN 4

4 YN YN 2

5 NN NN 2

6 YN YY 1

7 NN NY 2

8 YY YY Y 2

9 NY NY 2

10 YY YN 3

Tot 5 4 5 6 1 25 reps
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Subject 14 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2.1 sec scan. T im e fo r tes t =  6 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

2 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 4

4 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 1

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 1

7 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

8 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

9 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

10 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 4

Total number of repetitions is 25.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 2

2 NY NY 2

3 NY NY 4

4 NN NY 2

5 YN YY 1

6 YY YY Y 1

7 NY NY 2

8 YY YY Y 3

9 YN YN 4

10 NY NY 4

Tot 4 7 4 9 2 25 reps
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Subject 15 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 7 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

2 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 4

3 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

4 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 6

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 9

6 A 150cm_l - B 150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 2

7 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

8 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 6

9 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 4

10 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 43.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 3

2 YY YY Y 4

3 NY NN 4

4 NN NN 6

5 YY YY Y 9

6 NY NY 2

7 NY NY 3

8 YN YY 6

9 NN NY 4

10 YY YY Y 2

Tot 5 7 5 8 4 43
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Subject 15 -  Test 2

2 m in p rac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  6 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 3

2 B75cm_l - A75_r B a Repetitions = 5

3 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 3

4 B 150cm_l - A7 5_r b A Repetitions = 2

5 A150cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 6

6 B150cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 4

7 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

8 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 3

9 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 3

10 B75cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 2

Total number of repetitions is 33.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 3

2 YY YN 5

3 YN YN 3

4 YY YY Y 2

5 NY NY 6

6 YY YN 4

7 YY YY Y 2

8 YY YN 3

9 YN YY 3

10 YN YN 2

Tot 9 7 9 5 3 33
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Subject 16 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 8 m in.

1 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 6

2 B150cm_l - A150_r A B Repetitions = 6

3 B150cm_l - A150_r B A Repetitions = 4

4 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 5

5 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 4

6 B150cm_l - A75_r B a Repetitions = 6

7 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 5

8 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 4

9 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 5

10 B75cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 5

Total number of repetitions is 61.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NN NY 6

2 NN NN 6

3 YN YN 4

4 YN YY 5

5 YN YY 4

6 YN YN 6

7 YY YY Y 5

8 YY YN 4

9 NY NN 5

10 NN NY 5

Tot 6 3 6 5 1 50
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Subject 16 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  5 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 4

2 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

3 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

4 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

5 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 3

6 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

7 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 2

9 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 4

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 28.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 4

2 YY YY Y 4

3 NN NY 3

4 NY NY 2

5 YY YY Y 3

6 YY YY Y 3

7 YN YN 3

8 NY NY 2

9 NY NY 4

10 NY NN 3

Tot 5 8 5 8 4 31
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Subject 17 -  Test 1

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  6 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 5

2 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 3

3 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

4 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 6

5 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

6 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

7 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

9 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

10 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 7

Total number of repetitions is 36.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 5

2 YY YY Y 3

3 YN YN 3

4 YN YY 6

5 YN YY 3

6 NY NY 1

7 YY YY Y 3

8 NY NY 2

9 NY NY 3

10 NY NN 7

Tot 6 7 6 8 3 36
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Subject 17 -  Test 2

2 m in p rac tice . P la in  im ag es. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for tes t =  8 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 4

2 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 4

3 A150cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 6

4 B150cm_l - A150_r A B Repetitions = 4

5 B150cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 6

6 B75cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 4

7 B75cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 4

8 A150cm_l - B75_r A B Repetitions = 5

9 A150cm_l - B75_r b A Repetitions = 6

10 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 10

Total number of repetitions is 53.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NN NN 4

2 YN YY 4

3 YY YN 6

4 NN NN 4

5 NY NY 6

6 NN NY 4

7 NN NY 4

8 YN YY 5

9 NY NY 6

10 NY NN 10

Tot 3 4 3 6 0 53
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Subject 18 -  Test 1

2 m in p rac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 8 m in.

1 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 3

2 B150cm_l - A150_r A B Repetitions = 5

3 B75cm_l - A150_r A b Repetitions = 4

4 B75cm_l - A75_r A b Repetitions = 6

5 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 5

6 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 5

7 A150cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 5

8 A75cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 4

9 A75cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 6

10 A75cm_l - B75_r a b Repetitions = 5

Total number of repetitions is 48.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YY Y 3

2 NN NN 5

3 NY NY 4

4 NY NN 6

5 YY YY Y 5

6 NY NN 5

7 YN YY 5

8 NN NN 4

9 YN YY 6

10 YN YN 5

Tot 5 5 5 5 2 48
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Subject 18 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  4 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

2 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 2

3 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 2

4 A150crn_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

5 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

6 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

7 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

9 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 2

10 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

Total number of repetitions is 26.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NN NY 3

2 YY YN 2

3 NY NY 2

4 NY NY 3

5 NN NY 3

6 NY NY 2

7 YN YY 2

8 YY YY Y 3

9 NY NY 2

10 NY NY 4

Tot 3 7 3 9 1 26
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Subject 19 -  Test 1

2 m in  p rac tice . C a rto o n  d ep th  im a g e s . 2 second  scan. T im e for test =  6 m in.

1 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 4

2 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

3 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

4 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

5 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 4

7 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

8 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 2

9 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 3

10 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth b A Repetitions = 3

Total number o f repetitions is 32.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YN YY 4

2 YN YY 4

3 NN NY 3

4 YN YN 4

5 YN YY 3

6 NY NY 4

7 YY YY Y 2

8 NY NY 2

9 NY NY 3

10 NY NY 3

Tot 5 5 5 9 1 32
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Subject 19 -  Test 2

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for tes t =  5 m in.

1 A75cm_l - B75_r B A Repetitions = 4

2 B150cm_l - A150_r A B Repetitions = 3

3 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

4 B150cm_l - A75_r aB Repetitions = 4

5 A150cm_l - B150_r b A Repetitions = 1

6 A150cm_l - B75_r aB Repetitions = 2

7 B75cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B150_r aB Repetitions = 4

9 B75cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 3

10 B150cm_l - A150_r aB Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 29.

CD CD Image Reps

1 NY NY 4

2 NN NN 3

3 YN YY 2

4 NY NY 4

5 NY NN 1

6 YY YY Y 2

7 YN YN 3

8 YN YN 4

9 YN YY 3

10 NY NN 3

Tot 5 5 5 5 1 29
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Subject 20 -  Test 1

2 m in prac tice . P la in  im ages. 2 seco n d  scan. T im e for test = 5 m in.

1 B150cm_l - A150_r b A Repetitions = 4

2 A75cm_l - B150_r A B Repetitions = 3

3 A150cm_l - B150_r A b Repetitions = 3

4 B75cm_l - A75_r B a Repetitions = 3

5 A150cm_l - B75_r A b Repetitions = 4

6 A150cm_l - B150_r b a Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 4

8 B150cm_l - A75_r b A Repetitions = 2

9 B75cm_l - A150_r a b Repetitions = 3

10 A75cm_l - B75_r A B Repetitions = 3

Total number of repetitions is 32.

CD CD Image Reps

1 YY YN 4

2 YY YN 3

3 YN YY 3

4 YY YN 3

5 YN YN 4

6 NY NY 3

7 NY NY 4

8 YY YY Y 2

9 NN NY 3

10 YY YY Y 3

Tot 7 7 7 6 2 32
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Subject 20 -  Test 2

2 m in p ractice . C arto o n  d ep th  im ages. 2 second  scan. T im e for test = 4 m in.

1 B75cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth B a Repetitions = 2

2 B150cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 4

3 A150cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth aB Repetitions = 1

4 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 3

5 A75cm_l - B75_r - cartoon depth A b Repetitions = 2

6 B75cm_l - A75_r - cartoon depth B A Repetitions = 3

7 B150cm_l - A150_r - cartoon depth a b Repetitions = 3

8 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

9 A75cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth A B Repetitions = 2

10 A150cm_l - B150_r - cartoon depth b a Repetitions = 3

Total num ber o f  repetitions is 25.

CD CD Im age Reps

1 YY YY Y 2

2 NY N Y 4

3 YY YY Y 1

4 YY YY Y 3

5 YY YN 2

6 YY YY Y 3

7 NY NY 3

8 YY YN 2

9 YY YN 2

10 NY NY 3

Tot 7 10 7 7 4 25
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Appendix 3. Hardware & software considerations

In this chapter various aspects o f  the hardware and software used during the research 

are considered. A great deal o f  time and effort was spent in setting up suitable 

equipment to capture stereo im ages that could be fed directly to a standard computer. 

Once accom plished an even greater length o f time was dedicated to the development 

o f suitable software program m es that could be used to process the live video feed into 

stereo depth maps and to finally perform  the conversion to optophonic sound.

A3.1. H ardw are

During the three years o f  research the equipment used has varied greatly due to the 

rapid advances in technology and computers. Originally, before considering 

stereovision for use with a blind m obility aid a single camera was used in conjunction 

with a Silicon Graphics 0 2 . This m eant that initially all software was written in C++ 

and ran under a Unix operating system. A t the time this computer was far superior to 

any PC available and supplied a suitable basis for investigating alternative algorithms 

for use with the different aspects o f  optophonic mappings, since it was more than 

capable o f  processing m ultiple fram es per second. The reasoning behind this scheme 

was that once a suitable algorithm  had been found, it could be optimised for use on a

PC.

Top Camera

Right Camera
N

Left Camera

Figure (A 3.1) -  D iagram  o f  the Triclops camera system.
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Once it w as realised that an optophonic blind aid could be benefited by depth 

information as obtained through the use o f multiple cameras, work began studying the 

ways in w hich a m ulti-cam era system could be created. Three mini-cameras were 

purchased, the signals from  w hich could be combined into the separate RGB (Red, 

Green, Blue) o f  a com puter video card and extracted by software. The only problem 

left to solve w as how  to synchronise the three signals from the separate cameras so 

that each captured frames simultaneously. However, it was unnecessary to solve this 

problem since at this tim e a three-cam era system named Triclops became available. 

This system, w hich was purchased from Point Grey Research in Canada [PGROO], 

consisted o f  a set o f  libraries for use in M icrosoft Visual C++ with which it is possible 

to access the im ages obtained from  the Triclops cameras. Therefore, all software had 

to be rew ritten in V isual C++ in order to make use o f the Triclops libraries.

The three-cam era m odule, shown in figure (A3.1), consists o f three gray-scale, 1/3”  

CCD cam eras. The device itse lf has been designed to work with and plug into the 

RGB input on a M atrox M eteor RGB graphics card fitted into a PC.

A3.2. Softw are

The softw are used during the research for the purposes o f testing various 

m odifications to the optophonic m apping from scene-to-sound was developed for 

various tasks using a range o f  com pilers. In the following sections a b rief description 

shall be given o f  the com pilers used and a b rief explanation o f some o f  the more 

important program m es written.

A3.2.1. Softw are com pilers

All algorithm s described w ithin this thesis and used during the research were written 

in M icrosoft V isual C++ 6.0 and im plem ented using the Triclops system and libraries. 

However, in a num ber o f  cases algorithm s were first tested with still images in C++ 

on a powerful Silicon G raphics or in Borland Builder C++ 3.0 on a PC due to its ease
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of use and the speed with which it is possible to produce a full working programme 

with graphical user interface (m ost programm es in Borland Builder can be created 

with only a few lines o f  code). W hen a suitable algorithm had been developed and 

tested with still im ages it was then ported across to M icrosoft Visual C++ allowing 

the use o f  the Triclops system  for real-tim e image capturing and processing.

Due to the various com pilers that have been used to test and develop various 

algorithms a num ber o f  different standalone programmes were created. For instance, 

as mentioned above, a program m e was written in Borland Builder C++ that originally 

consisted o f a sim ple interface that allowed the user to open stereo images, manipulate 

them (using simple im age processing filters), and then save them to a different file. 

Once this program m e had been fully developed it provided a suitable basis to test new 

algorithms. Through the sim ple addition o f  a new function (that performed the 

algorithm to be tested) to the m ain program m e any technique could be tested with still 

images.

Similarly, since the Triclops cam era system consisted o f control libraries that could 

only be accessed through M icrosoft V isual C++, a programme was developed that 

could be used as a base for future development. With this programme any algorithms 

could be simply applied and tested in real-tim e using images captured directly from 

the Triclops cameras.

A3.2.2. Test program m es

Out o f the m any program m es that were written during the research there were three 

that were used as a basis for future development, from which further modifications 

could easily be carried out to test new  ideas. Two o f these programmes were written 

and com piled in Borland Builder C++ for the purposes o f  testing various stereo 

processing algorithm s on still im ages, and secondly for testing volunteers with the 

scene-to-sound m appings. The final programme, written in Microsoft Visual C++, 

was designed to test in real-tim e the various modifications to the optophonic process 

with images captured directly from  the Triclops camera system.
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A3.2.2.1. Stereo algorithm programme

The programm e created in Borland Builder to assess various stereo algorithms with 

still images allows the user to search for and load stereo images from disk. When 

loaded various previously hidden buttons appear which provide the user with a choice 

o f stereo algorithm s and im age filters. These differing algorithms can be applied in 

any order and with different com binations o f  filters. Once processing has ceased, the 

user is provided with the option to save the images to file simply by clicking on the 

appropriate button. The various options can be selected by opening the options dialog 

box from the menu. W ithin this dialog the choices can be made upon which filters to 

apply and on the various disparity ranges to use.

3 Image Stereo

[E§ Save Edges Jo p  Image

-  I | bitmap (“ bmp)

£ >  CA 
17^ Work 
[?=» Programming 
P=» T riclops

Tri Images
n  test images

Office - 320x240 - left.bmp T |  
Office ■ 320x240 - right.bmp 
Office - 320x240 - top.bmp 
Office • 320x240_1 _l.bmp 
Office - 320x240 1 r.bmi

Office - 320x240_2_l.bmp 
Office - 320x240_2_r.bmp 
Office • 320x240_2_t.bmp 
Office - 320x240_2_t_epi-coorc 
Office • 320x240_2_t_epi-coorc 
Office - 320x240_2_t2.bmp i

- i?r>v?4n i  i hmn

Right Image

IBS Save Edges

Fill (average) Degth Cartoon

Options About

Left Image

Save Edges

Moving Edges

Edge Qepth

Correlation

Defocysed

Mov Edge Disp

Figure (A3.2) -  A screenshot o f  the programme written to test various stereo 

algorithms and other im age processing techniques.
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Figure (A3.2) shows a screenshot taken from the main window o f the programme and 

figures (A3.3a)-(A 3.3c) dem onstrate the options window, from which it is possible to 

select various im age processing options. Although the programme may not be pretty, 

it does provide a very easy way o f testing new algorithms by simply placing another 

switch or check box w ithin the options dialog box and then linking it to a new 

function. A fter the initial program m e engine had been created future functions could 

just access the library o f  com m ands already coded making further additions relatively 

simple.

BM
Edge Properties | Stereo Properties ] Correlation Properties |

r  Capp Map OR 

I”  Mean Reduction 

|7  S obel/Prewitt/Canny 

Adaptive Thresholding 

[7  Camera Misalignment 

f*  Laplacian Binary

Figure (A 3.3a) -  Screenshot o f  the first window in the 

options dialog box revealing edge and image filter options 

for the stereo algorithm  programme.

Set the threshold value for Edge Detection

j J  10

V~ Perform Edge Thinning 

Set the threshold value for cartoon filling

lil' J 75

Set the fill radius for edge spreading

E D ~  2

Set Prewitt/Laplacian filter radius

<1 I 2J 1

y  o k

f j ,  Options
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fi^ Options
Edge Properties Stereo Properties j Correlation Properties |

Set the minimum Disparity

H T T _iJ 2
Set the maximum Disparity

Ll L _►] 25

Select Depth Map type 
[7  Linear P Inverse

Select initial image filter 
[7  Gaussian 

I-  Low Pass

H B E

Stereo error ranges 

30 Magnitude

30 Degrees

Set epipolar direction

0.0 ^  F12

0.0 -fj F13
1.0 - j J  F23

[7  Advanced edge depth [7  Constrast comparison I-  Algorithm speedP Remove matched pixels P Cartoon - 3 camera I- Image differenceP Search for best match P Mean image blocks P Absolute difference

✓  OK |P  T win search method P  PMF

Figure (A 3.3b) -  Screenshot o f  the second window in the 

options dialog box show ing stereo options for the stereo 

algorithm  program m e.

Edge Properties | Stereo Properties Correlation Properties |

Set the Moravec filter size

□  i m  13

Set the correlation size

_iJ J  2J 9
Set the acceptable correlation error

H O  Jj 5°°
P  Perform Interest Thinning

Options

✓  OK |

Figure (A 3.3c) -  Screenshot o f  the last window in the 

options dialog box showing correlation properties for the 

stereo algorithm  program me.
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A fter testing algorithm s w ith still im ages using the programme described (and shown 

in figure (A3.2)), the techniques or functions used, assuming a positive result was 

obtained, w ould be ported  across into M icrosoft Visual C++ 6.0 by adding to the 

program m e described later in section (A3.2.2.3).

A 3.2.2.2. O ptophone test program m e

The optophone test program m e described in this section was again generated in 

Borland Builder C++ 3 and was used to test various modifications to the optophonic 

process (w hether it be to the processing o f  the sound, images or the actual mapping 

from scene-to-sound) by assessing the perform ance o f  test subjects.

The program m e in its initial form  provided numerous options for the conversion o f 

im age-to-sound such as the speed o f  playback, the use o f  dichotic presentation and 

other stereo sound effects, as well as the ability to convert video and animations to 

sound. For the final test program m e however, it was thought best that the programme 

be as sim ple to operate as possible, providing the test subject with as few situations as 

possible for error (such as clicking on the wrong button by mistake).

The test program m e, a screenshot o f  w hich is shown in figure (A3.4a), would ask the 

user to click on ‘s ta r t’ to begin. Once selected a series o f  images, although not 

visible, would be read from  an initialisation file and played in the form o f sound in a 

pseudo-random order. The subject w ould be given the option to play the sound as 

many tim es as they w ished sim ply by selecting ‘repeat’, as depicted in figure (A3.4b), 

and when the subject believed they knew the location o f  objects within the scene 

(such as the ‘A ’ & ‘B ’ im ages from  figures (5.7a)-(5.7p), pages 138-140, and as 

shown in figure (A 3.4d)) the subject w ould select the appropriate check boxes. A 

simple graphical representation w ould be displayed for confirmation (for sighted 

users), and then a button labelled ‘accept’ would appear allowing the subject to 

continue, shown in figure (A 3.4c). This process continues until all test images have 

been displayed, at w hich tim e the program m e saves the data to an output file for later 

assessment.
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To further reduce the com plexity o f  the test programme, for the user, all options are 

defined within an initialisation file and are loaded upon execution o f the programme 

itself.

f i j  Optophone Test

Left Right
A r r

B r r

Far r r

N ear r r

Figure (A 3.4a) -  The initial screen displayed after executing the 

optophone test program m e. All buttons remain hidden or disabled 

until the appropriate time. The user must select Start to begin.

m i m i BM TTbrxl

|  Repeat

Left Right
A r r

B r r

Far r r

N ear r r

Figure (A 3 .4b) -  Screenshot o f  the optophone test programme. 

Upon hearing an optophonic sound the user is provided with the 

option o f  repeating the sound (with Repeat), or selecting the check 

boxes to indicate the location o f  the objects within the optophonic 

soundscape (i.e., ‘A ’ Left Near, ‘B ’ Right Far).
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fiiOptophone Test HHE3

✓  Accept Repeat

Left Right
A r 17

B w r

B A

Far r 17

N ear 17 r
B

Figure (A 3.4c) -  Screenshot o f  the optophone test programme. 

Upon com pleting their selection the user is provided with the 

option o f  either pressing Repeat to hear the sound again to confirm 

their choice, or pressing Accept to continue to the next frame.

The large area on the left o f  the window, pictured in figures (A3.4a)-(A3.4c), is used 

during the training period as an image display area as illustrated in figure (A3.4d). 

This area, as illustrated, is norm ally hidden and is only displayed when the 

appropriate settings are used in the initialisation file.

f  j  Optophone Test

<S  Accept Repeat

Left Right
A 17 r

B r 17

A B

F ar r 17

N ear 17 r

□S3

Figure (A 3.4d) -  Screenshot o f  the optophone test programme 

during a training session. This period not only trains the user with 

the different optophonic sounds, it also provides them with time to 

become accustom ed to the workings o f the programme itself.
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A3.2.2.3. Real-time stereo optophone programme

The stereo optophone program m e shown in figures (A3.5a) & (A3.5b), which was 

written and com piled in M icrosoft Visual C++ 6, was designed as a basis for the 

development and evaluation o f  various optophonic modifications, such as the 

inclusion o f  stereo depth maps. Once the main software engine (capable o f reading 

both still images and live video, as well as performing real-time conversion to sound) 

had been written it allow ed for the addition o f  further algorithms and functions with 

the minimum o f difficulty.

HN3I3
Qisparity Iriclops Help

Edge Depth Maps ►

Horz Depth MapsCartoon Depth Maps ►
Cartoon Depth Map

& A150cm _l - B75_i - left bmp - D.b

Figure (A 3.5a) -  Screenshot o f  the real-time stereo optophone programme. The 

figure illustrates the capturing o f  stereo images prior to the generation o f  a cartoon 

depth map.

Although this program m e was written in Microsoft Visual C++, due to the Triclops 

system ’s requirem ent w hen accessing its library files, it was based upon the 

programme described in section (A3.2.2.1). With over twelve thousand lines o f code
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in 24 source and header files, the programme represents the culmination o f all the 

techniques that were tried during the research and that were found to demonstrate at 

least partial success in term s o f  an improvement with some aspect o f the optophonic 

process.

^ A 150cm _l - B75_r - left.bmp - Dib
File Edit yiew Image Filters Sound Disparity Jriclops Help

. p  b? u  e  a  ?

Figure (A 3.5b) -  Screenshot o f  the real-tim e stereo optophone programme portraying 

the capturing o f  im ages and the generation o f  cartoon depth maps. Other images 

shown, and used during stereo processing, include a cartoon image (bottom left) of 

the left frame (top left) and an edge image (bottom middle) created from the right 

frame (top m iddle).

The option controls for this program m e were designed in a similar fashion to that of 

the stereo algorithm  program m e, written in Borland Builder C++ and described in 

section (A3.2.2.1), and were accessible through dialog windows similar to those 

shown in figures (A 3.3a)-(A 3.3c). The only difference being the inclusion o f a 

Triclops dialog w indow  that provided control over the various image capturing
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features, such as the im age sizes and the application o f Triclops pre-processing filters, 

as well as the option to capture video to disk for later playback.

A3.3. H ardw are & softw are problem s

As expected, during the course o f  the research numerous difficulties were encountered 

that needed to be rem edied before continuing. Although many o f these problems 

were, at most, sim ply annoying and were on the whole easily solvable, they did take 

time and so detracted from  the m ain aim o f the research. Namely, that o f  making 

progress in the quest for im provem ents to the optophonic mapping!

Considering the tim e spent solving some o f  these difficulties it seemed important to 

describe a few o f  the slightly m ore problem atic events, if  not to aid future research, 

then to at least dem onstrate that the w ork was not always plain sailing.

A3.3.1. C am era m isalignm ent

The three-cam era system , called Triclops, used during the research played an 

important role, and w as invaluable for testing modifications to stereo algorithms. 

Originally stereo testing began w ith two-cam era stereo techniques, later progressing 

to three-cam era system s (m ainly using the third camera for verification o f  candidate 

matches). At this tim e a disturbing problem  presented itself.

Using the third cam era, rather than providing enhanced depth maps, appeared to 

generate more errors than the equivalent two-camera system, as shown in figure 

(A3.6a). There could only be two possible explanations. Either the computer

program had some logical errors or one o f the cameras was misaligned.
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Figure (A3.6a) -  Three-camera edge depth 

map showing a large number of errors due to 

the misalignment of the top camera.

Figure (A3.6b) -  Three-camera edge depth 

map after the necessary corrections were 

made for the misaligned camera.

As indicated by the title o f  this section, it was the latter o f the two -  a camera 

misalignment. To determ ine what sort o f  misalignment exists is quite a simple task, 

requiring a quick com parison (by hand) between the three stereo images o f a selection 

o f points, each with differing depth. Unfortunately, the task o f solving a camera 

misalignment is not always as simple. For example, if  one o f the cameras had been 

rotated then it would point in a different direction to the others, causing objects at 

different depths to be m isplaced by differing amounts.

Figures (A3.7a)-(A3.7c) -  The black crosses 

marked in these figures, bottom-left of the 

‘A’ & ‘B’ signs, were used to check the 

alignment of the three cameras in the 

Triclops camera system. These image points 

could effectively be used since the distances 

of the ‘A’ & ‘B’ signs were known to be at a 

distance of 1.50m and 0.75m, respectively, 

from the observing cameras.
Figure (A3.7a) -  Misaligned top image of the 

set of three that comprise the Triclops 

system.
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Figure (A3.7b) -  Image obtained from the Figure (A3.7c) -  Image obtained from the 

left Triclops camera. right Triclops camera.

Normally when calibrating stereo cam eras it is necessary to use specially prepared 

grids that are placed at a specific distance from the cameras and used to calculate any 

misalignments. However, in the case o f a three camera system, where it can be 

assumed that two o f  the cam eras are correctly calibrated (due to the accuracy o f the 

generated two cam era depth m aps) the task can sometimes be a little easier.

As an example o f  finding cam era misalignments, figures (A3.7a)-(A3.7c) represent a 

scene consisting o f  tw o boards or signs with the letters ‘A ’ & ‘B ’. The ‘A ’ is at a 

distance o f 1.50 m etres from the cam eras, and the ‘B ’ is at 0.75 metres. For perfect 

camera alignment the disparity between the three images o f any point on the ‘A ’ 

should be exactly h a lf  that o f  the ‘B ’. In these three figures two points have been 

marked, by black crosses, that lie on the bottom-left comers o f  the ‘A ’ & ‘B \  Table 

(A3.1) and figures (A 3.8a) & (A 3.8b) show the coordinates, disparities and 

misalignments found between these sets o f  points.

Point Location Top Camera Right Camera Left Camera
Correct Disparity 

(Left-Right Cameras)

Bottom-Left ‘A’ (89, 168) (92, 147) (110, 147) 18 pixels

Bottom-Left ‘B’ (154,216) (157, 177) (193, 177) 32 pixels

Table (A3.1) -  Coordinates o f the crosses marked in figures (A3.7a)-(A3.7c) 

used to calculate camera misalignment.
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(89, 168) (154,216)

A
(110, 147) 

Left image

Top image A
(3 ,21)

Disparity

(18, 0) 
Disparity

Figure (A3.8a)

A
(92, 147) 

Right image

B
(193, 177) 

Left image

Top image B
(3, 39) 

Disparity

(36, 0) 
Disparity

Figure (A3.8b)

B
(157, 177) 

Right image

Figures (A3.8a) & (A3.8b) -  These figures correspond to the coordinates of the crosses 

seen in figures (A3.7a)-(A3.7c). The disparities are also shown in the above diagrams.

From table (A3.1) and figures (A 3.8a) & (A 3.8b) it can be seen that the left and right 

stereo cam eras are inline w ith each other. On the other hand, the top camera, for all 

depths, appears to be 3 pixels out o f  alignment, in both the vertical and horizontal 

directions. This m eans that the top cam era had only translated, rather than rotated. 

Consequently, a sim ple solution is to capture the images and then adjust all 

calculations by three pixels in both the x and y directions. After making these 

adjustments to the stereo com puter algorithm  all depth maps produced are o f a much 

higher standard, as show n in figure (A 3.6b).

A3.3.2. Program m e developm ent

Although it was not so m uch o f  a problem  in terms o f something not working 

properly, the task o f  developing the programm es, or rather, the learning involved prior
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to and during the creation o f  the program m es was quite severe and took considerable 

time.

When starting the research the program m es used were written in ‘C* on a basic 486 

PC. However, this neither had the necessary cards to support capturing from camera 

nor the speed to accom plish w hat was deem ed necessary for the investigation into 

real-time conversions o f  im ages-to-sound. It was at this point that the work moved 

onto the Unix based Silicon G raphics 0 2 , which was by far superior in terms o f speed 

and that it was designed for the processing and capturing o f images. However, this 

meant learning to use U nix and to program m e in Gnu C++ using the X  Windows 

System  (and to some extent OpenGL). A fter extensive use o f  the Silicon Graphics 

website libraries and various Silicon Graphics programm ing guides a fully working 

real-time im age-to-sound system  was produced. This provided an extremely useful 

base on which to test num erous algorithm s and ideas.

At this stage various im age processing algorithm s began to show promise, and after a 

great deal o f  optim ising w ith respect to the code, the programmes were ported back 

onto a Pentium PC to provide a slightly sm aller and more mobile system. Any new 

algorithms were first tested on the Silicon Graphics, and if  found to show promise 

they would then be optim ised (in term s o f  speed) for the PC.

Programmes had been w ritten in various straightforward C++ compilers, however it 

was decided that a graphical user interface should be incorporated, and that Borland 

Builder C++ w ould provide a suitable frame on which to begin. Since each compiler 

uses slightly different com m ands and that Builder also employs a graphical designer 

for building applications, this required an additional learning period. Furthermore, 

until then all program m es w ritten on the PC worked through DOS and accessed the 

sound and video cards directly, how ever, the Borland Builder programmes were being 

created within W indow s 95. Since W indows uses a system known as messaging to 

access hardware such as a soundcard, this required further time to study.

Another sim ilar transition w as required after purchasing the Triclops camera system 

since this required the use o f  M icrosoft Visual C++, which although laden down in 

helpful features, used a com pletely different layout and command system.
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During this necessary, but lengthy, period o f  learning much progress was made with 

respect to the optophonic m apping, how ever it must be said that each session did 

require tim e that could have otherw ise been spent researching the optophonic process.

A3.3.3. O ptim isation

Although in m any cases the solution was found to be fairly obvious after the event 

there were a num ber o f  occasions w here speed was an important issue. Many o f the 

programmes w ritten w ere required to process multiple stereo frames per second to 

generate a depth map, not forgetting the additional time required to perform the 

conversion from im age to sound. For instance, in the case o f the sound processing a 

vast increase in speed could easily be m ade by building a large array as a look-up 

table that contained all possible sine values to be used. In this case, whilst generating 

the sound, rather than continually  perform ing com plex calculations the value could 

simply be obtained by accessing the appropriate cell in the look-up array.

One particular occasion w here a considerable speed increase was required occurred 

whilst creating an adaptive threshold for the process known as ‘cartooning’, described 

in chapter (4.3.5). The original m ethod for setting a threshold merely chose a pixel 

intensity beyond w hich all values w ould be set to white, otherwise black. This was 

found to be unacceptable since not all scenes have similar intensities. Selecting a 

percentage threshold and applying it to a histogram o f the intensity values for the 

captured scene can provide a m ore suitable and adaptive alternative. However, this 

requires scanning the w hole im age tw ice -  once for the histogram, and again to create 

the actual cartoon im age. Consequently, the overall frame rate is greatly reduced.

A quick and easy solution for increasing the speed o f  this process is to skip pixels 

while creating the histogram . This provides an approximate histogram, which is more 

than adequate for its purpose, at a fraction o f  the time. For instance, if  the original 

image is 320x240-pixels in size, then by skipping three pixels in four both 

horizontally and vertically  the total num ber o f pixels scanned is 80x60 (a sixteenth of 

the original size).
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In the case described the process w ould be almost 16 times faster than scanning the 

whole image to generate the histogram . Using this technique there is almost no 

perceptual difference in fram e rate betw een the cartooning technique with or without 

the adaptive thresholding, how ever the visual improvement when using the 

thresholding is noticeable w hen capturing directly from a moving camera.
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Appendix 4. Publications

During the course o f  the research four papers were written and submitted. Three o f 

which have been published and the rem aining paper recently submitted. These papers 

are listed in the ‘R eference’ chapter, and are as follows:

[CapPicOOa] -  Capp, M. and Picton, P., (Feb.-M ar. 2000). ‘Fast, Low Resolution 

Edge Depth M aps and their A pplication to a Blind M obility A id’, International 

Conference on Com puter Vision, Pattern Recognition and Image Processing, Atlantic 

City, USA, C V P R IP -12 , pp. 248-251.

[CapPicOOb] -  Capp, M., & Picton, P., (Jun. 2000). “The Optophone: an Electronic 

Blind A id.” Engineering Science and  Education Journal, vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 137-143.

[CapPicOOc] -  Capp, M. & Picton, P., (Aug. 2000). ‘An investigation into stereo 

vision as a m odification to optophonic mappings from scene-to-sound.’ l ( f h 

International M obility  Conference, W arw ick, 4th-7th Aug. 2000.

[CapPicOOd] -  Capp, M. & Picton, P., ‘Relaying Scene Information to the Blind via 

Sound using Cartoon D epth M aps.’ Subm itted to IEE  Proceedings -  Vision, Image 

and Signal Processing, 2000.

These papers are included in the follow ing pages.
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Fast, Low Resolution Edge Depth M aps and 
their Application to a Blind M obility Aid

Michael Capp and Prof. Phil Picton 
University College Northampton, UK

Abstract

In the quest for a suitable transformation from 
images to sound to enable blind people to navigate 
and read, a technique has been developed that 
produces a low resolution, but extremely fast, 
stereo edge depth map. In this paper the logic 
behind the research is described, and a description 
of this stereo technique given with examples. The 
technique produces a depth map whereby the 
distance to an object is represented by the 
thickness of the lines in the image.

Introduction

Blind mobility aids [BenBen63, Kay84, Mei92, 
Mei99, NieMahMea87, Ohe94, ShoBorKor98, 
WarStr85] such as the Optophone [Fou24], 
invented by Fournier d ’Albe for converting light 
intensities or images into sound, are often plagued 
by the problems o f information clutter or overload. 
Although blind mobility aids have progressed 
considerably since the time o f Fournier d ’Albe’s 
first Optophone, this problem still remains. The 
reasons for this are apparent when the bandwidth 
reduction necessary is considered when converting 
real-time image flow (vision) into forms 
acceptable for other sensory modalities, such as 
our haptic or auditory senses. As a result o f this, 
many electronic blind aids are both mentally tiring 
and stressful to use.

An important first question in designing a blind 
mobility aid is therefore what information can be 
discarded from a scene, whilst keeping the 
essentials to allow a blind user to comfortably 
navigate their surroundings? It is also important to 
bear in mind that the human brain is far superior in 
filtering image/sound data than any present day 
computer, so there is no need to throw away all of 
the redundant information.

Since the invention o f the first electronic blind 
aids, almost one hundred years ago, there have 
been many suggestions on how to reduce the 
complexity o f an image. Some of the simplest 
methods consist o f the reduction o f input image 
size and the number o f colours (or rather grey 
levels), image segmentation [Ohe94], object 
detection and recognition, and edge detection. 
Alternatively, a different approach to this problem 
is through the use o f ultrasonic beams [BenBen63, 
WarStr85, ShoBorKor98] to give the user an

indication of the objects and obstacles in their 
immediate vicinity (normally a range of 
approximately 3 to 4 metres in a wide arc in front 
of the user).

However, in this paper a slightly different 
approach to image information reduction is 
proposed, namely, stereo depth maps.

A computationally inexpensive edge depth map

By using multiple cameras or a sequence of images 
from a moving camera, a stereo depth map can be 
constructed [Ber97, Fua93, MarDurCha85]. In so 
doing the quantity of information conveyed to the 
user is reduced by representing distant objects with 
a lower amplitude (or zero) sound. This helps in a 
mobility aid where generally blind people do not 
need to ‘see’ what is at the end of a street, but are 
more concerned with objects and obstacles in their 
immediate vicinity.

There are a great many stereo techniques that have 
been tried, each o f which with their own pros and 
cons. However, the technique proposed, which is 
founded upon a time-varying edge detector 
[Pic89], generates a very fast, albeit low 
resolution, edge depth map. This method is based 
in part, on a stereo-optical edge detector that was 
proposed by Avery Johnson [Joh63] in 1963, who 
believed it would be possible to use a small mosaic 
o f photosensitive elements to locate nearby objects 
(contrast boundaries). The proposed system, while 
moving with a translational motion, would detect 
only the closest objects in the scene. As the device 
containing the array o f photosensitive cells moved, 
nearby objects would be observed as moving with 
a greater velocity than distant objects. 
Consequently, the light from the closest objects 
would cross the greatest number of the device’s 
array elements, whereas distant objects would not 
cross any cells in the mosaic (in the short term), 
hence not registering.

Assume that a pair of stereo images, Frame 1 and 
Frame2, have a size in the region of 320x240 
pixels or less. A low pass filter is run across the 
two images (alternatively, if the images are large, 
they can be reduced by taking the mean values), 
followed by a large Prewitt or Sobel edge operator 
with one added constraint. All edge pixels above a 
minimum threshold value are set to 1; the others 
are set to zero. Finally, the depth map is generated 
by setting the current pixel in die output image to 1 
if the equivalent pixel in Frame2 is 1, and Framel 
is zero. Otherwise, the output is set to zero.
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This can be summarised as:

If (S(framel) > min_threshold)

Then 5(framel) = 1 

Else S'(framel) = 0 

If (5(frame2) > minthreshold)

Then 5,(frame2) = 1 

Else 5'(frame2) = 0

If (5'(frame2) —  1 and ^(framel) =  0)

Then Result = 1 

Else Result = 0

Where S  represents a 3x3 (or preferably larger) 
Sobel or Prewitt edge operator, or any other 
suitable edge detector that is capable o f producing 
relatively ‘thick’ edges. The result is that depth is 
proportional to the thickness o f the edges in the 
resulting image, where a one signifies an edge.

The idea behind this technique is that a distant 
object will generate a line that lies in the same 
position (or nearly the same position) in both 
frames. Therefore, if  the two images were to be 
overlaid, a large or complete overlap of the two 
lines would be seen. Hence, the procedure 
described earlier would either reveal a set o f 
zeroes, or a very thin line along the region where 
the two edges did not overlap. This effect would 
reveal wider edges for objects nearer to the 
camera(s), since the greater the disparity between 
the edges, the less they overlap.

Limitations and Possible Remedies

Of course, there are a number o f restrictions and 
considerations that must be taken into account 
when using this algorithm, but for use as a 
mobility aid, these are minor in comparison to the 
speed o f computation. Nonetheless, these 
limitations still exist.

The first and probably the most obvious drawback 
with this technique is the loss o f edges in the depth 
map that lie parallel to the epipolar line. However, 
this is a common failing o f many stereo depth 
maps, and is similar in nature to the aperture 
problem of cameras. For example, consider a 
simple scene with a long horizontal line that more 
than fills the view o f an observing camera. 
Without texture in the scene it would be hard to 
identify any horizontal motion o f the line. In the 
case of the technique presented here, if it 
encounters an edge that lies along the epipolar line, 
then it cannot determine the line’s disparity, so the 
line will not be shown in the final image. See

figure 4 for an example.

Another problem that reveals itself in this and 
other stereo systems arises from repetitive patterns 
in the scenery. In this case, if two or more parallel 
lines are encountered in close proximity, then this 
technique will usually remove a line, or part of a 
line (depending on the disparity at that location), 
whilst generally displaying the rest. This will only 
happen when the disparity is great enough to cause 
adjacent lines in the stereo image pair to overlap.

Not so much o f a limitation, but as a consideration, 
is the maximum recognisable disparity that this 
procedure exhibits. The maximum disparity that 
this technique registers correctly, in terms of 
pixels, is equal to the width of die edges in the 
image after applying the edge operator. (Note -  
any disparities greater than the width of the edges, 
i.e. from objects that lie very close to the cameras, 
will be seen to have the same disparity as that 
indicated by the line widths themselves). As a 
direct consequence o f this, the stereo cameras are 
restricted to being positioned very close together 
so that the maximum stereo disparity that is 
encountered is generally not too high. Or, in the 
case o f a single camera for a monocular system, 
scenes would have to be sampled at a very high 
frame rate, taking consecutive frames as the stereo 
pair o f images. This limits the maximum possible 
movement o f any object in the scene between 
frames. Fortunately, with the speed of operation of 
this algorithm, computation at a high frame rate is 
quite acceptable.

However, the use of a low pass filter before 
applying the edge detector to the images can lessen 
the effect of the above restriction. This is achieved 
by a widening of the edges in the images, as well 
as aiding in the removal of excess texture. 
Alternatively, reducing the size of the initial 
images, say from 320x240 to 160x120 pixels, by 
taking the mean value of every 2 x2  block can help 
in two ways. Firstly, by performing a very 
effective low pass filter, and secondly, by further 
reducing the necessary computation time for the 
remainder o f the procedure. In addition, the 
resulting depth map is more pleasing to look at due 
to the ratio o f the maximum line width to image 
size. As the image is reduced in size, the thickest 
lines (those depicting the greatest disparities, 
assuming the lines retain a constant width) are 
represented more clearly. For example, a line of 
10 pixels in width would be more noticeable in an 
image of size 160x120 pixels than in one of 
320x240 pixels. This assumes that the image lines 
will demonstrate a near constant thickness before
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and after the process of image reduction, which is 
near to the truth, since the process of mean value 
reduction effectively spreads the majority of edges.

The range of disparities that this procedure 
accurately displays can be further increased by 
using a method of edge thickening before 
proceeding with the generation of the depth map.

An additional limitation that only arises when 
using a monocular camera system is the need to 
restrict camera motion to purely translational 
movement. Again, this is a common failing of 
monocular camera systems, which can often result 
in a reversed depth map, or worse. For example, if 
the camera undergoes a rotation about the 
horizontal (such as the holder of the camera 
turning round), then distant objects will appear to 
have a greater disparity than those closer at hand.

Results

The maximum line width that was generated by an 
enlarged (5x5) Prewitt operator in the example 
images was six pixels. This means that the depth 
map in figure 4 has six (seven if the lack of a line 
is included -  white) possible ranges or depths that 
correspond to the six possible line widths. 
However, as stated above, it is possible to include 
a line thickening stage in the procedure that could 
improve this resolution. Similarly, by further 
increasing the size of the initial low pass filters and 
edge operators, at the cost of a greater overall 
processing time, it is possible to increase the 
maximum line width, and hence, improve the 
depth map resolution.

The depth map that results from this procedure is 
quite adequate for the purpose of developing a 
mobility aid. However, most stereo edge depth 
maps consist of lines of varying intensity, whereby 
the intensity is directly proportional to the distance 
to the edge of a real world object, instead of 
varying edge thickness. Consequently, it was felt 
necessary to include some sort of comparison.

To make this comparison the line width scale has 
been converted into an intensity-based scale 
(figure 4). Since there are seven different line 
widths (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 pixels) in the depth 
maps, the corresponding pixel intensities range 
from 0 to 255: 0 (foreground), 42, 85, 127 (middle 
distance), 170, 212, 255 (background). Zero 
corresponds to a black line 6 pixels in diameter, 
and an intensity of 255 represents a white pixel, or 
the lack of a line.

As a guide, the depth map obtained from a simple 
stereo edge detector has been included (figure 3).

This detector uses the Sobel edge operator to 
obtain the local edge magnitudes and orientations 
from the stereo image pair. Once found, matches 
are made by searching for the candidates that have 
near identical edge properties within a given 
disparity range. A second constraint that further 
reduces the number of incorrect matches is through 
the use of previous disparities. It is often the case 
that several edge pixels are located from the same 
real world object. Hence, if two likely candidates 
are found, then priority is given to the one that 
most closely matches the previous disparity that 
was correctly located.

A candidate match for this second stereo procedure 
is one in which the difference between edge 
orientation is less than 30 degrees, and the 
magnitudes do not vary by more than 30 (from an 
intensity range of 0-255).

Image to Sound

Once the depth map has been successfully created, 
it is further reduced in resolution to 64x64 pixels, 
which can readily be converted into sound, column 
by column. This rapidly generated sound, which 
lasts for a period of about one-second, makes use 
of stereo effects and frequency changes to give the 
impression of object location. Similarly, changes 
in amplitude are used to represent the relative 
distance to an object in the real world. Hence, 
even a very low-resolution depth map adequately 
provides the user with enough information to 
locate objects in their immediate vicinity, as well 
as allowing them to read large text.

Conclusions

In this paper a very simple technique for 
generating basic edge depth maps has been 
proposed which, although limited in its resolution, 
is capable of producing edge depth maps in real
time on a standard PC. As a result, it is ideal for 
navigation aids where very fast but simple depth 
maps are required. Work is currently being 
undertaken on alternative methods which produce 
a higher quality depth map but inevitably are 
slower. This trade-off between speed and quality 
will ultimately determine the type of navigation aid 
that can be produced.
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Appendix: Examples

Figure 1 -  320x240 
pixels -  8 -bit image.

Figure 2 -  320x240 
pixels -  8 -bit image -  a 

small horizontal 
displacement can be seen 
between this frame and 

the previous frame.
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Figure 3 -  Edge depth 
map as created by the 

standard stereo 
algorithm.

Figure 4 -  Modified 
depth map. Comparing 

with fig. 3, the main 
errors are formed from 
edges that lie parallel to 

the camera baseline.
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The optophone:
an electronic blind aid
by Michael Capp and Phil Picton
This article presents a short but detailed description o f the optophone— its origins as a reading device for  
the blind, the various stages o f  its development, and the possibility o f its use as a mobility aid fo r the blind. 
Recent research into the use o f  stereo vision is described as an aid to information reduction, in the hope o f 
remedying the problems o f  information overload that commonly plague electronic blind aids.

Th e  p rin c ip les  o f  th e  o p to p h o n e  have b een  
a ro u n d  fo r n early  100  years, th e  first w o rk in g  
dev ice h av in g  b e e n  b u il t  as lo n g  ago  as 1912. 
T h e  obv io u s q u estio n s  are  th e re fo re  w h y  on ly  
a handful o f  p eo p le  have h e a rd  o f  it an d  w h y  it is n o t 

used. A  th ree -y ea r p ro jec t a t U n iv ers ity  C o llege  
N o rth a m p to n  (U C N ) has b e e n  sp o n so red  by th e  
E n g ineering  an d  Physical S ciences R e se a rc h  C o u n c il 
(E P S R C ) to  try  to  an sw er th ese  q u estions an d  to  see 
i f  the idea can  b e  im p ro v ed  w ith  th e  a id  o f  n ew  
technology  an d  so m e  h e lp  fro m  v o lu n tee rs . T h e  first 
step has b een  to  lo o k  b ack  a t th e  various o p to p h o n es  
and similar devices th a t have b e e n  tr ie d  in  th e  past. 
Included  in  this list o f  dev ices is th e  m o d e rn  
o p to p h o n e 1,2 th a t w as in v e n te d  b y  D r. P e te r  M e ije r  and  
paten ted  by  Philips in  th e  N e th e rlan d s . M e ije r’s
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o p to p h o n e  is in ten d ed  as a navigation aid for blind 
peop le , a lthough  the  principles on  w h ich  it w orks are 
th e  sam e as those o f  th e  orig inal o p to p h o n e3, w h ich  
was in ten d ed  as a read ing  device fo r b lind  people.

T h e  m o d e rn  o p to p h o n e  w orks by  scanning an 
im age d irecdy  from  a v ideo  cam era. T h e  im age 
p ro d u ced  is digitised, w h ich  m eans tha t it consists o f  a 
series o f  pixels, w h ich  cou ld  have a co lo u r o r cou ld  be 
ju s t a shade o f  grey. T h e  im age is th en  b roken  dow n 
in to  vertical slots, w ith  h igh-frequency  m usical notes 
b e in g  genera ted  for pixels located  at th e  top  o f  the slot 
an d  low -freq u en cy  notes for the  b o tto m . T his instantly 
aids reco g n itio n  and com prehension  o f  th e  sounds 
since th e  h u m an  aud ito ry  system  naturally associates 
h ig h e r frequencies w ith  a h igher vertical position  in  
space1. T h e  am plitude o f  the  sounds generated  varies

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram  of M eijer's op tophone  system
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Fig. 2 Blind man using the  'Exploring O ptophone'. Fournier d'Albe 
can be seen standing on th e  left of th e  picture. (From Ref. 3)

proportionally  to  th e  in ten sity  o f  th e  ligh t cap tu red  by 
the v ideo cam era.

Fig. 1 dem onstra tes a sim plified  vers ion  o f  a trans
fo rm ation  from  im age to  so u n d . T h is  is called a s l o t  

m a p p i n g  o r  th e  p i a n o  t r a n s f o r m ,  ap tly  n a m e d  since it can 
be represen ted  as a vertical p ian o  keyboard  scrolling 
across a 2 -D  im age an d  g e n e ra tin g  m usical n o tes  as 
o u tpu t. T h e  slot is m o v ed  across th e  im age from  left to  
right. N o w  th e  so u n d  o u tp u t  g en e ra ted  at any given 
tim e is a m usical ch o rd  solely d e p e n d e n t o n  th e  p o rtio n  
o f  the scene tha t is visible (th ro u g h  th e  slot).

O n e  o f  th e  m ain  p rob lem s o f  this m e th o d  o f  
converting  p ictures in to  sounds is tha t th e  h u m a n  ear is 
now here  nea r as g o o d  as th e  h u m a n  eye fo r processing  
in fo rm ation . T h is  m eans th a t th e  in fo rm a tio n  from  a 
picture  has to  b e  d ram atically  red u ced . F o r exam ple, it 
it is assum ed th a t th e  v id eo  im ag e  is a 2 4 -b it co lo u r

V G A  im age, displayed at 25 frames per second, 
the  n u m b er o f  bits per second is:

640 X 480 x  24 X 25 =  1 8 4 3 2 0 0 0 0  bits p e r 
second

T h e  bandw id th  o f  audible sounds is about 
15 kH z, allow ing a b it rate o f  3 0 0 0 0  bits per 
second, so the  in fo rm ation  has to  be reduced by 
a factor o f  6144! O n e  way this can be achieved 
is to  reduce the  size o f  the  im age and to  reduce 
the  n u m b er o f  bits per pixel. For example, i f  a 
m o n o ch ro m e  im age o f  64 x  64 pixels is used 
w ith  4 bits per pixel and  1 fram e per second, the 
b it rate is reduced  to  1 6 3 8 4  bits per second, 
w h ich  is w ith in  the  audible range. In fact these 
are the figures used by  M eijer in his prototype 
im plem en ta tion  o f  an o p tophone , w hich  will 
be described later.

A brief history

T h e  w ord  ‘o p to p h o n e ’ was first used by Dr. E. 
E. F o u rn ie r d ’A lbe3, w h o  in  1910 was 
ap p o in ted  Assistant L ecturer in  Physics at the 
U niversity  o f  B irm ingham  in  England. It was 
here  that he  set up  a laboratory  to  look  in to  the 
properties o f  selenium . Selenium  had been 
discovered by Berzelius in  1817 and in  the years 
th a t follow ed it becam e apparent that selenium  

was photosensitive, reacting to  light in  such a way as to 
vary its conductivity. Possibly unk n o w n  to  Fournier 
d ’Albe, a few  devices had already been  invented, such 
as the  E lektroftalm 4 and  the P h o tophon ic  b o o k 5. T h e  
E lektroftalm , originally  created in  1897 by Noiszewski, 
was a m obility  aid fo r the  blind. It used a single 
selen ium  cell that was p laced o n  the  forehead to  control 
th e  in tensity  o f  a sound  o u tpu t, thus allowing a blind 
person  to  distinguish betw een  light and dark. T h e  
P h o to p h o n ic  b o o k  on  the o th e r hand  was a reading aid 
fo r the  blind, w h ich  was created in  1902 by V. de 
T urine. A  specially prepared b o o k  that used a series o f  
transparent squares to  represent letters o f  the alphabet 
was passed u n d er a light. T h e  light that passed through 
the transparent squares w ou ld  fall on  a selenium  cell, 
w h ich  w ou ld  vary the  electric cu rren t passed to  a 
speaker.

Fou rn ier d ’A lbe’s first op tophone  (see 
Fig. 2), the  ‘E xp lo ring  O p to p h o n e ’, was 
very  similar to  the Elektroftalm . It 
converted  light in to  sound w ith  a 
selenium  detector, w ith  the sound 
proportional to  the intensity o f  the light 
falling o n  the  detector.

T h e  E xp lo ring  O p tophone , in tended  
as a m obility  aid for blind people, 
was first show n in  1912 at the O ptical 
C onven tion , held  in the Science 
M u seu m  at South  Kensington. 
A lthough  this device received a lot o fFig. 3 Notes produced by Fournier d'Albe's op tophone
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good  press coverage, it w as c ritic ised  by  Sir W ash ing ton  
R anger, a b lind  so lic ito r, w h o  said: ‘T h e  b lin d  p ro b lem  
is n o t to  find lights o r  w in d o w s, b u t  h o w  to  ea rn  y o u r 
living.’ As a resu lt o f  this c ritic ism  F o u rn ie r  d ’A lbe 
tu rned  away from  m o b ility  aids, an d  in  1913  in v en ted  
the R ead in g  O p to p h o n e . It w o u ld  scan across a line o f  
text, w ith  g u id an ce  fro m  th e  user, a n d  p ro d u c e  a h ig h e r 
intensity sou n d  fo r th e  lig h te r  areas o f  th e  tex t, 
p roducing  n o  so u n d  fo r th e  b lack  characters. T h e  
o p to p h o n e  used  a vertical ro w  o f  five spo ts o f  light. 
W h e n  the ligh t passed over th e  page, th e  reflec tion  
varied accord ing  to  th e  character, o r  lack  o f  character, 
scanned. T h e  reflected  lig h t w as d e te c te d  by  a ro w  o f  
selenium  cells, w h ic h  m o d u la te d  th e  so u n d  o u tp u t, 
each spot o f  ligh t p ro d u c in g  a d iffe ren t m usical n o te . 
T h e  idea fo r this w as th a t a m usical ‘m o t i f ’ w o u ld  be 
produced  from  th e  read in g  o f  tex t, w h ic h  w o u ld  b e  far 
m ore pleasing to  th e  ear th a n  a set o f  u n fam ilia r sounds.

T here  was an  inev itab le  gap  in  th e  research  d u rin g  
the  First W orld  W ar. H ow ever, in  1918  th e  firm  o f  B a rr 
& Stroud to o k  over an d  d ev e lo p ed  th e  ‘b lack  so u n d in g ’ 
op tophone. D u e  to  th e  lo w er ra tio  o f  b lack  p r in t to  
blank paper o n  a page, th is c rea ted  few er sou n d s and  
was considered  to  b e  easier to  learn . O n e  ex p e rt 
studen t o f  th e  device , M iss M a ry  Ja m e so n  (see Fig. 4), 
attained a read ing  speed  o f  60  w o rd s a m in u te , a lth o u g h  
the average was generally  a lo t low er. A t th is stage th e  
o p to p h o n e  seem ed  o n  th e  ve rg e  o f  success. It was 
being  m anufac tu red  in  sign ifican t n u m b e rs  an d  h ad  a 
great deal o f  publicity , even  a p p e a rin g  o n  th e  cover o f  
S c i e n t i f i c  A m e r i c a n  in  1920. H o w ev e r, by  1924  it h ad  all 
b u t disappeared. T h e  m a in  reason  fo r  its d isappearance  
seems to  be th a t it w as n o t  an  easy dev ice  to  use. It 
required tra in ing , it w as q u ite  stressful to  use, and  
reading speeds w ere  q u ite  slow.

O v er th e  years, m an y  varia tions o f  th e  read in g  dev ice  
have been  tried . Ju s t after th e  S e c o n d  W o rld  W ar, th e  
V eteran’s A ssociation  in  A m e ric a  co m m iss io n ed  a 
project to  lo o k  in to  read in g  dev ices fo r th e  b lind . T h is  
project was set u p  at th e  H ask in s L ab o ra to ry 5 an d  ran  
for 30 years, d u r in g  w h ic h  tim e  a n u m b e r  o f  varia tions

o n  the  o p to p h o n e  w ere tr ied  by F. S. C o o p e r and his 
colleagues. Eventually the  pro jec t cam e to  the con 
clusion tha t th e  ideal reading aid fo r th e  b lind  is an 
optical character reader (O C R ) linked  to  a speech 
synthesiser. O f  course, by tha t tim e (1974) such devices 
w ere  starting  to  appear. T h is was th e  final blow  to  the 
o p to p h o n e  as a reading aid fo r the  blind.

A lth o u g h  the  research in to  reading aids for the blind 
has m ore  o r less ceased, the  search for m obility  aids 
o r  obstacle detectors continues. Since th e  1940s, a 
n u m b e r o f  electronic m obility  aids have b een  
proposed. O n e  o f  the m ore  bizarre devices was the 
R ad ioactive  G u ider6. T his device p roduced  a ‘beam  o f  
radiations’ by using a small particle o f  radioactive 
m aterial. T h e  radiation reflecting o ff  a nearby object 
cou ld  be detec ted  via a G eiger co u n te r and  used as an 
ind ica tion  o f  th e  distance to  tha t object. H o w  far they 
m anaged  to  get w ith  these trials can on ly  be speculated!

C u rren tly  one  o f  the best-k n o w n  m obility  aids is the 
S onic  G u ide7 o f  Leslie Kay, in  w h ich  echolocation  
em ploy ing  ultrasonic waves is used to  p resen t th e  user 
w ith  an aud io  representation  o f  th e ir surroundings. 
W ith  this device users can learn  to  replace partially 
th e ir lost sense o f  sight as they have b een  show n to  have 
an im proved  spatial understand ing  and awareness.

T h e  question  that arises is w h e th e r the  p rincip le o f  
converting  ligh t to  sound  as in  th e  reading o p tophone  
can  be  ex tended  to  navigation. A  n u m b e r o f  people 
have th o u g h t o f  this and even go t as far as paten ting  
devices. T hese  are essentially variations o f  the  original 
travelling o p to p h o n e  o r read ing  o p to p h o n e , the  m ain 
differences be in g  in  the  scen e -to -so u n d  m app ing  and 
th e  o u tp u t qualities, such as resolution . K now n 
a ttem pts at op to p h o n ic  m appings include the 
follow ing:

•  Fish8 (1976) used frequency to  m ap vertical position, 
and  binaural loudness difference fo r ho rizontal 
position . T h e  sound  heard  at any instant depended  
o n  th e  brightness g radient o f  one  p o in t in  the  scene 
an d  th e  scene was scanned by the  single p o in t in

Fig. 4 Miss Mary Jameson a t the 
Reading Optophone (From Ref. 3)
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raster fash ion . T h is  fo rm  of m a p p in g  is classified as a 
p o i n t  m a p p i n g .

•  D allas’ (1980) m a p p e d  vertica l p o s itio n  in  th e  scene 
to frequency, h o r iz o n ta l p o s itio n  to  tim e, and  
b rightness to  loudness. T h e  m a p p in g  used  is an  
exam ple o f  th e  p ia n o  tran sfo rm , w h ic h  was re 
discovered in d e p e n d e n tly  by  O ’H e a 10 an d  M e ije r1.

•  K urcz11 (1981) u sed  a n o th e r  p o in t m ap p in g , in  
the fo rm  of a h a n d -h e ld  d ev ice  called  a he lio tro p e , 
w h ich  sensed th e  lig h t o u tp u t  from  o n ly  o n e  p o in t 
in th e  scene, tha t p o in t b e in g  co n tro lled  by th e  user. 
A gain, th e  so u n d  o u tp u t  w as a fu n c tio n  o f  th e  ligh t 
intensity.

T h e  tw o m o st sign ifican t p ieces o f  re c e n t w o rk  are by 
A drian O ’H e a " 112 a n d  P e te r M e i je r1-2. O ’H ea  sp en t 8 
years w o rk in g  o n  his P h D  o n  o p to p h o n e s  at th e  O p e n  
U niversity  in  th e  U K . In  his thesis h e  tr ie d  to  ex trac t 
the best m e th o d s  by c o m p a r in g  o th e r  a ttem p ts , and  this 
is therefore  th e  first m a jo r  s tu d y  o f  o p to p h o n e s . O n e  
m ajor d isadvantage a t th a t t im e  w as an  inab ility  to  
p roduce  rea l-tim e  sounds , an d  so his thesis was largely 
untested. U n fo r tu n a te ly  h e  w as u n ab le  to  take this 
w ork  fu r th e r d u e  to  his u n tim e ly  d e a th  sh o rtly  after 
co m p le ting  his thesis.

O n e  o f  O ’H e a ’s suggested  m ap p in g s  w as th e  sam e 
piano m ap p in g  as used  by  D allas, a lth o u g h  O ’H e a  was 
unaw are of th is at th e  tim e. H e  fo u n d  this m ap p in g  
unsatisfactory'. F o r exam p le , a w id e  figh t shape o n  a 
dark b ac k g ro u n d  p ro d u ces  a m a p p in g  w h ic h  is 
equivalent to  try in g  to  co nvey  tw o  n o tes  o n  th e  p ian o  
(the edges o f  th e  shape) by  p lay in g  all th e  n o tes  in  
betw een . A  seco n d  slo t m a p p in g  th a t h e  tr ie d  m ap p ed  
edge o rie n ta tio n  to  m usical (circular) p itch , and  
position  a lo n g  th e  slot to  in te rau ra l in ten s ity  d ifference. 
H e  c o n tin u e d  b y  suggesting  a cosine , p o la r p ian o  and  
even a free-fie ld  p a tc h  tra n sfo rm  in  w h ic h  th e  scene is 
split in to  segm en ts o f  in te re s t th a t are dealt w ith  
individually.

O ’H ea  p ro p o sed  a m e th o d , called  th e  ‘theo re tica l 
p erfo rm ance  te s t’ (T P T ), fo r ev a lua ting  th e  m app ings 
and gave exam ples. T h is  w as necessary  because, as 
m en tio n ed  above, it w as im possib le  to  g en e ra te  real
tim e sounds. T h e  T P T  is m a d e  u p  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  six 
stages tha t m ak e  it possib le to  f in d  flaws in  p rospective 
m appings:

(1) O b ta in  a d ig ita l im age.
(2) U sing  th e  trial m a p p in g  c o n v e r t th e  im age to  a 

sound  file.
(3) U sing  a m o d e l o f  th e  k n o w n  inaccu rac ies  o f  h u m a n  

hearing , m o d ify  th e  so u n d  so th a t it rep resen ts th e  
way in  w h ic h  a h u m a n  w o u ld  p e rce ive  it.

(4) R eca lcu la te  th e  scen e  u sin g  an  inverse o f  th e  
m ap p in g  an d  th e  m o d if ie d  so u n d .

(5) C ritic ise  th e  reca lcu la ted  scen e  visually, by  c o m 
parison  w ith  th e  o rig in a l.

(6) See i f  th e re  e m e rg e  any  c lues to  a b e tte r  m app ing .

A lthough  th e re  w ere  a n u m b e r  of lim ita tio n s w ith  th e

T P T  m e th o d , it d id  enable O ’H ea  to  m ake a n u m b er 
o f  extensive evaluations and  com parisons be tw een  
prospective m appings that w o u ld  o therw ise  have b een  
im possib le w ith o u t fu rth er back ing  and  equ ipm en t.

A t th e  sam e tim e, P eter M eije r was develop ing  an 
o p to p h o n e  at the  Philips laboratory  in  E indhoven . H e  
u sed  th e  p iano  transform  in  a sim ilar way to  tha t o f  
Dallas, O ’H ea  and even F o u rn ie r d ’Albe. N o t on ly  has 
M e ije r  created  a w ork ing  real-tim e device, w h ich  he  
has called ‘th e  v o IC e ’, b u t he has also p ro d u ced  an 
excellen t w eb  site13 that describes his w o rk  and  
provides finks to  relevant sites. To date this w o rk  
represents th e  furthest tha t anyone has gone  in 
o p to p h o n ic s , b u t its effectiveness as a navigation  aid has 
still to  be  proved  since extensive trials have yet to  be 
ca rr ied  o u t.

Current work

A d rian  O ’H ea  very  firm ly believed tha t th e  o p to p h o n e  
was th e  w ay forw ard. H e  argued  tha t an optical in p u t 
supplies th e  device w ith  the  in fo rm atio n  available to  a 
sigh ted  person . E cho loca tion  w ith  ultrasonic waves, for 
instance, can n o t see any th ing  far, o r  th ro u g h  glass, o r  
o n  paper. Also, hearin g  seem s to be  able to  convey a 
g rea t varie ty  o f  in fo rm atio n  and  headphones seem  the  
least invasive fo rm  o f  o u tp u t device. H e  also n o ted  that 
a dev ice w ith  an  optical in p u t shou ld  n o t be  considered 
m ere ly  as a m ob ility  aid. I f  a device can rep o rt shapes, 
it can  be  used for reading, fo r exam ple, signs and 
no tices in  th e  street. O u r  research p ro jec t at U C N  stays 
tru e  to  O ’H e a ’s beliefs b u t realises th e  im portance  o f  
d e p th  in fo rm a tio n , w h ich  is readily available to  a 
sigh ted  p erson  w ith  tw o eyes. T herefore, unlike 
M e ije r’s o p to p h o n e , stereo im age processing has been  
used  as p a rt o f  the  system.

S o u n d  o u t p u t s

V arious techn iques fo r p resen ting  the  o u tp u t from  
th e  o p to p h o n e  in  a m o re  pleasing m an n er have been  
investigated. Also various m ethods have been  tr ied  to  
p rev en t in fo rm atio n  overload, w hilst retain ing en ough  
scene in fo rm a tio n  fo r the  user to  navigate com fortably 
an d  easily (ideally) aro u n d  th e ir local env ironm en t (not 
fo rg e ttin g  tha t the  h u m an  brain  is far superio r in  
filte ring  im a g e /so u n d  data than  any present-day 
co m p u te r) .

T h e  basic display m e th o d  used by an o p to p h o n e  
is a m onau ra l sound  ou tp u t, w ith  th e  horizontal 
d isp lacem en t (across the  scene) represented  as a 
fu n c tio n  o f  tim e. In  M eije r’s o p to p h o n e  a click is used 
to  ind icate  th e  start o f  each frame. T h e  vertical 
d im ension  o f  the  scene is represen ted  by frequency o f  
sine waves, since the  h u m an  aud ito ry  system  naturally 
represents (to a certa in  degree) he igh t w ith  h igher 
frequencies. For exam ple, th e  h u m an  ear recognises 
(roughly) a logarithm ic  increase in frequency as a linear 
increase in  h e igh t o f  th e  sound  source1,8.

A n  im m ed ia te  im provem en t has b een  m ade to  this 
basic approach. B y in co rp o ra tin g  stereo effects som e
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object point

left im age p lane right im age plane

b a s e  line

epipolar linesleft cam era right cam era

Fig. 5 Representation of th e  epipolar constrain t fo r a pair of stereo  cameras

idea o f  th e  lo ca tion  o f  various ob jec ts is g iven , thus 
im proving th e  u se r’s c o m p re h e n s io n  o f  th e  so u n d  
ou tpu t. T h is has b een  ach ieved  b y  sim ply  assum ing  th a t 
the  left side o f  th e  scene sh o u ld  g en e ra te  so u n d s to  be  
heard (mainly) in  th e  left ear, an d  th a t th e  r ig h t side o f  
the scene shou ld  gen era te  sounds (m ainly) in  th e  r ig h t 
ear. T hus, the  cen tre  o f  th e  scene  gen era tes  so u n d s th a t 
can be  heard  equally  w ell in  b o th  ears. T h is  
representation  im m ed ia te ly  aids th e  sub jec t in  b u ild in g  
a tw o-d im ensional m en ta l m ap  o f  th e  scen e  from  left 
to  right.

R esearch  by  E . D. S c h u b e r t14 has sh o w n  e n c o u r
aging results w ith  th e  use o f  d ich o tic  p re sen ta tio n  fo r 
stereo effects. T h e  h u m a n  b ra in  a n d  a u d ito ry  system  is 
m ost adept at ‘tu n in g  in ’ o n  a p a rticu la r so u n d  sou rce  
(i.e. a person), even  w h e n  su r ro u n d e d  by  a ro o m  full o f  
talking people. O n e  process th a t can  b e  u sed  to  ach ieve 
this is th ro u g h  d ich o tic  p resen ta tio n . F o r exam p le , i f  
the  sound  source is d irec tly  in  fro n t o f  a p e rso n , th en  
his o r h e r  brain  expects th e  so u n d  to  reach  b o th  ears 
simultaneously. H ow ever, i f  th e  so u n d  so u rce  is to  the  
p erson ’s left, th e n  th e  so u n d  w ill b e  h eard  in  th e  left ear 
a few m illiseconds befo re  it reaches th e  r ig h t ear. T h e  
tw o sounds are th en  fused to g e th e r  a n d  u sed  to  
reinforce each o ther. T ech n iq u es th a t in c o rp o ra te  this 
idea are still b e in g  developed .

Reduction o f  information content
H aving  taken th e  dec is ion  to  in c lu d e  d e p th  in fo r

m atio n , the  conventional techniques for data reduction  
in  th e  o p to p h o n e  canno t be used. Loudness is norm ally 
associated w ith  brightness, b u t a m ore natural 
rep resen tation  is to  associate loudness w ith  proxim ity 
to  th e  user. So, for exam ple, an ob ject that is close to  
th e  user w o u ld  create a louder sound  than an object far 
away. In  o rd e r to  achieve this the  in form ation  abou t the 
co lo u r o r grey level o f  an ob ject has to  be discarded bu t 
th e  shape o f  the object preserved. T his has been  done 
by  p e rfo rm in g  an edge detec tion  rou tine o n  the 
o rig ina l im age, w h ich  -produces cartoon-like images 
show ing  th e  ou tline o f  objects in  the  scene. T h e  nex t 
step was to  m ake the  loudness o f  the  corresponding 
sound  o u tp u t p roportional to  the  proxim ity  o f  the  real- 
w orld  edges.

Stereo disparity and depth maps
W ith  tw o cameras it is possible to  generate images 

th a t display th e  position /d istance o f  objects according 
to  th e ir relative brightness. T hese im ages are know n  as 
d ep th  m aps. A lthough  this process increases the 
co m p u ta tio n  tim e, it greatly decreases the inform ation 
c lu tte r in  th e  im age and, likewise, the^ chances o f  
in fo rm ation  overload for the user. O n ly  objects that are 
o f  real significance (close) to  the  blind user are 
displayed. O bjects fu rther away have less im pact on  the 
user, and  therefore have a low er am plitude/in tensity  in 
the  final ou tpu t.

A  dep th  m ap gives the  same in form ation  as
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Fig. 6 Office scene as view ed by the  left camera of a 
stereo pair

Fig. 8 Result of applying an edge detection  algorithm  to  
the left scene of Fig. 6

Fig. 7 Office scene as viewed by the right camera of a 
stereo pair

Fig. 9 Result of applying an edge detection algorithm to 
the  right scene of Fig. 7

A n edge dep th  m ap is a single im age contain ing the 
edges o f  objects in  a scene w here the  brightness o f  the 
edge corresponds to  the p roxim ity  to  the cameras. To 
ob ta in  a d ep th  m ap an edge detec tion  routine is applied 
to  im ages from  tw o  cameras and then  a dep th  m ap 
created. E dge dep th  maps have the advantage o f  being 
able to  p ro d u ce  outlines o f  objects and  any tex t o n  a 
page w hile  keep ing  all o f  the dep th  properties o f  a 
standard dep th  map.

B efore a stereo edge dep th  m ap can be produced  a 
m e th o d  is n eed ed  to  find the  features in the tw o images 
th a t m atch . Tw o sim ple features that are used are the 
m agn itude  and  o rien ta tion  o f  the edges found in  the 
im ages. O n c e  the  features have been found  for the tw o 
cam era im ages, and  assum ing they have been stored in 
im age arrays, they are com pared and a m atch found.

I f  the cam eras are aligned correctly so that they lie 
a long  the sam e horizon tal line, w ith  the scan-lines for 
b o th  cam eras synchronised, then the so-called epipolar 
lines for b o th  cam eras w ill be along the corresponding 
im age row s (see Fig. 5). T h is is know n as the epipolar 
constraint, w h ich  m eans that a feature in one im age 
(the left im age say) has a m atch ing  feature in the 
co rrespond ing  row  in the  righ t image. As a result o f  
this, the  n u m b er o f  candidate matches, and hence the
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ultrasonic ty p e  devices, b u t n o t  necessarily  as fast o r  
as effectively. D e p th  m aps also have a seco n d  m ajo r 
draw back. S ince the  b righ tness  co rresp o n d s to  distance 
from the  user, a page o f  tex t is p e rce iv ed  as a flat surface 
w ith u n ifo rm  brigh tness . T h is  m eans th a t th e  tex t o n  
the page is lost so a d e p th  m ap  c a n n o t be u sed  in a 
reading device. T h is  can  b e  o v e rco m e  w ith  th e  use o f  
an edge d ep th  m ap.

Fig. 10 Edge depth  m ap after fea tu re  m atching and 
applying a threshold
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com pu ta tion  tim e, is g rea tly  re d u c e d . T h e re fo re , by 
using the  ep ipo lar co n stra in t n o t  o n ly  is it k n o w n  on 
w hich  row  to  search, b u t also in  w h a t d ire c tio n  to  
search.

Disparity' is d efined  as th e  d is tan ce  b e tw e e n  th e  
ho rizon ta l positions o f  a pa ir o f  m a tc h in g  fea tu res (if 
they could  be overlaid o n to  th e  sam e im ag e  fram e) and  
is m easured in pixels. T h is  is inverse ly  p ro p o r tio n a l to 
dep th , w h ich  is d efin ed  as th e  d is tan ce  b e tw e e n  the  
n n d -p o in t o f  th e  cam era  base line  an d  a real w o rld  
object p o in t 'L  So, w h e n  all fea tures have b een  
m atched, the  disparities can  b e  c o n v e r te d  in to  an 
intensity  range o r  d ep th  m ap.

A ssum ing th ere  are 11 features to  b e  m a tc h e d  w ith  an 
upper disparity  lim it o f  d  pixels, th e n  w ith o u t  th e  
epipolar constra in t u ( 2 d ) 2 o r  4 n ( d ) 2 p ixels m u s t be 
checked. H ow ever, using  th e  e p ip o la r c o n s tra in t o n ly  
n d  pixels have to  be co m p ared .

Figs. 6 and  7 show  tw o  office scenes as v iew ed  from  
tw o cam eras set in stereo. In Figs. 8 an d  9 th ey  have 
been processed to  reveal th e  s tro n g est edges. T h e  final 
im age, Fig. 10, show s an  actual ste reo  d e p th  m a p  as 
generated  via a m a tc h in g  ro u tin e  th a t is c u rre n tly  b e in g  
developed. F ro m  this it can  b e  seen  th a t th e  shape  o f  
objects is preserved  so th a t it is possib le  to  id en tify  and  
i f  necessary avoid n ea rb y  obstacles. O b je c ts  fu r th e r  
away are still recognisable, b u t are m u c h  fa in ter. T h e  
in fo rm ation  th a t is lost c o n c e rn s  th e  c o lo u r  an d  so m e  
tex ture  o f  th e  objects, w h ic h  in  th is c o n te x t is 
acceptable. H ow ever, any tex t in  th e  scen e  can  still be 
distinguished, as sh o w n  in Fig. 10.

T h e  edge d ep th  m ap  is c o n v e rte d  to  ste reo  so u n d  
using the  o p to p h o n e  tran sfo rm  d e sc r ib e d  earlier. 
Because the  scene co n ta in s edges only, th e re  are large 
areas tha t do  n o t create any so u n d  at all. H e n c e  th e  final 
sounds are m u ch  less c lu tte red  an d  o b jec ts  are easier to  
locate in these sounds.

Conclusions

T h e  p ro jec t has n o w  b e e n  ru n n in g  fo r  18 m o n th s  
and the  eq u ip m en t and  so ftw are  are  read y  fo r tes ting . 
B o th  a S ilicon G raph ics 0 2  a n d  a P e n tiu m  P C  
are being  used w ith  a 3 -cam era  system . T h e  so ftw are  
has been  developed  so th a t so u n d s  can  b e  g e n e ra te d  
from  edge d ep th  m aps in re a l- tim e  (up to  a m a x im u m  
o f  15 frames p e r second). O v e r  th e  n e x t 18 m o n th s  
experim en ts w ill b e  c o n d u c te d  to  d e te rm in e  th e  best 
way forw ard. T h e  a im  is to  establish  w h e th e r  o r  
n o t o p to p h o n ic  tran sfo rm a tio n  can  b e  m a d e  useful 
to b lind users. H ow ever, th e re  is a w id e r  im p lica tio n . 
I f  an o p to p h o n e  can g e n e ra te  so u n d s  w h ic h  in 
tu rn  can genera te  a m en ta l im ag e  th a t is c lear 
enough  to  enable so m e o n e  to  ‘se e ’, d o es  th is have 
an application to  th e  c o m m u n ity  as a w h o le ?  F o r 
exam ple, son ificadon  is an  area w 'here  a u d io  icons 
are being  used as p ro m p ts  in c o m p u t in g — a so u n d  
is generated  w h ic h  has a m e a n in g  to  th e  user, such  
as ‘you have e -m a il’. C o u ld  th e  o p to p h o n e  b e  used  
to design icons th a t have b o th  an  easily recogn isab le

im age and an easily identifiable sound that 
co rresponds to  that im age? R ecen tly  a website 
show ed  h ow  the  o p to p h o n e  can be used in games 
in  a system called th e  N A N O V O IC E  0.1—  
spectral sound  synthesis on  th e  G am e B o y ™ 13. T his 
m ay b e  ju s t the  first o f  m any  applications in  the 
en te r ta in m en t industry.
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AN INVESTIGATIO N INTO  STEREO  VISION AS A M ODIFICATION TO OPTOPHONIC

M A PPIN G S FROM  SCENE-TO-SOUND
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A b stract

This paper exam ines m odem  optophonic m apping techniques1,2 and discusses the role o f stereo vision as an 

aid in the com prehension o f  the im age-to-sound mapping. Techniques are also described for creating fast 

stereo depth maps, w hich present the user w ith only those parts o f  a real world scene considered essential for 

effective mobility. The outcom e o f  this project was a real-time system, capable o f  portraying depth 

information to a user about the w hereabouts o f  objects and obstacles in their immediate vicinity, whilst 

retaining the ability to perceive text.

Also mentioned are the key aspects o f  decision making (labelled DeLIA) involved when a blind subject 

encounters an obstacle, and results gained from  prelim inary tests designed to provide an insight into the 

performance o f  the optophonic process in these critical areas. The four aspects o f  blind mobility and 

navigation covered by D eLIA  are: object detection, object location, object identification, and object 

avoidance.

In trod u ction

The modem day optophonic m apping, as invented by Peter M eijer1,3, has been designed to enable 

conversion o f images captured directly from  a video camera into sound. This sound is encoded so 

that the location o f  an object in the real-w orld scene can be determined to a certain extent by the 

frequency (the higher the frequency, the higher the object) and the amplitude difference between 

the left and right ears (an object to the left w ould be portrayed with a greater sound amplitude in the 

left ear)3,4. Similarly, a system  know n as dichotic presentation5 (incorporating minute delays 

between the sounds reaching the two ears) can be used to aid in portraying object location. 

However, the distance to an object is extremely hard to judge with any amount o f accuracy. 

Secondly, with the current optophonic m apping there still appears to be a need to reduce the 

information contained w ithin the captured image prior to conversion to sound due to the differing 

bandwidths between the hum an vision and auditory systems. For these reasons an investigation 

began into the role stereovision could play in a mobility aid for the blind.2

In form ation  p ro ce ss in g

Most stereo techniques tend to be very computationally intensive and at the start o f the research 

real-time stereo algorithm s w ere generally beyond the scope o f standard desktop PC ’s. Hence, an
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original stereo technique was derived that could run at speeds far beyond simple real-time (in 

excess o f 150 fram es/sec), generating an edge depth map where instead o f distance being 

proportional to pixel intensity, it was related to the edge width6. After applying the optophonic 

scene-to-sound m apping the results were almost identical to that generated via a standard stereo 

edge technique. Since a thick edge produces a sound with a longer duration that is comparable to 

the high amplitude sound generated by a thin dark line, both o f which are formed by nearby objects.

At this time one m ajor draw back was encountered with this form o f stereo depth map for the 

purposes at hand. W hen an edge depth map is generated for a particular scene it is often very 

demanding visually, to accurately determ ine individual objects in the original scene from the 

outlines alone. Thus, it was concluded that if  a sighted person could not accurately determine the 

objects within a scene generated via a stereo edge algorithm, then how could a non-sighted person 

be expected to com petently recognise the more demanding audio representation. A similar problem 

was also encountered by Pearson & R obinson7, and more recently by M anoranjan8, whilst studying 

the use o f  edge im ages for d ea f hand signing over the telephone network via real-time low- 

resolution video. They found that subjects were unable to accurately interpret signing through the 

use o f edge images alone. H ow ever, a suitable alternative was found in the form o f two-tone 

cartoon edge images, which com bined a simple edge image with a thresholded image.

By applying the cartooning technique to a stereo edge map it is possible to create a cartoon depth 

map9 (see Appendix - fig. (1)) that fills object regions, which allows successful recognition o f the 

majority o f objects in a scene. The algorithm  employed simply calculates standard stereo edges, 

but as each stereo edge pixel is calculated, a subroutine proceeds to encode all neighbouring pixels 

to the same depth intensity w hilst the condition holds that they belong to a filled area in the 

corresponding cartoon image. The advantages o f this system are that objects regain definition, 

which is often lost during the application o f  an edge operator, and secondly that the whole process 

is capable o f processing at a fram e rate comparable to real-time video. Furthermore, stereo 

cartooning retains some texture from  the original images, thus preserving the outline o f any text 

that may be present.

In practice, stereo cartooning has been found to have an extra benefit over a standard intensity 

depth map for use as an input to the optophonic mapping, since it still consists o f large regions that 

contain no information. These blank regions, which are relatively unimportant for basic mobility, 

generate no sound and thus, do not distract the user from more important details.
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The conversion from scene-to-sound itse lf is quite an important factor in the optophonic mapping, 

and it is hoped that further advancem ents may be made to the current system by incorporating 3-D 

soundscapes to better portray the concepts o f object location and distance to the user. Currently, as 

previously described, the sound output is generated in such a way as to mimic the natural functions 

o f the human auditory system , w ith vertical height in the real world being logarithmically 

proportional to frequency3,4. O bject distance, as determined by the stereo algorithms, correspond to 

sound amplitude, such that nearer is louder. Each frame is then scanned from left to right at a rate 

o f 1 or 2 frames per second.

R esu lts

A series o f  tests have been devised, labelled DeLIA, to investigate four aspects o f blind mobility 

and navigation believed to be im portant decision making stages in the detection and avoidance o f 

obstacles. These four stages are: object Detection, object Location, object Identification, and object 

Avoidance.

Preliminary tests on a set o f  im ages with a group o f sighted subjects have shown promising results 

using a real-time software driven optophone. These tests were designed to study the first three 

stages o f  DeLIA, that o f  D etection, Location and Identification, and shall be used as a guide for 

more extensive testing. Currently, the stereo cartooning technique has demonstrated an enhanced 

recognition rate for users in a shorter period o f  time than with previous optophonic systems using 

unmodified image inputs.

It was believed prudent to begin initial testing on sighted subjects alone since they tend to 

demonstrate an im proved understanding o f  spatial awareness than a large percentage o f the 

intended users o f the optophone (the blind population). Thus, if  the system had failed on trials with 

sighted subjects, then it w ould have been reasonable to assume that the advancements to the 

mapping would not have been successful for general use.
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Appendix -  Example Image

Figure (1) -  Cartoon-edge depth map o f an office scene. 

C losest objects are displayed in white for reasons o f clarity.
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Relaying Scene Inform ation to the Blind via Sound using Cartoon Depth 

Maps

M ichael Capp 

Prof. Phil Picton

Abstract

Important scene inform ation can be relayed to a blind person via a mobility aid 

that incorporates an im age to sound mapping. However, these devices are 

frequently plagued w ith being both tiring and stressful to use, whilst not forgetting 

their steep learning curve on behalf o f the user. These difficulties are often a 

direct consequence o f  the quantity o f  information portrayed to the user when 

using a blind m obility aid that utilises near real-time scene-to-sound conversions. 

For this reason, research has been undertaken to consider and study the 

possibilities o f  stereo depth maps as a means to reducing the quantity o f 

unnecessary inform ation passed to the listener.

This paper describes, w ith exam ples, a method used for evaluating the 

effectiveness o f  edge depth maps. This is followed with an explanation o f a new 

technique, which com bines a stereo edge depth map with a cartoon-like scene 

representation, to effectively reduce the information content contained within a 

real-world image, w hilst leaving the essential image details to allow for 

navigation and reading o f  large text.

Keywords

Real-time vision, stereoscopic vision, blind navigation aids.
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1. Introduction

O ptophonic transform s such as that invented by Peter M eijer3 4 for use with blind 

mobility aids are generally acknowledged as suitable scene-to-sound transforms 

and have been im plem ented in numerous devices4. However, blind mobility aids1' 

that incorporate these scene-to-sound mappings, such as Peter M eijer’s modem 

optophone3 4, w hich is loosely based upon Fournier d ’A lbe’s ‘Exploring 

O ptophone’ and ‘Reading O ptophone’ 9, are still often plagued with the problem 

o f overloading the user w ith information. In other words, the quantity of 

information they portray to the listener can rarely be accurately perceived for any 

length o f time w ithout considerable effort and concentration on behalf o f the user. 

Hence, one possible rem edy w ould be to reduce the quantity o f information the 

mobility aid relays to the user. This process can therefore be tackled in two 

stages. The first stage is the reduction o f information to produce a low-bandwidth 

image that contains as m uch relevant information as possible. The second stage is 

the conversion o f  the im ages to sound. In this paper a technique is demonstrated 

for stage one, w hich generates low-resolution stereo images. The standard 

optophonic transform  is then used for stage tw o3 4 and is therefore not considered 

herein.

For stage one o f  the process, care must be taken when deciding what aspects of 

the real-world im age can be discarded. As Adrian O ’Hea6 pointed out, the scene- 

to-sound m apping should reflect the properties o f the human vision system. For 

example, the hum an vision system is receptive to motion, changes in contrast, 

colours, and so on. C urrently the optophonic mapping processes a monochrome 

image, captured from  a web cam era or similar device. The basic sound transform
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mapping horizontal position along the image as a function o f time, and vertical 

position with frequency. One aspect that seems to have been overlooked in 

previous optophonic m appings is the perception o f depth. The human vision 

system allows us to judge the relative distances to real-world objects by 

processing the two im ages received through the eyes. This remarkable process 

can be em ulated, albeit to a lesser standard, by using two or more video cam eras10'

14. At the expense o f  colour and shading information, it is possible to generate 

stereo depth maps that can be encoded with image pixel intensity being inversely 

proportional to object distance in the real world. Thus, the mapping from image- 

to-sound generates higher am plitude sounds for lighter image regions, which 

correspond to objects that are closer to the stereo cameras. This provides an 

opportunity to reduce the quantity o f  information portrayed to the user with the 

standard optophonic m appings by making distant objects very faint. However, 

this form o f  depth m ap often requires a great deal o f  processing time, and also 

lack the ability to portray text.

Further reductions in the quantity o f information portrayed to the user can be 

made by utilising edge detection prior to generating the depth m ap15. The 

resulting edge depth m ap still encodes distance to real-world points by the relative 

pixel intensities, or alternatively via the thickness o f  the portrayed edges16. 

However, only the edges o f  objects in the depth image are visible, but this does 

allow for the portrayal o f  text.

There are a num ber o f  different methods that can be used to generate these stereo 

edge maps, as well as various techniques for performing the correlation procedure
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itself. For exam ple, one o f  the most common methods for identifying edge 

features to use for correlation, and the technique used in this paper, consists of 

passing the Sobel edge operator over the image frames. From this it is possible to 

obtain edge features such as the edge orientation, magnitude, and contrast 

changes. Then a decision m ust be taken over which correlation method will be 

used. Such as scanning for the first most likely match, or choosing a more time 

consuming m ethod like finding all possible matches, then selecting the best and 

most likely correspondence.

When deciding on the best correlation procedure for generating edge depth maps, 

the norm tends to be to com pare and evaluate a particular algorithm’s 

performance in term s o f  its speed o f  operation and through visual inspection of 

the resulting edge depth map. Alternative methods are generally very time 

consuming, often involving the determination o f a number o f correspondences by 

hand11. These selected m atches are then compared with the results obtained from 

the stereo algorithm  under trial and used as a basis on which to gauge its 

performance. The accuracy and reliability o f this form o f evaluation is then 

proportional to the sam ple o f  handpicked matches taken. Hence, a more suitable 

and automated m ethod for determ ining the best procedure for detecting and 

generating an edge depth m ap was with the False Positive Fraction (FPF).

2. Evaluation o f depth maps

The method used to evaluate the quality o f a particular stereo edge algorithm 

requires a pair o f  stereo im ages in which the largest disparity in pixels is known, 

or can be determined. For example, the greatest disparity o f  any object that is
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visible in both figures (2) & (3) (see Appendix), belongs to the head o f the lamp, 

and is 30 pixels. Similarly, the smallest disparity between the two figures was 

found to be 15 pixels. Next the edge depth map is generated using the chosen 

algorithm. The disparity range used must be from the lowest disparity (in this 

case, 15 pixels) to one that exceeds the maximum disparity found between the 

stereo image pair (for exam ple - 40 pixels). The algorithm must be applied so that 

the final edge depth m ap consists o f edges with pixel intensities varying from 

black through to light grey (but not white). A pixel intensity o f white is used to 

simply represent areas w here no edge matches were located. Finally a histogram 

o f pixel intensities is taken from the edge depth map.

From the histogram , all pixel intensities that correspond to matches that exceed a 

disparity o f  30 pixels are know n to be incorrect. Also, the total number o f pixels 

corresponding to edges in the depth map is known. From these a ratio can be 

obtained o f  the total m inus the incorrect matches to the total matches alone over 

the given range o f  disparities. Obviously, there are a number o f  assumptions in 

this procedure. For exam ple, in m ost cases, as the maximum disparity increases, 

the number o f  false m atches also increases. But, as long as all stereo algorithms 

under evaluation are tested using the same properties, a good indication o f the 

algorithm ’s perform ance is obtained. A perfect algorithm would get a ratio o f 1.

The following algorithm , w hen tested both visually and via the method described 

earlier for evaluating edge depth maps, gave some o f the best results (see figure 

(6) in Appendix for an exam ple) in the shortest computation time. The algorithm 

finds correspondences by searching for candidates between the image pair that
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have near identical edge properties within a given disparity range, such as the 

edge magnitude, orientation, and contrast change. A second constraint that further 

reduces the num ber o f  incorrect matches is through the use o f  any previously 

found disparities15. It is often the case that several edge pixels are located from 

the same real world object. Hence, if  two likely candidates are found, then 

priority is given to the one that most closely matches disparities that were 

correctly located on previous searches. Figure (1) shows an example where ‘A ’ 

indicates a positive m atch between a pair o f stereo images. Arrows ‘B ’ & ‘C ’ 

represent possible m atches found while searching for the next correspondence. 

However, by considering the previous match ( ‘A ’), it can be assumed that match 

‘B ’ is incorrect and that m atch ‘C ’ is valid and belongs to the same real world 

object as m atch ‘A ’.

Using the described m ethod o f  evaluation on this stereo technique, with figures 

(2) & (3), the following results were obtained -  see table (1). From these results it 

can be seen that only 4%  o f  the m atches are known to be incorrect which gives a 

ratio o f  (12348 - 4 9 6 ) /l2348 = 11852/12348 = 0.96. This method has been 

applied to a num ber o f  im age with a variety o f  content, texture, and illumination, 

and the FPF results obtained were accurate to within a few percent o f the figure 

quoted.

As an aside, the original left and right edge images contained approximately 

18200 pixels each that corresponded to edges. The edge-depth map contained 

12348 pixels that correspond to edges, which is only 68% o f the original edge 

pixels. This can be explained by the fact that the extreme left and right borders o f
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both images do not contain information that can be used for stereo matching. If  

these borders are excluded from the count, then the percentage o f edges that 

appear in the edge-depth m ap is over 80%. The ratio obtained above is therefore a 

reasonably accurate m easure o f the algorithm's performance.

3. Cartooning Technique

An edge depth map is one solution to the problem o f information reduction in a 

blind mobility aid. H owever, it can often be very difficult to interpret even 

relatively simple scenes when portrayed in the form o f an edge depth map (see 

figure 6). For exam ple, objects in the scene can become hard to recognise purely 

from their outlines, especially if  parts o f that outline are missing. This problem

1 7was also noted in a sim ilar application by Pearson & Robinson , on deaf sign 

communication over the phone network via real-time low-resolution video, and 

more recently by M anoranjan18. Due to the necessary bandwidth reductions, 

normal low-resolution video images occupied too much space in terms o f data, 

and so could not be displayed at a sufficiently fast frame rate. On the other hand, 

two-tone edge im ages could be com pressed quite adequately to allow for in excess 

o f 8 frames per second, w hich was sufficiently fast enough to capture movement 

or signing. However, the loss o f  information due to edge detection made the 

accurate perception o f  signing very laborious and generally near impossible.

Their solution was to use tw o-tone cartoon images (see figure 7 for example) that 

contained sufficient inform ation to allow for accurate interpretation o f the hand 

signs, whilst suppressing enough unwanted scene information to relay the video at 

a comfortable frame rate for perception o f movement.
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The next method presented in this paper attempts to restore some o f the lost 

texture (such as text) and shading into the final disparity image, by combining the 

edge depth map, discussed earlier, with the two-tone cartoon technique. The 

result is a cartoon-like edge depth map that greatly reduces the quantity of 

unnecessary inform ation in the scene, whilst retaining object and region structure.

The cartoon image technique simply applied a threshold to an image. Any pixel 

intensities darker than the threshold were replaced with black pixels, all others 

were set to white. This, when com bined with an edge detection routine, resulted 

in a two-tone cartoon filled image.

The threshold is determ ined using a method proposed by M anoranjan, whereby 

the absolute threshold was determined, via a histogram, using a fraction o f the 

cumulative sum o f  pixel intensities in the image scene. Although this technique is 

not ideal, it does provide an adequate solution for most real world scenes.

The cartooning m ethod was adapted to stereo images, so that edges and some 

surfaces would be displayed with a pixel intensity that was proportional to the 

distance from the cam eras, as shown in figure (8). First, the left stereo image has 

the original cartoon technique applied, producing an image with edges and 

surfaces (see figure (7)). It was advantageous to set a third tone (other than black 

or white) in the cartoon that corresponds to object edges. This can be used to 

prevent region filling beyond object boundaries. Secondly, the right stereo image 

uses a Sobel edge detector to produce an edge image. A match is found between
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an edge pixel in the left and right stereo images, and from that an estimate is made 

o f the depth from the camera. The pixel in the edge-depth map is encoded with a 

brightness that is proportional to the distance from the camera as in the previous 

section. Using the cartoon image (the left stereo image) any surface that has been 

coded black can be re-coded using the same pixel intensity as the edge that has 

just been found, since it is assum ed that the edge and the surface are at the same 

distance from the cam era. This ceases when another match is found between the 

left and right images, w hich is assumed to be the opposite end o f the surface.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents two methods for use with stereo depth maps. Firstly, a 

procedure for evaluating the effectiveness o f stereo edge depth maps is illustrated, 

which can also be adapted for use in assessing the efficiency o f  standard intensity 

based depth maps. Secondly, this paper details a method for generating an edge 

depth map with a new  and original presentation. An attempt is made to restore the 

areas o f shading, w hich is lost whilst generating an edge depth map, by 

incorporating a tw o-tone cartoon image o f the scene into the process. The 

resulting cartoon depth m ap represents the scene in the form o f a cartoon, with 

objects being displayed in various shades o f grey that represent the distance from 

the cameras.

The systems described are simple enough to work at speeds in excess o f  15 frames 

per second, with adaptive cartoon thresholding. Once generated, this cartoon- 

depth map is converted into sound via a standard optophonic mapping, for 

interpretation by the listener/user. The method described successfully reduces the
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quantity o f  relatively nonessential information in the scene, such as texture, whilst 

providing the user w ith depth and object information in the form o f regions o f like 

grey levels. This new  m ethod o f  presentation for stereo depth maps has already 

been shown, in prelim inary experiments, to aid recognition and ease of 

interpretation o f  the optophonic output o f a software implementation video 

optophone.

It should be noted that the technique for presenting images could make use o f any 

stereo algorithm  and so m ore accurate depth information could have been 

obtained using m ore up-to-date stereo algorithms. However, with technology at 

its current state, even a high specification PC would be unable to process the 

images, generate the depth maps, and perform the scene-to-sound mapping at 

sufficiently high speeds. W ith the stereo algorithm described in this paper, 

including the application o f  an original form o f presentation (cartooning -  as 

described earlier) and the inclusion o f the scene-to-sound mapping, speeds o f 12- 

15 frames per second where obtainable (image dimensions o f 320x240).

The next step (stage 2) is the conversion to sound, and to more thoroughly test the 

effectiveness o f  the proposed techniques in trials with volunteers, results o f which 

to be presented in W arw ick, IM C 1019, in August 2000.
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7.1 Appendix -  Tables

Disparity
Range

Number o f 
Pixels

Pixel Type

0 64452 Blank pixels
15-30 11852 Other

matches
31-40 496 False matches
15-40 12348 Total matches

Table (1) -  The results o f  applying the described method for evaluating stereo 

edge depth maps to the procedure presented in this paper, with figures (2) & (3).
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7.2 Appendix -  Figures

Figure (4) -  Sobel edge operator applied 

to figure (2).

Figure (5) -  Sobel edge operator applied 

to figure (3).

/ ,  (Image 1)

h  (Image 2)

Figure (1) -  Stereo matching

Figure (2) -  Office scene captured 

through left camera o f  a stereo pair.

Figure (3) -  Office scene captured 

through right camera o f a stereo pair.
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Figure (6) -  Stereo edge depth map. Figure (7) -  Cartoon edge image.

Figure (8) -  Cartoon-edge depth map. Closest objects are displayed in white for 

reasons o f clarity.
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